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The Magazine for Music Listeners

SUPERB FOR STEREO
...and

better than ever

When it comes to the selection of a record changer to meet
the exacting requirements of both modern stereo and modern high fidelity monaural records there is only one
choice, the GS -77
From the day this modern record changer was born, strict
adherence to rigid precision standards and advanced engineering made it the ideal high fidelity record changer.
Now, new features have been added to make it the ideal
stereo changer. An easily accessible stereo -monaural switch
directs the stereo signal to the proper speaker. On monaural records. it provides a signal to both speakers adding
extra depth. A double channel muting switch assures complete silence at all times except when the stereo record is
being played. New GS -77 quick -change cartridge holder
makes it easy to change from stereo to monaural cartridge
with the turn of a knob.

-

for monaural

records

Other GS -77 features assure the finest reproduction,
stereo or monaural. The tone arm exhibits no resonance
in the audible spectrum. and virtually eliminates tracking
error. The arm counter -balance is so designed that stylus
pressure between the first and tenth record in the stack
does not vary beyond 0.9 gram. These characteristics virtually eliminate vertical rumble to which stereo is sensitive. Turntable pause eliminates the grinding action which
takes place where records arc dropped on a moving turntable or disc protecting the delicate stereo record grooves.
The GS -77 is the perfect record changer for stereo as it
is for monaural high fidelity. $59.50 less cartridge and base.
Hear it at your hi -li dealer, or write for complete details:
Glaser -Steers Corp.. 20 Main St.. Belleville 9, N. J. In
Canada: Alex L. Clark. Ltd.. Toronto. Ontario. Export.
M. Simons C Sons Co.. Inc., New York City.

-

-

new

GLASER -STEERS GS-77
the modern record changer
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For all your hi-fi listening..
presents these new Stereo
Director* Systems with challenging performance
in high
fashion furniture ... at prices that set new standards for
loudspeaker val es.
,

.

,

.

JENSEN DS -100 DUAL 3 -WAY SYSTEM WITH THE NEW

Jensen

r,

STEREO DIRECTOR*

The DS -100 dual stereo unit, in the popular lowboy, is the
answer to the buyer's demand for a complete stereo reproducer in one cabinet. This handsomely styled loudspeaker
system provides two completely independent 3 -way speaker systems with 12" Flexair woofers (total of 6 speakers) which can be
used together for superior spread source monophonic sound, as well
as stereo. The two Stereo Directors. each having an R inch mid channel and compression driver h -f unit, allow flexibility in cabinet
placement with maximum effectiveness in aiming the sound to the
favored listening area. Crossover frequencies 600 and 4000 cycles.
32'H., 52" W., 1814' D. Available in Walnut, Tawny Asst and
Mahogany
Net Price
369.50
,

,

HOW THE NEW JENSEN STEREO DIRECTOR

WORKS...
Jensen STEREO DIRECTOR lets

you place the speakers where
decor dictates, square to
the wall for best appearance.
You send the sound to you instantly adjust for best stereo tittoning without moving cabinet.

pair of these Director assemblies are used in the D5.100 Dual
3-way System (Illustrated above), a single assembly In th s S5 -100,
mounted Inside on the shell above the Florair woofer ,.nclorure.
Chassis easily rotated without moving cabinet, has an 8' m -I unit,
mpressiondriver tweeter, network and control. All fr squer ties
above 600 cycles are reproduced by the Stereo Dirort lr assem
bly. Complete system is also available in kit form.
A

ABOUT JENSEN'S NEW

LEXAIR WOOFER

The new Jensen Flexair Woofers are designed to extend bass response down to very low frequencies.
They have highly -damped superi w resonance at the very bottom of the audio range -16 to 20 cycles.
They have an exceptional degree .f linearity and arc capable of a total movement of 1 ". In even a relatively small Bass -Supertlex enclos ire, they deliver their extreme low- frequency performance with a new
low in distortion.

JENSEN SS -100 3 -WAY SYSTEM
WITH THE NEW

pc p

aaaaa

r

Jensen
STEREO DIRECTOR

°.glt¡VitIcm in performance to one section of the DS -I 00
Dual Stereo system, this elegant model includes Stereo
Director Chassis and l2" Flexair woofer in the Jensen
Bass -Supertlex enclosure for smooth coverage of the
range front 20 to 15,000 cycles. Adequately driven to
normal room levels with a 1i1 watt :nnarrjer,'f
SS-100's
are ideal for stereo in the difficult-to-arrange living room,
assuring perfect sound in the favored listening urea. 32"
H..
W, 181.," D. Available in Walnut, lawny Ash
and Mahogany.
Net Price
179,95
I

with

.al.eon,v.0 layout.

'I"

...BUILDING YOUR OWN STEREO SYSTEM?
Use these new kits

for superb sound... finest stereo performance.

DC -3 STEREO DIRECTOR CHASSIS
Mounts m -f and h -f units of KT -33 to make
Stereo Director assembly as used in SS -100
reproducers. Includes panel, base, assembly
hardware, and complete instructions.

Send for
Bulletin

JHI

Trademark, Patents oondlno

KT -33 BASIC 3 -WAY SYSTEM KIT

includes Flexair 12 -inch woofer,
special 8 inch m -f unit, and RP -103
compression h -f unit. Complete with control,
crossover network, wiring cable, and full
instructions. Impedance 16 ohms;
power rating 30 watts.

Jensen
Division of The Muter Company

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6601 S. Laramie Ave., Chicago 38, Illinois
In Canada: J. R. Longstoffe Co., Ltd., Toronto
In Mexico: Radios Y Television, S.A., Mexico D.F.
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PRECISION ..

.

precisely
for music!

A pickup precisely designed for
music! A stereo pickup with all

the compliance, frequency
response and distortion -free
performance required for the
highest quality music reproduction. T his ...is the

STANTON Stereo FLUX VALVE... where
quality starts and the
music begins!

Hermetically
seoled for

o

life-

lime of Isoeblefree use. the
Stelae-

STANTON

UXVALVE per farms in o woy no
other pickup can
equal. Use it in
automatic or manual record playing
FL

systems.

The STANTON Model 196 UNIPOISE Arm
with integrated Stereo- FLUXVALVE pickup
mounts easily on all quality transcription turntables. Precision single friction -free bearing adds
gentleness to quality. $59.85 with replaceable 0.7
mil diamond T -GUARD Stylus.

For use in all pickup arms -automatic or manual
choose the STANTON Model 371 Stereo FLUXVALVE cartridge. On monophonic records it will outperform any other pickup except
on stereophonic
the original FLUXYALI'E
records it is peerless! $29.85 with replaceable 0.7
mil diamond T -GUARD Stylus.

-

...

TNOTOCRATNEO BY MORT WELDON

For those who con hear the diNerence

FINE QUALITY HIGH FIDELITY PRODUCTS BY

PICKERING & COMPANY, INC., Plainview,
FLUXVALVE, TGUARD, UtHIPOISE are

Address Dept. B108 for

a

registered trademarks of Pickering

N. Y.
& Co.,

Inc..

free copy of IT TAKES TWO TO STEREO by Walter O. Stanton.

ITIC.Tt
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NEW! LAFAYETTE "STEREO"
HI -FI PHONO MUSIC SYSTEM
An Ideal Quality System For listening
To The New High Realism Stereo Sound!

FOR STEREO

8 MONAURAL REPRODUCTION

COMPONENTS

NEW GE GC -7
STEREO

CARTRIDGE
WITH
DIAMOND

Lalaye He LA -90 28 -Walt Stereo Amplifier
Garrard R(I11 /II Changer
Lafayette PK -111. Wood Base
GE OC1 Stereo Mognetit Cartridge
2- Lafayette SK -S8 Ccaxiol 12" Speakers

STYLUS

Total Reg. Prise

YOU PAY ONLY

167,50

I6.7S

-

SAVE

72.50
41.63
3.9S

23.47
S9.00

109:3-?

33.07!

DOWN
12.00 MONTHLY
A superb complete phono music system brought to you by Laloyelle'r top stereo engineers. Hears of the system is the new Lafayette LA -9O with
14 watts per channel and with oll the inputs nocenory for a complete
stereo control canter. Other line components of the system ore the famous
new Garrard RC121/II 4 -speed automatic record changer ready to
accept stereo cartridges, the Lafayette PK -111 wood base for changer,
of fine selected woods; thennew GE GC -7 stereo /monaural variable reluctance cartridge with 0.7 mil genuine GE diamond stylus: and 2 of the
unbeatable, for performance- value, Lafayette 5K -58 12" coaxial speakers with bush -in crossover network and brilliance level control. Sup pii od complete with Cables, connectors, and easy.loinstoll instructions.
Shea. wt., 66 lbs.
-Net 167.50
HF -374
Stereo Phono System, with mahogany or blonde wood chongor base (please specify)
HF-375
Same os HI.374 but with 2.lafayslls CAB -16 mahogany or walnut or CABI7 blonds Resonator -type
Net 222.50
rpeoker enclocuros /specify which)
ONLY

LAFAYETTE STEREO FM /AM -PHONO MUSIC SYSTEM
Same at HF374 above but with new Lafayette stereo Model ET -99 FM /AM Tuner.
Not 237.00
HI-376 Stereo FM /AM hone System
but with 7- Lafayette CAB -16 mohogany or walnut or CA0.17 Hondo speaker enclosures

HI -377

Some as HFJ76
Net 292.00

NEW! LAFAYETTE 28 -WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER
Superlative Features and Low Cost
make it easy to GO STEREO NOW!
WATTS MONAURALLY WITH 1 OR 2 SPEAKER
14 WATTS PER STEREO CHANNEL
SPEAKER PHASING SWITCH
3.5 MILLIVOLTS
SENSITIVITY FOR TAPE HEAD OR PHONO CARTRIDGE
28

SYSTEMS

20. 20,000

LA -90

CPS RESPONSE

versatile stelae central center preamplifier -amplifier whale excellent
performance and low cost make il eery to stare enjoying stereos und right
novel Power output it 14 watts per channel for stereo, or -by placing
the Stereo- Monaural Switch in "Monaural" position ond connecting the
output tronslormer lops in parallel -28 watts ore available to drive a single
ONLY 7.25 DOWN
speaker system monaurally; or-ouch individual amplifier output moy be
to a townie rpeoker wen for 28 -watts fatal monaural out8.00 MONTHLY
putacted
with the amplifier used as either an electronic crossover, feeding
low freeuencies to
speaker system and highs to the other, or to creole a pseudo -stereophonic effect with
monaural program material. Response is 20. 20,000 cps; distortion is below l yr% at 12 worts; hunt is 75 db
below full output, 'either channel; output taps are 8, 16, and 32 ohms (4, 8 of 16 ohms when strapped together); controls include 6- position selector switch (Aun, Ceramic or Crystal, Tuner, LP -RIAA, POP, Tape
Head), Balance Channel A, Balance Channel B, Master Level, Treble A and Treble B /dual concentric), Bass A
and Boss B (dual concentric), Channel Reverse Switch, Stereo-Monaural Switch, Tape Monitor Switch, Speaker
Phasing Switch. Inputs include dual Tuner, Crystal /Ceramic, Mog. Phono, Tope Head. Tape Monitor Output.
Tubas are 4.12AX7, 4-EL84; 2 -EZ80 Rectifiers. Size is 4. 11/16" h x 14.9/16` w a 9.1/4" d. Shpg. wt., 22 lbs.
LAFAYETTE LA -90 Stereo Amplifier
Net 72.50
A new,

72.50
1

NEW! LAFAYETTE STEREO
MONAURAL FM -AM TUNER
FLEXIBLE DESIGN! LOW BUDGET PRICE!

INSTALL STEREO NOW!
FM -AM STEREO RECEPTION
FM OR AM MONAURAL RECEPTION
FM MULTIPLEX RECEPTION
(REQUIRES DECODER)
FOR SIMULTANEOUS FM IL
AM LISTENING IN DIFFERENT ROOMS
3 MICROVOLTS
FM SENSITIVITY
ARMSTRONG FM CIRCUIT
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
An excellent unit with agony outstanding features whose low cost and high
degree of flexibility combine 1e make it proclicoble to enjoy stereo FM /AM
broadcasts NOW without fear of obsolescence. The Lafayette LT -99 Stereo
Tuner may be used for standard AM or FM (monaural) or far FM -AM stereo
listening. Or, you con use it os o 2- channel receiver and feed FM to one
ONLY 7.25 DOWNroom and AM to another at the same lime. Outputs one provided for stereo
or monaural tape recording directly off the air. Styling is modern and de8.00 MONTHLY
clared to oleos* the style conscious modern young homemaker.
Circuitry is of the Armstrong FM type, with limiter and discriminator; sensitivity it 3 microvolts (on FM) for
2D db Quieting, 75
volts loop -sensitivity on AMr frequency response is, for FM, 20. 20,000 cps ±
db,
and for AM 20 -5,000 cps i- 2 db; output voltages ore: Fe1-21/2 volli for 100% modulation, AM -1 volt
average. Output lacks include AFM Monaural, AM Stereo, AM Tope Recording, FM Tope /Multiplex. Controls
include Stereo- Monaural switch, Selector Switch (AM, FM -AFC, FM, Off), AM Tuning, FM Tuning, Multiple,
Topeiswitch. Built -In FM and AM antennas. Tubes are 6BE6, 2 -68A6, 6U8, 12AT7, 6AU6, GALS; diode AM
detester, selenium rectifier. For 105.120 volts, 50 /60 cps AC. Size 8-1/2"d x 13. 5/16" s 4 -1/4" h- Shpg. wt.,
toy, lbs.
LAFAYETTE LT -99 Stereo Tuner
Net 72.50

LT- 99

72.50

1
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AUTHORitatively Speaking
No one who reads HIGH FtneL-rrv, naturally, needs identification of the elegant
and valorous baronet whose comments and
witticisms lead off this issue (page 42).
His chin-beard has served as a sort of war

pennant for embattled \lozartcans for fifty
years. and he has done his hit lwsidcs for
Handel, Schubert, Delius, Sibelius, and
Bizet. His comp: uiinn in this conversation
-arranged by Roland Gelait of HIGH FI-

and J. David Bicknell of E 'ot1 -is
an old ac(ptaintanee, Sir Robert John Graham Boothhy. Sir Robert (K.ß.E., Legion
of Honour) has represented East Aberdeenshire in Parliament since 1994 and, as
a young elan, served as secretary to Winston Churchill when the latter was Chancellor of the Exchequer. Since this interview, he has been made it life peer, his
new title being Baron Boothhy of Buchani
Ratiray Head, Aberdeen, and one now
addresses hint as Lord Boothhy. The conversation was transcribed in Sir Thomas
suite at Brown's Hotel in London, and is
DELITY

completely extemporaneous.

%vim, on page 46
enjoins us to be sane about stereo, is a
reguhor contributor to these pages- He is
also author of Toscanini and the Art of
Orchestral Performance and music critic
of the Chicago Sun -Times. For his newspaper he has just completed a European
tour which involved his accompanying
the Philadelphia Orchestra into the Soviet Union. Had a pretty good lime
among the Comrades, he says, but is
glad to be hack in Chicago, tinkering
with his stereo system.

Robert Charles Marsh,

Paul Moor has been to Russia, too -ohs iously, from the fact that he interviewed
Sviatoslav Richter there (see page 49).
in fact, he was the writer picked by
Time Magazine to accompany Van Cliburn on his triumphant travels around
the U.S.S.R.
C. G. Burke is a man whose inimitable

prose has been too long absent from
Hum Funa -1'ry, anti it is with real delight we greet Isis short story, "So Musical a Discord," which yon may reati on
page 52. He promises us more of the
same, once he has fulfilled his obligations to J. B. Lippincott Company, for
whom he is committed to write a pair
of books. We will keep needling hint.
For new readers, we nlay point out that
\Ir. Burke was one of the founding fathers (if he will excuse the expression)
of HIGH F1nEl,rry Magazine and, in fact,
of the whole body of literature which
has sprung up around the twin phenomena of high fidelity and LP recording. He originated the critical discography, among other things.

Our bearded stereo experimenter Norman
Crowhurst looks -and, apparently, isprototypical of the clogged Britisher facing dreadful odds. Which is a good
thing. '/-here aren't any much more
dreadful odds around today than that
the first xxmy ynn set up your stereo
will yield you something horrid and
raucous. Lucky us, to have Crowhurst
trying it first! Sec page 34.
IT7 TCEl
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A SENSIBLE WAY TO BUILD UP YOUR
RECORD LIBRARY -at an immense saving
... a

plan designed to help serious lovers of music build up

a

fine record library cy/ematifally,

VICTOR Red

can save ALMOST ONE THIRD of what they would otherwise pay For the same RCA

,Rfa U'utor _eSocie

they

.

,

Seal Records

,ofgreat Wusic

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE BOOK -OF- THE -MONTH CLUB

EITHER OF THESE ALBUMS SENT TO YOU
.

..

IF YOU AGREE TO BUY SIX

ADDITIONAL RECORDS FROM

THE SOCIETY IN THE NEXT YEAR

The Nine Symphonies of Beethoven
CONDUCTED

RY

21rturo Toscavini
WITH TII7I NIlC SYMPHONY OItCIItìtiTRA

$398

ALBUM FOR ONLY

A SEVEN -RECORD

[Nationally advertised price. S34.98)

The Five Beethoven Piano Concertos
PLAYED

BY

Artur Rubinstein
JOSEF KRIPS

CONDUCTING THE SYMPHONY OF THE AIR

A FIVE -RECORD

$398

ALBUM FOR ONLY

[Nationally advertised price! S24.98[

AN INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Most music- lovers
certainly intend to build tip for themselves a repre.
tentative record library of the World's Great
Music. Unfortunately, almost always they are haphazard in carrying out this aspiration. Because of
more systematic collection, operating costs can be
greatly reduced. The remarkable Intrsxluctory Offer
above is a dramatic demonstration. It can represent
up to more than a 40% saving the first year.

M. CONLY, editor of High 7idclily; AARON COPLAND. composer; ALFRED FRANKENSTEIN, music
critic of the San 7nulcisco Chronicle: DOUGLAS
MOORE, composer and Professor of Music, Columbia University; WILLIAM SCHUMAN, composer
and president of )Milliard School of Music; CARLETON SPRAGUE SMITH, chief of Music Division,
N. Y. Public Library; G. WALLACE WOODWORTH.

Professor of Music,

*Thereafter, continuing members can build their
record library at almost a ONE -THIRD SAVING.
For every two records purchased (from a group of
at least fifty made available annually by the Society) members mill receive n (bird act VICTat
Red Seal Record free.

*

A cardinal feature of the plan is GUIDANCE.
The Society has a Selection Panel whose sole funclion is to recommend "must -bave" works for members. Members of the panel arc: DEEMS TAYLOR,
composer and commentator, Chairman; SAMUEL
CHOTZINOFF,
General Music
Director, sec;
JACQUES BARZUN, author and n,nsic critic; JOHN

Harvard University.

RCA VICTOR Society of Great MuaIe
V12 -10
e/o Book -of- the -Month Club, Inc.
345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.
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THE NINE
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SYMPHONIES
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TCHIKOVSKYS FIRST PIANO CONCERTO

THOVEN PIANO
CONCERTOS
W

ar'1

l
m;t.)
odfu01lment

EACH month, three or more

structed (on a simple form always provided), this
record is sent to the member. ti duc member dors
not want the work he may specify an alternate, or
instruct the Society to send him nothing. For every
record purchased. members pay only S4 9R, the
nationally advertised price. (For every shipment a
small charge for postage and handling is added.)

I

1

HOW THE SOCIETY OPERATES
IZ -inch 33! -j R.P.M.
RCA Vic-ros Red Seal Records are announced to
members. One is singled out as the record- of -tbr"toutll and, unless the Society is otherwise in-
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Years Ahead

...Years

Ago.

This was the amplifier That started the swing
lo STEREO. The Bell Model 3D. Introduced in May,
1953, it had dual inputs for radio,

phono and tope.

"As a standard binaural amplifier, it
would seem difficult to improve."
High Fidelity Magazine, November 1954

The experts were wrong. Today,
nearly four years later, Bell intro-

With the new Bell 3030 Stereo Amplifier,
the Bell rape Transport represents a complete stereo system that will not become ohsolete in the future: Units now being made
have provision for a 4 -track head to play
4-channel tapes when they become available.

duces a complete new line of stereo
components with more of the features considered most desirable in
a Stereo Amplifier.'

Recently, Bell made available a low -cost
Stereo Amplifier for the "budget- buyer ".
Known as the Pacemaker, this 2-channel,
20 watt stereo amplifier is still another product of Bell Stereo "know- how ", with an outstanding array of features for its low cost.

Five years ago, Bell Sound Systems produced
the very first 2- channel Stereo Amplifier on
a single chassis. It was designed. primarily,
to play Cook Binaural Records --- the kind
that required a two -headed tone arm to track
two sets of grooves. Remember?

Today, there are more Bell Stereo Amplifiers
in use than all others combined. But progress
continues.

To maintain its position as the only manufacturer of a complete line of Stereo com-

ponents, Bell is getting set to produce even

Professional Stereo Recording System,

of the Bell Model 3030
Stereo Amplifier include Single -Knob Bol once Control, Continuously Variable Loud.
ness Control and Level Control with Built -In
Channel Reverse for Stereo.
New features

Quickly accepted as the standard of the
industry, the 3D was acclaimed by the experts as "difficult to improve ".
We thought so, too. But then. along came
magnetic tape which immediately made
stereo playback and recording possible. Taking advantage of the quality reproduction of
tape. Bell modified its 3D
and added a
Tape Head Input.

-

That was in 1956. A year destined to make
hi -fi history: Bell, set to introduce the "sleek,
slim silhouette", announced the first major
breakthrough in high fidelity styling.
"Impossible ", said our friends when Bell revealed plans to re- design its 2- channel Stereo
Amplifier, early this year with the same long,
low look. only 4" high, as the rest of its
monaural line.
^

Set l'age 12, Hi Ei and Music Review, August,

1958.
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made by Bell, includes the Model T -213
Tape Transport with two RP -120 Record
Playback Pre -Amplifiers in a Portable Corrying Case. Tope Transport with new Auto Stop Switch, and Add -On electronic components are available separately for your
own custom installation. Only Bell hos these
outstanding components to let you make
your own professional stereo recordings on
tope for less than $300.

The experts were wrong. Sixty days ago, Bell
again set the standard for all others to follow
with the introduction of the new Model 3030,
a 2- channel, 30 watt stereo amplifier with
built -in pre -amps. With more features to play
the new "single-groove" stereo records and
reproduce stereo radio broadcasts, the 3030
also made possible top -quality tape playback
(direct from tape heads or tape pre -amps).
For this purpose. Bell last year introduced a
new Tape Transport in 4 basic models: the
only one of its kind to RECORD STEREO,
with its own specially designed Add -On preamplifiers for playback and recording.
This is a professional -type machine, with
three heavy -duty 4 -pole motors and a frequency response of 25-12.000 cps 2dbUsed for stereo recording, the Bell Tape
Transport effectively copies stereo tapes and
records and captures stereo broadcasts off the -air. In one year, this component has
won unanimous consumer acceptance to gain
unchallenged leadership in its field,

t

Pacemaker Stereo, shown here, is a low cost 2- channel 20 watt amplifier, Known
os the Model 2221, this Bell product hos
inputs provided for stereo records, tuner
and tape. Plays monaural programs at the
flick of a switch.

more big -power stereo amplifiers and sterec
timers. When these are announced, we prom
ise they will he ready to deliver to you. This
is our responsibility of leadership.
In the meantime, as a reader interested in
the progress of Bell Stereo, we suggest you
obtain a copy of the new Bell

High Fidelity Handbook.

This 24 -page book contains
photographs and specs. of the
complete line of Bell components. Write us for your
free copy.
Bell

Sound

Systems,

Inc.,

555

Marion Road, Columbus, Ohio
A division of Thompson Products, Inc.

Htctt FIDELITY

MAGAZINE

A Complete Stereo System: Shown here is a typical custom installation of the Bell Model 3030 Stereo Amplifier
with a Bell Tope Transport. With these components for
your Stereo system, you can start to enjoy the finest
quality sound reproduction on tape. Amplifier has inputs to play monaural and Stereo discs with your
present record player.

www.americanradiohistory.com

SMOOTHNESS

1

EFFICIENCY

WIDE RANGE

PRICE

QUALITY

I

speakers have all five
Choose ALTEC -the high fidelity speakers used in more professional
stereophonic systems than all other makes combined -for your mono or stereo system.
ALTEC offers six superb single frame high fidelity speakers.
Prices start as low as $31.00.
Bit ex' speakers... perhaps the only true high fidelity

Duplex§ speakers

... considered

single cone speakers made. Priced from $31 to $61.

in the world since

their introduction over twelve years

the finest speakers

ago. Priced from $120 to $189.
BIFLEX SPEAKERS
SPECIFICATIONSn

'

Stange

SPECIFICATIONS:
Guaranteed

Guaranteed
Frequency
Code

DUPLEX SPEAKERS

frequency

Moe. Magnet
Power

el 5A 30.14,000cpe 2Swalls

dance

Weight Olam.

Price

ohms 2.a lot. 1511; $67.00
029 40.15.000 cos 20walls B ohms 1.8 lbs. 121/4" 954.00
408A 6046,000cus 15 watts Booms .6510s. 8V." $31.00
Tne

is

a

8

Bifita ptincipte of high fidelity rtDloducll on
patented ALTEC development.

When you hear ALTEC

Code

flange

Dive.
Pewee

dance

lewd

WegIM Oiatk.

Price

6018 4022,000 cps 20 walls 8 ohms LB Ibt. 1214" 0120.00
(30 peak)
6029 30-22,000 cps 25 watts Bohm 2.41bs. 153(," 0143.00
130 peak)
6040 1022,000 cps 35 watts 16 ohms 5.611,. 1501; $189.00
ISO peak)

- you know it's the finest. And it costs no morel

Write jor free catalogue and informative loudspeaker enclosure booklet:
ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION, Dept. 1ONB
1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.. 161 Sixth Ave., New York 13, N. Y.

ALTE[
rANBINB CORPORATION

1240
S

HEIM FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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incomparably

knight kit
fk

build -your -own hi -fi

STEREO

AN ALLIED RADIO PRODUCT

Money- Saving Hi -Fi at its Finest
Advanced, Easiest -to -Build Design
Superb Musical Performance

EASY TERMS AVAILABLE

Murder -Will -Out Division

Plucked from the Stars and Stripes by
reader H. Chapman was an enticing
little item about goings -on in Oklahoma .
seems that some sound conscious boys tried to fool the telephone company with tape -recorded
sounds of coins clunking into a pay
telephone booth. Apparently the fidelity was not high; the boys landed
.

.

knight -kit Stereo

in jail.

World Wide Hi -Fi
We thoroughly enjoyed looking
through the Audio Show program
(May 30, 31, and June 1) of the
Hi -Fi Club of the Philippines. Did a
fine job on their program, and it certainly looks as if they had an active
aocl busy club.
From more or less half way around
the other side of the world- Pariswe received the program of the first
International Exhibition of Electronic
Components. This covered a good
deal more than hi -fi, but it included
amplifiers, loudspeakers, :nul whathave -you.
As far as the United States is concerned: this is the season of shows and
hardly a city will survive unscathed.

There's nothing finer in Stereo -it's in a
class by itself
control center that will do
anything and everything you want.
Superior Features: Amazing input flexibility
Stereo inputs (including tape heads),
additional 4 inputs for monaural; all can be
permanently connected and controlled from
single switch. 6 record equalizations l'or
monaural; RI AA for Stereo. Volume, bass
and treble controls on concentric shafts with
special clutch for both individual channel
adjustment and overall control. Single
switch selects straight Stereo, Stereo Re-

knight -kit 60 -Watt Stereo Basic
Model
Y -777

4.

0y

$84so
S8.45
down

knight -kit

$4450

Continued on next page
OCTOBER

1958

Amplifier Kit

-

Absolutely the finest amplifier you can build
equal to highest- priced factory-built units. Ideal
for use with preamp above, either as two 30watt stereo amplifiers or 60 -watt monaural
amplifier Response flat from 10 cps to 42,000
cps. Amazing 0.08
distortion at full 60 watts.
Printed circuitry for easy assembly. Black and
chrome styling; 9 x 14 x 81/4 ". 36 lbs.
Model Y -777. Net, F.O.B. Chicago, only $84.50
Y -779. Gray metal cover for above
$ 6.50

25 -Watt Basic Linear Deluxe Amplifier Kit

If you do a lot of experimentation
with loudspeakers, or plan elaborate

For those readers who like to know
exactly what is going on and what current specifications are, ive are glad to
publish Bulletin E3 sent out recently
by the Record Industy Association of

channel into total monaural output. Continuously variable loudness control; cathode
follower output and special recorder outputs; hum -free-DC on all tube filaments.
Distortion, 0.15 %; response, 7- 120,000 cps.
Exclusive printed- circuit switches and
printed -circuit boards. Step -by -step construction manual with wall -size picture dia grams for simplified assembly. Beautiful
custom- styled case, 41/4 x 15 x 8'. 171/2 lbs.
Model Y-776. Net, F.O.B. Chicago,
$62.50
only

-5

Model
Y -791

To Be Specific

verse, either channel separately, or either

-a

Loudspeaker Data

installations, you will probably find
the Technilog just published by University Loudspeakers at a cost of $1.00
well worth the price. It is jam packed
with semitechnical information on
loudspeakers and their installation;
rather heavy on what might he called
high -fidelity public address installations -but this type of information is
most useful in the more elaborate
home setups. Lots of information on
acoustics, too.

Model $6250 $6.25
Y -776
U
down

Deluxe Preamplifier Kit

$4.45
down

Alone in its class for flawless output and highest stability. Harmonic Disr.,0.11 %; IM, 0.17%
at fu,'125 warts. Response: ± 0.5 db, 9 to 70,000
cps. Calibrated variable damping control. Balance control for precise adjustment of output
tubes. Extreme stability even with speaker loads
of high reactance. Black and chrome styling;
% x 141/= x 71" Printed circuit
Easy to assemble. Shpg. wt., 25 lbs.

4

board,

Model Y -793. Net. F.O.B. Chicago, only $44.50
Y -794. Gold -finished metal cover
$ 475

There is an easy -to -build
knight -kit for every hi -fi neeed...'
catalog for full details

FREE

Stereo Control Unit

FM -AM Tuner
Amplifier
FM Tuner
Amplifier
Hi -Fi Preamplifier
30 -Watt Amplifier
2 -Way Speaker Systems
3 -Way Speaker Systems
12 -Watt
18 -Watt

ALLIED RADIO

452 -PAGE 1959

ALLIED CATALOG

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 12 -K8
100 N. Western Ave.. Chicago 80, III.
Ship the following HI -Fi KNIGHT-KITS:
enclosed
S

Send for this value -packed cotalog featuring: the complete line
of superb Hi -Fi KNIGHT -KITS;

the world's largest selection of
quality Hi -Fi components and
complete music systems- everything in STEREO; the world's
largest stocks of Electronic equipment and supplies. Send for your
FREE copy today.

O Send FREE 1959 ALLIED 452-Page Catalog
Name

Address
City

'one

State

NOTED WITH INTEREST

First
the

Continued from preceding page

fabulous
TD -124

TO-124 $99.75 not

N
two

new "TD"

Stereo -Monaural

TD -134 $60.00

not

turntables
Here's good news for budget minded hi -fi aficionados.
These two new Thorens

America. The bulletin has to do with
standards for Stereophonic discs, and
in the following paragraph, we quote
it exactly and in full.
"The following are the findingsof the
Engineering Committee with respect
to stereophonic disc phonograph records. which were accepted by the
Board of Directors and approved as
RiAA standards On March 25, 1958:
1. In stereophonic
disc phonograph records. the two channels shall
be orthogonal modulations of a single
groove.
2. In the 45 ° -45° system of stereophonic disc phonograph recordings,
the two axes of displacement modulation are inclined 45° to the disc surface.
3. in 45 ° -45° stereophonic disc
phonograph records, the right -band
information, as viewed by the listener,
shall appear as modulation of the outer sidewall of the groove.
4. In 45 ° -45° stereophonic disc
phonograph records, equal in -phase
signals in the two channels shall result
in lateral modulation of the groove.
ä. Lateral modulation of the stereophonic disc record shall produce equal
in -phase acoustical signals at the loudspeakers.
6. The 450-45° system is recommended as a standard for stereophonic

`1

turntables (with integral
tone arm) give you the same
basic drive mechanism you get
in the ultra- precise TD -124 transcription turntable, but they're streamlined for economy. See the new
TD-184 and TD -134 at your authorized
Thorens hi -fi dealer's today.
TD -134 Manual Player. 4 speeds. It
has the same precision- machined, adjustable-speed drive as the Thorens
TD -124 transcription turntable for minimum wow, flutter and rumble. Turntable floats on nylon bearings. Integral
tone arm equals tracking performance
of separate arms costing as much as
half the price of this entire unit. Plug
in adapter for standard stereo or monaural cartridges. 15" x 12 ", extends
21/2" below panel, 3" above.

T0-184 $75.00 not

TD -184. Same as TD -134 with semiautomatic operation: One dialing motion selects 7 ", 10" or 12" record size,
starts motor. Arm literally floats down
into first record groove on air; adjustable piston controls lowering speed.
Absolutely no connection between arm
and table during playing. Featherweight
position trip shuts off player at end of
record, idler disengages and arm lifts.
Manual reject control permits shut-off,
interruption or manual operation.

Thorens celebrates 75 years of progress in music reproduction
SWISS MADE PRODUCTS
HI-F

I

COMPONENTS

LIGHTERS

SPRING- POWERED SHAVERS
MUSIC BOXES

NEW HYDE PARK, NEW YORK

lo

disc phonograph records.
"It is further recommended that:
1. The desirable tip radius for reproducing stereophonic disc phonograph records be .5 mils.
2. The included angle of the groove
to be 90
3. The bottom radius of the groove
of the finished record be .2 mils maximum.
"The Board also approved for stereophonic disc records the same Recording and Reproducing characteristics
and the same Dimensional standards
as have previously been adopted for
45 -rpm and 3315 -rpm records as outlined in RI AA Bulletins EL and E2."

Modesty
As readers well know, we comment
from time to time on the activities of

those creative gentlemen who produce
publicity releases for innocent clients.
The general principle seems to be that
beautiful prose and pictures of pretty
girls constitute adequate substitutes
for facts about good products.
Our Publicity Release Receiving Department was therefore thrown completely out of gear the other clay when
Continued on page 12
HIGH FIDELITY
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NEW STEREOPHONIC EQUIPMENT
1-IF85: Stereo Dual Preamplifer is a complete stereo
control system in "low silhouette" design adaptable to
any type of installation. Selects, preamplities, controls
any stereo source -tape, discs, broadcasts. Superb variable crossover, feedback tone controls driven by feed.
back amplifier pairs in each channel. Distortion borders
on unmeasurable even at high output levels. Separate
to -level input In each channel for mag. phono, tape head,
mike. Separate hi -level Inputs for AM & FM tuners 8
FM Multiplex. One each auxiliary A & B input In each
channel. Independent level, bass & treble controls in
each channel may be operated together with built-in
clutch. Switched -in loudness compensator. Function
Selector permits hearing each stereo channel Individu
ally, and reversing them; also use of unit for stereo or
monophonic play. Full -wave rectifier tube power supply.
5- I2AX7 /ECC83, 1 -6X4. Works with any 2 high-quality
power amplifiers such as FICO. HFI4, HF22, HF30, HF35,
HF50, HF60. Kit $39.95. Wired $64.95. Includes cover.

the

STEREO

AND
experts
M ONAURAL

say...

HF81: Stereo Dual Amplifier -Preamplifier selects,
amplifies 8 controls any stereo source tape, discs,
broadcasts -8 feeds it thru self -contained dual 14W amplifiers to a pair of speakers. Monophonically: 28 walls
for your speakers; complete stereo preamp. Ganged level
Controls, separate focus (balance) control, independent
full -range bass 8 treble controls for each channel.
Identical Williamson-type, push-pull EL84 power amplifiers, excellent output transformers. "Service Selector"

-

in HI -FI

the best buys are

switch permits one preamp -control section to drive the
internal power amplifiers while other preamp -control
section is left free to drive your existing external amplifier. Kit 569.95. Wired $109.95. Incl. cover.

MONAURAL PREAMPLIFIERS (stack 2 for Stereo)
NEW HF65: superb new design, Inputs for tape head,

microphone, mag -photo cartridge & hi -level sources. IM
distortion 0.04% @ 2V out. Attractive "low silhouette"
design. HF65A Kit $29,95, Wired 544A5.111-65 (with power
supply) Kit $33.95. Wired $49.95.
HEST: "Rivals the most expensive preamps"
Marshall,
AUDIOCRAFT. HF61A Kit $24.95. Wired 537.95, HF61 (v.ith
power supply) Kit $29.95. Wired $44.95.
MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIERS
(use 2 for STEREO)
HF60: 60Watt Ultra Linear Power Amplifier with
Afro TO-330 Output Xfmr.; One of the bestperforming
amplifiers extant; an excellent buy
AUDIOCRAFT Kit
Report. Kit 572.95. Wired $99.55. Cover E -2 $4.50,
HF50: 50.Watt Ultra Linear Power Amplifier with
extremely high quality Chicago Standard Output Transformer. Identical in every other respect to 11F60, sane
specs at SOW. Kit $57.95- Wired $87.95. Cover E -2 $4.50,
NEW HF35: 35 -Walt Ultra -Linear Power Amplifier.
Kit $47.95. Wired $72.95. Cover E -2 $4.50.
HF30: 30 -Watt Power Amplifier. Kit $39.95. Wired
$62.95. Cover E -3 $3.95.
NEW HF22: 22Watt Power Amplifier. Kit $38.95.
Wired 561.95, Cover E -2 $4.50.
NEW HF14: 14-Watt Power Amplifier. Kit $23.50.
Wired $41.50. Cover E-6 $4.50.

%EïcoL7®

World -famous
EICO advantages
guarantee your complete satisfaction:

-

Advanced engineering

Finest quality components
"Beginner- Tested," easy step -by -step instructions
LIFETIME service & calibration guarantee

:'

-

. IN STOCK
Compare, then take home any EICO
equipment -right "off the shelf" -from 1900 neighborhood EICO dealers.

MONAURAL INTEGRATED
(use 2
HF52: 50 -Watt Integrated Amplifier
"front end'' facilities 8 Chicago Standard

otirt11

AMPLIFIERS
for STEREO)
with complete
Output Trans-

former. 'Excellent value'- HirschHOuck Labs. Kit $69.95.
Wired $109.95. Cover E1 $4.50.
I-1F32: 30 -Watt Integrated Amplifier. Nit $57.95.
Wired $89.95. Both include cover.
HF20: 20 -Watt Integrated Amplifier. "Well -engineered"
Stocklm, RADIO TV NEWS. Kit $49.95. Wired
$79.95. Cover E -1 $4.50.
HF12; 12 -Watt Integrated Amplifier. "Packs a
wallop " -POP, ELECTRONICS. Kit $34.95. Wired $51.95.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS (use 2 for STEREO)
HFS2: Natural bass 30.200 cps via slot -loaded 12.11.
split conical bass horn. Middles 8 lower highs front radiation front 842" edge-damped cone. Distortionless spike shaped super -tweeter radiates omni -directionally. Flat
45- 20,000 cps. useful 30- 40,000 cps. 16 ohms. HWD
36", 1544, 1142 ". "Eminently musical; would suggest
unusual suitability for stereo." -Holt, HIGH FIDELITY.
Completely factory -built: Walnut or Mahogany. $139.95;
Blonde, $144.95.
HFS1: Bookshelf Speaker System, complete with lac tory -built cabinet. Jensen 8" woofer, matching Jensen
compression -driver exponential horn tweeter. Smooth
clean bass; crisp extended highs. 70.12.000 Cps range.
Capacity 25 w. 8 ohms. HWD: 11" x 23' x 9 ". Wiring
Bite 15 min. Price $39.95,

Stereo Preamplifier HF85

-

FM Tuner HFT90

Stereo

Amplifier -Preamp
1481

HFT90: surpasses wired tuners

Bookshelf
Monaural Integrated Amplifiers:
50, 30, 20, and 12-Watt
(use 2 for Stereo)

FM TUNER

up to 3X its cost. Pre.

pre -aligned, temperature -compensated "front end"
-wired,
drift -tree. Precision "eye -Ironic" tuning. Sensitivity
1.5 uv for
db
- that of other kit tuners.

Speaker System
HFSI

quieting

20

l=110
Monaural Preamplifiers;

36"

Speaker System HFS2
M x 151/4
W x 11Th"

D

`

6X

Response 20. 20,000 cps 0.1 db. Kfollower 8 multiplex 3
outputs. One of the best buys you can gel in high
fidelity kits.'
AUDIOCRAFT KIT REPORT. Kit $39.95.
Wired $65.95. Cover $3.95,

-

HF65, HF61

(stack

2

for Stereo)

EICO, 33-00 Northern Blvd., L. I. C. 1, N. Y. HF-10

SHOW ME HOW TO SAVE 50% on 60
models of top -quality equpment as
HiFi
checked below.
Ham Gear.
Test Instruments
Send FREE literature & name of neighborhood EICO dealer.

Monaural Power Amplifiers:

60, 50, 35, 30, 22 and 14 -Watt
(use 2 for Stereo)

NAM E
ADDRESS

Over

1

MILLION EICO instruments in use throughout the world.

CITY

STATE

J

i
11
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NOTED WITH INTEREST
Continued from page 10
a certain Harold Goodstein of Arnold
and Company in Boston sent us a short

one -page letter announcing the basic
facts about five new products to be
released by his client (H. H. Scott;

ado.).
Just to prove that, while we are
mean to publicity writers most of the
time, we can be nice once in a while,
we'll quote item #2 in full: "New H.
H. Scott model 299 stereo -amplifier.
Dual 20 watt amplifiers and preamps
on a single chassis. Converts to 40
watt complete amplifier-preamplifier
on monaural. Separate bass and treble
controls. Visual light control panel.
Price $199.95."

1
speakers
and
speaker
systems

Immodesty

inquire and you will find that experienced listeners, technically or
musically- trained, agree that

Wharfedale provides a unique quality of full bodied, non- strident tone
that has become associated only
with this name.
The reason for this preference is simple. Every Wharfedale Speaker and Speaker
System has been designed and musically integrated by England's G. A. Briggs,
world renowned authority on sound reproduction. The Wharfedale speaker line
has now added three ready -to -play systems, each entirely different, each entilienll?/ gaited for stereo in pairs or monaural listening.

>s

argiSSMI
SFB 3
3 Speaker
System
P

;;'g.";;:.j,';:.:.::, er:e.2:::::E.;:,:::>:;i2a
..,
a`.,.:... ::
s,si<;

Here is a new concept ... n 3 -way speaker system that can easily
be accommodated in the living room. placed in the best Position
for stereo or monaural listening. Easily moved against the wall
when not in use. The SFB /S is hosed on the absolutely unhindered
performance of the speakers themselves; results in an omni-dircctiunnl, unusually spacious sound.
Same System available either Custom $199.00 or DeLuee $249.00

t

Sriggsdesigned
in exclusive

onre son a nt
sandfilled baffle.
n

,:d.

,...

..:ST>.6

4.

.

.'

WAF /1
2 Speaker System

w,

fr[ó%''.t'tv

s.?.a..

4 s+.g

.+;

.

r< .:;; ._

.3.ä;': "'%ä

In this Wharfedale Sneaker System the W /10 /FSB speaker and
tweeter are integrated with an enclosure, incorporating the new,
patented Acoustic -Filter design. It produces a majestic sound, most
unusual for such a compact system. Particularly suitable for
stereo listening in an average room.
$144.50

based on the
full range,

remarkably balanced
W /10 /FSB speaker

.;WAVA&TOMMOr
/2

WAF
2 Speaker System

Here is the Wharfedale System that was designed specifically to
insure full performance of the very wide range Super 12 /FS /AL
speaker and Super 3 tweeter. For this reason the WAF /2 system
is recommended for maximum stereo effect. It is handsomely styled
and incorporates the Briggs' Acoustic- Filter.
$199.00

designed around
the celebrated
Super 12 /FS /AL
fullrange speaker

e.tc.
INDOpsID

ouAtnY

474*

Wharfedale builds a complete selection of speakers (full range,
bass and treble) featuring exclusive foam suspension, and also
offers integrated speaker systems and fine hardwood enclosures.
Send for free comparator guide

BRITISH INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
Dept. WR28

1

2_

Illustrating and desarlbing all models.

PORT WASHINGTON, N.

Y.

If the foregoing item represents a certain degree of modesty, we can of
course give you a contrasting story.
HIGH FIDELITY and AUDIOCnAFT editorial people were invited recently to
a luting -cling to introdnce the new fall
products of one of the big manufacturers. Along with many other representatives of the press, they listened to
demonstrations (quite good) and
heard talks of merchandising plans
and finally of engineering objectives
and achievements. During the last

mentioned, the company's engineer
( ?) stated that the products operated
with not more than 10% intermodulation distortion. This was, he said. entirely adequate performance for high fidelity equipment.
Not by us it ain't, bub!
Apologies to Organists

Last July we had an item in this column that carried on grumpily about
the misuse of such terms as stereo and
coaxial. Reader George Bozeman of
Tulin. Texas wrote in to commend us
for our stand but suggested that absorbing, in one way or another, a little
of our own medicine would be a good
idea. Harumph!
Chider Bozeman points out that
elsewhere In the saline issue we referred to a certain piece of equipment
as an organ. \Vhat we were talking
about, he says. is not an organ but
"all electronic musical instrument
which is played somewhat like an organ and which produces sounds
which occasionally resemble those of
the organ." Mr. Bozeman goes on to
suggest that we come up with a suitable generic terns for electronic instruis a
ments, of which the
primary example.

Continued on page 14
1-I IGI I
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THE FISHER

THE

"400"

STEREOPHONIC
MASTER

AUDIO
CONTROL

-4000
Your dealer will be happy to demonstrate

THE

"400" for you.

Eight pairs of stereo inputs,
level, 4 pairs for high -level.

Compare THE FISHER

LCD
4

pairs for low-

Seven pairs of permanent connections,

side -by -side with any other stereophonic audio

4

control system, regardless of price. In features, in

construction, and in ease -of- operation,

low-level,

3

high-level.

High-gain microphone preamplifier.
Push- button function and channel selection.

THE FISHER will prove itself to be the best!

Built -in crossover network, with complete use
of the tone controls at all times.
3-position, lever -type Rumble Filter.
3- position,

lever -type Loudness Contour Control.

Special input for ceramic stereo cartridge.
Channel indicator lamps.

Power -on indicator lamp.
Four auxiliary AC receptacles.

Three cabinet finishes, for any room decor.

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

O('IY)ISER 1958

21 -25

44th DRIVE

LONG ISLAND CITY I, N. Y.
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NOTED WITH INTEREST
Continued from page 12

Recent PRESS COMMENT on the AR -2

oudi ,craft

Kidding aside, this is a good idea.
Anyone have any suggestions? We
might even go so far as to request two
terms from our readers: one for pure
electronic instruments, which produce
all their sound electronically, and then
one for those which are aided and
abetted by electronics -such as guitars.

Music Films
A note from Robert Pike tells us of
the Creative Film Society (1700 N.
Lima St., Burbank, Calif.), said to
be a nonprofit organization dedicated
to the promotion of films as an art
form. Included in their film catalogue
at the present time are four music
films: A Visit with Darius Milhaud;
Carnival; The Sonata in 13 minor,
Opus 8, for Unaccompanied Cello, by
Kodály; Introductions to Jazz.
For more information, drop a line
direct to Mr. Pike.

(Joseph Marshall)

"There are many systems, both large and
small. whose claimed or casually measured
curves will match that of the AR-2...
The paradox is that in comparisarrwith
most of these the AR -2, on-:musical
material, seems to have response about
an octave lower.
. low distortion seems to add
octave [of baser 16 "the AR -2 or, if you
prefer, ... distortion takes an octave away
from speakers with seemingly simitar
response cu s." -_

Trade News

review cf

recorded

New Executive Secretary of the Institute of I -Iigh Fidelity Manufacturers,
trade association of the component in-

(Fred Grunt old)

dustry. is Abraham Schwartzman.
too much cannot be said for the
AR- 2's... they have a wonderfully
natural quality totally unlike the
metallic timbre that mars so many
top -ranking speakers. They are particularly,
the answer for anyone who demands
a very clean.string tone."

little

Tape -Record Service
Here's an address for those who want
to have records made from their
tapes, or need similar professional, outside services. There are a good many

--

THE DIAPASON

(Joseph

S.

Whiteford)

" .,

the problem
reproducing verx,
low frequency org tone without distortion
or coloration was;
siderabte.
'Electronic' soue would not do. Acoustic
Research speaketsyslems (10 AR -2's
installed permppneritfy in a synthetic

N. Y.

reverberalionldevice.at Christ Church,
Cambridge, Mass.] provided

an

ideal solution."

PLAYBOY

(John M. Conty)

faf sefecring
a single -cone voit from among iow -cost
speaker systemil the Acoustic Research
AR -2, at just under $100, is a two.way
speaker (tweetér and special air -supported
woofer), of extraordinary smoothness.
It is definitel9.a bargain.
"One exception to this rule:

AR -2

acoustic suspension speaker systems are $89 io
is available for the asking.

$

102, depending on

cabinet finish. Literature

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.
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Thornlike

organizations which cut records, others which make jackets, and some
which will take care of the entire operation. One of the most complete
services to come to our attention recently is offered by Adrian Associates,
Inc., 55 West 42nd St., New York 36,

St.,

Cambridge 41, Mass.

FM Activity
In June, the Institute of High Fidelity
Manufacturers mailed out a questionnaire to 665 FM broadcasting stations
throughout the country. Readers may
find the questions and answers interesting and significant.
Question: Is your station affiliated with
an AM outlet in your area? Answer:
Yes, 213; No, 91.
Question: 1f "yes," are you now broadcasting AM /FM stereo? Answer: Yes,
54.
Question: If not affiliated, are you
now multiplexing on FM for -(A)
Background Music? (B) Stereo? (C)
Both? Answer: Yes, 51, 8 and 6 respectively.
Question: If you are not multiplexing,
do you intend to do so in the near
future? Answer: Yes, 74.
CHARLES FOWLER

1.{

iIrc.H FIDELITY MAGAZINE
www.americanradiohistory.com

This man
is making

MUSIC!

.
p1S

NER10'R
r

C*#16

laiSHER
A PACKAGE OF PERFECTION! At

important

function

FISHER. scientific packaging is

as

production. Tuners and receivers
are mounted on heavy plywood bases. Every unit is encased in a heavy
plastic bag, and surrounded by double -thick corrugated board. Nylon reinforced tape completes the package, sealing perfection in.
a

as design and

These methods are your assurance that the FISHER instrument you
purchase will arrive in your home ready to give you years of the same
sterling performance it produced in its factory tests. Open the package,

install the unit, and the world's finest reproduction of sound
That is why this packer, in his way, is making MUSIC.

is yours!

THE FISHER 101 -R is the world's only STEREOPHONIC FM -AM
TUNER using the costly Gold Cascodc RF amplifier, for maximum
sensitivity. Its outstanding features arc listed at the right.
WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

21 -25

THE FISHER 1OI. R
Separate FM and AM circuits.

Separate

FM and AM MicroRay Tuning Indicators.
0.75 microvolt FM sensitivity. Four IF
stages.
Automatic FM interstation noise suppression and gain control. Chassis, $229.50
Slightly Higher in the For West

44th DRIVE

LONG ISLAND CITY

1,

N. Y.

Export: Morison Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

OCTOBER 1958
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STEREO RECORD

YOUR OWN SPECIAL EFFECTS

WITH THE AMPEX
UNIVERSAL "A" 960
Covent Garden

&

Festival Hall

Sut:

I'm a bit late in the day to take up
one or two comments made in Vincent Shecan's admirable article about
Covent Garden in your April issue.
Your magazine, however, reaches me
after perusal by Canadian friends.
hence the delay. The reason I write
is to correct two misapprehensions
which the unwary American music
lover may gain and turn to his disadvantage while in London. First, beware of buying 'what I believe are
called "slips" at Covent Garden; these
seats, which are at the sicle, do not
provide a proper view of the stage
there aren't many of them, but from
the seating plan (and from Mr. Sheean's, article) you'd expect to see the
stage adequately. Second, don't be
put off from visiting the Festival Hall
on the grounds that ì\-Ir. Sheean finds
he can scarcely endure hearing music
there; this is certainly not the consensus of musical opinion in England,
whatever the Hall's shortcomings, and
I hope American visitors here will also
enjoy this wonderful amenity as we
continue to do.
Cllardes Goodman
London

-

COURTESY OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY

-

Now you can capture any memorable event in living stereo with the new
Ampex Stereo Record Universal "A" Portable (Model 960). And in addition to "live" recording with microphones, you can record stereo off the air,
copy stereo tapes and discs and build a stereophonic tape library of truly
professional quality at lowest cost and with this single unit you can record
monaural sound -on -sound with full control of balance. This precision engineered, ruggedly constructed Portable stereo recorder /reproducer gives you
all the advantages of traditionally superior Ampex features. With the instantacting head switch, you can shift from 2 -track to 4 -track operation at will,
and play back as long as 4 hours and 16 minutes of stereo music on a single
reel of tape (2400 ft.). Automatic stop at end of reel. Also available is the
Ampex monaural recorder /stereophonic reproducer (Model 910). Performance will be within specifications the first day you own it and for many years
to come. Three precision dual head stacks (one each for record, playback and
erase) are Ampex designed and built to tolerances as close as 10 millionths
of an inch. The two Ampex (Model 2010) Amplifier-Speakers will complete
your stereo portable system. All three units are lightweight, durable and in
matched, smartly styled two -tone grey carrying cases.

A.VIP1-+ 1,X RT1-4 1RN 1O
SIGNATURE OF PERFECTION IN SOUND

AMPEX AUDIO INC.
1050 -K KIFER ROAD. SUNNYVALE. CALIF.
Please send me lid! inlormation on the AMPEX STEREO
RECORD UNIVERSAL "A" PORTABLE SYSTEM (,Model 960):

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE_ STATE

England
The Pity and the Shame
SIR:

I am quite frankly hoping to use your
columns to express my views to the
record industry. I am concerned as a
serious record collector with the problem of deletions from the catalogue.
Records have been issued in such profusion in the past few years, with
such a vast expansion in the recorded
repertoire, that my own personal musical horizons have expanded along
with the deluge; but unfortunately,
one's finances do not follow the same
law. I have for years kept with me
constantly a list of record wants, but
it never diminishes. It always gets
bigger, no matter how much I buy.
I'll :ulnnit I now peruse the catalogue
regularly to look into music I've never
heard of before to see if I might like

Continued on page 19
HIGH FIDELITY MAGA"L1XE.
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An important announcement for everyone

considering a small -space wide -range
speaker system
monaural or stereo

...

ACTUAL
TESTS
PII OVE
UNIVERSITY
ULTRA LINEAR RESPONSE SYSTEMS

SUPERIOR
distortion
Wider, uniform frequency range
Lower power requirements
No "damping factor" problems
75% less bass

VIP

sz40t()85

7.61

(usER NET)

COMPARED WITH COMPETITIVE WIDELY PUBLICIZED
HIGH COMPLIANCE SMALL -SPACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS

"RIM

- Radiation Resistance Loading

www.americanradiohistory.com

L

University ultra linear
response systems
with

Radiation Resistance Loadin

Now, from the famed laboratories that have pioneered two decades of loudspeaker "firsts," come RRL ultra linear response systems . . . a significant
advance over previous small -space high compliance speaker systems.
University RRL systems contain a new type of high compliance woofer that
achieves extremely low free air resonance, and virtually linear response to 30
cps. Magnetic assembly employs the NEW Hiflux UNIFERROx -7 magnet material
in specially designed twin spider suspension assembly ensuring positive transient
control during maximum excursions. Although the woofer cone is capable of
great excursions, the high efficiency of the RRL enclosure requires only a
small portion of this potential to produce maximum sound output. Thus, distortion is virtually eliminated, achieving clean bass response at higher acoustic
levels than ever before obtained from ANY small-space speaker system enclosure.
This is accomplished by a precisely matched acoustic coupler that increases
the total radiation resistance of the system and therefore enables the speaker to
radiate large amounts of power with small cone excursions. Response is flat,
precise, free of spurious resonances or "doubling." Tweeter response has been
carefully matched to the acoustic output level of the woofer and extends well
beyond 20,000 cps with a uniform polar pattern.
Previous attempts to exploit the full design potential of high compliance
woofers in small enclosures were based on totally sealed enclosures using "air
spring" capacitance loading. However, these widely publicized approaches
suffered certain flaws, such as: bass distortion duc to their tendency to overload
at higher acoustic levels, deficient low frequency sensitivity and the need for
controlling the amplifier damping factor for optimum frequency response.
But now, for the first time, all these problems have been solved
by RRL.
Result: better bass, cleaner treble
smoother response than any competitive
units ... proved by actual laboratory and listening tests ... and at far less cost.

...

...

ALREADY THE ACCEPTED LEADER
The impressive performance and undeniable
superiority of RM. ultra linear response
speaker systems have been recognized by
those whose work demands the finest in
speaker systems.

ITEM. WFUV -FM, pioneering stereo via

FM-Multiplex,

has standardized on two
for control room monitoring;
and two RRL S11's for public dcmonstra
Pion of this new stereo system. Authorities
at this N. Y. C. station, famous for its high
quality transmissions, evaluated many
speaker systems before selecting RRL.

RRL

S-10's

ITEM. The beautiful enclosure design as
well as quality performance of the RRL
systems has earned them the SEAL OF

RESEARCH APPROVAL from Research
House, 1958 (located in Beverly Hills, Calif.)
This famed architectural "field test laboratory," which sets the trend for interior
decorators throughout the country, selects
and exhibits only those products rated most
suitable for contemporary homes.
ITEM. Fred Waring chose University RRL
systems for his sensational 1958 nation -wide
concert tour. Even in large auditoriums,
just two RRL systems were able to fill the
entire hall with stirring, dynamically effective high fidelity sound.
People like these
authorities who know
music and fine sound reproduction .

...

quickly recognized University's amazing
achievement in obtaining such quality performance from speakers so compact.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Ill

is

...

1

I'

1'

¡

demonstrated by actual compa
asurementt
versity Model S.10 RRL ultra linear response system
and widely
publicized competitive brands X and Y, under identical conditions.
as

...

WIDER FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Brand
Brand

X
Y

db down at 15,000 cps
db down at 15,000 cps
flat to beyond 20,000 cps
2

RRL S-10

IS. amnion

.7,
ML

attoryon

e highly efficient S-I0 requires only
yi of the cone excursion of Brands X
and Y to produce the same sound output. Result: greater inherent linearity
and 75% less distortion.
Brands X and Y reach overload conditions 4 timcs sooner (6 db) than the
S-10. Bass distortion at higher sound
vela is therefore considerably greater
ith
than with the S-I0.

WER POWER REGUIREME
ensured average of acoustic energy
0-100 cps range, demonstrated lh
Model S -10 performed ..
4 db batter than Brand X
2 db better than Brand Y

This test shows that the S -10 is, in eff
100% more sensitive.

pone systems will

m with sound above

r high fidelity

performs...
5

r' y. /pwWe

í1f

g level. using any

Measured average acoustic energy,

7000. 20,000 cps, for equal power inputs, demonstrates that Model S -10

2

db batter than Brand
db batter than Brand

Y

Ultra titear response systems are not
handicapped by the treble deficiencies
common to competitive systems. With
clean program material, the remarkably
flat response and exceptionally true
reproduction of upper harmonics by the
S -10 result in amazingly realistic r

duct ion without "harshness." A
gram Distortion Filter is rovidaí
can be switch
rat for mfe
records, tapes,

NO "DAMPING FACTOR" PROBLEMS

Model S -10 RRL will work at maximum effectiveness with any modern
(low internal impedance) high fidelity
amplifier. No damping factor adjustment at all is needed, whereas both
Brands X and Y require optimum set-

If an amplifier does not have this
control the performances of Brands X
and Y may be adversely affected.
tings.

Air

high qu

am

ALL
MOW TESTS WERE CONDUCTED

X

THIS...AND

COST SAVINGS MAJOR
You don't
TOO!
improved qualitypandtum
for
University's
performance.
ufacturing s superior design
ng know-how
and mansubsta
has resulted
cost
in
Compare savings
for yurself.he conBrand X
Y

RRL Model

over $180
over $220
$139

S -10

VEN GREATER SAVINGS WITH STEREO!
The University ultra linear response systems
incorporate an exclusive University woofer
which profeature
a dual voice coil
vides perfect two-channel bass separation of
the stereo program, without expensive or complicated auxiliary networks.
While the lower frequencies do not contribute much to the directional effect of stereo,
the bass energy from both channels must be
preserved and utilized in order to get authentic, full bass response. This is ingeniously
accomplished with the dual voice coa woofer.
As shown in the illustration. the lower frequencies from both channels are fed directly
into the woofer of the RRL system: one winding of the dual voice coil receiving the full
bass from Channel A, the other voice coil
receiving the full bass from Channel B.
One channel of the mid and high (requen-

...

...

Name

ties (predominantly responsible for spatial
separation) is then reproduced by the remainder of the RRL system, the other by the stereo
adapter, a speaker system with bass response
attenuated below the 50-200 cps range.
Since there is no need for an additional
woofer and woofer enclosure, major savinp
are possible. Thus, a complete stereo speaker
system consisting of one RRL S-10 and matching stereo adapter costs about the same u one
Brand X, and leu than one Brand Y.
1

Only from UNIVERSITY... a complete line of
RRI, l lira Linear Response s-stems and kit.
OUTSTANDING FOR MONAURAL... IDEAL CHOICE AS

A

STEREO PAIR

2 -Way systems
Components of the S -10 comprise the new 12"
C -I2HC high compliance,low resonance,dual voice
coil woofer with magnetic assembly employing the
NEW Hiflux UNIFERROX -7 magnet material; the
UL /HC 2500 cps tweeter and the special matchedlevel HC -2 crossover network. Also includes the
Program Distortion Filter to correct for stridency

Model

S -10

of inferior radio programs, worn records. tapes.
etc. The enclosure is constructed of extra heavy
furniture hardwoods. Graceful styling gives
it , a character all its own, in harmony with any
decor. Model S -1014 is for use where minimum
width must be considered: S -10L where height
must he conserved. Cabinet hase removable for
shelf, bookcase, or built -in applications. 24" c
14"

x

141/2" deep. Shpg. wt., 51 lbs. USER NET:

Mahogany- S139.00, Blond or Walnut -$143.00.

...AND

FOR GREATER ACOUSTIC EFFICIENCY AND GREATER RRL ADVANTAGES

S -11
3 -Way systems
The S-I l truly stands alone in its field!
It cannot be compared with any other
existing high compliance system
but
only with the most elaborate speaker
systems, such as University's famed
"Classic." Its handsome compact RRI.
enclosure houses the new heavy duty
high compliance 15" C -15HC dual voice
coil woofer. Magnetic assembly employs
the NEW Hiflux UNIFF.RROx -7 magnet
material in specially designed twin spider
suspension assembly ensuring positive
transient control during maximum excursions. The new 1-1C -3 matched -level
network provides 500 cps crossover to
the 2 -way Diffusicone -8 Diffaxial for
mid -range and 2500 cps crossover to the
special UL /HC Hypersonic Tweeter for
response to beyond audibility. The
unique Program Distortion Filter and
variable balance control complete this
magnificent system
for those who
demand uncompromising performance
from a compact system. Model S -11H
is for use as upright; Model S -III, as
lowboy. 267i." x 191/2" x 171/2" deep.
Shpg. wt.. 80 lbs. USER NET: Mahogany
-$245.00. Blond or Walnut -5249.00.

Model

...

...

SAVE EVEN

MORE WITH ULTRA LINEAR COMPONENT KITS

Ultra Linear Component Kits
CUL-10 and CUL -11
Enjoy the satisfaction of assembling
your own superb Ultra Linear Response
system along with the added savings
thus made possible. Speaker Kit CUL -10
comprises the identical components of
Model S -10; speaker kit CUL -11, the
components of Model S -11. Both kits
are furnished with all wiring cables and
complete easy -to- follow instructions for
building and installing your own RRL
enclosure. USER NET: CUL-10
$88.50.
Shpg. wt., 15 lbs. CUL -11
$164.50.
Shpg. wt., 37 lbs.

--

Hear these magnificent speaker systems at your dttler....vuort!

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS. INC.,
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CLIP

CHOOSE FROM THESE BRAND -NEW
POPULAR
THE FOUR LADS: Four on the Aisle
$3.98
JUDY HOLLIDAY: Trouble Is a Man
f3.98
J. J. JOHNSON QUINTET: J. J. in Person!
5398
DUKE ELLINGTON AND HIS ORCH., FEA-

PERCY FAITH: The Columbia Album el
Herbert (2-record set)
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ: The Romantic
of Tchaikovsky (2-record sel)
FRANK DEVOL: The Columbia Album cf
Berlin 12- record sell

$7.98

.

Vaughan Williams
Thomas Talles

Bond THE COLUMBIA SYMPHONY.
Mozart- Concerto No 20; Concerto No 18
$3.98

$7.98

$7.98
PAUL WESTON: The Columbia Album of Sigmund Romberg 12-record sel'
$7.98

cond. Schoenberg: Transfigured Night

ROBERT CASADESUS, GEORGE SZELL

Irving

THE NORMAN LUBOFF CHOIR: Songs of the

THE STRINGS OF THE NEW YORK PHIL
HARMONIC. DIMITRI MITROPOULOS.

hausen Zeilmasse for Five Woodwinds $3.98

Music
$7.98

Brown and Beige
$3.98
RAY CONNIFF AND HIS ORCH.: Concert in
Rhythm
13.98
JERRY VALE: I Remember Russ
53.98
JOHNNY MATHIS: Swing Softly
$3.98
DAVE BRUBECK: The Dave Brubeck
Quartet In Europe
13.98
JOS CLEBER: Music of the City
Amsterdam
$3.98
WALLY STOTT: Music of the City
London
$3.98
POLLY BERGEN: My Heart Sings
$3.98
CARL SMITH: let's Live a Little
$3.98
VIC DAMONE: Closer Than a Kiss
$3.98
FRANKIE LAINE: Twain'
$3.98
TONY BENNETT: Long Ago and Far Away
$3.98
ERROLL GARNER: Parrs Impressions
(2-record set)
$7.98

...

SOLOISTS with ROBERT CRAFT. tend
Bouler. Le Marteau sans maitre
Stock

Victor

TURING MAHALIA JACKSON: Black.

RECORDS:

3

Printemps
LUIS MORONDO.

ADVENTURES IN SOUND

cond.

Agrupacidn

de Pamplona de Espana

$3.98
Coral
$3.98

MASTERWORKS

inolf Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini $3.98
ISAAC STERN, the NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC. LEONARD BERNSTEIN, cond.
BarlOk: Concerto for Violin
$3.98

$3.98

EACH COUPON SAVES YOU

$1

ORCHESTRA.

$10.00

THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA,

EUGENE ORMANDY. cond Respighi: The
Pines of Rohre. Fountains of Rome
$3.98
WALTER TRAMPLER. BUDAPEST STRING
QUARTET. Brahms. String Quintet No I.
String Quintet No. 2
S3 98

EUGENE ORMANDY. cond. Proeofiev: Clas-

Weinberger
Schwind'
sical Symphony
Bizet Symphony in C Major
$3.98
THE THRILL OF SPORTS
$3.98
BRUNO WALTER cond. the NEW YORK

PHILIPPE ENTREMONT, THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA. EUGENE ORMANDY.
cond, Grieg. Concerto in A Minor Rath man

PHILHARMONIC. Mahler Symphony No.2

.

Mozart'

Theme by
$3.98

(de lune package)

THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA.

Sonata NO. 10. Fantasia and Fugue

a

EUGENE ORMANDY, cond. Cecile Grand
Canyon Suite
$3_911
EUGENE ISTOMIN. Brahms Intermezzi. Vu
rations and Fugue on a Theme of Handel $3.98
E. POWER BIGGS. The Organ

PARIS 1925 -Zi2i leanmaire
I4.98
VIVE LE BAL MUSETTE -loss Basel!, $4.98
POPPPPPP! -Andre Popp
$4.98
BUON GIORNO NAPOLI- Aurelio Fierro $4.98
GUITARS AT TWILIGHT -Coco Sanchez $4.98
TINKLE. CLANG. RING AND CHIME S4.98
AROUND THE WORLD ON A CARILLON- John Klein
$4.98

GLENN GOULD. Haydn: Sonata N0,3

PHILADELPHIA

THE

LEONAROBERNSTEINcond.lhe NEW YORK
PHILHARMONIC. Stravinsky Le Sacre du

World 12record sell

Fantasia on

In C Minor (2-record set)
$7.98
LOTTE LENYA. Weill ;Brecht: The Threepenny
Opera
Sung In German (2-record set) $9.98
ANTONIETTA STELLA. GIANNI POGGI.
$7.98
Puccini: La Boneme (2- record sel)

off suggested

ON EACH RECORD OR ALBUM

list price
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Here's What Makes the 'Stere- O- Matic'
So Completely Dependable...

NOW

-48 db for 120 cycle rumble when tested on
XIP414 test record (recorded velocity approximately
3.4 cm /sec. at 1,000 cycles.)
RUMBLE:

'Sfere- O- Matic'D
4 -Speed Stereo Record Changer

The All -New

V -M

WOW AND FLUTTER: Y RMS
TURNTABLE: Balanced to assure constant speed. Spindle bearing oreo centerless ground to reduce frictionol
drag.
MOTOR SPEED: Constant, positive for permanent true

NEW CONVENIENCE!
NEW VERSATILITY!
NEW FEATURES!

pitch.

Your high -fidelity system begins with your record
changer. This is the one automatic 4 -speed
changer that matches all other changers feature
for feature and then some! The all -new V -M
Model 1201 comes wired for stereo with stereo cartridge installed! Complete with dual output
jacks and stereo /monaural switch.
SEE

IT!

COMPARE IT!

TEST

BEFORE YOU BUY ANY RECORD CHANGER -BE SURE TO TEST V -M!

the
V-M CORPORATION

yiceMot Music
BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN

friction pivot bearings. Stereo cartridge installed.
TRACKING ANGLE: Variation reduced to a maximum
of 2°

AUTOMATIC SHUT -OFF: Unit shuts off automatically
after lost record ploys.
RECORD INTERMIX: Will intermix 10" and 12" records of same speed. V -M "45" spindle fits easily over
Tri- O -Matic spindle for 45 rpm records.

IT!

See Your Nearest V-M Dealer TODAY!

TONE ARM: Resonance -free. Easily adjustable for any
cartridge weight. Compensated to eliminate variation
from bottom -to -top of record stack. Jewel -type anti -

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 110 -120V; 60 cycles
A.C. Special voltages and frequencies upon request.

ALSO AVAILABLE: Model 1202 with four -pole motor
and plug-in head for GE and other magnetic stereo and
monaural cartridges. All V -M models available with
motching metal base -pan or pre -cut mounting board.
Model 1201

-

550.00- Model 1202

-

550.00 'Shghd. higher

i

the Wed.

World Famous for the Finest in Tope Recorders, Phonographs and Record Chongers
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any of it, and I do it systematically
along historical lines, ancient and
modern.
Well, my point is that the problem
for me has ceased to be one of keeping up with new releases, which is
hard enough. It has become a crystal
ball act-trying to guess which of the
older recordings still on my list to get
first -which will be deleted first? And

I've already missed many. The new
ones can wait; they'll still be available
for a while, though the way things
are going, not for long.
i wish to protest the policy of the
record companies in the wholesale
%vithclrawals that occur periodically.
As I've said, people can't keep up.
They may not buy a given item right
away but sooner or later they get to
it -and in the midst of the deluge, one
has to budget oneself and build gradually..
I complain of the pitiful
shame of recordings already produced
being cut out. Not old, inferior, many
times duplicated items, but in many
cases the only available recording of
the particular item, many very recent.
I plead for a return to the old
days of 78 -rpm records, when an
item, once in the catalogue, was a
staple item, one that could be purchased by generations of collectors;
and God knows, in terms of number
of individual pressings required for a
set, the quantity problem was little
different from today.
I have mentioned no specific items,
because there are too many of them.
I believe the problem is clear to every
serious collector. How about it, record
companies?
Andrew Al. Underhill, Jr.
Bellport, N. Y.
.

.

THE NEW

STROM BERG-CARLSON
ASR -433 STEREO AMPLIFIER
The most important aspect of stereo is stage effect. The instruments of the orchestra should come back to you from their
exact positions on the stage. How?
The answer is balance. The ASR -433 is the stereo amplifier
with "Tone -signal Balance," the surest method of achieving this

realistic stage effect.
The ASR-433 is a superb monaural amplifier as well, giving
you a full 24 -watt output. The electronic crossover at 3,000
cycles provides output for 12 watts low and 12 watts high frequency operation. Every function hos its own control for each
channel and a master volume control is provided.

.

.

.

Assorted Sopranos
Sm:
Philip Miller's series on great sopranos
of the past [June and July 19581 is
very rewarding, and may I hope that
he may soon produce a similar series
on the other voice classifications? Incidentally, Rosa Ponselle was born in
January 1897, and therefore was two
months short of her twenty-second
birthday when she made her debut
in November 1918 -not "nearly twenty-five" as Mr. Miller stated.

Eileen Farrell is undoubtedly one
of the great sopranos of our time, but
I cannot understand why reviewers
insist upon describing her as "greatest
American soprano" as D. J. does in
his review of the Angel recording.

STEREO

TONE BALANCE

SPECIFICATIONS:
POWER OUTPUT: 24 watts (2 -12
watt channels). FREQUENCY RE-

SPONSE: 20.20,000 cycles -±1 db.
HARMONIC DISTORTION: Less
than 1%. NOISE LEVEL: 63 db
down. INPUTS: Magnetic Phono,

Ceramic Phono,Tape Head,Tuner
and Aux. Tope. OUTPUTS: 4, 8,
16 ohms and dual Tape Out.
LOUDNESS CONTROL: In -out,
continuously varioble. TONE

CONTROLS: Bass 15 db droop,
15 db boost; Treble 14 db droop,
12 db boost. EQUALIZATION:
RIAA Mag. Phono. NARTB Tope
Head. TUBES: 2 -1 2AX717025,
2.6ÁV6, 2 -6U8, 4E184. CHANNEL
SELECTOR: Channel "A," Channel "8," Stereo, Monaural, Crossover (al 3000 cycles). DIMENSIONS: 131/2" W, 13 %" D, 4%"
H. PRICE: $129.95'

(Audiophile

Net).
'Zane

I

See your dealer or write to us for full data on
our complete new line of amplifiers, speakers,
speaker systems, enclosures, program sources.

"There is nothing finer than a Stromberg -Carlson"

STROM BE RG -CAR LSON
A

DIVISION Or GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

1419C N. Goodman Street

Rochester 3, N. Y.

Electronic and communication products for home. in-

dolby and defense, including High Fidelity Consoles;
School, Sound, Intercom and Public Address Systems.
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Great moments last through the years
when you record on tapes of Du Pont Mylar®
Your favorite performances of classical music and jazz and treasured
"family albums" sound vibrant and new through the years on trouble free tapes of Du Pont "Mylar "* polyester film.
Here's why: Tapes of "Mylar" can not dry out or become brittle with
age ... offer an extra safety margin against stretching ... are unaffected
by changes in temperature and humidity. What's more, you get 50';.
or more longer playing time plus superior performance. So next time you
buy, be sure to ask your dealer for your favorite brand of tape -make
it two reels --made of "Mylar ".

loo
90%

so

Relator Humidity
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Ú
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16-
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Norms)

operating
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"Mylsr"

Acetate

"Myla'°

Acetate

LASTING STRENGTH. In normal operation. recorders exert
a force of 6 to 16 ounces. Graph shows tape of 'Mylnr" offers
a 30114;;,, margin of safety against stretching or breaking.

".11ylur"

in a

repietord trndrnrork for Du Ponla brand of polymer film. Du Poni mnnafarturn
"Millar ", sod finished mo ieei e recording tape.

DU PONT

U
Iw

u

..ror

Bever 'things loe Boller ,livin7... through

Ci..-fso-y

FOR THE BEST IN TAPE, LOOK FOR THE NAME "MYLAR" ON THE BOX

M YLAR'

POLYESTER FILM

I-Itcrt FryLLrrr \l.kGAztxr.
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PR -499:

This pernicious habit seems to imply
that American singers are somehow
not to be judged on the same basis as
others. No one speaks of De los Angeles as "the greatest Spanish soprano"
or Callas as "the greatest Greek soprano" (though she was born in New
York), or Flagstad as "the greatest
Norse soprano." Farrell, like Ponselle
and Traubel before leer, can stand
comparison with the greatest sopranos
of any age or nationality.
R. B. Smith
San Diego, Calif.

STROMBERG -CARLSON

\Vit

&

PERFECTEMPO* MANUAL TURNTABLE
Designed for Stereo and Monaural Use

...

...

original double -acting motor and table suspension
system that effectively isolates the table and arm
from all unwanted, extraneous noise.

Sophistication

F-1

Sun:
I enjoyed Ronald Ever's "The Musical
Funnybone" [July]. However, by not
mentioning Ravel's L'Enfant et les
Sortilèges Mr. Eyer made quite an
omission. This charming work certainly has a large measure of wit and
sophisticated satire and deserves mention.
The Child and the Sorcerers is available on Columbia ML 4153
(transferred from 78s) and more recently on London XL 1180.
Patricia Botsford
Los Angeles, Calif.
.

Incorporating

every valid principle of turntable design that has been proven
over the years
belt drive
stroboscope speed indicator
high tolerance precision machining
weighted precision
cast table
Precision motor
continuously variable cone
drive
plus Stromberg- Carlson's own unique and

Precision machining plus a high quality precision
motor
give constant speed at any RPM setting of the continuously
variable drive with virtually no wow and flutter. The unique
design of the cone drive and the accurately calibrated stroboscopic speed indicator permit fine adjustment to any speed from
14 to 80 RPM. Once set, the speed will never vary.
The result- professional performance with complete versatility. These are the contributions of the "Perfectempo" to your
high fidelity system. Handsome styling in morocco red with
aluminum trim. Specially designed hardwood bose (PB -497)
also available if you wish.
TM

..

Point Missed

I

Sun:

Mr. Ever's "The Musical Funnvbone"

[July] is quite entertaining, but he has
missed the point on the Hoffnung
Festival Concert recording. Angel
could scarcely say in the notes that
the "Grand Grand Overture" is a takeoff on 'Vaughan \Villiams' symphonies,
with their quasi -folk themes. The organ and vaellll>n cleaners are a spoof
on the wind machine in the "Antarctica" Symphony, and other oversized
orchestral effects.
The fact that the late Dennis Brain
could play an alphorn concerto movement on a hose pipe, complete with a
final cadenza and a trill, is riotously
Funny as well as illustrative of his legendary virtuosity.
The whole record serves as an admirable and timely deflation to much
of the overserious and "hushed-in-thepresence-of-the-master" )x>mp that accompanies a lot of modern music. It's
still funny even though it's highbrow,
and although much of the effect was
visual.
Mr. Miller's unique series on "Reissues of Vocal Music" is splendid; may
we hope for the tenors, baritones, and
basses as well?
P. L. Forstall
Evanston, Ill.

PR -499

SPECIFICATIONS:
wide, 14%" deep,

SIZE: 1524"

51/2" below and 2" above mounting base (not including lone arm).

0.09% rms. RUMBLE: -55 db re.
20 cmfsec @
kc. MOTOR: tour.
pole. PRICE: $99.95'. (audiophile

WOW: 0.14%

nel)

rms.

FLUTTER:

1

PIP

Lt
I
si

RA -498: TONE ARM
Designed for Stereo and Monaural Use

Single pivot
point suspension, true viscous dumping and high moment of
inertia result in extremely low resonance (as low as 12 cycles,
depending on cartridge used) and consequently yield flot response below the limits of audibility.
A calibrated counterweight is adjustable to provide any needle point force and is eccentric for fast, precise mass centering.
PRICE:

'Zone

$24.95 (Audiophile Not).

"There

is

I

nothing finer than a Stromberg -Carlson"

STROMBERG -CARLSON
A

DIVISION Or GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
Rochester 3, N. Y.

1419C N. Goodman Street

Electronic and communication products lot borne, M.
durtry and Men.; including Nigh Fidelity Comete r:
School, Sound, Intercom and Public Address Symms.
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Rondine Turntable

FORM!
KIT
IN
for less than the cost a "high fidelity" changer!
of

3 9 net
modal

K -33

MOUNTS UNIVERSALLY
TO FIT IN

LIMITED SPACE

Just in time for the era of stereo...a revolutionary break -through!
A Rondine Turntable...IN KIT FORM...saves you money...lets
you enjoy stereo at its best -free of vertical rumble! Because you
assemble it, you save. Because it offers the same Rondine engineering, you get accurate, silent oper-ation...for keeps! Mount the
exclusive lathe -turned tapered aluminum turntable (it's mated to
its own self -lubricating bearing-well) to the rugged deckplate.
Fasten the motor to its mounting.- -add the belt, cover plate and
power switch. You're done in thirty minutes or less...thanks to
the simplicity of Rek -O -Kut design! Styled by noted industrial
designer, George Nelson! Ask your dealer for this new Rondine
from Rek -O- Kut...winner of top test ratings three years in a row
..style leader chosen for display at the Brussels World's Fair!

TURNTABLE

MATE...
AUDAX TONEARM

,

-

the only stereo tonearm

REK -O -KUT

FEATURES OF

NEW

RONDINE K-33 STEREO TURNTABLE!

Single -speed (33iá rpm) Crown- Spindle Belt Drive.
Custom -made endless -woven fabric belt with thickness held to ±.001. Adjustment for belt tension.
Assembly time for mounting: about 30 minutes with
simple tools. Template supplied.
Noise level :-47db.
Motor: 9 -pole induction motor, designed and built to
Rek -O -Kut specifications.
Built -in strobe disc: for checking speed.
Turntable: Heavy Cast Aluminum, lathe- turned.
Tapered for easy disc handling.

Also see the all -new, improved, factory- assembled Rondines at your dealer!

Bases and mounting boards available.
PERFECT

ADVANCED

In

kit form!

Assemble in 15 minutes ... no mechanical skill needed. A profes
sional tonearm precision -engineered to highest broadcast standards.
You save over 50% simply because you assemble it yourself. Ingeniously simple for foolproof operation, dependable performance.
Takes all stereo cartridges. 12" arm- KT-12- $15.50. 16" arm
KT-16- $18.50.

-

Send for new 1958 Catalog.
HIGH FIDELITY TURNTABLES

TO N E AR MS
38 -19 100th Street, Corona 68, New York
ENGINEERED FOR THE STUDIO - DESIGNED FOR THE HOME

Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, N.

Y. 13

HICII YIOELITY

Canada, Atlas Radio Corp. 50 Wingold Avenue, Toronto 10, Ontario

J)
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A stereo CoNvEnsioN KIT for Garrard Models 88, 98, 121, 121 /II, and
T mk II is available from Garrard
Sales Corporation at $4.95. No soldering is necessary, and only a screw
driver is needed for installation. All
the newer Garrard record players are
equipped For stereo rise.
Pickering s Model 371D Stanton
Stereo CARTRIDGE has a replaceable
T -Guard stylus assembly which contains all of the moving parts. Connection to signal cables is made through
four pins. Frequency response is said
to be flat within 2 db from 10 to
30.000 cps for both stereophonic and
monophonic operation. The cartridge
is supplied with a 0.7 -mil diamond
stylus, and sells for $29.85.
1-kath is offering a PREAMPLIFIER
KIT in several different forms. As the
SP -I it is a standard monophonic
unit: the SP-2 is the stereo version of
the same thing; and the C -SP -1 converts an SP -1 to an SP -2. Construction
is simplified through the use of print ed-circuit boards in each channel and
encapsulated printed circuits. Each
channel has six inputs with individual
level controls, and six dual-concentric
controls are provided; there are also
two cathode -follower outputs with
level controls in addition to two separate tape outputs for stereo recording.
A remote balance control allows balancing from the listening position.
Power supply is built in. No prices
i neu tinuetl.
Lafayette Radio has announced
availability of its 1959 general CATALOGUE of high -fidelity components
and electronic parts. The book is 260
pages thick, and lists new items by
most of the major hi -fi manufacturers
as well as the complete line of Lafayette equipment. Free on request.
Two TURNTABLES with integral tone
arm from Thorons are modestly priced
versions of the TD -124. The TD -134
four-speed manual player lists at $60
and has a plug -in adapter for stand-

STROMBERG- CARLSON
RF -484 15" COAXIAL TRANSDUCER...
utilizes a 15" soft skiver woofer for a low-frequency reproducer and an induction tweeter of exclusive, patented
Stromberg- Carlson design.
The woofer has superb performance in the extreme low.
frequency range due to a very rigid high mass moving system.
It has been damped to provide optimum transient response
and control throughout its operating range. It is unusual in
that combined with this exceptional transient response the
RF -484 performs in an extremely linear manner.
The induction tweeter employs a Stromberg- Carlson de.
sign principle that results in an extremely light and sensitive
moving system. This flat and extended frequency response
characteristic is a direct result of our patented design. A
carefully calibrated diameter and shape of cone afford dispersion capabilities that are definitely superior.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Power Handling Capacity: Woofer -Over 100 waits Program

Material; Tweeter -Over 50

watts Program Material. Effective Frequency Ronge: 15 to 20,000 cps for 10:1 average loudness range re. 32 sones (90
phons). 15 to 20,000 cps for S:1
overage loudness range re. 32
sones (90 phone). IM Distortion:
100 cps and 700 cps ai 2.8 volts,
1:1 ratio, an instantaneous power

input of 4 watts: 0.37.. Dispersion: 140° -Test Signal, constant
amplitude noise bond, 1 kc to 20

kc. The intensity at the outer rim
its of the 140° solid angle is
within 10 db of the intensity on
axis. Free Air Resonance: 20 cps
plus or minus .5 cps. Maximum
Flux Density in Magnet S,ruc
lure: Woofer -14,000 Gauss;
Tweeter-18,000 Gauss. Flux
Density In Air Gap: Woofer
10,000 Gauss; Tweeter-10,000
Gauss. Total Flux In Air Gap In

-

Muxwells: Woofer- 152,000;
Tweeter- 27,900. Nominal Im-

-

pedance: 16 ohms. Dimensions:
Diameter (013}-1514"; Depth
6'f= ". Price: $149.95 (Audiophile
Net).

Zone

I

"There is nothing finer thon o Stromberg-Carlson"

STROMBERGCARLSON
DYNAMICS CORPORATION
DIVISION
A

OF

GENERAL

1419C N. Goodman Street

Rochester 3, N. Y.

Electronic and communication products for home, industry and defense; including High Fidelity Consoles:
School, Sound, Intercom and Public Address System,
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for advanced high fidelity installations

SR

17 -17 34 WATT (DUAL 17 WATT)

STEREO PRE -AMP, TONE CONTROL,

AND AMPLIFIER $189.60

SR 17 -17 represents the combining on one chassis of two professional type pre -amps with that of
two high -power amplifiers. The SR 17.17 Stereo Reproducer was designed to be used in musk systems where dual track stereo tape transport mechanisms, tope recorders, or the new stereo disc cartridges are to be used. There is also provision mode for AM-FM or FM -FM stereo broadcasting inputs, as well as auxiliary stereo inputs.

The

THE OUTSTANDING FEATURES OF THE

SR

17 -17 ARE

Dual low distortion pre -omps for monaural or the new stereo cartridges, and three positions of
stereo tape head playback.
Dual gang bass, treble, and volume controls for ease and accuracy
of stereo operation.
Stereo balance control for equal channel volume to any part of your listening room.
Monaural -Stereo, and stereo reverse controls.
Three position contour (loudness)
control for overage and extreme low level listening.
Harmonic distortion only 0.46% at 50 cps,
0.32% at 1000 cps, and 0.48% at 15,000 cps at rated output.
Intermodulation distortion is less than
1.5% at rated output, and less than 0.5% at 10 watts.
Hum and noise 70 db below rated output.
OTHER
SR -380
SR

-534

SR

STEREO REPRODUCERS

FM -AM TUNER WITH STEREO PRE -AMP TONE CONTROL
34 WATT (DUAL 17 WATT) BASIC STEREO AMPLIFIER

Write for complete biochure on all

SR

$189.60
$106.60

Stereo Reproducers.

BARGENT-RAY7aäENT CO.
4926 East 12th Street, Oakland
24

1,

California

Emu FIDEL Try
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and stereo or monophonic cartridges.
The TD-184 is identical to the TD -134
except for semiautomatic operation; it
lists at $75. A dial selects record size,
starts motor, and actuates arm which
lowers automatically into first record
groove. A manual- reject control permits shutoff, interruption. or manual

operation.
Fisher Radio's PR -66 stereo PRE AMP and EQUALIZER is completely
self-contained and self -powered on
one chassis. There are no controls on
the unit, but the necessary preamplification for low -level stereo cartridges
and equalization for stereo records are
provided. Size and price are both
small: 8 by 1% by 5% in. and $29.95,
respectively.
Owners of Tandberg Models 3Stereo and 3- Stereo -4T tape recorders may now obtain the Model 241
Stereo RECORD-PREAMP attachment
which permits stereo recording from
microphone, discs, or radio at 11,
3%, and 7!_ ips. Making connections to
the recorder requires only a soldering
iron. After installation, the record preamp can be unplugged for easy
storing. Price of the unit plus connecting cables and plugs is $59.50.
Available from Audiogersh is the
Stereotwin 200 CARTRIDGE, claimed
by the manufacturer to be compatible. It is equipped with a 0.7 -mil diamond and tracks at 4 to 6 grams.
Price is $59.50.
Components Corporation has announced the STEREO-VEnTOR, priced at
$39.50, for playing both 45/4.5 and
MSD stereo records. The unit demodulates an FM multiplex subcarrier, and is designed for use with an
existing monophonic preamp, two
amplifiers, and two speaker systems.
A 33!& -rpm TEST RECORD (No. 5845/45) for checking 45/45 cartridge
balance, channel separation, and rumble is also available for $1.00.
The ESL Gyro/ Jewel stereo CARTRIDGE will mount in any standard arm
or record changer. According to ESL,
vertical compliance is 5 X 10-e cm /dyne, lateral compliance is 5 x 10 -e
cm dyne, dynamic mass is .003
grams, channel separation is 20 to 25
db, and frequency response is flat
within 3 db from 30 cps to 15 kc, and
output impedance is 25 ohms at 1 ke.
Price is $85.
The Holt STEREO UNIT IS now available in kit form, as well as ready- built.
it takes a monophonic signal, shifts its
phase by a large amount, and feeds
it to a built -in power amplifier, creat-

STROMBERG CARLSON
ACOUSTICAL LABYRINTH°
BAFFLING SYSTEM
Here is unequivocally the very finest means
available to maximize the performance at
low frequencies of quality loudspeakers.
When properly coupled to the low frequency rodiotor of a speaker system
achieves o system resonance that is
lower than the unbaffled free air cone resonance of the low- frequency radiator itself.
The system utilizes mass loading and
frictional damping as acoustical devices
to properly extend the low -frequency
ronge of the system with extreme flatness
of response.

-it

For exomple, when the Stromberg-Carl-

RH -413 12"
Speaker Enclosure

son RF -484 loudspeaker, which has a cone

resonance of approximately 20 cps, is
used with our RH -41 6 Labyrinth cabinet
the system resonance is about 16 cps.

-

RH -414 8"
Speaker Enclosure
or RS -461
Speaker System

dealer or
to us for full
dota on our omplete
r
new line ofompliliSee your

,.rile

RH4,6

RR-417

Speaker Enclosure
or MSS -491
Speokor System

Speak er Enclosure
or MSS-492
Speaker System

sspeaker

-CARLSON
STROMBERG
GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
A

DIVISION

OF

1419C N. Goodman Street

Rochester 3,

Electronic and communication products for home, in
dwtry and defense, including High fidelity Consoles;
School, Sound, intercom and Public Address Systmr.
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speak-

rsystems, enclosures

and program roseco,.

'There is nothing liner than o Stromberg -Carlson"

Continued on next page
CICTOISER

Ì

RH-412 12"
Speaker Enc.osure

SOw-C
r1°.

N. Y.

W

ON THE COUNTER
Continued front preceding page

The owner of a Fairchild Stereo Cartridge takes justifiable pride in its possession, for it reflects
in tangible form a quarter century's consistent polity of building up to a high quality standard
cost remaining a secondary consideration.
He is sure that the new Model 232 Stereo Cartridge is an investment in the finest record
reproduction -both stereo and monaural. He knows that its superb performance is the natural
result of advanced engineering -the very same engineering which produced the fiat Stereo
cartridge ever demonstrated to the public (December 1957). Its phenomenal tracking ability,
absence of distortion, and gentle treatment of records, are taken for granted by the Fairchild
owner, although they are often a revelation to those accustomed to ordinary cartridge performance. Its transparent, shimmering sound quality, so faithful to the original, as well as its full
range channel separation, are further evidence of Fairchild's engineering leadership.
Therefore, he is not surprised to learn that many major recording studios are using Fairchild
cartridges to test the quality of Stereo and other high fidelity recordings. His pride of ownership,
in short, stems from the added satisfaction which only a quality product can provide, and from
his secure knowledge that the name Fairchild is synonymous with integrity of manufacture.
Price of this superbly engineered cartridge... $49.50.
Hear the Stereo 292 at your hi-fl dealer. Write for booklet K -1, the complete Stereo Dico Story.

-

FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT COMPANY

10 -40 45th Ave.,

L

Fairchild "Sound of Quality" Components include:
cartridges, arms, turntables, pre -amplifiers and amplifiers.

t. C. 1, N. Y.
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ing the illusion of stereo. This must
be fed to a speaker separate from
the main hi -fi speaker system. The factory- wired model is $62 F.O.B. or $65,
postage paid, in the U. S. and Canada.
The kit is priced at $42 F.O.B. or $45,
postage paid.
Metzner's new Starlight stereo TAPE
DECK features a hysteresis -synchronous
motor and stereo record- playback
beads. Response is said to be flat within -1 db from 40 cps to 10 kc, and
±2 db from 30 cps to 15 kc when
NAB -equalized amplifiers are used.
Signal -to -noise ratio is stated as 60 db.
Price is 8179.50.
Barker Sales now is importing the
Stentorian HF10IGU 10 -in. wide range SPEAKER rated at 15 watts.
Stated frequency response is uniform
from 30 to 15,000 cps, and price is
$36.50. Also being imported is the
Stentorian T -359 3 % -in. cone TWEETER. Response is said to be uniform
from 3,000 to 17,000 cps. It sells for
$ 14.95.
A new TURNTABLE made by Audingersh is the Miracord XS -200, which
may be used either as a manual unit
or an automatic record changer. It is
completely set up for monophonic or
stereo operation. Audiophile net is
$67.50.
The Scott 130 stereo PREAMMPLTFIER
has twelve front -panel controls and
switches, and indicator lights which
give a visual indication of the mocle
of operation. Two special features are
a center -channel output and a switch
which will reverse the phase of one
channel 180° with respect to the other.
Input sensitivity is stated as 1% millivolts. The 130 measures 15% by 5 by
12% in., and sells for $169.95.
Electro- Voice's Marquis SPEAKER
ENCLOSURE was designed as an along the -wall counterpart for the E -V Aristocrat speaker system. The Klipsch
Rebel slot principle is featured in the
bass -reflex system, and is said to extend the bass range of E -V 12 -in.
speakers by an octave. The unit is
also offered as two complete systems
in the Marquis IA and the Marquis
III. The cabinet measures 29% in.
high by 19 wide by 14i deep. No
prices are specified.
Kingdom Products has announced a
battery -operated, transistorized TAPE
RECORDER which measures only 9% by
5 by 2% in. Two speeds of operation,
Iii and 7% ips, are provided for.
Claimed frequency response is -3 db
from 50 to 12,000 cps. A stal] loudspeaker and a dynamic microphone
are provided with the recorder.
Fltct-t FIDELITY \1ACAztxE
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New
N

-33H

Rondine

Hysteresis
Powered!
Only

$69."

why a Rondine turntable is a must for stereo!
"A problem that often shows up on conversions from monaural to stereo
systems is that of turntable rumble. Borderline turntable, meaning those
which are acceptable in a monaural system, may prove to have too much
rumble for use in a stereo set -up. The reason for this is that stereo utilizes
both vertical and lateral groove etchings (unlike monaural recording
which uses only the lateral etching). Thus, a stereo cartridge must respond to both motions and will respond to rumble both laterally and
vertically... This problem seems to be most severe with record changers.
Good turntables are more apt to be free of excessive vertical rumble."

- Reprinted from THE AMERICAN

RECORD GUIDE

industrial designers,
created the new fashion -keyed Rondines.
The result: you can point out to the lady of the house that Rondine
is not only the finest performer, but also the most beautiful!
GEORGE NELSON, one of America's great

a Rondine is your best buy in a turntable! The self -lubricating Ron
dine turntable shaft and shaft well are precision- machined as perfect
"mates" to assure smooth rotation. The shaft is "microntatically"
checked to be absolutely perpendicular to the table ... eliminating "wow"
and "flutter" from this source.

Why

All tables are cast of resonance- inhibiting aluminum alloy. They are lathe turned for perfect concentricity and balance. No "pull" is exerted on

magnetic cartridges. Tapered shape permits easy disc handling.
The new Rek -O -Kut hysteresis synchronous motor has an extremely small
external stray field -a unique advantage where magnetic recording heads
are in the vicinity of the motor. High efficiency and exclusive fan shape

rotor surface insure a cooler running motor. Extremely accurate dynamic
balancing for each motor, minimum stray field in the air gap and use of
large surface sinter -metal bearings assure smoother, quieter operation
year after year.

FOR YOUR

-

Rondine Model N -33H (illustrated
Single Speed (33 rpm),
above)
Belt Drive with hysteresis syn-

-

chronous motor. Noise level:
-53db. Built-in strobe disc

-

RONDINE..,REK-O -KUT STEREO-MONAURAL TONEARMS

Provide instant mounting... fasten with single nut. Correct mounting position is pre -set on Rondine deckplates.
All leads fully shielded in special chamber, insures 100% hum -free performance!

lathe-turned cast aluminum turn.
table. $69.95 net.

-

Rondine, Model B -12GH
Three speeds, powered by hysteresis synchronous motor. Built -in
strobe disc and retractable 45 rpm
hub. Pilot light for "on /off" indication. 599.95 net.
New

5.27.95.

Write tor now ReK.O -Kut catalogs

REK-O-KUT

HIGH FIDELITY TURNTABLES TONEARMS
38-19 106th Street, Corona 68, N.Y.
ENGINEERED FOR THE STUDIO... DESIGNED FOR THE HOME
Export: Morhan Exporting, 458 Broadway, N.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Canada: Atlas Radio, 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto 10, Ont.
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audition these 9 new Pilot components...

SELECT YOUR PERSONAL
PILO'P STEREO SYSTEM
_Ofeoa.

Aerit
When Pilot turned to stereo, and undertook the development of the very first stereophonic
components to appear in the field, Pilot brought to this effort a knowledge and skill acquired
through more than 39 years of work in electronics. This was bound to influence the ultimate
quality of the finished equipment. And the priceless difference this experience has made is
effectively demonstrated in the performance of the components featured here. These components represent the most advanced state of the audio art. They will provide you with the
finest reproduction of today's high quality records, tapes and broadcasts -stereo as well as
monaural. Pilot earnestly invites you to audition the performance of these components at your
high fidelity dealer. You will long remember the experience.

DUAL FM -AM STEREO TUNER PREAMPLIFIER Embodies on one chassis two separate ultra -sensitive tuners for FM
and AM, and a complete stereo preamplifier. The FM and AM tuners
operate independently of each other for FM -AM stcrco,and anFM -FM
multiplex position is provided. Adjustable muting circuit eliminates
interstation noise. Two illuminated tuning meters provide precise
center -of- channel tuning for lowest distortion on FM, peak tuning
for AM. The AM section features a broad /narrow band -width
selector. The preamplifier section has two identical prcamp units
with ganged volume, equalization and tone controls plus a stereo
balance control. Inputs provided for stereo records, stereo tape heads,
microphones and tape amplifiers for auxiliary use. 5269.50.
FA -680 DUAL FM -AM STEREO TUNER. Identical to the FA -690
except that it has no stereo preamplifier section. FA -680 $199.50.
Both supplied with modern, low silhouette enclosures.
FA -690

SM -245

STEREO PREAMP and CONTROL AMPLIFIER. Corn plete control system with self -contained dual channel preamp, featuring bass and treble controls, loudness and volume controls, and two
power amplifiers rated at 16 watts each (32 watts peak each) at less
than I% distortion. Inputs arc provided for stereo FM -AM broadcasts, sterco tape. stereo discs, microphones, and auxiliary, with a
separate output for making stereo tape recordings. A balance control
adjusts the relative level of the two channels. illuminated slots on
selector switch indicate function in use. Equally efficient for monaural
application. Complete with enclosure, S189.50.
FA -670 FM -AM TUNER. The FM section features superior sensitivity, drift -free operation with a wide -band FM detector. Features a
panel -mounted, illuminated tuning meter for precise center -of- channel
tuning for low distortion; dual limiters, interstage muting, and high
gain IF for reception of distant stations with virtually inaudible background noise; and an FM multiplex output for stereo broadcast reception. The AM tuner is a broadband superheterodyne type with a
high -gain pentode RF amplifier, high gain IF stages, a IOKC interstation whistle filter, and a built in AM antenna. Has high inertia flywheel
tuning, cathode follower low impedance output for use with long
cable, an output level control. Complete $179.50.
FM-660 FM TUNER. Identical to FA -670, less AM section. $149.50.
Both tuners complete with enclosure

Paor

5P -210 STEREO AMPLIFIER. Consists of two identical preamplifiers with ganged controls for balanced stereo operation. Premium
type low -noise triodes are used in all low level stages. DC is supplied
to all tube heaters for minimum hum. Inputs with equalization for
all possible stereo source material- phonograph, tape, microphone,
FM -AM, and FM multiplex. High sensitivity makes it ideal for mag-

netic stereo cartridges or tape heads. A balance control varies the
signal to each speaker for best stereo performance. Auxiliary outputs
for making stereo tape recordings. Complete with enclosure, $89.50.
SP-216

STEREO PREAMP and AUDIO CONTROL. Professional -

type, dual -channel preamplifier with imputs for stereo FM -AM broadcasts, stereo tapes, stereo discs, microphones, and other stereo signal
sources. Has separate output for recording stereo tapes. Two VU
meters and controls for setting reference and peak levels and separate
output for recording stereo tapes makes this unit ideal for recording,
Monitor /Record switch on front panel indicates record output level
or the relative level of the signal at audio output jacks for balancing
both channels in stereo. Automatic shut-off position on power switch
turns off entire system after last record is played. Features bass,
treble, volume and loudness controls, and balance control for equalizing level between both channels. May be used with the SA -232 or
SA -260 stereo power amplifiers. Complete with enclosure, S189.50.
AND SA -260 BASIC STEREO AMPLIFIERS. The SA -232
and SA -260 Basic Stereo Amplifiers each consisting of two identical
power amplifiers, incorporate the latest advances in the art of high
fidelity negative feedback amplifier design. The SA -232 delivers a total
of 32 watts of undistorted power (64 watts peak), the maximum
power obtainable without exceeding the tube manufacturer's specifications. The SA -260, with 60 watts of undistorted power (120 watts
peak) is well within operating characteristics of its output tubes,
Power tap -offs for operating the SP -210 Stereo Preamplifier.
Both units arc supplied with brass finished metal covers. SA -232,
$89.50. SA -260, 5129.50.
SA -232

These identical stereophonic components arc also incorporated in
Pilot custom component -consoles.

Complete Individual specifications available from Pilot on request.
Prices slightly higher in Wesi

RADIO CORPORATION,

37 -02 36th

Street, Long Island City

1,

New York

Electronics manufacturer for over 39 years.

2S
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Pilot FA-690, Deluxe Stereo FM -AM Tuner and Preamplifier, $269.50

Pilot FA -680, Deluxe Stereo FM -AM Tuner, $199.50

Pilot SM -245, Stereo Preamp and Control Amplifier, $189.50

aa
xr.

Pilot FM -660, Deluxe FM Tuner, $149.50

Pilot FA -670, Deluxe FM -AM Tuner, $179.50

9
1\

Pilot SP -216, Stereo Preamp and Audio Control, $189.50

Pilot SP -210, Stereo Preamplifier, $89.50
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STEREOPHONIC AMPLIFIER

STEREOPHONIC AMPLIFIER

of SA -232 (64 Watts Peak), Stereo Basic Amplifier, $89.50

Pilot SA -260 (120 Watts Peak), Stereo Basic Amplifier, $129.50
Prices slightly higher In West

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Hear it for yourself in

Only when you buy Soundcraft Tape...you get an actual demonstration of superior tape quality ... a premium recording that's
yours in Soundcraft's new budget -priced Premium Pack. This
is Soundcraft's way of proving how:

"SWEET MOODS OF
JAZZ IN STEREO"

exclusive Micropolished tape surface preserves your "highs."
exclusive Uni -level Coating assures greater uniformity within
a reel and from reel to reel.

...an exclusive new full half hour
recording... yours for just $1.00

extra... when you buy two 7" reels
of tape in SOUNDCRAFT'S NEW

exclusive plasticizer -free Soundcraft oxide formulation gives
complete tape stability.

G

Insist on Soundcraft Tape...in the new budget -priced Sound craft Premium Pack... two 7" reels of Soundcraft tape with the
"Sweet Moods of Jazz in Stereo" recorded on one of the reels.

ASK ABOUT THESE
OTHER SOUNDCRAFT PROMOTIONAL RECORDINGS?
"Sounds of Christmas " -traditional Christmas melodies, full
orchestra and chorus (monaural only).
"Dixieland Jamfest in Stereo "
jazz classic with an All -Star
combo. Ask your dealer, or write Soundcraft.

-a

REEVES

SOUND CRAFT CORP.
Great Pasture Road, Danbury, Connecticut

West Coast: 342 N. La Brea. Los Angeles 36. Calif.

PREMIUM PACK
containing two reels of Soundcraft
tape with "Sweet Moods of Jazz in
Stereo" recorded on one of the
reels.

"Sweet Moods of Jazz in Stereo"
features Coleman Hawkins, "Red"

Allen, Marty Napoleon, George
Wettling and other jazz greats in
memorable interpretations of "Summertime," "Stormy Weather," "Tea
for Two" and other old favorites
directed by Larry Clinton, recorded
exclusively by Soundcraft...not for
sale anywhere else at any price!

-

Canada: 700 Weston Road, Toronto 9, Ont.

s:
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Sheathed
Conductors

Review

High Fidelity and the Music Lover.
Longtime disciples of audio critic
Edward Tatnall Canby may have
some regrets that his new book retraces so many of the trails blazed in
his widely read home Music Systems.
Yet since he has taken the trouble not
merely to bring his descriptions of
commercial components up to date
but to shift the focus of attention to
the radically altered audiophile problems of today, much of his material
here is entirely new. It deals among
other things with the attractions, economic and otherwise, of currently
available kits (along with the new
problems of testing and repairing
home -assembled units) and with the
enormously intensified interest in
stereo sound, tape reproduction, and
living -room acoustics. In basic philosophy, however, Canby is unchanged:
he still stresses as strongly as ever
the subservience of all technical means
to the basic end of musical enjoyment; he still juggles the geometry of
values to justify satisfaction with the
"practicable best" rather than to encourage striving for the more nearly
ideal which can be achieved only at
logarithmically increased expense and
trouble. I still feel that he minimizes
the differences between them. Canby,
however, is not writing for purists but
for less demanding novices, in need of
sympathetic guidance in achieving a
maximum return on modest investments. And for such audiophile beginners High Fidelity and the Music
Loner is a source of both most -needed
information and provocative stimulation (Harper, $4.95).

High Fidelity Sound Reproduction.
Edited by E. Molloy and introduced
by Harold J. Leak of "Point One" amplifier fame, this British symposium by
nine audio engineers is outstanding
for its combination of technical authority and lucid expository writing.
Its wealth of information (presented
in 212 pages with some 150 diagrams)
is in more concentrated, less sugared
form than that of most American books
which attempt to survey briefly the
nature of sound, studio and home
acoustics, home sound-system components, and specialized problems of
record, tape, and broadcast reproduction. Few of our most widely read
guidebooks are as adult in treatment,
or as rigorous in bringing essentials into
Continued on next page

Micro-thin
Diaphragm

Molded
Styrene
Frame

UNMATCHED MUSICAL CLARITY
delicately balanced by 176 "strings"
Each radiating element of JansZen Electrostatic Speakers contains
176 push -pull sheathed conductors. This dual array of "strings"
is the most durable and efficient ever patented. Without any chance

of
electronic breakdown, it provides uniform opposing forces to move
the sensitive diaphragm with the same amplittde and in the
same phase over its entire area. Like a true piston, the diaphragm
behaves as if it had neither stiffness nor mass
short, as if it were not
there at all. This enables the JansZen to precisely recreate the acoustic
pressures recorded by the microphone without unnatural coloration.

-in

Model 65 Electrostatic Mid /High Range Speaker
Using two of the JansZen Electrostatic elements
a built -in high -pass filter, this remarkable new
speaker combines all of the advantages of the model
130 but with 60° dispersion. Gives absolutely
clean response to 30,000 cycles. $86- $91.50
depending on finish. Slightly higher in West.

with

NEW!

Model 130 Electrostatic Mid /High Range Speaker
For those who insist on the most gracious sound
attainable, only this original JansZen model will suffice.

Excellent for multiple woofer systems.
Contains four Electrostatic elements individually
tested for distortion and matched within 1 db for
output. Room -filling 120° dispersion
to 30,000 cycles. $161-$188 depending on finish.
Slightly higher in West.

Jans en*
'including designs

by

Arthur A. Janssen

made exclusively by NESHAMINY ELECTRONIC CORP., Neshaminy, Pa,
Export Div.. 25 Warren St., New York 7, N. Y. Cable: Simontrice, N. Y.
See us at the New

York Show
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that you

Two ways to be sure

Continued from preceding page

N

your
stereo
records:
ESL GYRO

í'

BALANCE stereo arm

e
-

Do you realize that vertical stylus forces which are satisfactory for standard records
may easily destroy stereo discs? A .7 suit stereo stylus at 6 grams produces
approximately the sane pressures between record and stylus as a one mil standard
LP stylus at t 2 ro 74 grams. With a high quality cartridge such as the triumphant new
ESL GYRO /JEWEL electrodynamic stereo cartridge, the GYRO /BALANCE arm will
track properly at only 2 grants, greatly prolonging the life of your records and styli.

I

Your stereo discs deserve the GYRO /BALANCE -the only true stereo ann. Unlike socalled stereo anus which are but slightly altered monophonic anus, the GYRO /BALANCE

all -new. It is the one arm which the independent, objective High Fidelity
Consumer's Bureau of Standards approves at (iris time for high -performance stereo
is

I

use.

Look for the dramatically different new ESL GYRO /BALANCE at your audio
dealer's. It's magnificent with monophonic cartridges, too! Only $34.95,
complete with quick- change shell.

1

2)
Do you realize that stereo records are
standard LP

's

even more vulnerable to dust and

dirt than

arc? Those pops and clicks due to dust particles are much louder on stereo

and therefore even more annoying than on standard discs. Still worse, permanent

and expensive damage to your stereo records may result frosts this oft- overlooked esteuty.

The ESL Dust Bug

world- fanned

is

as the safe, effective record groove cleaner.

It

cleans

high relief. The primary emphasis is
on British practices and equipment
models, but the basic principles of
these are of course international. In
any case most Americans can learn a
great deal from their overseas confreres- particularly from their distinctive approaches to the problems of
multiple-channel ( "stereosonic ") systems and electrostatic speakers (Transatlantic Arts, $5.50).
Audio Design Handbook. The noted
British speaker and "baffle" manufacturer H. A. Hartley has been becoming
increasingly well known to American
audiophiles through his peppery periodical articles and correspondence as
well as his equipment products, but
up to now we have not had in book
form any comprehensive statement of
his audio philosophy and extensive
technical experience. Like so many
other audio pioneers, Hartley holds
strong opinions which invariably
arouse either spirited agreement or
violent disagreement. But whichever
it is, the reader will relish the author's
vivid expression and infectious enthusiasm. Here he discusses everything
from the perception of sound to the
limitations of high fidelity, with detailed analyses of component and
over -all system designs, feedback and
tone -control circuit principles, measurement and test techniques. etc. Not
unexpectedly. he is liveliest of all
on his pet subjects of speakers and
their enclosures. Advocates of the single wide -range speaker (vs. dual and
multiple systems) will find here one
of their most articulate spokesmen.
Those who differ with Hartley's views
on specific means can applaud his insistence on the general aim of achieving musical rewards with a minimum
of technical complication, and every
technically interested reader can profit
from the fresh light he throws on the
backgrounds as well as the currently
favored trends of engineering practices ( Gernsback Library, paperback
$2.90, cloth $5.00).

record grooves automatically while they are played, and eliminates the static charge
present in all records which would attract more dust.

I

Insist on the reliable ESL Dust Bug at your audio dealer's. The standard modei

only $5.75 complete: the Record Changer Dust Bug
Both are magnificent with monophonic records, tool
is

F O R

L

I
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I
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I

is
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only $4.75 complete.

B E S T

Electro -Sonic Laboratories, Inc.
Dept. N

3

5-5 g Thirty -sixth Street - Long hand City ó, N.Y.
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High Quality Sound Reproduction.
James Moir is a British authority internationally noted in the professional
audio world, especially for his aeonsHeal researches and pioneering stereo
investigations. He is one of the few

anywhere capable
comprehensive and
neering handbook as
of over 500 pages
tions, including 48

of prochacing as

detailed an engithis weighty torne
and 300 illustraexcellent photo-

Continued on page
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Janslen*

presenting the

flirferZ

model 350

DYNAMIC WO OFER
a

30

.

clear challenge to the

largest bass speakers

The remarkable

11" woofer of the

new JansZen Z -300 System is available
separately for built -in single or

multiple speaker installations.
Specifically designed to complement
the delicate clarity of JansZen
Electrostatic Tweeters, the Model 350
driver offers clean, "honest" bass
devoid of all false resonances,
hangover or boom. Transient and
harmonic distortions are almost
immeasurable at any listening level.
Response is uncannily flat from
45 to 2000 cycles with excellent
response to below 30 cycles.
The special light -mass cone of the
Model 350 is judiciously weighted
at the apex to give smooth rolloff
above 2000 cycles without the need

sound without fury

for transient- degrading crossovers.
A very flexible rim of foam- treated
cloth attaches the cone to the
cast aluminum frame and allows 3/8"
piston -like cone excursions without
breakup at any frequency. This
unique cone is so perfectly controlled
by a powerful 31/4 -lb magnet structure
that it will handle powers up to
100 watts on music.

Transparently clear, shrill -less trebles are faithfully reproduced by two

BUILD YOUR OWN SMALL ENCLOSURE

driven over their entire areas by 176 pairs of carefully- spaced sheathed

Only an infinite baffle -easily built
with hand tools- should be used with
the JansZen driver. An enclosed volume
of 2.2 cubic feet, totally filled with

conductors. Both elements are checked for distortion and matched for

fiberglas chunks gives optimum
results. Complete enclosure plans
are furnished with each driver.
At only $44.50 (slightly higher in

weighting and specially -treated cloth suspension achieve near perfect
piston action without breakup or doubling. Sealed in a 2.2 cubic -foot,
fiberglas-filled battle, its clean, solid bass consistently shames most of

Only slightly larger than "bookcase" speakers
to gladden stereo fans

In the

Neshaminy,

F,rporr Dir.: 25 Warren St.. New York 7. N. Y.
Cable: Srmontrice, N. Y.

Z -300 a

harmony with

a

measure

few years ago, was

a

2-

element lans2en Electrostatic Tweeter works in sonic

new JansZen dynamic woofer. Response is exceptionally

uniform from

an honest 30 to 30,000 cycles /second. Musically, however,
this wide range would be painful were it not for the almost total lack of

audible or measurable distortion inherent in the JansZen principle.

electrostatic elements -thin virtually massless diaphragms

output within
A

1

db.

new long-travel dynamic woofer perfectly complements the

distortion.

free electrostatic tweeter. Its lightweight 11" cone with slight apex

the largest speakers now available.
Z -300 measures only 28" h by 20" w by 13"
literature and name of your nearest dealer where it may

The complete JansZen

Send for free

rncrndinndeeian.rbp Aral urA .Ja nazen and made onlpby
CORP.,

a

than $200

considered impossible within its site and price framework.

West), the Model 350 makes an
excellent foundation for any good
high fidelity system. Hear it soon
in the JansZen Z -300 System.
Literature and name of nearest
dealer gladly sent on request.

ELECTRONIC

... priced less

the new 2300 console achieves

of musical transparency and bass response which,

push -pull

NESHAMINY

...

Pa.

d.

be heard.

"including designs by Ardeur .1../arrvzerr
nwdc only by NESHAMINY ELECTRONIC CORP., Neshaminy, Pa.
Export Div.: 25 Warren St., New York 7, N. Y. Cable: Siurontrice, N. Y.
See us at the New

York Show
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Now! Convert to
stereo for only
$2650 plus amplifier!
SPECIFICATIONS
Response
Smooth from 20 to
12.000 cycles, gradual rolloff beyond
Output Voltage
03 volt
Compliance
2 Ox 106 cm /dyne
Recommended load
1.5 megohms
Tracking Pressure
5.7 grams
Cartridge Weight
7.5 grams
20 decibels
Channel Isolation
Stylus
Dual jewel tips,
microgroove
and 3 -mil 78
0.7 -mil
rpm.
Mounting Dimensions.Standard %o to 1/2
inch centers

Start with Sonotone 87 ceramic cartridge to $1450
play both stereo and regular discs, costs only
Plays all 4 speeds -does not obsolete your present
equipment!
Has Sonotone's unique, built -in vertical rumble suppressor so vital to stereo use! Doesn't need pre -amp!
Famous Sonotone quality with top specifications!

Add a Sonotone WR -8 speaker

experts' choice for stereo,

-

$1200

only
Brilliant reproduction of full fidelity
spectrum from 55 to 15,000 cycles!
Perfect for second stereo speaker...
gives amazing stereophonic fidelity!
costs

SPECIFICATIONS

....

Frequency Range
55 to 15.000 cycles
Resonant Frequence..65 cycles
Power Input
8 watts
Impedance
8 ohms
Flux Density
12.000 gauss
Va.ce Coil Diameter
-inch
1

New 8 -inch speaker.

.i

--_-= ï

ñ =_-

-'

ä
I

Choose the amplifier best for your set -up. You
save on it, too, as Sonotone cartridge needs no
extra rumble suppressor, no pre -amp!

Electronic Applications Division, Dept.

C

o

®

Continued from page 32
graphic plates as well as the usual
diagrams. It covers its subject no less
extensively than Oliver Read's The
Recording and Reproduction of
Sound, rev. ed. 1952, but deals more
intensively with basic theory as well as
with more up -to -date practices and
equipments (the latter confined largely to British examples). An information- packed, advanced yet practical
text or reference work, this is particularly readable in its preliminary chapters on objective sonic characteristics,
hearing, and realistic audio -system
performance specifications and in its
concluding ones on the acoustic problem and stereophonic sound reproduction. A4oir not only sums up in succinct form all the essentials of contemporary audio technology, but also
spices his "course" with arresting personal insights derived from long experience (Macmillan, $14.00).
Concise Encyclopedia of Music and
Musicians. The dramatically handsome
colored photographs of instruments,
used for jacket and end papers of
this British one-volume reference work,
characterize it immediately as a "gift
book," primarily directed to the general music lover. This impression is
confirmed by the unusually large number of illustrations: out of 516 largesize pages. 16 are colored plates and
160 are photographs. The text itself,
edited by Martin Cooper, is less impressive: most of the entries arc extremely short; many are merely identifications of standard compositions in
various forms; much too much material
is lumped in the comparatively few
long articles under such catchall subject headings as "History of Music,"
"Church Music," "Opera," etc.; and
there are no running heads to speed
reference search for specific entries.
Yet the Concise Encyclopedia is sure
to command considerable popularity
on the basis of its uncommon visual
attractions alone ( Hawthorn Books,

$12.95).

'/ /

Sonotone

BOOKS IN REVIEW

R

P.

CH -108

ELMSFORD, NEW YORK
34

TV and Radio Tube Troubles, by
Sol Heller (Gernsback Library, paperback $2.90, cloth S4.60). A detailed, extremely useful handbook for
technicians, but confined largely to
television tube types and maintenance
problems.

Feedback Theory and Its Applications, by P. H. Hammond (Macmillan, $7.00). Highly technical; for postgraduate engineering and physics students.
R. D. DARRELL
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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stereo sound equipment ... Uwü 6te,
stereo
tape deck kit
FIEATHKIT
MODEL TR-ID

Lk!

stereo equipment
cabinet kit ¡

$14395

$14995

CENTER SECTION MODEL SE -1

SPEAKER WING MODEL SC -1L or
Enjoy the wonder of Stereophonic sound in
your own hornet Precision engineered for fine performance, this tape deck provides monauralrecord/Playback and stereo playback. Tape mechanism is supplied complete. You build only the
preamplifier. Features include two printed circuit boards -low noise EF -86 tubes in
input stages -mic and hi -level inputs- push -pull bias -erase os: illator for lowest noise
level -two cathode follower outputs, one for each stereo channel -output switch for
instantaneous monitoring from tape while recording. VU meter and pause control for
editing, Tape speeds 3% and 7,4 IPS. Frequency response
db 40.12,000 CPS at 74
IPS. Wow and Clutter less than .3%. Signal -to -noise 55 db at less than 1% total harmoni c
distortion. NARTB playback equalization. Make your own high quality recordings for
many pleasant listening hours.

R

$32795

ea.

Beautifully designed, this stereo equipment cabinet has
ample room provided for an AM -FM tuner -tape deck
preamplifier
amplifiers
record changer
rec.ord storage and speakers. Constructed of
solid core Philippine mahogany or select birch plywood,
beautifully grained. Top has shaped edge and sliding
top panel. Sliding doors for front access. Mounting
panels are supplied cut to fit Heathkit units with extra
blark panels for mounting your own equipment. Easy to- assemble. all parts are precut and wedrilled. In-

-

-

t2

j'-

-

duces all hardware, glue, legs. etc. and detailed instruction manual. Speaker wings and center unit can
be purchased separately if desired. Overall dimensions
with wings 8Y W. x 3T H. x 20' D. Send for free details.

WM

"IWO

DELUXE AM-FM

STEREO PREAMPLIFIER KIT

TUNER KIT
HEATHKIT
MODEL PT -1

$8996

Here is a deluxe combination
AM -FM tuner with all the ad
vanced design features reaLired
by the critical listener. Ideal for
stereo applications since AM
and FM circuits are separate and
individually tuned. The 16-tube
tuner uses three circuit boards
for easy assembly. Prewired and
prealigned FM front end. AFC
with on /off switch -flywheel
tuning and tuning meter.

HEATHKIT

"-..,...

it

65606

HEATHKIT
MODEL W -7M

This unique two -channel control center provides all controls
necessary in stereoapplications.
Building block design lets you
buy basic single channel now
and add second snap -in channel
later for stereo without rewiring.
12 inputs each with level control-NARTB tape equalization
-6 dual concentric controls in-

built-in power supply.

12 WATT HI -FI
AMPLIFIER KIT

55 WATT HI -FI
AMPLIFIER KIT

MODEL SP -2

cluding loudness controls

a

-

HEATHKIT

$5495
offered -a

MODEL UA -t

55First time ever
watt basic hi -fi amplifier for $1
per watt. Features EL -34 push
pull output tubes. Frequency response 20 CPS to 20 KC with
less than 2% harmonic distortion at full output throughout this
range. Input level sont -01 and
"on -off" switch provided on
front panel. Unity or maximum
damping factors for all 4, 8 or 16
ohm speakers.
-

$2195

Ideal for stereo applications, this
12-watt

power package repre-

sents an outstanding dollar

value. Uses 6B05 /EL84 push pull output tubes. Less than 2%

total harmonic distortion
throughout the

entire

audio

range (20 to 20,000 CPS) at full
12 -watt output. Designed for use
with preamplifier models WAP2 or SP -1. Taps for 4. 8 and 16
ohm speakers.

For complete information on above kits -Send for FREE FLYER.
HEATH COMPANY
OCTOBER

a

subsidiaryLt

ystrom, Inc.

Benton Harbor 8. Mich.
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easy -to -build

high quality

C

Look...

how simply you can
assemble your very own high fidelity
system! Fun -filled hours of shared
pleasure, and an everlasting sense
of personal accomplishment are
just a few of the rewards. Heathkits
cost you only HALF as much as
ordinary equipment and the quality
is unexcelled. Let us show you
how easy it really is! ...

Step -by -Step
Assembly
(Ner Install a.001 V(d disc condense from socket
»7 (NS) to ground lag B1 (NS). Cut the
that they are lust tong enough to
leads
achanddrees the condenser close to chasms, ov er the wren already present.
1

(

)

4)0 KO . e ,smr (yeuow.vtoletyetlo.) (tom socket »7 IS) (2) to BS (NO).

Bonneu

a

Mount as elms to the socket as pmsible

Instructions
Read

he step ..

.

_

-

.

perform the operation
.. and check it off
it's just that simple!
These plainly.worded,
easy -tc- follow steps

-

cover every assembly

operation.

HEATHKIT

Easy -to- follow

Pictorial
Diagrams ..

bookshelf 12 -watt
amplifier kit

.

Detailed pictorial
diagrams in your Heathkit
construction manual
show where each and
every wire and part is
to be

MODEL EA -2

rlaced.

NEW

Learn -by -doing
Experience
For All Ages

$2895

-

...

Kit construction is not
only fun -but it is
educational tool You
learn about radio.
electronic parts and
circuits as you build
your own equipment.

1

Top Quality

Name -Brand

Components

Used in All Kits

There are many reasons why this attractive amplifier is a tremendous dollar value. You get many extras not expected at this
price level. Rich. lull range, high fidelity sourd reproduction
with low distortion and noise
plus "modern" styling, making it sui:able for use in the open, on a bookcase. or end table.
Look at the features offered by the model EA -2: lull range frequency response (20- 20,000 CPS ± db) with less than 1%
distortion over this range at full 12 watt output -its own built-in
preamplifier with provision for three separa:e inputs, mag
phono, crystal phono, and tuner -RIAA equalization -separate
bass and treble lone controls -special hum control -and its
easy- totuild. Complete instructions and pic:orial diagrams
show where every part goes. Cabinet shell has smooth leather
texture in black with inlaid gold design. Front panel features
brushed gold trim and buff knobs with gold inserts. For a real
sound thrill the EA -2 will more than meet your expectations.
Shoo. Wt. 15 lbs.

.

-

.

Electronic components
used in Heathkits come
from well-known manufacturers with established
reputations. Your
assurance of long life
and trouble -free service.

TIME PAYMENTS AVAILABLE
ON ALL HEATHKITS
WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS
Htcli
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chairside enclosure kit
HEATHKIT

NEW

This beautiful equipment enclosure will
make your hi -fi system as attractive as any
factory -built professionally -finished unit. Smartly designed for maximum flexibility and compactness consistent with attractive appearance, this enclosure is intended to house the AM and FM tuners
(BC -1A and FM -3A) and the WA -P2 preamplifier, along with the
majority of record changers, which will fit in the space provided.
Adequate space is also provided for any of the Heathkit amplifiers
designed to operate with the WA -P2. During construction the.iilt -out
shelf and lift -top lid can be installed on either right or left side as desired. Cabinet is constructed of sturdy, veneer -surfaced furniture grade plywood Ç and 3Ç thick. All parts are precut and predrilled
for easy assembly. Contemporary available in birch or mahogany,.
traditional in mahogany only. Beautiful hardware supplied to match
each style. Dimensions are 18''W x 24" H x 35W D. Shpg. Wt. 46 lbs.

CE -1C Mahogany
CE -I CB Birch

CONTEMPORARY

Be sure to specify
CE -1T Mahogany

model you prefer

TRADITIONAL

$4395

high fidelity FM tuner kit

broadband AM tuner kit

For noise and static free sound reception, this FM tuner is your least

This tuner differs from an ordinary AM radio in that it has been designed especially for high fidelity. A special detector is incorporated
and the IF circuits are "broadbanded" for low signal distortion. Sensitivity and selectivity are excellent and quiet performance is assured
by a high signal -to -noise ratio. All tunable components are prealigned
before shipment. Incorporates automatic volume control, two outputs.
and two antenna inputs. An edge-lighted glass slide rule dial allows
easy tuning. Your "best b.ry" in an AM tuner. Shpg. Wt. 9 lbs.

expensive source of high fidelity material. Efficient circuit design
features stablized oscillator circuit to eliminate drift alter warm -up
and broadband IF circuits assure full fidelity with high sensitivity. All
tunable components are prealigned so it is ready for operation as soon
as construction is completed. The edge -illuminated slide rule dial is
clearly numbered for easy tuning. Covers complete FM band from
88 to 108 mc. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

MODEL FM -3A $26.95 (with cabinet)

MODEL BC -1A $26.95 (with cabinet)

HEATHKIT

master control preamplifier kit
Designed as the "master control" for use with any of the Heathkit
Williamson -type amplifiers, the WA -P2 provides the necessary compensation, tone, and volume controls to properly amplify and condition a
signal before sending it to the amplifier. Extended frequency response of
1.X db from 15 to 35,000 CPS will do full justice to the finest program
material. Features equalization for LP, RIAA, AES, and early 78 records.
Five switch -selected inputs with separate level controls. Separate bass
and treble controls, and volume control on front panel. Very attractively
styled, and an exceptional dollar value. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.

pioneer In

"do- If-yourself"
electronics

HEATH

riCCSbsidiary
of
1-/
\

I

COMPANY

MODEL WA -P2 $19.75 (with cabinet)
DayslrOm, Inc.
-

BENTON HARBOR

a,

MICHIGAN
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HEATHKIT 70-WATT

HEATHKIT 25-WATT
MODEL W -5M

$5975

high fidelity amplifier kits

To provide you with an amplifier of top -flight performance,
yet at the lowest possible cost, Heath has combined the
latest design techniques with the highest quality materials
to bring you the W -5M. As a critical listener you will thrill
to the near- distortionless reproduction from one of the
most outstanding high fidelity amplifiers available today.
The high peak -power handling capabilities of the W -5M
guarantee you faithful reproduction with any high fidelity
system. The W -5M is a must if you desire quality plus
economy! Note: Heath kit WA -P2 preamplifier recommended. Shpg. Wt. 31 lbs.

HEATHKIT DUAL -CHASSIS
MODEL W3 -AM

$4975

MODEL W -6M

$10995

amplifier of increased power to keep pace with the
growing capacities of your high fidelity system, Heath
provides you with the Heathkit 1N-6M. Recognizing that as
loud speaker systems improve and versatility in recordings
approach a dynamic range close to the concert hall itself,
Heath brings to you an amplifier capable of supplying
plenty of reserve power without distortion. If you are looking for a high powered amplifier of outstanding quality.
yet at a price well within your reach, the W -6M is for you!
Note: Heathkit model WA -P2 preamplifier recommended.
Shpg. Wt. 52 lbs.
For an

HEATHKIT SINGLE -CHASSIS
MODEL W4 -AM

$3975

HEATHKIT

high fidelity amplifier kits
One of the greatest developments in modern hi -fi reproduction was
the advent of the Williamson amplifier circuit. Now Heath offers
you a 20 -watt amplifier incorporating all of the advantages of
Williamson circuit simplicity with a quality of performance con.
sidered by many to surpass the original Williamson. Affording you
flexibility in custom installations, the W3 -AM power supply and
amplifier stages are on separate chassis allowing them to be
mountéd side by side or one above the other as you desire. Here
is a low cost amplifier of ideal versatility. Shpg. Wt. 29 lbs.

In his Search for the

"perfect" amplifier. Williamson brought to

the world a now -famous circuit which. after eight years. still accounts for by far the largest percentage of power amplifiers in use
today. Heath brings to you in the W4 -AM a 20 -watt amplifier incorporating all the improvements resulting Irom this unequalled

background. Thousands of satisfied users of the Heath kit Williamson -type amplifiers are amazed by its outstanding performance. For many pleasure -filled hours of listening enjoyment
this Heathkit is hard to beat. Shpg. Wt. 28 lbs.

HEATHKIT

HEATHKIT

high fidelity
amplifier kit

electronic
crossover kit

MODEL A -9C

$3550

For maximum performance and versatility at the lowest
possible cost the Heathkit model A -9C 20 -watt audio
amplifier offers you a tremendous hi -fi value. Whether for

your home installation or public address requirements
this power -packed kit answers every need and contains
many features unusual in instruments of this price range.
The preamplifier, main amplifier and power supply are all
on one chassis providing a very compact and economical
package. A very inexpensive way to start you on the road
to true hi -fi enjoyment. Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs.

One of the most exciting improvements you can make in
your hi -fi system is the addition of this Heathkit Crossover
model XO -1. This unique kit separates high and low fre.
quencies and feeds them through two amplifiers into
separate speakers. Because of its location ahead of the
main amplifiers, IM distortion and matching problems are
virtually eliminated. Crossover frequencies for each channel are 100, 200, 400, 700, 1200, 2000 and 3500 CPS. Amazing versatility at a moderate cost. Note: Not for use with
Heathkit Legato Speaker System. Shpg. Wt; 6 lbs.

,38
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NEW LOW PRICE I

i

HEATHKIT

"LEGATO"

high fidelity speaker system kit
Wrap yourself in a blanket of high fidelity music in its true form. Thrill to
sparkling treble tones, rich, resonant bass chords or the spine -tingling
clash of percussion instruments in this masterpiece of sound reproduction. In the creation of the Legato no stone has been .left unturned to bring
you near -perfection in performance and sheer beauty of style. The secret
of the Legato's phenomenal success is its unique balance of sound. The
careful phasing of high and low frequency drivers takes you on a melodic
toboggan ride from the heights of 20.000 CPS into the low 20's without the
slightest bump or fade along the way. The elegant simplicity of style will
complement your furnishings in any part of the home. No electronic know how, no woodworking experience required for construction. Just follow
clearly illustrated step -by -step instructions. We are proud to present the
Legato -we know you will be proud to own it! Shpg. Wt. 195 lbs.

MODEL HH -1 -C
(imported walte birch)
MODEL HH -1 -CM
(African mahogany)

$2999ach

HEATHKIT

HEATHKIT

BASIC RANGE

RANGE EXTENDING

high fidelity speaker system kits
MO DEL

$3995

A truly outstanding performer for its
size, the Heathkit model SS -2 provides
you with an excellent basic high fidelity speaker system. The
use of an 8" mid -range woofer and a high frequency speaker
with flared horn enclosed in an especially designed cabinet
allows you to enjoy a quality instrument at a very low cost.
Can be used with the Heathkit "range extending" (SS -1B)
speaker system. Easily assembled cabinet is made of veneer surfaced furniture -grade %" plywood. Impedance 16 ohms.

SS-2

Shpg. Wt. 25 lbs.

=31
Free Catalog]

pioneer In
"do -It-yourself"
electronics

Designed to supply very high and
very low frequencies :o fill out the
response of the basic (SS -1)
speaker, this speaker system exMODEL
tends the range of your listening
SS -1B
pleasure to practically the entire
range of the audio scale. Giving the appearance of a single
piece of furniture the two speakers together provide a su
perbly integrated four speaker system. Impedance 16 ohms.
Shpg. Wt. 80 lbs.

$9995

COMPANY

BENTON HARBOR

8, MICHIGAN

lthsidiarY of Daysfrom, Inc.

C-1

Please send the Free HEATHKIT catalog.

Enclosed is 25c for the New HI -Fl book.
name

Don't deprive yourself of
the thrill of high fidelity or
the pleasure of building
your own equipment any
longer. Our free catalog
lists our entire line of kits

address
city

&

state

ALSO SEND THE FOLLOWING KITS:
QUANTITY

ITEM

MODEL NO.

PRICE

with complete schematics
and specifications.
Send for it today!

Ipoed delivery
Enclosed find S
Please enclose oos:age for parcel post -os ress orders ate
charges collect. All orices F.O.B Benton Harbor. Mien. NOTE: Prces subject to change without notice,
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Subject: A New Deluxe Garrard Player

THE
PAG E
Serving the owners of Garrardworld's finest record playing equipment
and other discriminating listeners.

(stereo -engineered and wired)
This new Garrard precision player is basically a four speed
deluxe transcription turntable and transcription tone arm
combining in one unit the distinguishing qualities of both.
Already mounted on a single unit plate
for simplest installation, the 4HF
forms a superb instrument,

-

-

complete at only

595O

Pushbutton system for auto -trip mechanism.

A

touch of the finger disen-

gages the tone arm completely from the player mechanism, and arm becomes

independent as if mounted separate :y.
Auxiliary stop mechanism built into tone arm rest. Unit shuts off when the
arm is placed on rest.
Professional transcription tone arm newly designed with plug-in universal
shell to take all stereo and monaural cartridges. Simple, accurate, weight
adjustment.
Four speed unit with variable
or-speed adjustment on all four speeds.
Heavy duty turntable, 12 inch diameter: heavy weight steel with rubber
t action mat.
New center spindle housing with pressure lubricating system, for long life
and dead Quiet operation.

a+C

1

ENDORSED

There's

a

Garrard for every high fidelity system. Fully wired for Monaural and Stereo records.

-

New Comparator Guide
FREE
Garrard Saks Corporation. Dept.
Part Washington. New York.
Please tend your new comparator guide
which compares all Carrara players end
their advanced features.
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Name

[51.10

úiso

Addre's

Iranrnv .
a,
.0 r:,r,

City

GARRARD SALES CORPORATION. PORT WASHINGTON, N. Y.
Territories

oihv

Conodlon Inovirle7 to Chas. W. Poinron, Ltd.. b Altinn A.e.. Toronto
/hon U.S.A. and Canada to Gmrord Enoinaerine 8 Mfg. Co.. Lid.. Swindan,

Wlln.
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Zone
Erstand

Stott

The Inner Ear

ITO
TWO very dissimilar articles and

a short story, this
by Robert Charles Marsh, Norman Crows
hurst, and C. G. Burke, respectively
there is an oddly
similar emphasis on something which is a vital part of the
listener's art but which is not talked about, or anyway
thought about. enough. I mean musical imagination: the
practiced ability to transform what one hears into what
one wants to hear, so that (to fulfill the cycle) one gets
from it a full measure of musical nutriment.
The immense value of this faculty has shown itself as
far back as phonographic history goes. We have read
(in Roland Gelart's The Fabulous Phonograph, for instance) devotional statements made in ancient clays, to
waxen discs and morning -glory horns, wherein the deponents protested heartily that they could not (for the life
of them) tell the difference between the discs' sound
and that of their live originals.
In the face of such legendary feats of self- deceit, our
latter -day imaginations stand somewhat abashed, at
least until they are spirited again by an injection of incrcdulitv..\ goxxl many of the testimonialists of the 19(10
vintage were obviously just plain liars. and hired liars at
that (competition was really rough stuff back then).
Our imaginations have not atrophied that much. On the
other hand. though. they may have atrophied rather
more than w-c like to think. Or at least they may be :n
clanger of so doing.
This is one of the problems of modern civilization.
akin to many another of which earnest publicists (and I
am nothing if not an earnest publicist) warn us continually. If wheels take over, what happens to legs?
I sec no occasion for despondency. \Iachiner is not
something alien to us. Quite otherwise: usually it is
simply an extension of powers we already possess. We go
to work on wheels instead of walking. but the wheels
take us also to tennis courts and swimming pools, perhaps otherwise inaccessible. Legs don't suffer.
Our musical imagination need not surfer, either, nor
(what is linked with it) our musical taste and judgment.
Come high fidelity, come stcreophony, or whatever: still
we need not lose. not let weaken, our feeling for artistic
essence. Unless we are lazy.
I referred earlier to musical imagination as a practiced
ability, however, and not just because I needed a word
to fill out a line. Art in performance always is a reciprocal
process. The painter expects you (if he is a really good
painter) to use the brain behind your eyes to synthesize
his meaning from the lines and splashes he gives you;
the playwright expects you to think along with him as
has characters speak. The musical composer either suc'

issue

-

-

but at least he can
expect you to fill out (with that powerful instrument
between your cars) the details of color and dynamics
which may be lost by an inadequate microphone or
dead concert ball. To do this,
for that matter
you must practice: keep sharp your awareness and taste.
Engineers both help and hinder, of course. Sometimes
they help too much, they try to heighten the effect
beyond what the listener's judgment wants, or should
want. -l'hc triangle in the Military Symphony shrills like
a telephone bell. as no triangle ever did or should.
iaydn's intent is defeated, the listener's musical imagination goes into recoil, taste registers a veto, and we do
ceeds or fails more instantaneously,

-a

-

1

not play the record again.
At least, this is what ought to happen. I take it that
what seasoned music -loving record experts fear is that it
reon'1 happen, at least reliably, as stereo puts the capstone on high- fidelity living -room realism. The apprehension is that purely sensuous factors in our home music
will take primacy, fondling or exciting us out of our
proper musical minds. stealing from us the compensatory
faculty which can make all sounds equally beautiful and
intelligible within our heads. and which thus is necessary
to our sensing the sense of music.
This I cannot see happening. So far, in the advancement of the phonographic art (or science, or both, as you
will) each increment of realism in reproduction has
brought with it a perceptible heightening and broadening in the public appreciation of music. Caruso and GalliCurci became enormously popular in the era of the
and so did their repertoire. It took
acoustical disc
electrical recording to bring Beethoven and Tchaikovskv
to the public consciousness (naturally. the public referred
to is the American living -room public), and to substitute
the symphony for O Sole .\lio. h took high fidelity and
the long -play record to make commercial Vivaldi, and
Ole /!o complete, and Bach on the baroque organ instead
of in the sugared dosage concocted (usefully, let it be
admitted) by Leopold Stokowski. What stereophon:
will add to this progress, no one can say yet.
Still, I am sure it will be addition. People stho come
to love Purcell and Bartók along with Beethoven do not
love Beethoven less therefor; instead they sec more of
what he has to offer. And in this same act they become
more willing and able to excise with their imaginations
the shrillness of symphonies by Toscanini and the hiss
behind sonatas by Schnabel, so long as the musical worth
remains. Or so it would seem to me.
lust the same, it's a good idea to be aware of your
I.M.C.
imagination. and to keep it in trim.

-
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Roper Heuen

Wherein the world's

wittiest musical peer chats
with his old acquaintance,
Sir Robert Boothby, M.P., of
Conversation with Beecham

men and music and many things

The conversation was arranged,
especially for us, at the
instance of Roland Gelatt.
4,
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Sir Robert Boothby: You have met in the course of
your life, Sir Thomas, a number of celebrated composers, and I should like to begin by asking you about
one whose paternal ancestors came from my constituency in Aberdeenshire, namely Edvard Grieg. You
knew him, did you not?

Sir Thomas Beecham: Yes, I met him when i was a
very young man on a trip to Norway. I visited him at his
house near Bergen and his wife was there also. They were
perfectly delightful. Grieg sat down and played me a
little piece which he had just written, and his wife sang
two of his songs. can say that no one has ever sung his
songs half so well. She had a small but beautiful voice
and a complete understanding of mood and nuance
quite unlike certain sopranos who bawl, scream, and
shout this enchantingly delicate music. This, of course,
should be stopped, if necessary by Act of Parliament.
1

-

Sir Robert: Grieg reminds me of another Northern
composer, Jan Sibelius. Were you disappointed or surprised that Sibelius did not produce more music before
his death?

Sir Thomas: was not surprised that he wrote no more
symphonies. I was a little disappointed that he did not
continue his other vein, the symphonic poem, in which
he had written such splendid examples as En Saga
and the last one of all, Tapiola. I thought he would have
gone further along that line, but he did not; he called a
full stop to his work, and it shortly became evident that
1

he was not going to publish any more of consequence. i
became resigned to the fact; but, of course, there was
the usual quota of gossips who arc the major pest of our
age, holding out hopes that hidden away in Sibelius'
house there must be manuscripts and sketches. All

bunkum, nonsense, and sheer invention.

Sir Robert: Let's move on now to Delius. You, I suppose, are responsible to a considerable extent for having
made Delius the figure that he is in music today. Can
you tell us something about him?

Sir Thomas: Delius was a very unusual person, a very
uncommon type of man. He was a rebel, an independent,
who described himself as a conservative anarchist. This
applied to his lift as well as to his art. His music, once
he had found himself, was largely undcrivative. He owed
very little to predecessors. His ancestry was lost somewhere in the mist of the past. Delius' period of inspiration lasted for about ten to twelve years, say from 1901
to 1914, just as it did with Debussy.
He was, by the way, a first -rate controversialist and
very easily wiped the floor with almost everyone of his
time. I have heard him converse with Shaw and Bclloc
and others and he always held his own. Unlike nearly
all English controversialists, he had a deep sense of logic.
Having created the central point in any argument he
hung on to it like grim death and never ler go. Other

people could scratch around it, but he would always
return to the central point.

Sir Robert: What about Saint -Saëns? You were acquainted with him, I know. How do you rate him as a
musician?

Sir Thomas: Saint -Saëns was the most accomplished, all round, second -rate composer in the world. Although he
never did anything that was supremely outstanding,
he wrote a large quantity of excellent music and it is,
all of it, a model of technical proficiency and style,
occasionally achieving charm as in the symphonic
poem Le Roue, d'Omphale. I-Iis highest accomplishment
was his opera Samson and Delilah, which contains three
of the best-known songs in the French language. He was
a man of great ability. undoubtedly an ornament to his
country. But he had a very curious misanthropic disposition. I don't know what the cause was; I think it was
inherent. it was not envy or a jealous nature, because he
thought of everybody in the saine way, with the possible
exception of his master, Franz Liszt, who was his idol
and in sonic respects his god.

Sir Robert: Was he

a

good executant himself at the

piano?

Sir Thomas: He was

a very good executant, indeed,
very correct and cultured.

Sir Robert: Did he admire the piano playing of others?

Sir Thomas: I never heard him express any opinion of
others. I don't think he ever went to hear them. Some
he personally disliked very much. A case in point was
Rubinstein; for some reason or other he could not stand

the great Anton. Rubinstein once went to Paris to give
about twenty -five concerts at the Trocadt ro. He played
half the music in the piano repertoire and had an
enormous success. Saint -Satins went nowhere near the
place. After it was all over, he happened to meet Rubinstein in the street and said, "Anton, my dear Anton,
what are you doing in Paris, when did you arrive ?"
Could one be more ruthless than that?

Sir Robert: I was struck in reading Puccini's life by its
sadness, something which we would never suspect from
his sunny music. Have you any comment to make? Did
you cone across him at all?
Sir Thomas:
cussed

a

knew Puccini very well indeed. He disgreat many of his operas with mc. He talked
I

Sir Robert Boothby is Sir Robert Boothby no
longer. Just as we ruent to press, he was elevated to the peerage becoming Lord Boothby

-

Baron Boothby of
Buchan; Raitray Head, County Aberdeen.
or,

more precisely,
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about their interpretation at great length and was consumed with profound dissatisfaction at the way his works
were sometimes given in Italy -notably by the younger
conductors, whom he didn't like at all. You have referred
to the fact that his works arc sunny. I am not sure I would
use that description. I think they are generally rather
tragic. and always reach their best moments when they
arc tragic. Those are the moments which appeal to every body-to people of all classes and tastes. Puccini's music
is quite different from that of anybody else. He is the
most effective of all opera composers. If you were to
ask nine operagoers out of ten in any country in the
world whose operas they like best, as I have done, the
answer would be Puccini -not Vaguer or Mozart or
Verdi, but Puccini. I think it is because he speaks to us
personally in a way we understand. This is the opinion
of waiters. hotel managers. taxi drivers, bus conductors,
anybody you like.

Sir Robert: And now to finish

these reminiscences of
composers with whom you were associated, what about

Richard Strauss?

Sir Thomas: Oh, Strauss. He was a very curious man.
Like Delius, he had nothing to say about his own music.
Delius used to say, "You play any way you like." Strauss
didn't even say that; he said. "You play it." When conducting his own music, he seemed to be quite indifferent
to the different points of the playing. He was conducting
my orchestra before the war in some piece or other and
he went right through it without a stop. The leader
[i.e., concertmaster], I think it was Albert Sammons at
the time, said, "Is there anything you would like to
suggest to us ?" He thought for

a

moment and said,

"Yes, bar number 336, up bow!"

(Richter) had just finished copying out. So Liszt went,
and for a while the atmosphere was very frigid. Then
Richter produced an enormous score, saying, "This is
the new opera." Liszt looked at it. ".\h, comic opera,"
he said. "You have been studying counterpoint, Richard. I'll see how much you know about it." He went to
the piano. played through the overture, looked around
and then continued to play the entire score of Die
Meistersinger right through from sight. Extraordinary!
Grieg told mc that he took his piano concerto to Liszt.
Liszt had never seen it before, but he played it through
just like that, talking all the time. -1c played it very
1

it-

anxious to get it over, I suppose.
quick. but he played
Probably nobody ever played the piano like Liszt.
Somebody asked him how he learned to play so wonder fully. "I did it," he said, "by listening night after night
to the greatest singers of the day." Now the singers have
to listen to instrumentalists to learn legato. Times have
changed.

Sir Robert:

As you refer to singers. would you say that
while the standard is very high now, we have not any
tenor, for example, to equal Caruso. or anyone to equal
Dc Rcszkc, or Dc Lucia? They arc only legends to ne.

Sir Thomas: No, there

is

not

a

voice to approach

Caruso's. It was unique. The singers of today have a
certain standard accomplishment. I say standard because it is just that. For instance, in the United States
there arc quite a number of accomplished sopranos. They

all sing well, but you can't tell one from the other. The
main feature about the great singers of my youth was
the remarkably individual character of them all; each
one was like no one else. Nobody had a baritone yoke
like Maurel's, nobody had a bass voice like Plançon's,
nor was there a mezzo-soprano like Calvé. Caruso was
the same and so was Chaliapin. The average bass of today
is as different from Chaliapin as is Euston Station from
Westminster Abbey.

Sir Robert: You mentioned in connection with Saint that he wrote a lot of extremely good second -rate
music which has much charm. But the great music
of the world. I suppose, would be the music which has
magic. I-low much of that would you say there has been?
Saëns

Sir Robert: You mentioned Liszt just now, Sir Thomas.
as the master and teacher and god of Saint- Sacns. -lave
1

you any story to tell about him?

Sir Thomas: I know a great many stories about Liszt,
of course. The most interesting of all. I think, is illustrative of Liszt's enormous capacity to read music at
first sight. It was told by Hans Richter, who as a young

Sir Thomas: Very little. I was once asked for a definition of great music and I had to give it on the spot. I

man had acted as secretary to Richard Wagner, when
Wagner was living just outside Lucerne. For some time
there had been a breach between Wagner and the
gentleman who was now his father -in -law, Franz Liszt,
the father of Cosima, whom Wagner ran off with. Liszt
did not like it at all. However. Richter prevailed upon
Liszt to call on Wagner, arousing his interest by saying
that Wagner had completed a new opera which he

music never leaves the memory. That is why certain
works appeal to mc, and I never alter my view about
them. I have in mind certain things of Handel and Mozart, the Schubert Unfinished and his great quintet.

said. "Great music is that which penetrates the ear writ)
facility and quits the memory with difficulty." Magical

Sir Robert: Anything of Wagner?
Sir Thomas: I think so,
the end of the 1Valküre is
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yes. I
a

think

so.

I believe that

great stroke.
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Sir Robert: Tristan?
Sir Thomas: Oh yes, definitely, magic itself- particularly the middle of the last act when Tristan secs the
ship approaching. Not the second act or the first acr.
The second act, especially, contains a lot of ordinary
nineteenth -century romantic music, some of which is
pure Liszt.

right forward, opening a very large mouth? You see
right down the larynx, almost into the tummy, the eyes
go this way, the nose goes that way, and the mouth is
twisted round: wretched singer, you know, attempting
high notes generally outside his or her compass. The
whole thing is revolting. That's television so far as
music's concerned.

posers or works you once disliked, or conte to be bored
with music you once liked?

Sir Robert: if you had to master the craft of making
music again, would you set about it differently, or do
just about what you have done?

Sir Thomas: No, no change.

Sir Thomas:

Sir Robert: Have you come to appreciate certain com-

Sir Robert: in other words, the Beecham of 1958
much the same as the Beecham of 1908.

is

Sir Thomas: Just the same.
Sir Robert: When you are conducting, you always look
though you arc enjoying yourself. Are you?

as

Sir Thomas:
or not. When

svoulcln't do it very differently, but I
would arrive at a measure of competence more speedily.
I have been slow to realize the potentialities of sound.
In fact, I have been very much helped in that by the
invcn tionof the gramophone, through listening to records,
frequently records of other musicians. It's been of great
use to nie, knowing what to avoid.
I

Sir Robert: Are there any particular musical composi-

am. Of course it depends if I am alone
I have an assisting artist
violinist or
may have to qualify that generous statement.

tions which you arc sometimes obliged to play and positively loathe, and can you give a good performance of
them if you have to do it?

Sir Robert: Since you started your musical career, first
gramophone records, then radio, then talking films, and
now television have all arisen to play an important part
in all our lives. In your opinion, have these developments
been, on the whole, a good or bad thing so fir as music
is concerned?

Sir Thomas: I've played very little music that I've
positively loathed, perhaps none at all. I have played a
vast quantity of music in which I could discern very

pianist

-I

I

-a

Sir Thomas: It's a very large question. Do you mean
to say, have they arisen to play a vital part in my life or
everybody's life?

little sign of originality or enduring quality, but I have
played it because of some interest it has had for me as a
student of music generally, as a conductor of an orchestra. should say half the music I have ever played has
not impressed me much, and I've been profoundly
conscious al the time that it was doubtful if the music
would live ten years. Those fears -or, let us say, in many
1

it made people,
peoples in the plural, more musical on the whole, more
appreciative?

cases hopes -have been fully realized.

Sir Thomas: Well, certainly records have. And I think
radio has helped. Now, about films, I don't see the

Sir Thomas: Oh, oh, it's very di0icult to think of
anyone, because I think that as a class the great composers have been of unattractive demeanor, they've had
repellent manners, their information on matters other

Sir Robert: Everybody's life.

I -ias

association with music at all. I mean, when I go to see
and they start playing the music, my ears are
deafened and my head goes round and I have to run out
of the building.
a film

Sir Robert: Does that apply to the Tales
which you made?

of Hofmann

Sir Robert: Of all the great composers, which one
would you have most liked CO have met and talked to?

than music has been exceedingly limited, almost childish,
and sonic have been almost dumb. I have never had an
urge to meet composers, you know, though 1 have been
brought into touch with a great many. The most charming of them all was Massenet
Continued on page 163

Sir Thomas: There are honorable exceptions to the
rule! As for television, the only thing I can say is that
all the music I have ever seen on television looks grotesque, quite grotesque. You have pictures, you know,
of a gentleman playing the horn and then emptying the
liquid out of it onto the floor, which of course may be
instructive to sonic people. And then you have somebody sawing away on a bass. Can you think of anything
less picturesque than a huge stringed instrument, called
bull fiddle in this country for some strange reason or
other, being sawed away on like this? Or a singer coming
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by Robert Charles Marsh

The author is music

critic of the Chicago Sun -Times
and hence spends many of his waking
hours listening to live music,

a circumstance which inspires his
sage advice to hurried stereophiles:
two loudspeakers don't

make a millennium.

Let Us Keep Our Two -Eared Heads
in recording-and

a boom-town atmosphere in which people talk casually

stereo is obviously such a forward step- brings with it
claims that everything macle by older methods is ready
for the junk heap. "Every existing phonograph and
every existing record has been made obsolete by a
technical revolution." Thus a United Press story shouted
last spring, and its sensational sentiments are echoing
through the record industry.
Much the same things were said a decade ago when
the long -play disc came into the market. Right now I
am confident that in 1968 1 probably shall still own
some 78s, that Caruso recordings made in 1903 still will
be available-and selling- and that many of the finest
discs of the long -play era will be able to secure listeners.
Stereo, for all its promise, is a new medium, emerging in

about four -channel 334-inch tapes-although no one
seems to be marketing them-and manufacturers are
plugging the gotxlies they have to sell, hoping to distract
you from the things they don't offer you.
Right now, not even all of the nine Beethoven symphonies are available in sterco, let alone the many
wonderful, off-the-beaten-track things that exist on
monophonic discs. It could easily take a decade for
the stereo medium to be able to offer the range of music
contained in the current Schwann catalogue. Anyone
who closes his mind -and pocketbook-to music that
doesn't come in two -channel guise is going to restrict
himself to meager fare for at least a couple of years.
Granted, a first -class stereo recording of a work

EVERY MAJOR ADVANCE
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first -class monophonic edition. Let it also
that a routine performance, dressed up in expert stereo engineering, can sound a lot more striking
tiara a musically superior one in single- channel sonics. It
still has to be faced that a considerable number of
existing stereo recordings have serious defects in their
musical content or their engineering, or both, and that
listeners seriously concerned with both musical values
and sound quality may well find them inferior to their
monophonic competition.
Much the same could be said of stereo playback
equipment. Prior to writing this I spent the main part of
a day listening to packaged stereo phonographs, few of
which produced sounds that I had any desire to live with.
(Naturally there arc excellent units of this type. coming,
in large part, from makers who have already secured a
reputation for producing a quality product.)
In a fluid situation such as this, new record releases
will shortly be plugging the holes in the present catalogue, and the weaker of the early stereo offerings arc
sure to give way to superior items when they become
available. Nonetheless, what lies ahead looks like a transition period that could well extend as long as five years.
During that time the record buyer ought not to go on
strike, but wisdom suggests that he refer to some stable
guideposts if he is to spend his money in a way most
likely to bring long -range satisfactions.
The best stereo recordings give us music of undeniable
worth in excellent performances, the merits of which are
enhanced by the new technique. It would be foolish not
to buy them and enjoy what they have to offer. But it
would be equally foolish to ignore the fact that Artur
Schnabel- although he will never be available stereophonically -gave to recorded music some of its most
durable triumphs. If he is obsolete, so is Beethoven. And
Schnabel is only one of many artists whose recordings
could he cited.
The potential of stereo is that it goes beyond existing
hi -fi to give us, not merely the full range of instrumental
sound, but acoustical information that monophonic
recording has never been able to provide. You might
not suspect this from some of the early stereo products,
which seem to be trying to prove that the advantage of
the new technique is that it can bounce sound back and
forth like a tennis ball; but its so.
There were a few recent years in which some manufacturers. anyway, had to prove that their records were
high fidelity by turning them out with their upper
frequencies screeching. Reason finally triumphed, although Late and somewhat battered (as usual), and in
time the present exaggerated directionality of some
stereo recordings will no doubt become a rarity. Meanwhile the tricks arc served up for folk naive enough to
tingle responsively.
For the person with serious interest in high -fidelity
sound reproduction, stereo demands a reappraisal of
standards. Fidelity, surely, must be fidelity to something,
surpasses a
be granted
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but stereophonic recording as experienced so far exhibits
no sure guide to its norms.
For me the only standard of fidelity that makes any
sense in the long run is that a record must duplicate to
the highest degree possible what a listener with two

will hear when advantageously placed in a
concert hall or opera house. Since in the course of my
professional duties I spend an average of half the nights
of the week in such locales, it is a standard that is constantly being reaffirmed by experience.
Even the finest monophonic recording falls short of
reproducing concert ball sound. First, a concert room
good cars

containing several hundred thousand cubic feet and a
living room of perhaps two thousand cubic feet respond
differently to the sounds produced in them. Their absorptive, reflective, and resonant qualities arc sure to
differ, creating completely different acoustical situations.
A convincing recording does not offer an exact duplication of one's experiences in a concert hall, because this is
impossible in a smaller space. Even the finest stereo today
will not put the Boston Symphony in your living room.
and what's more you don't want it there. Not only would
it be rather crowded, but it would sound horrible.
Monophonic recordings that convey enough to be
accepted as pleasing likenesses of the remembered sound
of live performances have existed for many years. The
increased verisimilitude that records have acquired in
the past decade has naturally brought the likeness and
the recollection closer together, but we can't deceive
ourselves that they are identical.
This is why many distinguished musicians arc still
somewhat cool on the subject of records -even of the
hi -fi variety. One conductor who has made some
exceptional high -fidelity recordings listens to them on a
severely low -fi portable phonograph. "What's the
difference," he asks, "when I always have to add a lot
with my imagination anyway ?"
With stereo we have a much better idea of the size of
the sound source and the location of individual voices
within it, and through stereo svc sense more accurately
the acoustical architecture of the performance -the
sizc of the sounds and the character of the space in which
they arc being produced.
Some works obviously require for their maximum
enjoyment that the listener have such information.
Bartók's Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesrn places
great emphasis on the spatial arrangement of the players,
as do the many eighteenth- century scores that make use
of echo effects. But everything that is essential in the
Brahms Third can be suggested without making such
details exact.
Some music, in other words, is inherently stereophonic,
while other works profit from stereo to a lesser degree.
Let us look a little further into this problem. A
symphony orchestra on a stage is an extremely broad
sound source in which a hundred or more sub -sources,
the instruments, combine their voices into what we call
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the ensemble tone. Monophonic recording attempts to
reproduce this ensemble tone, either by a single microphone or a number of microphones united by a mixer,
and to present the sensations registered on this single
comprehensive car.
The limitations on the monophonic technique are
twofold. First, there is a saturation point: the level at
which. regardless of the size and complexity of the
sound being produced, the monophonic channel can
convey no further concentration of information. When
played back. a recording that passes the saturation point
exhibits what I like to call compression distortion.
Second. there is a limit to the apparent sire of the
area which can appear to be radiating the monophonic
sound. :\ highly efficient eight -inch speaker in a well designed enclosure can reproduce a very wide frequency
range -very probably all the range one actually hears in
many locations in our large concert halls -but it is too
small and localized a point source ever to be mistaken
for an orchestra.
A multiple speaker system in a large, horn -type enclosure may disperse sound over an area wide enough so
that the music appears to be radiating from the entire
end of a room. This is still not concert hall sound, but it
conies from a sound source large in relation to the
listening area, and most persons will accept it as high
fidelity. Even better, however, is a multiple speaker
system with sound outlets in several parts of the listening
area, so that any sense of a sound source is eliminated
completely. Although still short of the concert hall
situation, one has the similar feeling of being surrounded
with music.
When such a multiple system is used with a sound
source that can be reproduced at its proper levels in a
living room, a sort of quasi -stereo effect can develop. For
two years in England such a system provided me with
chamber music of astonishing presence, causing many of
my visitors to insist that I must be using stereophonic
material. The trick, actually, came from exploiting the
acoustical properties of the room and making use of
speakers with slightly di0erent timbres, so that -although in balance-one driver became associated with
the violins, another with the cello, and so forth.
Arturo Toscanini didn't believe that records could
sound like an orchestra until he heard some of his discs
on an early high- fidelity installation that provided a big
sound source through the use of sixteen speakers.
Presented to maximum advantage, the finest monophonic material therefore can convey a much better
idea cif the size of the sound source than one generally
imagines: but a good stereophonic recording can give a
much more vivid picture, and with simpler equipment.
(A boon to people who live in the city is that stereo can
also do with lower volume levels. A lot of monophonic
high -fidelity equipment is played too loud, on the mistaken assumption that increasing volume level can
provide acoustical information that does not, in fact,

exist in the recording.) Ir is a matter of intelligibility.
The factor of compression distortion cannot be eliminated this simply. However, when recordings arc played
back in living rooms at levels appropriate to the normal
restrictions imposed by society, it rarely becomes acute.
Play even the best monophonic orchestral recording at
the levels of the actual performance, however. and it
will start to come apart, much in the same manner in
which a photographic image begins to gray out when a
negative is enlarged beyond the limitations imposed by
the resolving power of the emulsion.
Compression distortion also can exist in stereo. but it
is less likely to be noticed, chiefly because the sound
can be divided between the two channels and thus

transmitted in greater detail.
It is necessary to observe that although the word
stereo is being used, for the most part, as if it designated
a single new engineering technique, several types of
stereo recordings arc being made-or used for experimentation-in this country and Europe. Each, by virtue
of its approach. is best suited to give the listener a different sort of information about the music Icing recorded.
\host familiar to Americans is the system in which nvo
tracks, each representing about 90° of an arc, stand
respectively for the right and left halves of the sound
source. Originally these two channels probably came
from three, with the recording of the center of the
sound source mixed in with those of the sides at the
pre- mastering session.
There arc disadvantages to this technique, not the
least of which is that the purchaser never actually bears
the recording as it was made but only as it has been
electronically reprocessed. It is hard to sec how a musician's ideas of levels and balance, especially a conductor's.
can fail to undergo some changes when such a composite
is made by engineers. Certainly I can report that, as a
point of fact, several Reiner- Chicago Symphony tapes
arc very different from what I heard in my carefully
chosen scat in Orchestra Hall. And if the hi -fi, stereophonic Chicago Symphony does not sound like the real
Chicago Symphony, what sort of added fidelity is this?
(Not, incidentally, that the recorded sounds this orchestra makes are unattractive.)
Or from the point of view of stereophonic e0ects, how
much perception of depth and direction do we normally
have when a theme is being passed back and forth
between (say) the first flute and the first oboe? Some.
obviously, but with the apparent movement and depth
flattened out by a fairly long perspective. A good cleal
of stereo exaggerates this, just as some stereo places
instruments in locations most unlikely by accepted
standards of orchestral seating.
The stereo being produced in Europe still sticks to a
two-channel master which is reproduced, without serious
alterations, on the disc or tape that goes to the consumer.
Without going into technical derails, one can say there
is much feeling that a
Continued on page 160
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Some critics have gone so

far as

to call

this sensitive Muscovite the best pianist in the
world, but for some reason the Russian Ministry
of Culture seems reluctant to let him perform
in the West. This article does not solve the
mystery, but it presents to you the man.

Sviatoslav Richter:
Sequestered Genius

by Paul Moor

rYou co to Moscow, list your occupation as anything
but that of correspondent. This, in Russian -pronounced karaspondyent -is a dirty word. I had heard
and met Sviatoslav Richter, one of the greatest living
pianists, in Czechoslovakia, during the 1956 "Prague
Spring" music festival, and when I got to Moscow for
the first time earlier this year, nothing would have
seemed more natural than to try to get in direct touch
with him. However, having willy -nilly, and not altogether accurately, gotten myself tagged as a karaspondtent upon my arrival, I was soon properly cowed
about attempting such things, and I put in an official
request to sec Richter. Even though 1 saw him sitting
at the jury table every day during the piano half of the
Tchaikovsky Competition, I forced myself to ignore
human impulse and waited instead for my request to
complete its leisurely way through channels.

I
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Some weeks later I was

still waiting -and might have

been yet if I hadn't run into an old acquaintance, George
Georgescu, the Rumanian conductor who used to do
guest dates with the New York Philharmonic during
1'oscanini's tenure. To him I told the sad story of my
fruitless requests to speak with Sviatoslav Richter.
"Un instant," said Georgescu, dramatically extending
his hand palm -forward in my direction, like a traffic cop:
"Ne bnugez pas!" Ile disappeared into the jury room, to
return un instant later with Richter in tow. Richter gave
me a svarm greeting, and a prompt invitation: "Aber
natürlich! Could you come to my apartment? When?"
And the next afternoon, I found myself entering the
résidence of Sviatoslav Richter.
I-Ic had drawn a map for Inc. "The building isn't yet
entirely finished, you sec. Go through the hole in
the fence and then to the second courtyard. I live in
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apartment eighty-seven." He wrote it down, then
screwed up his face in heavy concentration. "No, apartment seventy -nine. I thin!¿." Another pause. I suggested
perhaps it would be better if I phoned him. "Yes!" he
said, grabbing my hand and pumping it; but when I
asked for his telephone number. he looked desolated:
"Everyone in Moscow knows my telephone number
except nie." Then he beamed with huge relief and said,
"Well, anyway, come to the building and take the lift
up to the sixth floor. If there's no apartment seventynine, ring any doorbell and say 'Richter' and they'll
help you. Do- svidanya!"
The place of Sviatoslav Richter in the international
music world of today is unique. Of all top pianists now
before the public, he is certainly the one with the widest
range: one moment he can melt your heart with the
poetry of his Schubert, and the next knock the spots off
some showy Liszt display piece. Yet he has never once
played in the West, and he is almost the last of the
really tiptop Soviet artists of whom this can be said.
Richter is also one of the very few never yet sent to
East Germany, which would of course entail playing in
East Berlin, where Westerners might hear him -since
movement between East and Nest Berlin is almost
entirely unhindered. (Incidentally, to speak of Soviet
musicians being sent abroad is to employ the mot juste:
the Ministry of Culture makes all such decisions.)
Some of Richter's records are available abroad, but
with few exceptions they do him only scant justice. He
hates to record, and i\lr. Ilyin, the a a: r man of he
Soviet recording industry, told me that Richter cancels
-usually at the last moment -far more recording
sessions than he keeps. ( "When he recorded the Schumann concerto, he had a rehearsal run-through, then
went straight through it twice for recording, and
stopped. That is to data the longest Richter recording
session on record. ") Yet his public performances in the
U.S.S.R. and eastern Europe have made him the subject
of a mass cult. It is Emil Gilels who has the big name in
the West, but I have yet to talk to a Russian, or an
eastern European, who prefers Gilets to Richter. And
when Gilds himself made his American debut with the
Philadelphia Orchestra, he is reported to have told
Ormandy then, with commendable modesty, "Wait
till you hear Richter!"
It is not that Western impresarios have nor tried to
bring Richter to the West. They have in fact all but
tied themselves into double bow -knots, but have
elicited from the Ministry of Culture only one polite
"Perhaps" after another. The semiofficial word round
Moscow is that Richter's health is not robust, and for
this reason he is hesitant to go too faraway from Moscow,
a city which he genuinely, passionately loves. About
the time I first heard this explanation, a young Chinese
violinist in Moscow told me, "They went crazy over him
in China. He practiced fourteen hours a day and had
his piano tuned four times a day. They had to get the
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Richter's visitor is Rolf Drescher, of Steinway & Sons.
police out to handle the crowds at his concerts." Now,
China is a good deal more distant from Moscow and its
doctors than New York is. to make no mention of such
closer points as London, or Paris. or Rome. or Berlin.
The map Richter had drawn for me proved, not
surprisingly, to be less than accurate, so there was some
stumbling and cursing through wheelbarrows and building materials in one wrong courtyard after another
before I finally found myself in front of the padded,
sound -treated door of Richter's apartment. I rang the
bell. He answered it himself. took my hand, and launched
into a deluge of worried questions about my delay. He
was yery formally dressed, and explained, "Please excuse
my appearance. You know Queen Elisabeth of Belgium
is in Moscow"-his manner was almost apologetic over
dropping a name in this fashion -"and I have to go
direct from here to a reception at the Belgian Embassy.
Please, come sit down."
We turned from the toyer into a sitting room which
had a Mexican -style rug on the floor, a beautiful and
obviously very valuable old icon on the wall, hung like
a painting, and handsome modern furniture and lamps
which Richter said he had bought in Prague. Adjoining
the sitting room was a much larger salon, with two small
grand pianos (one of them a German Steinway) and, on
an easel, another beautiful old icon. Richter sat on the
edge of his chair, one foot underneath it as if poised
for flight -never relaxed, jumping up at the slightest
provocation, solicitous, even courtly. He was speaking
German- Russian -accented German, to be sure, but
with a fluency and idiomatic command which one can
obtain only in early childhood, and then only through

constant practice.
"Forgive me if
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seem restless," he said. "I always
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I told Richter that in spite of his never having played
in America, the sale of his records there ( "Not very
many," he said, looking down in deprecation) plus
word of mouth had developed for him an already

...
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so

juli of beauty. I love it all so."

am, to a certain extent, but with the Tchaikovsky
Competition going on, mornings and evenings too, it's
even worse." Suddenly confidential, he dropped his
voice and put his hand on my arm. "This Competition
is torture for me-torture. I had never sat on a jury before, and I never will again. When that poor French girl
last night made such a mess of that concerto, it made nie
almost physically ill." Day after day I had watched
Richter enter and leave the Conservatory's concert hall
during the Competition; when he was conversing with
anyone, his fact was unusually mobile and animated,
but at other times his eyes 'could fill with a limitless,
bewildered melancholy. He looked that way at this
moment. Then he suddenly laughed, clapped his huge
hands together, and said, "But that's not what you came
to talk about."
I said that before I forgot it, I wanted to tell him
something about Norman Shetler, a young American
entrant in the Competition. He had worshipped Richter's
records for years, and had come to Moscow in the hope
of returning one day to study with him. As a gilt, he had
brought Fischer -Dieskau's recording of the Dichterliebe
for Richter, but had remained too much in awe of him,
especially since they had not formally niet, to present it.
Richter %vas touched; from the expression on his extraordinarily sensitive face, I almost expected to sec tears
in his eyes. "How kind," he said. "I -low very kind, how
nice of him to think of me and do something so thoughtful." He looked at me with a quickened glance. "But I
must do something for him. Tell me what I can do." I
said all Norman even dreamed of at that moment was
to be able to speak with him. "Aber natiirlichl I shall be
more than happy to! Tell Mr. Sheder by all means to
come talk with me."

legendary reputation. Then, bluntly, I put the important
question: "Anti just what are your plans as far as playing in Western Europe or America is concerned?"
He smiled his big, boyish, Slavic smile, inclined his
head, and said, "I must be invited."
"Bur eon have been!"
"Nor that l'tn aware."
I told him I knew for a fact that not one but several
Western managers had approached the Ministry of
Culture about organizing tours for him.
He screwed up his face, shrugged, turned his hands
palms -up, and replied, "I leave all these business details
entirely up to the Ministry-1 myself understand nothing at all about business and such matters." He leaned
forward on the edge of his chair, put the tips of his
fingers together, and gave me a big new smile as if to
indicate that the subject no longer interested him.
I asked him to tell me a bit about his early years.
I -]c received this with a moue of distaste, and protested,
"But my playing is the important thing. Why don't you
just write about that ?" He did, however, give me at
least a sketchy account of his youth. Ile was born forty
three years ago in the town of Zhitomir, in the Ukraine,
of Russian, German, Polish, and Swedish ancestry,
"with just a tiny hit of Tatar." His father, a pianist and
composer, had spent twenty years in Vienna and had
studied at the Conservatory there, but he never taught
his son Slava. His mother, however, spotting his Wunderkind potential early and, doing everything to further it,
took Slava to Odessa to study. Prior to that, he had had
just grew like
hardly any musical instruction
grass." In Odessa, by the time he was sixteen, he was
a rehearsal conductor at the Opera, where he fell in love
with operatic repertory. Because of a phenomenal sight reading ability, he was much in demand as accompanist
for vocalists, but the piano was only a sideline: he
thought of his future in terms of conducting and corn posing. At twenty -one, when he bad for three years
been the chief assistant conductor at the Odessa Opera,
he realized a conductor's career was not for him.
Many people had told Richter he had good hands
for the piano (he can play tenths and, simultaneously,
between the index and little fingers, octaves), so he set
out for Moscow to see Heinrich Neuhaus. Professor
Neuhaus had studied with Godowsky in Vicnna, and in
Moscow had been in the circle of Rubinstein and
Horowitz. I -fe had also taught Emil Gilds, who had been
touring widely in the Soviet Union since he was about
fifteen. Richter was accepted by Neuhaus as a pupil
("Gilds is half a year younger than I am, but he was
already famous when I was just starting lessons with
Neuhaus "), and in due time came to love his new teacher
Continued on page 157
as "a second father." Now
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E1ERG1NG from Carnegie l-Iall during

intermission.
vehement man named Earl was clubbing two companions with his indignation: "pt's punk, it stinks, it's lousy."
Strong in triumphant outrage, he glared truculently
at both in a way to make assent a surrender. Herzog
with an inner sigh asserted his manhood by pursing his
lips in demurral and saying, "Not all that baci; say it was
a

ordinary -say it was proficient."
"Proficient! You mean they finished together."
Earl liked to manure his aesthetic understanding with
a richness of hatred. \ianv men do, but few are so pertinacious. He turned a hot challenge to Chevalier in
the middle, who, having no opinion. was inclined to be
conciliatory and hence looked judicial and superior.
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That was intolerable, and under his nose Earl
flapped the detestable muleta of assumed broader

experience:

"It's easy to sec that neither of you ever heard
Stravinsky himself do it."
Hackles up, Chevalier declared that he had, trying to remember if it was truc, and propping his
hope that it was by adding firmly. "No great overall difference in the way Stravinsky handled it
from Paladin tonight."
Stricken and quivering. ashamed for humanity,
a holy clerk anguished by blasphemy, Earl stopped
and held wide two deploring hands.
"No over -all difference! From Paladin!" '!'hen
his voice weakened to listless despair: "But it's
fruitless and unkind to dispute with the cleat"
Chevalier smiled but i-Icrzog was now aggressive
in defense of his impression, which under Earl's
flogging was becoming a certainty.
"Rudeness to Chevalier doesn't qualify as evidence," he observed. "Is it indiscreet if we ask you
to stick to the point? Can you ?"
Earl replied volubly and Herzog was hot in rebuttal. Earl brandished sarcasm and Herzog pretended patience. Steering each by an arm, Chevalier, again indifferent to the values of the debate
but hardened against one of the debaters, guided
them into a comfortable bar and left them with
drinks while he telephoned.
Returning, he announced, "Thegn's got the
Stravinsky record. He's expecting us."
"Who's Thegn?" Earl demanded.
Chevalier reflected soberly. "A highly cultivated
loafet, I would say. More envied than despised, I
can assure you."
"Friend of yours ?"
"Thegn's too formidable to have friends -or
enemies. He has everything else."
Thcgn at home did not seem formidable. Slow in
movement and speech, he smiled easily and irrelevantly and was punctilious in courtesy. Earl did
not hesitate to contradict Chevalier's statement of

the nature of the disagreement, and he rearranged
lcrrog's amendment with the skillful mendacity
that evades literal lies. Both the latter protested.
Herzog with resentment, Chevalier resignedly.
Thegn held up a silencing hand, which was immediately effective:
"Please. These subtle distinctions, so creditable
to you, arc bewildering to a slower mind. Will you
forgive if I clarify -for myself-your difference ?"
His inflection was diffident, but he pursued without waiting for the requested permission. "Mr.
Earl found outrageous a performance of The Consecration of Spring in which Herzog and Chevalier
found a fair measure of expression. Isn't that the
I

essence ?"
It was the essence, but both Earl and Herzog
objected, ashamed that it was so meager. Neither
would assent to the simplification until a lively
haggling over words had equipped it with syno-

nyms.

"Too bad the evidence has fled," Thegn observed. "I think that that part of your disagreement can never be settled. But it doesn't matter,
the corollary being so much more challenging,
and quite provable."
"Exactly," said Chevalier.
"Mr. Earl maintains that conducted by the composer Lc Sacre is a revelation no other conductor
can hope to contrive, and that Herzog and Chevalier will heartily curse tonight's Paladin performance after they have heard Stravinsky."
After more haggling the diction was amended
and Thegn rose to his feet. "Nothing to do then
but play it."
"1 wouldn't say that," said Earl.
He was preparing his retreat, and Thegn smiled
engagingly.
"I mean." said Earl, "a phonograph record
won't prove a thing."
"1 wouldn't say that," said Thegn.
He walked to the nearest wall, which like the
others was entirely
Continued on page 160
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r70 SAY that there some confusion in the matter of
1 stereo speaker systems putting it mildly. This
is

is

speakers

put your

is

hardly surprising, because the reported experiences of
writers on the subject have differed widely. Readers
don't know whom to believe.
Many of the differences, both in observations on
stereo and what it does, and in recommendations on the
proper way to arrange systems, arise because of the vast
differences in stereo program material. There are at least
three distinct types, derivative of different recording
methods now being used.
First, there is the microphone technique generally
favored by American recording companies. This involves
widely -spaced microphone groups on separate channels.
The microphones are separated by several feet at least,
and they usually arc not of an extremely directional
type; consequently, the dominant difference between
sound on the two channels is a time difference. The
strength, or intensity, of individual instruments or
groups doesn't differ much front one channel to the
other, speaking relatively.
The European Stereosonic and MS systems operate on
a quite different principle. These involve two micro-

stereo

phones at a single location. Obviously there is no appreciable time difference in the program content on the two
channels. But the microphones arc highly directional
and are turned at different angles; there is a considerable
intensity difference on the two channels, according to the
direction from which recorded sounds arrive at the
microphone location.
Finally, there are methods of adding a second channel
to a single -channel recording, in an attempt to convert
a good recording in single channel hi -fi to an "improved"
stereo piece. Such efforts may conform to the letter, but
certainly not to the spirit, of commonly accepted definitions for stereo.
Various stereo samplers used for demonstration purposes may include recordings made by any one or a
combination of these basic techniques. Then the effect
observed at the demonstration depends on what kind of
recording was used, whether or not the speaker systems
and placement were suited to the particular recording,
and how big the demonstration room was and where in it
the observer happened to sit.
Plenty of chance for different impressions, so it is
small wonder we get them! But how can we make order
out of this chaos? How can we recognize good stereo,
and how can we go about getting it?
In my book on this subject (Stereophonic Sound,
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Rider, 1957), as well as in other articles, f have stressed
the importance of a loudspeaker system being integrated
for use on stereo channels. However, more than one
reader has interpreted this as being in conflict with
recommendations from other sources that you need a
loudspeaker with omnidirectional radiation.
These two statements are not in conflict at all; let me
explain. Integration in a loudspeaker means that all the
component frequencies (in one channel) should appear
to come from one place. It should not appear that the
high frequencies come from one place while the middle
frequencies come from somewhere else. (The low frequencies give no very definite sense of source location).
Some of the larger loudspeaker systems, which on some
kinds of monophonic program material sound very good,
give a spread -out impression. The different frequencies
seem to come from all over it. Two such loudspeaker
systems, when used for stereo. lack integration and this
may detract from thc stereo effect.
It is claimed that omnidirectional radiation enlarges
the listening area. By this it is meant that the stereo
effect will be obtained over a wider variety of listening
positions in the room, which is true. If all the sound
were beamed directly at thc idealized center-front location, this would be the only place at which the stereo
illusion would be received at all. By having each loudspeaker radiate uniformly in all directions (which is what
omnidirectional implies), many other positions will
produce an acceptable, if not perfect, stereo illusion.
Flaying an integrated source means that the sound
appears to be radiated from one spot. Omnidirectional
radiation means that it goes out in all directions from
that spot, without pronounced beaming.
In agreeing with the foremost proponent of omnidirectionality (G. A. Briggs) I an not necessarily agreeing that his system achieves the ideal in this direction,
although it comes nearer to it than many others. A
recent addition to the field this side of the Atlantic
confirms Mr. Briggs's findings; this is the system designed by Hegeman and made by Eico. In it, both units
face upwards, with diffusing cones to disperse sound in all
horizontal directions. The main and tweeter units are
physically close together and so achieve integration.
Two of these units, spaced suitably apart, certainly make
a good stereo combination. Another new system featuring omnidirectional radiation has been introduced by
Kingdom Products, and there are sure to be still others.
On one point I am definitely not in agreement with
Mr. Briggs. He, along with several others, maintains
that multi -unit systems should have the same type of
radiating surface throughout. If you use a paper cone
for the woofer, the argument goes, then this type should
also be used for the middle range unit and tweeter. Since
compression- driver -with -horn or electrostatic woofers
are not available -not yet, anyway-this point of view
leaves no application for compression -driver or electrostatic speakers at middle and high frequencies.

Such reasoning is similar to that of people who object
to any type of pickup that is not moving coil. The concept that integration of sound requires all reproducing
units to have the same kind of vibrating surface is based
on an analogy with musical instruments, which radiate
an entire frequency range from one surface.
If the character of the radiating surface is important,
as it certainly is in musical instruments, this would seem
to argue that the loudspeaker must have the same radiating surface as the instrument it reproduces: wood for
violins, brass for brass, and so on. That would prove to
be a little difficult to accomplish. And if radiation of the
whole frequency range from one vibrating surface is
required, then an extended range single -surface loudspeaker should be used rather than a multi -unit system.
I must admit that a many fine extended -range unit
can sound very good; and two of them are excellent for
stereo. But it is nearly impossible to get smooth response
from one unit over the extremely wide range of frequencies our auditory senses recognize. Hence, multi -unit
systems. It seems to me that the most important requirement of a multi -unit speaker system used in stereo
is that the units be placed to achieve spatial integration,

rather than

a hypothetical quality integration. Each unit
should have the smoothest possible response, of course,
especially to transients.
Examples can always he quoted to support these
deviant opinions. Some compression drivers exhibit
harsh or strident qualities. it is true. The conc protagonist can always point to these. And an electrostatic
tweeter. driven from an amplifier that objects to a
capacitive load, will sound rustly because of high frequency peaking. Some people like that kind of a
sound; apparently this is a matter of conditioning. Our
hearing faculty makes subconscious corrections for loudspeaker deficiencies. They may cause fatigue, but we do
get used to them. Another unit will have different deficiencies, no worse than those of our own speaker, but
they will be far more obvious to us than the ones to
which we have become adjusted.
We have a strong tendency, therefore, to retain a
preference for the type of loudspeaker we already have.
'l'hat may explain why users of cone, compression drivers, or electrostatic :wceters do not often change
types. My personal view is that the construction doesn't
matter; the response should be smooth, and the radiation
pattern (omnidirectional or otherwise) should suit the
purpose of the particular system.
Which brings us back to our question -what do we
look for in a loudspeaker to reproduce stereo?
If you are prepared to be fanatical about it, and sit
only in the ideal position, then you need not bother
about getting good stereo all over the room or in a
major part of it. But the less fanatical will want a stereo
presentation that gives at least a reasonable illusion over
most of the room arca. This is possible to achieve, usually,
by taking advantage of some effects that have been ex-
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plaincd before. The method is to beam, fairly broadly,
the higher frequencies handled by the tweeter, so they
do not feed the central area too strongly.
It has been noticed many times that loudspeakers without exceptional high -frequency response seem to improve
in treble delivery when coupled for stereo. Those who
have heard the effect will swear it exists, although they
cannot explain it. There is a good reason for it.
Earle reproducers were good only in the middle range,
about 500 cycles to 3.000 cycles. When the bass was
extended, all kinds of bass instruments were heard that
had been "lost" before. Then carne improvement of the
highs. A few new things became audible, but 5,000 or
6,000 cycles would have been enough for this.
What the very high frequencies did was add precision
to the reproduction of sounds that were already heard.
It gave the instruments identity, when before they had
been all scrambled together. That is the effect of very
high frequencies on our auditory interpretative faculty:
improved identity or clarity of individual instruments.
But this is also exactly what stereo does, or should do.
A different artifice has been used to attain the same
objective. The improved clarity and identity. which
previously we had identified with extended high-frequency response. is there. With only one of the loudspeakers it isn't. So naturally the get the illusion of better
high- frequency response. How are we to know the differ ence? Only by further, quite intensive, training of our
perceptive powers.
The way we use this fact is to direct the very high
frequency components (still maintaining good integration of source) along the side areas of the room, where the
stereo effect, achieved so well by the middle -high range
in the center of the room, does not work. Now what do
we have?
In the center good stereo is achieved. Although the
extreme high frequencies arc heard somewhat diminished,
this lack is covered by the good stereo effect.
At the side of the room, the reverse is truc. High components from the nearer speaker arc heard and identified
with sounds originating nearer that side, giving a sense of
proximity. High -frequency sounds associated with
sounds coming from the other side arc relatively lacking.
or highly diffused, giving a sense of remoteness.
The over -all effect is realistic: at the sides of the listening room the auditors get the same impression as they
would at the sides of an auditorium. Centrally located
listeners also have the appropriate sound illusion. And
the confused effect that so often occurs with stereo presentations (a room full of sound coming from nowhere in
particular) is avoided, provided the speakers arc placed
to suit the recording method used and the size of the
listening room.
Having laid the carpet, so to speak, we now permit
heresy to enter. idealists have insisted that loudspeaker
spacing should be as nearly as possible identical with the
microphone spacing used for recording. I beg leave to

present a different opinion -that the spacings should
not be identical but, rather, complementary.
Let's be realistic. Stereophonic sound can provide
greater realism than single-channel monophonic high
fidelity, for the simple reason that two channels can carry
twice as much information about the original sound as
one can. How can this duplication be put to best use?
The sound field should arrive at the listener'; cars so as
to give the most credible illusion of the original, wherever
he may be in the room. This is achieved by recording the
sane program on two channels, but with differences. The
differences, both in the program content of the two
channels, and in the ultimate waves received by each
car, are a combination of two components: time and
intensity.
In normal live music listening, individual instrument
sounds reach opposite cars at slightly different instants
and at slightly diferent intensities. Either exaggerating
or minimising these differences at the listener's cars will
reduce the success of the stereophonic illusion.
If, as is dominantly done in American studio techniques, the microphones are widely spaced but relatively
nondirectional, the recorded channels will contain program in which the difference is much more one of time
than of intensity. If the time difference is further exaggerated in presentation, by spacing the speakers widely
too. and then by the listener's not being at identical
distance from both of them. the illusion can lx spoiled.
The thing to do in this case is to move the loud speakers closer together, either in one of the composite
stereo enclosures or in separate cabinets. The units
should be facing slightly apart, or divergent, so as to
serve the whole room effectively. Choice of both placement and speaker angling will depend to some extent on
room dimensions.
1f. as with the European Stercosonic and NIS systems.
the difference in program content between channels is
dominantly one of intensity. the illusion of reality is
better with speakers placed more widely. apart. Then,
wherever you are in the room, the intensity and direction
differences will generate apparent time differences that
are realistic at the listener's cars.
The moral of this is: compromise. for the nonce, in
your speaker placement. and keep your system flexible.
No holes in your walls, since these can't be moved. The
record makers will come to agreement before long on
what stereo recording system everyone will use.
To summarize. wide microphone spacing in recording
should be used with narrow speaker spacing on playback.
and vice versa. This is a hazardous generalization, of
course. Both microphones and loudspeakers possess
directional properties that can contribute to the final
result. But the generalization forms a better starting
point than the idea (or ideal) of identical spacing.
Put this way, the heresy seems reasonable; more important. it works. But if we know what we are trying to
do, we have a better chance of doing it intelligently.
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the Fifth man in this Quartet...

...when the instrument you are playing is the
Harman -Kardon Concerto. Listen to Harman Kardon
-

stereo high fidelity and you are in the very midst of the
music. Here is music in its fullest dimension: all of its depth
and width and color its infinite variety reproduced for
you perfectly every time.
There is a complete new line of stereo units by Harman Kardon. All are sensibly designed to permit maximum performance with a minimum of complication. Each reflects the
brilliant design which has won Harman -Kardon products
the distinction of exhibition at the Milan Triennale and the
Brussels World's Fair.
The range of control in these new instruments is such
that your position in the room is uncritical. Virtually
wherever you sit, the room is alive with music. Further, your
present LP records are enhanced in performance when reproduced this wonderful new way.
The Concerto, Model TP200 (see below) is a complete
stereo tuner and stereo control center. It incorporates a
splendid stereo AM and FM tuner and superb stereo preamplifiers in one, handsome, compact unit. The Concerto
connects easily and quickly to the new Model HK250 (not
shown) dual power amplifier. The HK250 delivers 25 watts
of hum -free, distortion -free power from each channel (a
combined peak power of 100 watts). it is meant to be placed
out of sight and is controlled by the TP200. Together, they
provide a complete, flawless stereo electronic center.
The TP200 includes separate highly sensitive FM and
AM tuners with a convenient stereo indexer which permits
ready identification of six pairs of stations. The preamplifiers
permit any monaural or stereo program material to be re-

-

MONTAGU.

-

produced, Operating controls include: ganged bass, treble
and loudness; contour, rumble filter, scratch filter, equalization, balance control, mode switch, function selector and two
tuning controls for AM and FM. The TP200, including its
copper finished enclosure, is priced at $189.95. The HK250,
including its copper finished enclosure, is priced at $99.95.
Other new Harman -Kardon models include complete
stereophonic amplifiers priced as low as S99.95 and new
stereophonic tuners as low as $114.95. Harman -Kardon also
produces The Nocturne, Model AX20, the ideal instrument
to convert any existing system (console or component) to
superb stereo. The AX20 price is $99.95. Prices of all units
are slightly higher in the West.
For complete information on Harman -Kardon stereo write
to Dept. 11F -10, Harman- Kardon, Inc -, Westbury, N. Y.

harman kardon
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Ralph Bellamy, starring in "Sunrise At Campobello ", listens to stereo on his Collard changer and Goodmans Triaxonal Speaker System.

Collaro-your silent partner for Stereo
Stereo records are here. And once you listen you'll discover there's no more exciting way of listening to music.
But the new stereo cartridges are unusually sensitive to
turntable and changer noise. Silence is the requirement and
silent performance is what you get when you select Collard
the one four -speed changer truly precision -engineered
to meet the rigid quality demands of stereo. Here are some
outstanding Collard features:

-

A. Five -terminal plug -in head. (Exclusive with
Collaro.) By providing two completely independent circuits, the new five -terminal head guarantees the ultimate
in noise- reduction circuitry
vital need for stereo reproduction.

or monaural cartridge and it has no spurious resonances.
C. Motor. Dynamically balanced and so rigidly mounted
that wow and flutter specifications are superior to any
changer in the world. (.25% at 33' RPM)
There are many other features which make Collaro your
best buy in a stereo or monaural record changer. All are
described in a free catalog. (See below -) There are three
Collaro changers priced from S38.50 to S49.50.
C

-a

B. Counter -balanced, transcription -type tone arm.
Another Collaro exclusive. Stereo cartridges require light
tracking pressures. As records pile up on a changer, tracking pressure of a conventional arm tends to increase. Result
may he damage to records or cartridge. This cannot happen
with the Collard counter -balanced arm since it varies less
than a gram in pressure between the top and bottom of a
stack of records. The arm will accept any standard stereo

-

For foil infatuation on Collar° stare.) and
unite u, Roekbar Corpm°nanral changers

oration, Dept.

1-1F -1OC,

Mamaroneck, N. Y.

American Sales Representative for Collard, Ltd.
I-Irc.t-t FIDELITY MACA`/.IXE
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music ma.kers
by 1)

MISS EILEEN FARRELL has truly
been a puzzlement. For a good ten years
this hearty lady has hovered on the starting line of the operatic regatta without
ever really getting into the race. Now
this fall it seems as though a new wind is
blowing. Shc has opened the opera season at San Francisco in the first American
stage production of Chew bini's :lledeo
and, after years of flitting from company
to company. has signed an exclusive contract with Columbia Records.
Of course, Miss Farrell has not exactly
languished in dark obscurity. Arturo
Toscanini picked her for the vocal quartet in the Ninth Symphony, Leopold
Stokowski for Wagner's Wescndonck
Songs, Dimitri Mitropoulos for the role
of Marie in a concert version of Berg's
II/oaceeit- collaborations all duly perpetuated on records. Shc has, in fact,
filled a great many engagements and has
become quite generally acclaimed as
"the greatest American soprano"-a description which a correspondent in this
issue (page 19) deplores as rather invidiously circumscribed. But despite the engagements and the praise, she has remained a relatively minor luminary,
nowhere approaching Mesdames Callas,
Dc los Angeles, Milanos', and'I'ebaldi in
international renown.
Nobody seems less concerned about
this than Miss Farrell herself. Shc has
expressly avoided a demanding, high pressured operatic career and has directed her prime loyalty to her husband
and children, eleven -year -old Robbie
and five -year -old Kathleen. The bedazzlement of life on the operatic stage is as
nothing, she insists, compared to the
satisfaction of taking care of her family
in a relaxed and normal fashion. But the
time has come for a shift in emphasis.
"The kids arc in school now," she explains. "They can get along without me
very well, even though I keep telling
myself how much they need mc."
But it was more than family that kept
Eileen Farrell out of the opera house.
Quite simply and frankly she says, "I
felt for many years that I wasn't ready

ROLAND GELATI

for real opera. I just didn't have the confidence." That she now has the assurance
to sing "real opera" is duc in large measure to the help of Eleanor \IcLellan, a
Manhattan voice teacher with whom she
has been working for the last ten years.
Miss Farrell is not much given to extravagant enthusiasms, but on the subject of
Miss McLellan she grows rhapsodic. "I
owe just about everything to her. She
has given nie the ability to sing with
real confidence. Now when I open my
mouth know what In doing for the
first rime in my life."
The young conductor Arnold Gamson
also has been of great help in overcoming
Miss Farrell's trepidations. It was he who
persuaded her to undertake the role of
Medea in a concert version of Chew bini's
opera three years ago. The performance
turned out to be one of the great events
of postwar musical life in New York, and
it -as much as anything else -started
her thinking seriously of a full - fledged
opera career.
Now that that career seems to be well
under way it would appear almost axiomatic that she should eventually become
the reigning Wagnerian soprano at the
Metropolitan Opera I- louse, for her voice
in amplitude and range is gloriously
1

Eileen Farrell, with son Robbie.

suited to the requirements of Isolde and
the Briinnhildes. But Miss Farrell is in
no great hurry to get to Valhalla. "Perhaps later. Right now I don't want to be
classed as a Wagnerian singer. Of course,
I do some of the big scenes. But the complete operas arc something else again. I
always say they're like going through
niud with snow shoes. No, I much prefer
Italian opera. As a singer you can do
something with it. You can't do much
with Wagner except sing it." Bc that as
it may, the stern law of supply and demand will undoubtedly make a Wagnerian soprano of Eileen Farrell no matter what her present wishes in the matter. But the hour of capitulation may be
some time oli; Flagstad sang operetta
and Italian opera for nearly twenty
years before she attempted Isolde.
Beyond her desire to avoid Wagner,
Miss Farrell is apparently willing to let
events shape her career. She professes to
have no special plans, no secret ambitions, no role she is pining to portray. "I
don't believe in knocking my head
against a wall. I'd rather wait until somebody asks me to do something. Then I'll
look at the music, and perhaps I'll agree
to sing it. But right now, no ideas."
After Medea in San Francisco and 11
Trovatore in Chicago this fall. the next
major "something" in Miss Farrell's
career will probably occur in Europe.
Her manager, William M. Judd, considers it high time that she became better
known abroad, and he is laying plans

accordingly.
When she goes to Europe, we can be
certain it will be en firmille. Although
Miss Farrell has won a certain celebrity
as .Medea. the Colchian princess who
murders her own children, she is in real
life the very model of a doting parent.
This summer she recorded highlights
from Medea in Columbia's Thirtieth
Street studio. Robbie came along as a
matter of course, and delightedly listened through earphones to a stereo
playback of mother's singing -all the
while reading a comic book in deep
absorption.
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Vocal
BIRGIT NILSSON sings WAGNER and VERDI ARIAS

THRILLING ANGEL DEBUT
In her Covent Garden debut last year

as Briinnhildc in Gütterdrimmerung, this young Swedish soprano excited critics and
audience alike! Ernest Newman (London Tintes) exclaimed,
"Great beauty of tone... it rejoices me to have lived long enough
to hear and see a young Brünnhilde of such present accomplishment and such future promise!" With The Philharmonia Orchestra, Leopold Ludwig. Conductor.

Wagner: Arias from The Flying i utchman,Tiinnhauser,
Lohengriu, Tristan and Isolde
Verdi: Arias from Un Ballo in Maschera, La Forza del
Angel 35540
Dcstino, Aida

EVERYBODY LOVES A BAND!

(Especially in Angel Bandstand High Fidelity)
BAND OF LA GARDE REPUBLICAINE, Paris
François. Julien Brun, Director
Hear them, and you can almost see them...72 splendid
musicians in red -and -black Napoleonic uniform, instruments shining and gold braid swinging as they march
down les boulcuardes. Hcre is their latest high fidelity
recording: fanfares, regimental 'calls to colors' and French
military marches from La Garde Ré tublicaine... "a sight
to see and musically Rrobabfy the finest organization of
its kind in the world (Newsweek). A pulse -quickening,
heart -warming, toe- tapping experience recommended as
an "antidote to the ennui that besets us all!" (American
Record Guide).
Angel 35507
En Avant ...Marche!

Also from La Garde Ripubhcaine:

French Military Music (history of French marches
from the Revolution to World War II)
Angel 35051
French and American Military Marches
From the

Highlands...

Regimental Band and Massed Pipers
of the Scots Guards
Scots Guards on Parade
Scots Guards: Hi -Fi in the Highlands
From Rome...
The Carabinieri Band of Rome
From Austria...
The Deutschmeister Band
Vienna on Parade (with the Singing Boys
and Girls of the Vienna Woods)

Angel 35260

Angel 35271
Angel 35337
Angel 33464
Angel 35371
Angel 35498
Angel 35499

From England...

Angel 35370

From the

Angel 35411

Piano
ASHKENAZY plays RACHMANINOFF, LISZT, PROKOFIEV

Second Angel recording by the 20- year -old Russian pianist whose
"astonishing technique and innate musical awareness" have
already seen him hailed as a "potential Rubinstein" (Nigh
Fidelity). Vladimir Aslskenazy will be snaking his first U.S. tour
this year.

Rachnr:utitoff: Variations on a Theme of Corelli
Liszt iiephisto Waltz No. 1 and Feux Follets
Prokofiev: Sonata No. 7 in II Flat, Op. n:3
Angel

When Dietrich Fischer- Dieskau sang Schubert's Die i('intcrreise
in its entirety, without intermission, nt his American debut in
New York's Town Hall, the N.Y. Herald- Tribune called him
"unquestionably the major German art song interpreter of our
era. Here are 13 more Schubert songs, including three from
Schwmtcngesang sung in his "marvellous voice, used with great
intelligence" (Gramophone). With Gerald Moore, Pianist.
Angel 35624

Opera
IDOMENEO

Mozart's first opera seria...first performed on his twenty -fifth
birthday) -lucre recorded for the first time in its entirety by the
Glyndebosinze Festival Opera (which observes its own twenty -fifth
birthday next season). The meticulous, magnificent performances
of Mozart operas first established the Glyndebourne reputation
for "admirable standards" and "near perfection." Sung by Richard
Lewis, Léopold Simoncau, Sena Jurinac, Lucille Udovick and
others, with the Glyndebourne Festival Orchestra and Chorus,
conducted by John Pritchard.
3 records (illustrated line -by -lire libretto) Angel Album 3574 C/k

Orchestral
GUIDO CANTELLI conducts BEETHOVEN SYMPHONY

No.7

Almost two years ago Guido Cantelli, 36, died in an air crash
en route to New fork and thus deprived the world of a musician
and interpreter destined to belong "to the first rank of orchestral
conductors of our time" (N.Y. Herald- Tribune). In this recording
of Beethoven's Seventh (which the composer himself considered
one of his very best). Maestro Cantelli reveals his phenomenal
command of the orchestra and -above all -his superb musical
taste. Recorded with The Philharmonia Orchestra. Angel 35620

Violin

Regimental Band of the Coldstream Guards
U.S.S.R....
Soviet Army Chorus und Band

FISCHER- DIESKAU sings SCHUBERT LIEDER

IGOR OISTRAKH plays TCHAIKOVSKY and SAINT -SAINS

Tchaikovsky: Violin Concerto in D Major, Op. 35
Sain t -Saüns r I nt roduction and Ron doCapriccios°, Op. 28
Recorded with the Pro Arte Orchestra, Wilhelm Schuechter,
;Conductor.
"Russians have already acclaimed the senior Oistraklt as the
world's greatest fiddler, and now they have a Prince Igor to go
along with their King David," wrote the N.Y. herald- Tribune of
Igor Oistrakh's first Angel recording. the Khatchaturian r'iolin
Concerto. Here is new evidence of the artistry which has critics
calling him "A chip off the old block" (High Fidelity).
Angel 35517

:

35647

ANDA plays CHOPIN PIANO CONCERTO No. l in E Minor, Op.11
"First class virtuoso" (Nan York Times). With The Philhunnonia
Orchestra, conducted by Aleto Galliera.
Angel 35631
CZIFFRA plays TRANSCRIPTIONS, IMPROVISATIONS,
PARAPHRASES

"Not since Horowitz' retirement have such pyrotechnics been
heard" (Chicago American).

Rintsky- Korsakov: Flight of the Bumble Bee
Brahms: Hungarian Dance No. 5
Khulchatiiriait: Sabre Dame
Vecsey: Valse Triste Cziffra: Rumanian Fantasy
Strauss: Trii ehi TratseIr Polka and Blue Danube Waltz
Rossini: William Tell
Angel 35610

AN
"Aristocrats of High Fidelity"

ANGEL RECORDS, NEW YORK CiTY
GO
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Review

RAY EHICSON

ALFRED FItAXKENSTF.iN
P111i.11' C. CERACI

JOAN CRIFFITiIS

Classical Music
Recitals and Miscellany
The Spoken Word
World of Entertainment
Fi Man's Fancy
World of Jazz
luzart: The Piano Concertos, a Discography
Stereo Disc and Tape Reviews

JOHN F. INDCOX
DAVID JOHNSON

ROBERT CHARLES MARSH
HAROLD C. SCHONIIERC

JOHN S. WILSO

BACH: Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue,
S. 90.3; Fantasia and Fugue in A minor,
S. 904; Toccata in D, S. 912; Toccata
in E minor, S. 914; Prelude in C minor,
S. 921; Fugue in A minor, S. 947

CLASSICAL
BACH: Brandenburg Concertos (com-

plete)
Adolf Busch Chamber Orchestra.
ANGEL COLC 13/19. Two 12 -in.
each.

Christopher Wood, harpsichord.
HAYDN SOCIETY 9009.

$5.98

in 1936, when this set was issued on
fourteen discs by Columbia in this country. it created a sensation. For practically
the first time, the general record- buying
public was given an opportunity to hear
these works played with authentic style
by more or less the type and size of orchestra for which they were written.
Moreover, the ensemble included such
artists as Busch himself, violin; Marcel
Moysc, (lute; Evelyn R.othwcll, oboe;
George Eskdale, trumpet; Aubrey Brain,
horn; and Rudolf Serkin, piano. The result was a revelation to many who knew
these concertos only in slick and bloated
performances of large symphony orchestras.
Today, however, the battle in which
Busch struck one of the earliest and most
effective blows is won. We have at least
three complete Brandcnintrgs which in
style are the equal of the Busch, in authenticity of instrumentation superior,
and in clarity of recording far, far ahead.
So, unlike sonic of the other items in
Angel's "Great Recordings of the Century," this one has today only a historical value.
N.B.

$4.08.

The Chromatic Fantasy is performed
rather jerkily here, but its Fugue flows
smoothly.

Mr. Wood can

be heavy -

handed, as in the Adagio of S. 912, but
as a rule his playing is competent and
agreeable. These are apparently the only
available recordings of the C minor Prelude, a rather lightweight piece, and the
A minor Fugue, a cheerful work despite
the minor key. The authenticity of both
has been questioned. Of the fine Fantasy
and Fugue there seems to be only one
other recording, on a piano.
N.B.
BACH: Mass in

B

minor, S. 232

Lois Marshall, soprano; ilertha Töpper,
contralto; Peter Pears, tenor; Kim Borg,
Hans Braun, basses; Chorus and Symphony Orchestra of the Bavarian Radio,
Eugen Jochum, conci.
Eric SC 6027. Two 12 -in. $7.96.

This performance is shaped by a first class musician. The choral lines, as for
example in the great fugue of the Kyrie,
are molded with loving care, and great
pains are taken to bring important material to the forefront, no matter where
among the voices or instruments it may
be. Such pains arc seldom rendered use-
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less by the engineers. The orchestra is

unfailingly eloquent, and special praise

is

clue the various instrumental soloists. The
chorus is not too large and is obviously

well trained, though the sopranos are not
always completely assured in their journeys above the staff. Occasionally a choral
movement is not full' realized: the "Qui
tollir" (No. 8) does not have the shattering effect here that it can have, and the
"Cum sancto spirits" (No. 11) seems
rather strained. But many of the other
choral sections are very fine. A particularly memorable touch is the fading out
of the "Cruci/ixus," which makes the contrast with the immediately following "Et
resurre.xit" all the more striking.
What prevents this recording from taking a place in the top rank along with the
Karajan and the Scherchen h the caliber
of the vocal soloists. Miss Töpper, who
does the "iwtudnmus tc," as well as the
arias specifically for alto, has a pleasant
quality, but her voice is often unsteady
and she has a disconcerting way of hovering about the correct pitch instead of
landing right on it. Her "Laudanum fc"
lacks all trace of exaltation; it sounds like
an exercise. Similarly pleasant but unsteady is Kim Borg, who sings the "Quo nktm." Braun, in the "Et i» .cpiritum sanctum," displays long-breathed phrasing
and good musician.ship, but there is little
velvet in his tone. Miss Marshall is steadier than her colleagues but rather color.
less. As for Mr. Pears, he is widely known
and admired for his versatility, but it
would seem from the present performance that Bach is not his dish.
This performance, by the way, seems
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to he based on the version of the Mass
published by the New Bach Edition.
There are drastic differences in the vocal
parts of the "Et in unum Dominum,'
where the new edition restores Bach's
original (and simpler) version instead of
the reading in the standard editions, a
second thought that Bach eventually discarded.
N.B.

-

BARTOK: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra. Columbia ML 5283. $3.98
See Sterco Discs, p. 123.

BARTOK: Five Songs, Op. 15
I Kodály: Six Songs from Hungarian Folk
Music
Magda László, soprano; Leonid Hambro,
piano.
BAttrox 927. $5.95.

The Bartók songs were composed in 1915,
but according to the notes they have
never been published, performed, or previously recorded. Bartók seems to have

withheld the songs because he had his
doubts about their texts, whose authorship is unknown. They are love poems of
a rather mawkish kind, but no more so
than thousands of others which composers, including Bartók himself, have not
hesitated to bring out with their music.
The settings, on the whole, are moody
and dark, in the saine rich, highly elaborated vein employed in Bartók's songs of
Opus 16, and they constitute a very distinguished and important contribution to
the song literature.
Bartók's concert songs are very few
and very difficult. They tax the singer's
musicianship to the utmost, and they demand a virtuoso pianist rather than a
mere accompanist. Here they are sung
by a soprano of superb musicianship and
played by a major virtuoso.
The first five Kodály pieces are short
lyric songs and dance tunes which are
pleasant enough but rather slight. The
sixth, a ballad in ten stanzas which Kodály has set as a long, dramatic durchkomponiertes Lied, is a Hungarian version of the demon lover ballad found,
in one form or another, all over the
world: the girl runs off with the boy only
to discover that he intends to murder
her, but she kills him instead. As set by
Kodaly, it is a real thriller, but a thriller
held in check by Kodály's invariable
subtlety and finesse. All in all, this is one
of the most remarkable song recordings
of recent years.
A.F.

BARTOK: For Children

Edith Farnady, piano.
WESTMINSTER XWN 2226.

Two

12 -in.

$9.96.

There arc no less than seventy-nine pieces
on these four sides. All were written for
beginners at the piano, all arc exceedingly simple, and all were intended for
instruction rather than concert performance. Offhand one would think there is
too much innocence here, but one listens
on and on, altogether captivated throughout the cycle. Four things are responsi-

ble for this delightful result: the beauty
of the Hungarian folk tunes on which the
series is based, the genius with which
Bartók transforms the elementary into the
elemental, the subtlety and insight of
Miss Farnady's performance, and the excellence of the recording. There are three
other versions of the same work in current record catalogues, but this one is
the best.
A.F.

BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Piano: No. 8,
in C minor, Op. 13 ( "Pathegique ");
No. 21, in C, Op. 53 ("11'aldstcin ")
Annie Fischer, piano.
ANGE:. 35569.

$4.98 (or $3.98).

Miss Fischer's debut in two of the most
duplicated items in the piano repertory
shows a hesitation to risk a new artist on
anything but music of guaranteed popularity. Interpretatively there are superior
versions of both these works, but the new
Angel is notable for superb recording that
projects the tone, technique, and undeniable musicianship of a pianist of stature.
If you want beautiful sound, this is a disc

to buy.

R.C.M.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 5, in C
minor, Op. 67. Vanguard VRS 1013.
$4.98 -See Sterco Discs, p. 123.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7, in A,
Op. 92. Vanguard VIIS 1015.
Sec Sterco Discs, p. 123.

$4.9S-

BERLIOZ: Orchestral Excerpts
La Damnation de Faust, Op. 24: Marche
hongroise; Danse des sylphes; Menuet
des Follets; Roméo et Juliette, Op. 17:
lìo,néo seul; Grande fête chez Capulet;
Scène (l'amour; La Reine Mab: Scherzo.
Paris Opera Orchestra, André Cluytens,
cond.
ANGEL 35431. $4.98 (or $3.98).
These excerpts were better served in pre LP days than at present, notably in
Beecham 's and Kousscvitskys readings of
the suite from The Damnation of Faust
and in Toscanini's from Romeo and Juliet.
It is high praise, then, to say that the
present performances, with one striking exception, call up memories of those
past ones. Rarely does an opera orchestra
play music as demanding as Berlioz's in
the way these Parisians do. Cluytens directs them with a plastic grace that sounds
wholly spontaneous but could only have
been achieved by intense drilling. The
Minuet of the Will-o'-the-Wisps shows
the nicest contrast in its tempos, the
Fête at the Capulets captures just the
right Dionysian swing, and the Queen
Mab Scherzo (perhaps taken a bit too
slowly) reveals a myriad of hitherto buried details. ( Doesn't Cluytens use natural rather than valved horns in this latter piece?)
Only in the playing of the glorious
love music does enthusiasm wane: it is
inexcusably dragged and incomprehensibly cold. There is a return to former
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standards, however, in the movement's
troubled final pages.
The sound is very big, but very clean
too, allowing the order and elegance of
the readings their full duc.
D.J.

BERLIOZ: Symphonie fantastique, Op.
14
Orchestre Nationale de la Radiodiffusion
Française, Sir Thomas Beecham, conci.

EMI- CArrrot. C 7102.

$4.98.

EMI

does not actually record their French
radio orchestra in the Pantheon, but one
would guess so from the sound here: they
achieve the boom and blast acoustics that
on a bass -heavy European low -fi phonograph are taken for sonic excellence.
The results can be remedied by judicious use of tone controls. ( Rolling off
the bass nt 300 cycles is the first step.)
And although the sound is never as satisfactory as that from a well -engineered
disc, there arc times when sonics arc secondary.
This is one of them. An admirer of
Berlioz for more than a half century, Sir
Thomas' premiere recording of this music
is long overdue. For me, there is nothing
in the catalogue that can touch it for interpretative insight, zest, or the achievement of the composer's unique effects.
R.C.M.

BERNSTEIN: Trouble in Tahiti
Beverly Wolff (s), Dinah; David Atkin-

son (b), Sain; Miriam Workman (s),
Earl Rogers (t), Robert Bollinger (b);
Trio; M -G -M Orchestra, Arthur Wino-

grad, conci.
M -G -M E 3646.

$3.98.

-

A thin, tired satire on suburban life
barely kept going by the excellent work
of its interpreters.
A.F.

BLANCHARD: Te Deunt
Edith Selig, Basia Retchinska, sopranos;
Jeannine Collard, contralto; Michel Hamel, André \[errant, tenors; Camille Mau rane, baritone; Chorus of Radiodiffusion Télévision Française; Jean -Marie Leclair Instrumental Ensemble, Louis Fremaux, cond.
\\VES'rar1NSTEjc X\VN 18692. $4.98.
Having given us a few months ago a
striking pair of pieces by François Giroost,
Westminster now continues its exploration of the little -known but highly interesting choral music composed in France
during the eighteenth century. Esprit
Joseph Antoine Blanchard (1696 -1770)
was one of the chapelmasters for Louis
XV, and wrote this work to celebrate one
of Louis's victories, perhaps that of Fontenoy in 1745. The first and last movements are brilliant and festive, with trumpets and drums; the inner movements include sections for a solo voice, duets, and
choruses. The solos are smoothly written,
in an elegant and elevated style, but it
is in the choral movements that Blanchard

Continued on page 65
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leading component

manufacturers test

_

their stereo equipment
with

WESTMINSTER

STEREO RECORDS!
Laboratory testing of stereo high fidelity components
is carried out under the most rigid standards. The
stereo records used to check out performance characteristics of components must be as clear and distortionf ree as the original music itself. That's why, in the
engineering laboratories of many leading stereo component manufacturers, Westminster is the record most
often chosen for test purposes.
This is not surprising. For more than a decade,
Westminster's Natural Balance technique in Panorthophonic recording has stood for truly musical sound.
These developments, of course, culminated in the
famed Laboratory Series-the ultimate in monaural
recording.
Listen to any Westminster Laboratory record. Then
add to it the full dimension of stereo -all of its depth,
direction and detail -and you have the incomparable
new Westminster stereo record.
Westminster uses the most advanced microphone
spacing techniques. Orchestral sections are perfectly
balanced, each coming to you from their original concert hall position. Painstaking quality control in every
recording step results in remarkable clarity and bril-

BERLIOZ:

Requiem- Chorus of

Radiodiffusion Francaise; Orch
estre du Théâtre National de
l'Opéra; Scherchen, cond. (WST
201)

MAHLER: Symphony No. 2
(Resurrection) Vienna State
Opera Orchestra; Vienna Academy Choir;
(WST 206)

OCTOBER

Scherchen.

liance, low signal to noise ratio and undistorted reproduction over the entire audio spectrum. No souped up
highs or booming lows: only pure music.
Component engineers are aware of the infinite care
and skill taken in Westminster stereo recordings. They
know they can rely on Westminster to create stereophonic sound faithful to the original source-whether
it's the massive Berlioz Requiem or a Beethoven piano
sonata. Westminster is their laboratory standard and
their standard is also your assurance that no better
sound-or music-exists in stereo.
Send for free Westminster stereo and monaural
catalog. Write Dept. HF -10, Westminster, 275 Seventh
Avenue, New York City.

PRAISE for WESTMINSTER STEREO
Writing in the August, 1958 issue of High
Fidelity magazine,

R. D. Darrell said: "Weinrich's Bach series (see listing below) ranks as
one of the incomparable treasures of the whole
recorded repertory."

NEW RELEASES
-

MOZART: Requiem
Vienna
Academy Choir; Vienna State
Opera Orchestra; Scherchen,

LIEBERT TAKES BROADWAY:
Program of popular favorites
with Dick Liehert at the organ.

INTRODUCTION TO STEREO:
Music -classical and popular
and Sound Effects. (WSS -I)

PUCCINI: Puccini for Orchestra;
Vienna State Opera Orchestra;
Shaffer, cond. (WST 14026)

cond. (WST 205)

-

(WST 15006)

cond.

1958

KETELBEY: In

A

Chinese

Temple Garden and other Ketelbey favorites; Vienna State
Opera Orchestra; Aliberti, cond.
(WST 15005)

BACH: Toccata and Fugue in O
Minor; Prelude and Fugue in A
Minor; Passacaglia and Fugue
in C Minar, Prelude and Fugue
In E Minor; Carl Weinrich.
Organ. (WST 14043)
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO YOU?
Whatever your musical tastes, whatever the extent of your previous hi -fi listening experience, LIVING PRESENCE
can treat you to the most completely satisfying home listening pleasure you've ever enjoyed. Thanks to
its remarkable phenomena of depth. direction and spaciousness, LIVING PRESENCE STEREO can re-create a "live"
performance so vividly that the listener seems to "sec" as well as "hear" the musical forces involved.
STEREO

What would you like -the lifelike presentation of Callas' incomparably effective performance as MEDEA from the
of Milan's glittering Teatro alla Scala? The sparkling music of Leroy Anderson heard so realistically that
your fingers feel a nip of frost when Fennell and the Eastman- Rochester POPS play the st-E:IGH RIDE? The "long,
very gradual crescendo" that is Ravel's inimitable BOLERO under the masterful direction of Paul Paray? The
unforgettably inspired performance by Menuhin and
Doran of Dart6k's VIOLIN CONCERTO played at fever pitch
from the historic stage of New York's Carnegie Hall?

stage

BOLERO

STEREO
NOL

Whatever your entertainment preference, ask for Mercury's
LIVING PRESENCE STEREO. Working, as always, on the principle that "music comes first" and placing musical values
ahoye every other consideration, Mercury pioneered original three- channel stereo recording (which is TRUE stereo
recording) and devoted several years of concentrated
research to developing the incomparable LIVING PRESENCE

Paul Panty o[rRo Rw1

FREDERICK FENNELL
MUSIC OF LEROY ANDERSON
EASTMAN-ROCHESTER

STEREO

stereo discs and tapes currently on release.

POPS

ORCHESTRA

BARTOK VIOLIN CONCERTO
YEHUDI MENUHIN

Edward Tatnall Canby of AUDIO magazine describes the
results of these efforts in this way: "A short while ago I
listened to my first Mercury LIVING PRESENCE. STEREO... and
it was then that a great white light dawned upon nie
I found ...that I was in literal fact hearing not two, but
three channels, though my home system still is strictly dual,'
not triple. Mercury ...makes quite a bit of reasonable fuss
about the filling -out of the problematical middle area in
its tapes, via the third track ...three tracks provide for two
sides and a real, live actual middle...Yout can pick up a
huge, wide orchestra at a 'nearsighted' distance and you
will have close -up, hi-fi style sound all the way across without that big hole and without doubling at the sides...The middle
channel takes care of it ..."

Mercury

LIVING PRESENCE: STEREO records

YINNEAPOtIS SYNPNONY ORCHESTRA

-- -

Cì STEREO
ARTA! nODATt

MARIA VÆNECHINI

CA LLAS

MEDEA

BY LUIGI CIiEkUBINI

attA 5^ata
mttusqanR
TEñTRO

for your library:

CHERUBINI Medea (complete opera). Callas. Serafin. La

Scala.

SRS-9000

GERSHWIN Concerto in F: Rhapsody in Bille. Eugene List, piano. Eastman -Rochester Orchestra. Hanson. SR90002
BARTOK Violin Concerto. Yehudi Menuhin, violin. Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati. SR90009
RAVEL Bolero; Ma Mère l'Oyc; CHARRIER Bourrée Fantasque. Detroit Symphony, Paray. SR90005
PROKOFIEV Lore for Three Oranges Suite; Scythian Suite. London Synsphony, Dorati. SR90006
BIZET Canner Suite; L'Arlésienne Suites I sC 2. Detroit Symphony. Paray. SR9000I
STRAUSS Voices of Spring; Vienna Bon -Mms: Champagne Polka; Asvlst's Life: Roses from the South.
Minneapolis Symphony. Dorati. SR90009
MUSIC OF LEROY ANDERSON Vol. I. Sandpaper Ballet; Forgotten Dreams; Serenata: Trumpeter's Lullaby;
Penny -Whistle Song; Sleigh Ride; Bugler's Holiday; Irish Suite. Eastman- Rochester roes Orchestra. Fennell. SR90009
SAINT -SAENS Symphony No. ,l in C minor. Marcel Dupré, organ. Detroit Symphony, Paray. SR90012
CHAUSSON Symphony in B-flat. Detroit Symphony, Paray. SR90017
ALBENIZ Iberia; FALLA Interlude and Dance from "La Vida Breve ". Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati.
DEBUSSY La Mer; Iberia. Detroit Symphony, Paray. SR90010
BEETHOVEN Symphony No. 3 in F.-Hat ( "EROICA "). Minneapolis Symphony, Dorati. SR9001I
OFFENBAC :H Gatté Parisienne; STRAUSS Graduation Ball. Minneapolis Symphony. Dorati. SÁ90016
CHADWICK Symphonic Sketches. Eastman -Rochester Orchestra, Hanson. SR9001E
RACHMANINOFF Symphony No. 2 in L minor. Detroit Symphony. Parry. SR90019

SR90007

MERCURY LIVING PRESENCE STEREO IS 'TRULY THE
SOUND OF PERFECTION THE MOST FABUI.OUS LISTEN-

-

ING EXPERIENCE YOU'VE EVER ENJOYED.
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Continued from page 62
The performance seems
entirely acceptable, and it is a pleasure
to report that the recording is much clearer
than it was in the Giroust.
N.B.

and
now...

is most expressive.

"...an admirable idea
carried through to near
perfection by all concerned.
.,.in balance, presence
and instrumental
definition this notches the
Mercury standard even
higher than it Iw,s been."

BOULEZ: Le Marteau sans maître
!Stockhausen: Nr. 5 Zeitmasse
Marjorie McKay, contralto ( in the Boulez); Instrumental ensembles, Robert
Craft, cond.
COLC\IBIA ML 5275. $3.98.
In the three years since it was composed,
the Marteau sans maitre of Pierre Boulez
has attained a legendary status like that
of Stravinskys Sucre du printemps forty
years ago. The reason is obvious: it
defines the latest position of the avant
garde, or a significant segment thereof,
in an especially vital and convincing

form.
Boulez is one of those who apply the
serial principle to every aspect of music
not only to melody and harmony in the
classic Schocndergian manner but to
rhythmic groupings, dynamics, and instrumental coloring as well. This, of
course. is a gross oversimplification of
what he stands for, but for the moment
it will do.
The Marken is a piece in nine short
movements for voice and six instrmentalists. The voice is used in only four of the
movements; it sings brief poems by René
Char, one of which is set twice. The remaining five movements are preludes to
and commentaries on the songs; all nine
are arranged in a complex sequence also
influenced by the serial philosophy.
The effect of the music, for me at least,
is altogether enthralling. It lias something
of the aphoristic, elliptical, implicative,
and elusive qualities of Webern, but it
also recalls the Schoenberg of Pierrot
Lu Haire and has some links with the mysticism of Boulez's teacher, Olivier Messiaen. The texture is consistently bright
and high- pitched, and the instrumental
coloring is most extraordinary; the score
calls for flute, viola, guitar, vibraphone,
"xylorinba," and a large battery of other
percussion instruments.
The Zeitmasse of Karlheinz Stockhausen on the other side is a piece for five
wood winds also written in a complicated
serial technique, but I find it as dull as
the Boulez is exciting. If Stockhausen
really has something to say, repeated
hearing, such as this disc affords, will
communicate it. At all events, the skill of
Craft's performance and the brilliance of
Columbia's recording are self- evident.
A.F.

was Irving Kolodin's comment
in THE SATURDAY REVIEW about Mercury's first
complete recording of Tchaikovsky's THE NUTCRACKER. Since then, Mercury has
pioneered a continuing series
of COMPLETE and DEFINITIVE performances of the

-

BRAHMS: Quintets for Strings: No. 1,
i.0 F, Op. 88; No. 2, in G, Op. 111
Walter Trampler, viola; Budapest Quartet.
CoLL'xIBrA ML 5281. $3.98.

great works was
badly needed. No. 1 has existed only in
an old recording by the Vienna Konzerthaus; there has been only one microgroove recording of No. 2, featuring a
pick-up group from one of the Casals
festivals. The only two string quintets

"Sylvia"

world's ballet masterpieces,
each release drawing new
raves from distinguished crit-

DELIBES Sylvia (first complete record-

ics and an ever more discerning record buying public.

Deluxe, illustrated, factory-sealed album.
OL 2.106

ing)

.

London Symphony, Fistoulari.

Mercury's list of full-length ballets, featuring the Minneapolis Orchestra
conducted by Antal Dorati, includes:
DELIBES Coppelia. Deluxe, illustrated,
factory -sealed albunt.'OL 2-105 (Released last
mouth.)
TCIiAIKOVSKY Swan Lake. Deluxe. illustrated, factory -sealed album. Ol. 3.102
"Dorati and his... forces 11,171 out a cackling
good job, the recording is super hi -ft and the
packaging is about the plushiest on the
market ... Los ANGELES Tams, Albert Goldberg
'I'CHAIKOV,SKY The Sleeping Beauty. Deluxe, illustrated, factory -sealed album. OL
3 -109

.. the quality of the performance and the
elegance of the reproduction are un a level
not excelled ...Doran and the orchestra just
outdo themselves in a tour de force of Orchestral playing (tat could garner nothing but
the highest praise. Everything about this per.
(ormance and rewriting is right..." Tilt NEW
RE.txrRDS.

Philadelphia

TCHAIKOVSKY The Nutcracker. Deluxe,
illustrated, factory -sealed album. OL 2-101
..This elaborate and beautifully presented
album... will no doubt go down in hifi history for one single recorded passage lasting
a fraction of a second. The sound is a gunshot,
real and honest -to- goodness... and by golly, it
sounds like one, with no skimping. A technical
tour de force..." AlllO, Edward Tatnall
Canby
STRAVINSKY Pctroucllka. 1í1G50058
...probably the most vivid and theatrical
'Pctrouchka' on record ... clean. crisp sound
...that gives excellent definition in the stac.
catos and percussion of all kinds which abound
in the score..." Till: r.RAS1Orno5E, London
RAVEL Daphnis and Chloe. MG50040
"'l'he restful playing of Anlal Dorati and the
Minneapolis Symphony, plus the fine sound.
turn this ballet score into a vivid orchestral
display piece." NEW rota: IIERAI.n TRIBUNE.

RECOR09
Mercury Living Presence releases for October:

scn.rrT'h= M6ZART

MONEMT

l,A TRA6EOlE 0E SALOME

SALOME: DANCE OF THE SEVE

PAUL

MUOAPiTE

DETROIT

SERE Hr!ADE ,I\4.,iIM0.4ro
FOR j,IND IHSTRUnEHT$,_,

VEILS

tt MOM [AMA R

N0 .

PAAR

s

a...,.
-,

-

A coupling of these two

SCHMITT

La Tragetlie de
Salonré; LALO Namouna;
STRAUSS Dance of the
Seven Veils. Detroit Symphony, Paray. MG50177

MOZART Serenade No. 10
for \Vinds. Eastman Wind
Ensemble, Fennell.
MG50176

STRAUSS FAMILY AL.
BUM. A Night in Venice;
Bahn Frei Polka; Music of
the Spheres; Lorelei- Rhein.
klänge.and others. Minne-

apolis Symphony. Dorati.
MG50178
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of the musicians
with sonic accompanying prose that deserves to be recorded for posterity: "Photo

Brahms composed, these arc very beautiful pieces of music. The C major, a later
work, is crowned by an unforgettable
slow movement. Brahms is at his most
autumnal here, and only in the Clarinet
Quintet did his chamber music rise to
greater heights. The F major is a more
passionate work with a few wonderful
lyric moments (e.g. the second subject
of the first movement). As played by the

has a color photograph

Budapest-Trampler group, both scores

Eugene Istomin, piano.
COLUMBIA ML 5287. $3.08.

sound forth in all their glory. In this
repertoire the players are unmatched to-

with perfectly
coördinatcd tone and ensemble, and they
are a part of Brahmss world. The jacket
clay. They play directly,

taken of the Budapest String Quartet
amid the electronic hardware of the
H.C.S.
sound engineer's playground."

BRAi-IAIS: Variations on a theme of Han-

del, Op. 24; Intermezzos (3), Op. 117

Istomin starts the Handel Variations well
enough, but he does not sustain them. In
a work with as many contrasting sections

A Mystery Play Is Reconstructed
January, the relatively few New
Yorkers who were able to get tickets
for performances of this musical play at
The Cloisters, that magnificent museum
of medieval art which looks out over the
Hudson River near the northern tip of
Manhattan, were given a genuine. privilege. Noah Greenberg bad accomplished
a small miracle. By dint of long and hard
study, by consulting experts in various
fields, and by putting a lively imagination to work, he managed, with the aid of
his skillful and hard- working company,
to convert a most unpromising- looking
"script" into a work of art.
It is from the medieval liturgical drainas, not from the ancient Creek and Roman plays, that the modern theater
springs. As early as the tenth century a
chant in dialogue fonn was acted out at
Easter services. Later, similar little plays
were performed on Christmas and other
occasions. New texts were written, new
nmsic supplied. The subjects were taken
from the lives of the saints or, as in the
case of Daniel, from the Bible. From
these it was a short step to the Mystery
plays, from which developed the modern
stage. Quite a few of the liturgical dramas survive.
They have been discussed in histories
of the theater and of music, and a group
of them, words and music, were published by a French scholar a century ago.
But no one, as far as I know, had attempted to produce one as it might have
been done originally, until Greenberg
came along. Such a task offers staggering
difficulties. In the form in which Daniel
survives, ive have the text of the dialogue,
mostly Latin but with a slight admixture
of Old French, and a few rubrics by way
of rudimentary stage directions. The music is given, like Gregorian Chant, in the
form of a single melodic line, in a notation that indicates the relative pitches,
but nothing else -not the rhythm, or tempo, or use of instruments if any, or accompaniment if any. By an astounding
exercise of creative scholarship Greenberg
and his advisers have breathed life hack
into the eight -hundred-year -old music
drama. Contrary to what one might have
expected, there is not a dull moment in
this record. Even though the music remains monophonic, the rhythms (based
on medieval rhythmic "modes") and the

variety of touch and mood is
needed. Istomin, however, tends to he a
one-dimensional pianist, competent but
Lacking imagination. He fails to supply the
telling phrase that would lift his ideas
into a personal sphere, and by the time
he arrives at the fugue his listener's attention is apt to wander. Much the same
can be said about istonmin's work in the
three intermezzos of Op. 117. Nothing in
bad taste occurs; but there is nothing
very stimulating, either.
H.C.S.
as this, a

BUXTEHUDE: Organ \Yorks, Vol. 6
Toccata in D minor; Chorale Fantasias:
7'e Omni laudanmrs; Ich Dank dir, lieber
lierre; Chorale Variations: Magnificat
priori toni; :Magnificat rani toni; Nun tub
mein Seel den Herren.

Alf Linder, organ.
XWN 18689.

WESTMINSTER

AST

$4.98.

Another fine selection of relatively unfamiliar ivorks. Outstanding here arc the
elaborate and constantly varied fantasy
on the Tc Deum, the amid and fanciful
Toccata, and the Nun lob mein Seel den
Herren, which begins with a simple but
rich -sounding two -part variation and
ends with the chorale in the pedal while
the manuals weave exulting figures over
it. Performance and recording, as in the
other discs of this series of complete organ works,

At The Cloisters, the past came to life.
tone colors of voices and instruments are
so interestingly varied that one never
misses the kind of aural perspective that
is supplied by harmony. The principal
singers -Charles Bressler, tenor, as Daniel; Russell Oberlin, countertenor, in several roles; Brayton Lewis, bass, as Belshazzar; Betty Wilson, soprano, as his
Queen; Gordon Myers, baritone, as Darius -and the players (all ruing instruments
patterned after instruments employed in
the Middle Ages) perform with the devoted enthusiasm and high professional
competence that have always been characteristic of this group. 'fate all -male chorus includes boys, who add still another
color to a surprisingly rich tonal palette.
The audiences at The Cloisters bad, of
course, the advantage of the atmospheric
surroundings and the action and colorful costumes. But the play was done in
Latin. A free -verse English summary of
the action, written by W. H. Arden, was
recited before each of the nine scenes.
The armchair listener can follow the Latin text with a very serviceable line -forline English translation. He can also read,
in this well- produced issue, Audens
poem, an essay by Paul Henry Lang on

Music Drama in the Twelfth Century,
and another, on the music of Daniel, by
Father Rembert Weakland. who transcribed it from the original. All in all, a
rare pleasure indeed.

NATHAN BRODER

THE PLAY OF DANIEL
New York Pro Musica, Noah Greenberg,
dir.
DECCA

DL 9402.

$4.98.
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first -rate.

N.B.

DEBUSSY: Images: No. 2, Ibéria
}Ravel: Valses nobles et sentimentales;
Miroirs: No. 4, Alborada del gracioso
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, cond.
RCA V IG7ou

L\

1

222 2.

84.98.

Very few conductors handle music of the
impressionist school with more brilliance
than Reiner. He may be a little harder
than Ansermet: diamonds against pearls.
But he is not overprecise, as some arc,
and with his magnificent technique he is
able to make the music "sound" with
consistently clear texture and just proportion. He leads the Chicago Symphony
in a colorful and virtuosic performance
of Ibéria, and even more interesting is
his performance of the Valses nobles et
sentimentales. Reiner 's tempos are a little
broader than those normally encountered,
but obviously he does not take the music
too seriously, and he gets just the proper
mixture of sentimentalism and irony. Im
Alborada del gracioso he is precise and
brilliant. A stylish disc, superbly recorded
and highly recommended.
H.C.S.

DEBUSSY: La Mer; Nocturnes (3)
Amsterdam Concertgebouw
Eduard van Beinum, coud.
EPIC

LC 3464.

Orchestra,

$3.98.

A great orchestra such as the Concertgehonw cannot fail to make beautiful
sounds in any music. it certainly does so
here; and if the result is not convincing,
the fault is Van Beinum's. His best is too
square, and he is a little careless in his
dynainie iegislrtiou. In the mysterious
opening of La ,Mer, with its decrescendo

Continued on large 70
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H 'y

ALL

THE

WONDROUS WORL

EAR CAN

SENSE AND

HEAR

A COMPLETE CATALOG* OF

STEREO RECORDS

WHICH RETAIL AT ONLY

$2.98

EACH

This stereo catalog covers every taste category in music. The high
standard of quality both in sound and program is the result of
three years of stereo music scoring and engineering experiments.
The fact that twenty -one manufacturers of stereo phonographs
and stereo components are using these records in salesrooms and
test laboratories all over the country is evidence that the quality
ranks with the best stereo discs in the world.

TURN THIS PAGE FOR A REVEALING

QUALITY COMPARISON CHART.
IT WILL PROVE, BEYOND ANY DOUBT,
THAT THE HIGH COST OF STEREO
RECORDS IS WITHOUT ECONOMIC
BASIS OR JUSTIFICATION.
-'SEE PAGE

117 FOR COMPLETE LISTING
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HERE ARE THE INDISPUTABLE FACTS

,

This analysis details the various steps in the production of 90 per cent
Equipment and materials used by Stereo - Fidelity records
manufactured by Miller International Co. All Stereo Fidelity records retail for only $2.98 per 12 -inch disc.
STEP NO. 1
ORIGINAL RECORDING

complement the type
Recordings are made in studios or concert halls in the United States or Europe with acoustical conditions that
sessions. Depending
of works to be performed. Experienced mixing engineers and recording directors perform and supervise at these
used:
may
be
microphones
of
combinations
the
scores,
the
following
values
in
on the orchestral colors and dynamic
Telefunken U-47 condenser-type to cover extreme bass response to 15 CPS,
Telefunken KM -56 condenser -type to cover high frequencies up to 20 KC.
Neumann :11 -49 condenser -type to cover all audible frequencies; has a variable pick -up characteristic from pinpoint to 360 degrees.
This pick -up spectrum may be changed during performance from the control room.
I3eurmaa- specially developed condenser utility »ticrophone with possibilities to compensate for barometric changes in concert halls
or remote locations.
Beurman- custom condenser capsule for the pick -up of ultrasonic harmonics (above the range of human hearing). These microphones
have an integral push -pull amplifier to eliminate any possible distortion.
RCA -77 -DX ribbon for clean stereo- defined pinpoint pick -up in the 8 to 12 KC range. For foreign recordings, all microphones are
balanced by 9 channel stereo slide -type mixers which provide a smooth level increase or decrease without the "step" effect prevalent
in dial -type pots that do not permit the mixer to have the "keyboard feel" of orchestral balances.
The recording amplifiers are V -41 type with a stepped range from 20 d.b. to 60 d.b.
Tape machines are Telefunken 2 -irack stereo at 15 or 30 IPS with an over -all distortion (actor limited to 1.61 %. The frequency response
is from 20 CPS to 16,000 CPS plus or minus 1 d.b.
For United States recordings, Ampex 8 -track =304 and Ampex 2-track =350 tape machines are used. These machines have a frequency response from 50 CPS to 15,000 CPS. Custom pre -amplifiers are used with dial pot controlled microphone channels. In some
instances these U.S. recordings are made in the studios of the competing companies.

STEP NO. 2
MASTER TAPE EDIT AND CORRECTION

The best sections of performances are spliced together to complete the program and the master assembly is now corrected (and if
necessary, reverberation is added). Level and tone corrections are made through Puttee equalizers and tape transfer is made from
the 2 -track Ampex #350 to another 2 -track Ampex #950 on Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Scotch Brand No. 111A tape.

STEP NO. 3
LACQUER MASTERING
The tape is now fed from an Ampex ?350 at normal industry level to the Tl'cslrex amplifiers lo "45 -45" Standard SA or 313 stereo phonic cutting head. This head is driven by a Sculley lathe with automatic variable groove width and depth control. Aluminum based lacquers are professional Audio or Allied master discs. Lead -in and eccentric diameters are at R.I.A.A. Standard.

STEP NO. 4
ELECTRO- FORMED MOLDS ( PLATING)
The acetate lacquer masters are now silver coated for an electroplating base in a mechanically agitated pan solution. The silver
coated lacquers are now put in to a chemical potency and temperature controlled bath and produce a nickel flashed metal master
with a copper base. The first male mold is now formed. From this male mold a copper mother is electro-formed. This copper mother
may be used to produce a limited amount of solid nickel stampers with a chrome facing. The stampers are the male dies used to
press records. These parts are visually inspected at each step with a stereo microscope of 120 power. Also, the mother undergoes a
meticulous audio inspection in play -back. The stamper used in pressing is now cut and centered on a dial indicated punch maintaining a tolerance of 1 /10,000 of an inch. Amperage required to form these parts is plus :30% to produce a fine-grained deposit.
Nickel anodes are supplied by International Nickel wi:h a 99.9% purity factor. The hardness factor with all stampers must conform
to the Vickers (V.Ii.C.) test at 250 to 350.

STEP NO. 5
PRESSING OF DISCS
The stampers are locked in hollow [ties in hydraulic presses with rani pressures developing from 120 to 150 tons. The heating and
cooling cycles of the cure in these presses is timer controlled. Record compound (material) is a vinylite base VYH Bakelite or equivalent with a minimum formulation of 97% vinyl with 2% stabilizer and lubricants and 1% carbon black pigments. The number
of records pressed from each set of stampers is strictly controlled and inspection stations determine stamper abrasion, stretch, molding
distortion or contamination damage. Constant surface and wear tests control all factors up to the finished product. The meticulous
system of audio and visual inspection at all levels of manufacture guarantee the customer the highest possible quality standard to
the limits of the recording arts.

Despite all the stereo-high -fidelity ;argon including the sales -drama adjectives, there are absolute physical and electronic limits to the quality
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IN THE MANUFACTURE OF STEREO RECORDS REGARDLESS OF LABEL
of the stereo records produced in the United States on all labels and at any retail price.
Equipment and materials used by five major stereo record
manufacturers. Survey covers product which retails up to
$6.96 per 2-inch disc.
1

STEP NO. I
ORIGINAL RECORDING
Recordings are made in studios or concert halls in the United States or Europe with acoustical conditions that complement the
type of works to be performed. Experienced mixing engineers and recording directors perform and supervise at these sessions. Depending on the orchestral colors and dynamic values in the scores, the following combinations of microphones may be used:
Telehonken U-47 condenser -type to cover

extreme bass response to 20 CPS.

Telefunken KM -56 condenser -type to cover high frequencies up to 20 KC.

Neumann 31 -49 condenser -type to cover all audible frequencies has a variable pick -up characteristic from pinpoint to 360 degrees.
This pick -up spectrum may be changed during performance from the control room.
Electro-Voice 655 dynamic microphones. Alice 218 condenser-type utility microphones. One major company uses the Japanese SONY
condenser-type microphone that is particularly smooth from 12 KC to 20 KC.
Four of the five companies surveyed use the conventional dial pots in mixing, while one reports using the "slide type" mixers. The
amplifiers are custom made with a stepped range from 20 d.h. to 60 d.b.

All are using the Ampex 3 -track =300 or Ampex 2 -track 4350 with a frequency response from

50 CPS to 15,000 CPS

with

a

±2

d.b. factor.

STEP NO. 2
MASTER TAPE EDIT AND CORRECTION
The best sections of performances are spliced together to complete the program and the master assembly is now corrected (and if
necessary, reverberation is added). Level and tone corrections are made through Puttee equalizers and tape transfer is made from
the 2 -!rack Ampex =350 to another 2 -track Ampex =350 on Minnesota Mining & 11anufacturiag Scotch Brand No. 111.4 tape.

STEP NO. 3
LACQUER MASTERING
The tape is now fed from an .4mpcx 3350 at normal industry level to the ll'eslrcx amplifiers to -45-45- Standard 3A or 3B stereophonic cutting head. This head is driven by a Sculley lathe with automatic variable groove width and depth control. Aluminum based lacquers are professional Audio or Allied master discs. Lead -in and eccentric diameters are at R.I.A.A. Standard.

STEP NO. 4
ELECTRO- FORMED MOLDS (PLATING)
The acetate lacquer masters are now silver coated for an electroplating base in a mechanically agitated pan solution. The silver
coated lacquers are now put in to a chemical potency and temperature controlled bath and produce a nickel flashed metal master
with a copper base. The first male mold is now formed. From this male mold a copper mother is electro-formed. This copper mother
may be used to produce a limited amount of solid nickel stampers with a chrome facing. The stampers are .the male dies used to
press records. These parts are visually inspected at each step with a stereo microscope of 120 power. Also, the mother undergoes a
meticulous audio inspection in play -back. The stamper used in pressing is now cut and centered on a dial indicated punch maintaining a tolerance of 1 /10,000 of an inch. Amperage required to form these parts is plus 30% to produce a fine -grained deposit.
Nickel anodes are supplied by International Nickel with a 99.9% purity factor. The hardness factor with all stampers must conform
to the Vickers (V.H.C.) lest at 250 to 350.

STEP NO. 5
PRESSING OF DISCS
The scampers are locked in hollow dies in hydraulic presses with ram pressures developing from 120 to 150 tons. The heating and
cooling cycles of the cure in these presses is timer controlled. Record compound (material) is a vinylite base VYH Bakelite or equivalent with a minimum formulation of 97% vinyl with 2% stabilizer and lubricants and 1% carbon black pigments. The number
of records pressed from each set of stampers is strictly controlled and inspection stations determine stamper abrasion, stretch, molding
distortion or contamination damage. Constant surface and wear tests control all factors up to the finished product. The meticulous
system of audio and visual inspection at. all levels of manufacture guarantee the customer the highest possible quality standard to
the limits of the recording arts.

possibilities in manufacturing phonograph. records. It therefore becomes
obvious that you cannot hear exorbitant profits -why pay for them?
OF SOUND

AT $2,98

FOR

EACH 12 -INCH

RECORD

Stereo-Fidelity Record, are Manufactured by Miller International Co., Swarthmore Industrial Center, Swarthmore. Pa.
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Continued ¡rom page 66
pianissimos, the playing sounds too loud.
Nor are the balances properly adjusted.
Important countemielodies (as the incasmes just before section 35 of the Durand
miniature score) are lost entirely. Ansermet, Monteux, or Toscanini are better
choices for La Mer; and for the three
Nocturnes, there are Ansermet and Monteux again. Monteux has the same coupling as Van Beinum, and anybody interested in these two works can stop right
H.C.S.
there.
DEBUSSY: Quartet for Strings, in G
minor, Op. 10
{Ravel: Quartet for Strings, in F
Budapest String Quartet.
CoLUrr1IA ML 5245. $3.98.

These are the two most popular French
quartets ever written -and there exists no
really satisfactory LP. The present Budapest Quartet coupling does not fill the
need. Their playing per se is beautiful,
but the texture is thick and the tone is
a shade too sweet. In addition, the players are overexpressive, a quality fatal in
music like this. The instrumental slides
they use in the slow movement of the
Debussy are becoming neither to the
composer nor to the Budapest Quartet.
The sanie could be said about the overvibrato employed in the closing measures
of the first movement of the Ravel. H.C.S.
DORUMSGAARD: Songs
Sanger under stiärnorna; Gudrid stach ced
stooeglas; Natt; Regn; Salme; Kcelding;
Bla keeld; Konn og gall; Det er fford
imillont frendar; Hinring -lokk; Spinn -ecttir; Kvitvefs i .sudröna; Snölyse; Slicten;
Et barn; En hustavle; Boars soli; ¡cg
laude talg saa silde; Alle mann hadde
iota.
Kirstcn Flagstad, soprano; Gerald Moore,
piano.
ANGEL 35573. $4.98 (or $3.08).
Arne Dtsrumsgaard is so little known in
this country that bis name does not even
appear on the spine of this collection,
which is labeled simply "Norwegian

Songs "; but, still only in bis late thirties,
he has figured in the Norwegian musical
scene for over twenty years. The notes
inform us that his first song (Keeldingincluded on this record) was composed
when he was twelve years old.
Unfortunately, Dormusgaard's early efforts (we get a large sampling of them)
are not very interesting. And his later ones
do not signally improve upon them. They
are generally well put together but lack
melodic distinction. This, at any rate, is
nmi, impression after two hearings; it may
well be influenced by the fact that Flag stad chooses predominantly slow, philo-

sophical, somewhat lugubrious pieces. The
three lively ones are rather more memorable.
This recording, available in England
since 1954, brings Flagstad and Gerald
\ioore together in what ought to be but
somehow is not an interesting partnership. The Norwegian soprano is obviously
fond of these songs and sings them well
if not as well as she has sung Grieg and
Sinding. Moore plays with customary
brilliance when called upon (infrequently ) for more than hardie strumming, but he is not comfortable with this
music. Flagstad leads, he follows at a
respectful distance-far from the ideal
situation with this particular singer. D.J.

-

DVORAK: Concerto for Cello and Orchestra, in B minor, Op. 104
Mstislav Rostropovich, cello: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Adrian Boult,
coed.
EMI- Cnrnri. G 7109. $4.98.
Now we have two superb LP versions of
the great Dvoriak Cello Concerto -that of
Starker ( Angel) and this new one by
Rostropovich. The Russian is a fabulons
technician. His bow has every shading in
the books, his fingers excel in double stops
in every imaginable position, his octaves
are a model of fluency. in addition he is
a serious awl sensitive musician, who in
the slow movement rises to lyric heights.
His tone is not the warmest- Gendron
and Starker have more color -but it is
smoothly produced and there is no buzzing in the low strings. still incline to the
Starker version, mostly because Starker's
pitch is absolutely uncanny and bis more
restrained vibrato sounds just right to my
ears. But that is, of course, a matter of
taste. The Rostropovich performance certainly finds an honorable place in the
discography, especially with Sir Adrian
hacking him up so ably -much better
than Susskind does Starker.
H.C.S.
1

DVORAK: Slavonic Rhapsodies, Op. 45:
No. 1, in D; No. 2, in G minor -See
Smetana: My Country.

GERSHWIN: An American in Paris; Porgy and Bess: A Symphonie Picture ( arr.
Robert Russell Bennett)
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Antal
Dorati, tond.
MERCURY MC 50071. $4.98.

Flagstad: the songs hardly descree her.
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Gershwin paid his musical visit to Paris

during the roaring Twenties. His tonal
post card is an admirable one, but 1
doubt that he found the French capital
quite as raucous as it appears in Dorati's
blatant reading. The conductor seems
much more at case with the Porgy score,
which he delivers in strong, colorful
fashion hut without overlooking its tenderer, more lyrical moments. A chromatic
and sonic high point is the stormy hurricane scene. In both works, the heavier
passages, particularly in the brasses, are
inclined to he overnululated, lout elsewhere the reproduction is bright and
P.A.
clear.

GLUCK: Orphée et Euridice
Janine \Iichcau (s), Eurydice; Lilian
Berton (s), Amor; Nicolni Ceclda (t ),
Orpheus. Choeurs du Conservatoire de
Paris; Orchestre de la Société ties Concerts du Conservatoire de Paris, Louis de
Froment, cond.
ANGEL 3369113. Two I2 -in. $10.96.

There arc now five complete recordings of
Orpheus and Eunidice -and, unhappily,
a vast void where Cluck's other operas are
concerned. Having stated this sad fact. I
can turn with enthusiasm but not complete approval to Angel's new album.
This edition, like the earlier Epic release, uses the Paris version of the score,
in which Orpheus is sung by a tenor; and,
as it happens, these two recordings offer
easily the hest performances of Orpheus
available on LI'. It is a difficult task to
choose between them. First, of course,
and ( save for the chorus) all important,
is Orpheus. Epic's Léopold Simoneau has
an utterly lovely voice, clear, effortless,
high -lying. But the keynote of his conception is elegance, not eloquence. He never
allows the Thracian singer to emerge
from the mythological frame and become
even as you and I. For Cluck, it seems to
me, this approach is wrong. The whole of
the Gluck- Calzabigi reform -the banishing of vocal embellishments and ritornellos and (later on) of secco recitative
was directed to one result: the achievement of greater realism in opera.
Nicolai Ceclda s voice has less sweetness than Simoneau's and he has to strain
at times to encompass the cruelly difficult
tessitura. But he is a more real and human Orpheus. And he never compromises
with Gluck's score, which Simoneau more
than once does. The arioso with chorus
"Laissez vnus toucher," wherein Orpheus
pleads with the demons, includes no fewer than seventeen high B flats (sonmetimes in passing, sometimes in full voice),
four high Cs, and one high D. Simoneau
takes it clown a third and sings serenely,
without a hitch. Gedda sings it in the
original key, and though the sense of tension, of strain is terrific, he imparts an entirely new perspective to the piece. It
ceases to be merely beautiful and becomes eminently dramatic. (The high D,
I must be allowed to add, comes off stunningly.)
The score has in many ways undergone
reappraisal fur this Aix- en- Pro'enee festival performance. Those who are used to

-
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CAPITOL STEREO RECORDS
CAPTURE
THE FULL SPECTRUM
OF SOUND

AIN*\\`
Now hear sound come to life on "The Stereo Disc."
The illusion of depth and direction created by this Capitol
stereo recording may startle you the first time you hear it.
You'll hear common sounds, in uncommonly lifelike repro.
duction: New Year's Eve at midnight in Times Square; a
bowling ball rumbling down the alley and blasting the pins;
traffic on a rainy day; the Staten Island ferry in a storm;
children scampering ale/1g a picket fence; the roar of a New
York subway train; a thrilling sequence at a crossing as a
train approaches from afar, thunders past, and speeds into
the distance.
On "The Stereo Disc" you'll also hear a stunningly realistic
exhibition of music. These are the popular artists: Fred Waring

and the Pennsylvanians, the Jackie Davis Trio, Nat "King"
Cole, Stan Kenton and his Orchestra.
And these are the classical artists: Carmen Dragon and the
Hollywood Bowl Symphony Orchestra, the Roger Wagner
Chorale. Felix Slatkin and the Concert Arts Orchestra, William Steinberg and the Pittsburgh Symphony.
A "balance track" of castanet sounds to help you in equalizing speaker levels is part of this deluxe package. An attractive 12 -page brochure is also included.
Listen to "The Stereo Disc" or any of the Capitol stereo
recordings listed below. We believe you'll agree that Capitol
has now extended even further its leadership in the modern
science of sound reproduction.

Popular releases on Capitol Stereo Records

Classical releases on Capitol Stereo Records

THE KING AND I
(soundtrack album) SW-74O

SONGS FROM "ST. LOUIS BLUES"
(.Vol'Kinj Cole) SW -003

PORTS OF PLEASURE
(Les Na: ter) S I' -SGS

BIG BAND STEREO
The notion's big bonds SW-1055

SEA OF DREAMS

(Nelson Riddle) ST-915

STARS IN STEREO
Vocals and instrumentals SW-10G2

LES BROWN CONCERT MODERN

THE STEREO DISC

ST -050
SELECTIONS FROM "SOUTH PACIFIC"
(Frpt Waring) ST -992

Oc rontcn

195S

a

riri

-1

sUrco don onstrnlion

S %.VA L-00322

BRITTEN:
Point) Person's Guide to
DOHNANYI:
Varinlions On a .Cursory

Nie

Orchestra

Mite

Concert Arts Orchc.ira

Felix Slatkin Cond.
SP -8373
STARLIGHT CHORALE
Roper Wagner Chorale, with
Hollywood Bowl Symphony Orchestra
SP -8370

SOUND OF WAGNER
Concert Arto Orchestra
Erich Leinsdorf Cond.
SP -8411
LA BELLE FRANCE
Carmen Dragon Cond.
SP -8427
BH OSTA KOV ICH:
Symphony 11. Leopold Stokouvki Cond.
Houston .Symphony Orchestra
SPif R -8145
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sic on a single M -C -M clisc, and by the

late Erik Tuxen's splendid Mercury recording of all four Symphonic Dances.
P.A.

CROFE: Grand Canyon Suite. Columbia
ML 5286. $3.98 -Sec Sterco Discs,
p. 125.

HAYDN: Quartets for Strings: in G, Op.
54, No. 1; in C, Op. 54, No. 2
Amadeus String Quartet.
ANGEL 45024. $4.98 (or $3.98 ).
This disc retun>s the attractive Op. 54,
No. 1 to the catalogue after an overly
long absence. (Many will recall a lovely
old recording by the Budapest on 78s.)
This is a good performance, and the coupling with the slightly more familiar Op.
54, No. 2 makes it a necessity for Haydn
collectors.
R.C.M.

Gedda: seventeen high

B

flats for Gluck.

Orpheus in the guise of an oratorio will
perhaps object to the fast tempos (Orpheus' last -act lament is sting not as the
usual Largo but just as the original score
directs, Andante un peu animé), to the
emphasis upon the color of wood wind
and brass, to the dramatic projection on
the part of Gedda of the accompanied
recitative. The chorus sings as well as in
the Epic, and the orchestra plays a cut
above Epic's Lamoureux in the overture
and the ballets. Angel also includes the
final number in the last art ballet, a long,
brilliant affair which is not in the Epic
performance (nor in any other, so far as
I am aware).
When it comes to the Eurydice and
Amor, however, Epic unquestionably provides better singers. Janine Micheau has
neither the vocal allurement, dramatic insight, nor mastery of Gluckian style of
Suzanne Danco. The Amor falls into the
mistake of many singers of the part: she
thinks "Amour" means "Cupid" and does
her best to sound droll and rakish. But
the two roles arc, after all, relatively minor. It is the Orpheus, the chorus, and
the orchestra that one looks to for a great
performance of this work. From that
standpoint, I find that this is the bcst Orphée to date.
D.J.
GRIEG: From Nolberg's Tinte, Op. 40;
Two Elegiac Melodies, Op. 34; Symphonic Dances, Op. 64: No. 4
Philharntnnia Orchestra, Anatole Fistonlari, coud.
EMI -CAPITOL G 7104. $4.98.

In presenting these three attractive and
melodious Grieg works, Fistoulari turns
in one of the most sensitive and perceptive performances I have ever heard from
him. Especially rewarding is his treatment
of the Symphonic Dance No. 4, making
one wish that he had recorded all four of
these, which arc Grieg's most ambitions
purely orchestral works and among his
most ingratiating creations in any form.
Despite the high quality of performances
and sound here, however, competition is
offered by Arthur \Vinograd, who has included all of Crieg's string orchestra mu-

HAYDN: Sonate for Piano, No. 3, in E
flat
Mozart: Sonata for Piano, in C, K.
330; Fantasia and Fugue in C, K. 394
Glenn Gould, piano.
COLUMBIA ML 5274.

$3.98.

After Mr. Gould's excellent Bach recordings, the present dise is something of a
disappointment. While there is some imaginative playing here, and the brittle
style employed in the fast movements of
the Haydn suits its finale, elsewhere the
playing seems merely mannered. The
tone becomes coarse in forte, some of
Mozart's dynamic indications are ignored,
the interpretation of some of the appoggiaturas is questionable, and Could, like
most ordinary pianists, begins the trills
on the main note.
N.B.
HAYDN: Symphonies No. 94, in G ("Sur prise"); No. 99, in E flat. London LL
3009. $3.98 -Sec Stereo Dises, p. 125.
KABALEVSKY: Three Shakespeare Sonnets -Sec Shostakovich: From Jewish
Folk Poetry.

KODALY: Six Songs from Hungarian
Folk Music -Sec Battdk: Fice Songs,
Op. 15.

MACDOWELL: Sonate for Piano, No. 1,
in G minor, Op. 45 ("Tragica"); 1Foodland Sketches, Op. .51
Vivian

Rivkin, piano.

\VesrauNsrrat XWN 18201.

84.98.

MacDotvcll probably thought of his four
massive piano sonatas as his permanent
contribution to the literature and looked
upon Woodland Sketches as pleasant trifles. But the sonatas have long faded,
while To a Wild Rose seems to have
eternal bloom. The Tragica is a copy book sonata that follows the best mtxlels,
has an idiomatic piano layout -nad is nmsiudly sterile. Rivkin does well with it,
anti one gets the feeling that this is a
labor of love. Most listeners, however,
should get more pleasure from the pian-
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ist's neat, unaffected work in the pretty
little salon pieces that make up \Vonalland Sketches.
H.C.S.

MENDELSSOHN: A Midsummer Night's
Dream: Overture; Scherzo; Nocturne;
Wedding March
ISchubert: Rosannunale: Overture: Enta.
acte No. 5; Ballet Music Nos. 1 and 2
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Pierre

slonteux, conch.
RCA Vtcron LM 2223.

$4.98.

Comparison with Szcll's recent disc of
.MIND and Rosaanuude excerpts is interesting. Where Szell is all precision, Mon teux is soft, lyric, and occasionally sloppy.
He takes the Scherzo from .MIND at a
surprisingly slow tempo, and even the
Overture has sonic dull spots. Although
the Rosamunde excerpts go better, ttilh
considerable charm and buoyancy. this
could not be called one of Monteux's better dises. And there are some hazy spots
in the recorded sound. Szcll's Epic dise
is a better choice. Those interested in the
entire Midstnnnser Night's Dream score
should investigate the weal- played, substantially complete London disc directed
by Peter Mang.
H.C.S.
MOZART: Concertos for Piano and Orchestra: in D minor, K. 466; in R flat,
K. 456
Robert Casadesus, piano; Columbia Symphony Orchestra, George Szell, cond.
CoLU\Imn ML 5276. $3.98.

Casadesus's reserved and elegant style
somehow intensifies the passion of the fast
movements of the D minor Concerto. He
plays the songful portions of the slow
movement with exquisite delicacy, but
summons plenty of power for the G minor
section. In K. 456 Mozart dites not attempt to probe any depths, except in the
slow movement, and the soloist does not
try to extract from the m nsic what was
not put into it by its creator. His performance of the Andante is affecting, and
his finale as light as a breeze. The purely
orchestral portions as played by Szell and
his fine group are models of what such
things should be, and the orchestral support of the soloist is the kind that pianists
must dream about. Add to this good
sound and excellent balance, and you
have a disc that should give very great
pleasure.
N.B.
MOZART: Mass No, 19, in D minor,
K. 626 ( "Requiem")
Elisabeth Griimmer, soprano: Mega
H31Fgen, contralto; Josef Tri met, tenor:
Gottlob Frick, bass; Choir of St. Hedwig's
Cathedral, Berlin; Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra, Rudolf Kempe, coal.
EMIi-Cnrnrcu. G 7113. $4.98.

This performance seems to improve as it
goes along. The "Requiem aeternam" is
taken very slowly, threatening at any moment to fall apart; and the Kyrie fugue
jogs along a little too comfortably. Later
on, the "1.ncrimosa" lacks the swing that
catches up the heart and carries it along
with the curve of that heancnly. melody.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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But the "Dies imc" has dramatic sweep,
there is first-class trombone playing in the
"Tuba miroms" and the tone of the chorus
seems to be clearer and mort beautiful in
forte on Side 2 than on Side 1. Especially

praiseworthy here is the choral balance,
again better in the second half than in
the first. One can often hear the tenors
as well as the basses, and even the altos
are occasionally audible. Of the soloists,
only the soprano can be admired without
much qualification; the bass is fair, the
tenor's voicc is thin, and the alto's wobbly, ln short, still another uneven per N.B.
formance of this masterwork.

-

MOZART: Sonata for Piano, in C, K. 330;
Fantasia and Fugue in C, K. 394
See Haydn: Sonata for Piano, No. 3,
in E fiat.
MOZART: Symphonies: No. 25, in G
minor, K. 183; No. 26, in E fiat, K.
184; No. 27, in G, K. 199; No. 28, in
C, K. 200

Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra
London, Erich Leindorf, cond.

of

WESTMINSTER XWN 18675.

$4.98.

As performances these seem practically

flawless. Leinsdorf and his orchestra capture every aspect of these remarkable
products of their seventeen- year -old
composer, from the dramatic sweep of the
"little" G minor to the quiet high jinks of
the finale of K. 200. The only faults are
mechanical ones: impure violin tone, and
a few passages where the balance is off
(second violins too loud in the slow
movement of K. 183, flutes too faint in
N.B.
the finale of K. 199).

MOZART: Symphonies: No. 41, in C, K.
551 ( "Jupiter"); No. 35, in D, K. 385

("Haffner")
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra,
Krips, cond.
LONDON LL 3002.
$3.98.

Josef

Krips is very careful with details, but
there is no corresponding solicitude for
the broader aspects, the spirit, of the music. Thus the first and last movements
of the Jupiter lack the winged grace that

no one else seems to have been able to
express in music as well as Mozart did;
the song of the slow movement does not
soar. nor do the palpitations of its second

subject have the tragic connotations they
can have. The performance of the Haffner is somewhat less matter -of-fact. In
neither work is the recorded violin sound
N.B.
free from impurity.
MUSSORGSKY: The Nursery -See Shostakovich: From Jewish Folk Poetry.

PERGOLESI: Salve Regina; Stahel! Mater
Bruna Rizzoli, soprano; Claudia Carbi,
contralto; Women's Chorus and Chamber
Orchestra of the Teatro Comunale (Florence), Francesco Molinari- Pradelli, cond.
Eric LC 3460. $3.98.

The Stabat Meter is well enough performed here to make this disc a serious
rival of the Archive, up to now the best
available recording of this minor masterpiece. But the present disc has a definite
Continued on page 76

Puccini's Neglected Sister Makes a Brilliant Comeback
Sister Angelica is the second of
operas that comprise the
composer's Triptych. Although it is said to
have been his favorite work before the
undertook Turandot, performances of it
are few and far between. The reasons
are not difficult to find: there are virtually no plot complications ( as contrasted with the other two one- actors,
Gianni Schicchi and 11 Tabarro), there is
only one set aria ( "Senza mamma, bimbo"), the scenario is nauseously saccharine, the two main characters are little
better than abstractions, and the cast is
exclusively female. The last reason is the
one I have seen most often advanced for
the opera's unpopularity, but it seems to
me the least valid. What is unignc and
memorable about Soar Angelica is the
sound it makes, the high -pitched, upward- spiraling, intense sound of women's
voices surrounded by the most cunningly
wrought of orchestral tapestries. Puccini
was well on the roach to Turandot when
he wrote this work; harmonically as well
as orchestrally it shows the boldness of
design that caused Arnold Schoenberg to
exempt Puccini from his wholesale condemnation of late Romantic idiom.
The plot, if one ignores the details of
convent life with which the first part of
the libretto is taken up, is simply this:
Sister Angelica, a noblewoman who bore
an illegitimate child, was sent in disgrace
to a convent. There, after seven years of
mental anguish over the fate of her son,
she is finally visited by her aunt, the
Princess, a woman made monstrous by a
narrow and warped moral code and fierce
family pride. When Sister Angelica finally
gathers courage to ask about her child,
she is brutally told that the child has
been dead for two years. The Princess
leaves, Sister Angelica sings her great
aria, goes briefly to her cell, and returns
s

the one-act
Puccdxi

De los Angeles: the voice spirals upward.

with poisonous herbs which she brews
over a little fire and, in a fever of religious exaltation, drinks. Only then does
she realize that she has laid herself open
to eternal damnation.
On this grim and powerful note Puccini the verist would have closed. Puccini
the sentimentalist arranges a different
ending: the stage is "suffused" witlt a
heavenly light, a vision of the Madonna
leading a little flaxen- haired child appears before the expiring nun, an angelic
chorus is heard intoning "Sancta Maria"
and as the child is gently pushed towards
her, Angelica dies, uttering two long,
quivering, and (be it admitted ) intensely
moving "Ahhhs s." The listener Ls moved,
yes. But at the same time he resents the
theatrical gimcracks that have taken him
in, the Madison Avenue slickness with
which Puccini and his librettist (Gioac-

chino Forzano) "gauge" their audience.
Still there is nothing for it but to rejoice at this recording. The score, as 1
have indicated, is nmsically highly rewarding; and when it is concluded by
Tullio Serail» in top form, and sung by
De los Angeles and Barbieri in equally
top form, the result is one of the finest
Puccini recordings in the catalogue. The
other solo singers, with the exception of
Suor Cenovieffa, need not be and arc
not so good as the two principals. But
almost to a woman they are better than
the supporting cast in the now deleted
Cetra edition. As for the Angelica of that
edition, Rosanna Carteri, she is easily out sung and outacted by De los Angeles.
Barbieri sings the harsh music of the
Principessa -much of it recitative on one
or two reiterated notes-just as it ought to
he sung, and a slight quaver makes her
voice all the more effective.
Opera collectors will be reassured to
note that in this first opera to appear on
the new EMI- Capitol label a full eightpage libretto has been included. Small
correction: Suor Angelica was not given
its premiere in Rome on January 11,
1919, as the sleeve notes maintain, but at
the Metropolitan Opera House on December 14, 1918 (with Geraldine Farrar in
the title role).
DAmrm Jouxsox

PUCCINI:

Strom

Angelica

Victoria de ins Angeles (s), Suor Angelica; Lidia hlarimpietri (s), Suor Ceno vieffa; Santa Chissari (s), Suor Osmina;
Anna \arcangeli (s), Suor Dolcina; Fedora Barbieri (ins), the Princess; Mina
Doro (ms), the Abbess; Corinna Vo'.za
(ems), the Sister Monitor. Soloists. Chorus,
and Orchestra of the Rome Opera House,
Tullio Scrafin, cond.
EMI- CArrroL C 7115. $4.98.
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Continued from page 73

advantage over the other (in addition to
a lower price ) in that it includes another
work by Pergolesi. That work is one of
his several settings of the Salce Regina,
and what a beauty this one is! It is for
soprano and string quartet and begins
and ends in C minor. It is full of an intense, lyrical devotion. Miss Rizzoli sings
it with feeling and lovely tone, and
though her music lies high, there is no
N.B.
sense of strain.

PUCCINI: La Bohème
Antonietta Stella (s), Mimi; Bruno Rizzoli Es), Musetta; Gianni Poggi (t), Rodolfo; Renato Capecchi (b), Marcello;
Guido Mazzini (b), Sehaunard; Giuseppe Modesti (bs), Colline; \felchiorrc

Luise (bs), Benoit; Giorgio Onesti (bs),
Alcindoro; Chorus and Orchestra of the
Teatro di San Carlo di Napoli, Francesco
\folinari- Pradelli, cond.
COLUMBIA AML 401. Two 12 -in. $7.96.

There are now so many Bohèmes on the
market and the competition is so stiff
among the \liunìs and Rodolfos that a
new recording is likely to prompt something less than enthusiasm. At any rate
this new recording prompts in me something less than enthusiasm.
Molinari -Pradelli turns in a thoroughly
mediocre job of conducting, allowing his
strings to dominate, in a coarse, bullying
way, over the other sections of the orchestra, and rarely taking the trouble to
coordinate unison passages between
voices and orchestra; and his tempos are
sluggish. Furthermore, be is not at all
helped by the engineering, which seems
to nie a downright poor job: no attempt
is made to suggest stage realism; and
forte passages, orchestra or vocal, lack
clarity.

The singing is not worse than one gets
at a casual Metropolitan performance, but
hardly is the sort that one wants to cherish for years. Antonietta Stella's is the
most competent characterization; she has
a pretty, well- placed voice of no particular physiognomy except in its lower-middle register, and there is something refreshing about her refusal to take Mimi
seriously. She contents herself with a simple rendering of the notes. Gianni Poggi
has but one method of procedure, whether he's singing Faust or Alfredo or what
have you. They all conic out Poggified.
His three companions have no identifiable
character; and the \hnsetta is best in the
last act, where she doesn't have to sing
very much.
The libretto cones with a number of
interesting articles about the opera and
a new translation by Julius Elias, nonliteral but highly literate.
D.J.

RACH\IANINOFF: Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra, No. 4, in G minor, Op.
40 (with Ravel: Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra, in G). Angel 35567.
$4.98 (or $3.98) -See Stereo Discs,
p. 125.

RAVEL: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, in G -Sec Rachmaninoff: Concerto

for Piano and Orchestra, No. 4, in G
minor, Op. 40.
RAVEL: Quartet for Strings, in F -See
Debussy: Quartet for Strings, in G
minor, Op. 10.
RAVEL: Valses nobles et sentimentales;
iMiroirs: No. 4, Alborada del graciosoSee Debussy: images: No. 2,11)&41.
a

RESPIGHI: La Boutique fantasque
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Eugene
Goossens, cond.
EMI- CAPITOL G 7103.

$4.98.

Eugene Goossens displayed his mastery
of the suite from this score on three 78
records made for Victor a dozen years
ago. He now gives us not only the most
brilliant version of it on LP but the only
complete one available (1 presume it's
complete). Admirers of the Tarantella,
Danse Cosaque, and Cann -Can will find
much more to admire here- including a
highly engaging series of variations. The
score as heard in its integrity cannot fail
to impress one as choreographic music at
its best, the Respighi orchestration of Rossini s fugitive piano pieces as an achievement surpassed only by the \hnssorgskyRavel collahoration. And I can find no
better words wherewith to praise Sir Eugene's conducting than to say it is worthy
of Sir Thomas'. Sound: scrumptious. D.J.

-

RESPIGHI: Fontane di Roma; Pini di
Roma. Columbia ML 5279. $3.98
See Stereo Discs, p. 125.

ROSENBERG: Quartets for Strings: No.
5; No. 6

Parrenin Quartet (in No, 5); Fyndel
Quartet (in No. 6).
WEsnu1NsrEn XWN 18704. $4.98.
This is the most important recording of
works by Hilding Rosenberg, one of the
most widely respected of contemporary
Swedish composers, to be issued thus far
in this country. The two quartets are most
felicitously written, with attractive themes
and highly skilled development, but they
lack the robust imaginativeness that
narks a major master. Performances and
recordings are very good.
A.F.

SAINT -SAENS: Symphony No. 3, in C
minor, Op. 78. Westminster XWN
18722. $4.98-See Stereo Discs, p.
126.

SCHOENBERG: Verklärte Nacht, Op. 4
(with Vaughan Williams: Fantasia on
a theme by Tal/is). Columbia \IL
5285. $3.98 -Sec Stereo Discs, p. 126.
SCHUBERT: Impromptus: Op. 90; Op.
142; Drei klacierstiicke
Walter Gieseking, piano.
ANGEL 35533/34. $4.98 (or $3.98)
each.
It was for me a delightful surprise to find
that Angel had these issues in their vaults.

76

Cieseking was not known much as a Schubert interpreter; but he .vas, of course, a
master when it came to playing Schumann, and the pieces he chose for this
recording are as close to Schumann as
Schubert ever approached. The larger
Impromptus-the first ones of both sets
arc the least successfully done. Cieseking
seems to tire of their leisurely, sonatalike
design. Upon the six remaining Impromptus, however, he lavishes all of his aristocratic art; they are wonders of color and
virtuosity. The variations on the dance
from Rosamunde (Op. 142, No. 3)
achieve under his fingers a logic and unity
which Schnabel alone surpassed; and the
concluding Impromptu, an exercise in ambiguous rhythms, is technically better
than Schnabel's recorded version of it
( technically only- Schnabel is still the in.
disputable prince of interpreters when it
comes to these works).
Most competitive editions manage to
get both sets of impromptus on one disc.
Angel provides Op. 90 and Op. 142, Nos.
1 -2 on 35533 and, as compensation for tie
expense of the second record, includes
with Op. 142, Nos. 3 -4 the flawed but
quintessentially Schubertian Three Piano
Pieces ( 1828) in their best recorded verD.J.
sion to date.

-

SCHUBERT: Octet in F, Op. 168
Chamber Music Ensemble of the Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra.
EMI- CAPITOL C 7112. $4.98.
The Berlin Philharmonic personnel apparently make a specially of works for
large chamber groups. 'l'hcy have clone
still another version of this wondrous octet
for Decca, and their versions of its prototype, Beethoven's E flat Septet, and of
Mozart's Serenade for thirteen winds are
among the best in the catalogue. The
problem in the Schubert octet is to strike
a nice balance between chamber and orchestral styles. The ensemble is symphonic in make -up: Schubert uses virtually the
same instrumentation here as in his Fifth
Symphony, merely substituting clarinet
for flute and oboes. On the other hand the
character of the writing is eminently
"chamber" ( i.e., soloistic ). Double bass.
cello, and boni are given passages that
would be impossible in early nineteenth century orchestral idiom.
The Berliners have just the knack of
suggesting the big -scaled conception and
of producing the most delicate and intimate of sounds. The recording is not without its faults: the only repeats observed
are the indispensable ones in the Scherzo
and Minuet; Alfred Biirkner doesn't play
the heavenly clarinet melody that open.
the first Andante softly enough and his
phrasing is faulty (Westminster's clarinetist, Leopold \Vlach, is better in this respect); and tie tricky arpeggiated accompaniment in the second Andante is
not very clearly conveyed. But these
blemishes don't much affect a generally
superlative reading.
D.J.

SCHUBERT: Quintet in A, Op. 114
( "The Trout"). Vox PL 8970. $4.98
-See Stereo Discs, p. 126.
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loved them, and Shostakovich's setting
recalls that great piaster, but in a shockingly cheapened and obvious form.
The masterpiece by Mussorgsky himself is very tenderly, delicately, and skillfully done, with no great opulence of
voice hut with profound understanding
of the music and the poems.
If the Shostakovich of the Jewish songs
is n poor man's Mussorgsky, the Kabalevsky of the Shakespeare Sonnets is a poor
man's Rachmaninoff-and I do mean
A.F.
poor.

SHOSTAKOVICH: From Jewish Folk
Poetry
I Mussorgsky: The Nursery
i Kabalevsky: Three Shakespeare Sonnets
Nina Dorlyak, soprano; Zara Dolukhanova, contralto; Alexei \lasslenikov, tenor;
Dimitri Shostakovich, piano (m the Shostakovich). Nina Dorlyak, soprano; Sviatoslav Richter, piano (in the Mussorgsky). Mark Reizen, bass; Dimitri Kabalevsky, piano (in the Kabalevsky).
MONITOR MC 2020.

$4.98.

The eleven songs by Shostakovich employ three different voices, but they are
used together only in the finale; the other
ten songs are solos and duets. The texts
are genre sketches having to do with the
joys and sorrows of Jewish life in imperial days. Mussorgsky would have

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 11
Houston Symphony Orchestra, Leopold
Stokowski, cond.
CArrroi PBR 8448. Two 12 -in. $9.96.
This symphony, composed in 1957, commemorates the abortive Russian revolution

Jacques OFFENBACH'S
satiric light opera

La GRANDE DUCHESSE
de GEROLSTEIN
La GRANDE
DUCHESSE de
GEROLSTEIN

WORLD

PREMIERE

EUGENIA ZARESKA (courtosy Columbia Records,

distinguished soloists and chorus,
Pasdeloup Orch.. Paris, Leibowitz, Cond.
USD 1015 -2 $11.90 (Monaural: UX 11S -2 $9.96)
France),

..ROSSINI- RESPIGHI:

La

Boutique Fantasque.

Philharmonic Orch., Leibowitz.
RECORDS!: London
USD 1004
(Monaural:
.

Cond.
$5.95
UX 110 $4.98)
RACHMANINOFF: Piano Còncerto Nu. 2 in C
minor, CESAR FRANCK: Symphonic Variations.
Philippe Entremont. Piano, Netherlands
Philharmonic Orch. Goehr and Bamberger,
respective cond. USO 1021 $5.95
JAZZ AT STEREOVILLE- all -time greats by an

all -star combo incl.: Cootie Williams, Rex Stewart.
Coleman Hawkins, Bud Freeman. Lawrence Brown,
J. C. Higginbotham, etc. USD 2004 $4.98
RAZZ- MA -TAZZ: Nostalgic sounds of yesteryear.

Phil Moody. Honky -Tonk Piano; Nick Fatooi, Drums,
USD 2003 $4.98 (Monaural: UR 9009 $3.98)

RAZ:.'

Other major
URANIA STEREO DISC releases:
ROSSINI: Four Overtures ISemlramide, L'Itallana In Alger!, La Cassa Ladra, William Tell). Pasdeloup
Orch., Paris, Leibowitz, Cond. USD 1014 $5.95 (Monaural: UX 114 $4.98)
VIVALDIBACN: Three Organ Concerti. Robert Noehren, Cleveland Beckerath Organ.
USD 1018 $5.95 (Monaural: UR 8022 $3.98)
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 2 in C Minor (Little Russian). Vienna Philharmusica Orch., Swarowsky,
Cond.
USD 1006 $5.95 (Monaural: UX 109 $4.95)
LISZT: Piano Concerto Nos. 1 L 2. Entremont, Plano; Zurich Radio Orch.. Loehr, Cond. USO 1022
$5.95
HANDEL: Water Music (comp.) Netherlands Philharmonic, Bamberger, Cond. USO 1023 $5.95
Write for free catalog of Urania "True" Stereo Discs.

wuu U RAN IA
625 EIGHTH AVENUE. NEW YORK 18.
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of 1905. Its first movement, entitled "The
Palace Square," is an adagio suggesting
the quiet, ominous atmosphere of the
square before the Czar's residence on the
night before tie outbreak. '1-he second
movement, 'January 9," deals with the
outbreak itself and its suppression. The
third, "Eternal Memory," is an elegy for
those who were killed on January 9,
1905, and the general tenor of the finale,
entitled "Alarm," is that their souls go
marching on. Much of the thematic material is drawn from Russian revolutionary songs, quite a few of them still in
use, and some themes are taken from
choral works by Shostakovich himself.
Here, then, is a work guaranteed to
make Western critics snort and scream.
In fact, R. D. Darrell, reviewing the
stereo version of this performance, found
it almost impossible to take the music
seriously.) It is very long. It is full of obviously descriptive effects. Many of its
themes can be found in the Communist
Party song book. And the flamboyant,
theatrical Stokowski presides. But if one
listens with one's ears rather than one's
prejudices, it is clear that there is genius
in this music, that it is a major work, and
that its real theme is not the revolution of
1905 but the tragedy of Dimitri Shostakovich.
The whole tenor of the piece is one
of bitterness, regret, and escape into a historic past far older than 1905. Its moments of energy are few, even in its allegros, and the blazing, rambunctious
finale, which is so characteristic of Shostakovich's earlier symphonies and would
have been in place here, is totally absent.
The symphony sounds like the product of
a beaten and broken spirit, but one which
can still lift its voice with great nobility
and eloquence.
The performance has the typical fire
and Hair of Stokowski. The recording is
clear and sharp. but somewhat lacking in
body and dimension.
A.F.

SMETANA: My Country (complete)
}Dvorak: Slavonic Rhapsodies, Op, 45:
No. 1, in D; No. 2, in G minor
Amsterdam Conccrtgcbouw Orchestra,
Antal Dorati, conci.
Eric SC 6026. Two 12 -in. $9.96.
My Country (Md West) is one of. the
monuments of Czech nationalism. It is a
cycle of six symphonic poems, only one
of which bas ever become really popular
-Vlataca ( "The \loklau," No. 2 in the
cycle). None of the rest is as good as
that masterpiece; there is too nntcle
rhetoric, too much conventional writing
of a programatie variety. Yet each of the
pieces contains something to treasure,
and Zcesh ych ( From Bohemia's Woods
and Fields) almost conies close to Violaca in its color, melody, and verdant nationalism. A recording of the complete
cycle was badly needed, for the old Kubelik version is badly dated. Dorati has
a great orchestra to work with, and he
conducts with precision. Imagination is
not one of his long suits here, but his
work is thoroughly clear and competent,

Continued on page 80
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\ f irahella; Nicolai Gedda (t ),
Barinkav; Josef Sehnlidinger (t), Ottokar; Erich Kunz (b), Zsupan; Willy
Fcrenz (b), Carnero; Hermann Prey
(hs ), Count Homonay; Philharmonia
Chorus and Orchestra, Otto Ackermann,
cond.
ANGEL 3.566/B. Two 12 -in.
$10.96.
(m),

and he restrains any impulse to sentimentalize. The recorded sound, unfortunately, is not as resonant as it might be:
it is prevailingly cold and lacking in
presence. In the two Slavonic Rhapsodies
by Dvoi'Ak, the conducting is equally
clear. These works have never been as
popular as the Slavonic Dances. They arc
longer, much more fully developed, and
not as flashy. But they arc very attractive
pieces Of music.
H.C.S.

The plot of The Gypsy Buron rivals
Trovatore for complication. It is filled
with such ill-assorted objects as a district
commissioner, a pig magnate, hidden
treasure, prophetic dreams, royalty in
mufti (in this ease, a daughter of the
last pasha of Hungary), gypsies large and
small, and a captain of Hussars. Complications-one can hardly call them
plots -come and go, unresolved as often
as not. But Strauss
vintage tunes go
sparkling on.

STOCKHAUSEN: Nr. 5 Zeitnasse -See
Boulez: Le Marteau sans maitre.
STRAUSS, JOHANN: Der Zigeunerbaron
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (s), SaM; Erika
Kiith (s), Arsena; Gertrude BurgsthalerSchuster (m), Czipra; Monica Sinclair

THE ULTIMATE IN STEREOPHONIC SOUND

VANGUARD

Stereolab

Recordings for the Connoisseur

Musical masterworks exhibiting the range and realism of
Vanguard Stereophonic Sound
eranan
University
Songs -

There are two older Gypsy Barons in
the catalogue. The oldest (London)
ought to have been a great one since no
less a Johann Strauss specialist than
Clemens Krauss is at the helm and Julius
Patzak is doing Barinkay. James Hinton,
Jr. preferred it to the later Vanguard release, but I find the latter decidedly better. In any case, when the SchwarzkopfGedda- Kunz -Philhannonia team of this
Angel issue take the field they sweep it
clean of rivals. The three stars have
proved themselves masters of the Viennese idiom many times over. The one
newcomer to this series of "Champagne
Operettas" is the contralto, Gertrud
Burgsthaler- Schuster, who brings to the
role of the Azucena -like gypsy Czipra a
richly colored but somewhat too intense
voice.
Schwarzkopf violates her generally admirable conception of little SaM's personality when she sings the big show piece
of the score, "O habet Acht." She throws
characterization to the wind and delivers
this apostrophe to gypsy life in dark,
full, passionate tones. The effect is thrilling, and I for one refuse to complain.
Second only to this aria is the duct she
sings with Gedda, "Wer uns f etrautír,"
in which bath artists give perfect examples of the art of half -voice singing. A
special word is also due the pretty vocal
acrobatics of Erika Kiith as Arscna.
'l'he Philhannonia is at its best under
Aekernlanns baton; it is a thrilling moment when the trumpets, climbing above
the combined forces of orchestra and
chorus, break into the Rakóc :y March.
The one faith find with the engineering
is a rather unrealistic clubbing of the
dialogue, apparently recorded in a much
smaller room than the music itself. D.J.
1

-

Td! Orthrttra -20 Voiro-

Brau Band,
IG Ty,opani
BERLIOZ: REQUIEM OP.5
Hutford Symphony Orchestra and Combined Choruses
Fritz Mahler, conductor
STEREOLAB
2.12" boxed. VSD -200!/7
4

Monaural
2.12" hoxed..VRS-1026/7,

PR OX OFIEFF:
PETER AND THE
and LT. KIJE SUITE

ERICH KUNZ singe

WOLF

Mario Rossi and the Vienna

Stare Opera Orchestra

BORIS KARLOFF, narrator
STEREOLAB .. VS13-201c
DIonaunl
VRS1028

GERMAN UNIVERSITY
SONGS, VOL, 2
with Male Chorus and Orch.
Anton Paulik conductor
STEREOLAB. -_. VSD -200-)
VRS -1010
Nfonautal...
.

VIVALDI: Concertos far Oboe and
Strings: in C, P. 41; in A minor, P. 42;
in C, P. 44; in F, P. 306; in D, P. 187
ADRIAN BOULE

SIR

the BEETHOVEN
SYMPHONIES with the Philconducts

harmonic Promenade Orch
of London.
SYMPHONY NO. 3
STEREOLAB.. .VSD -2002
VRS -1012
.
Monaural.
SYMPHONY NO. S
STEREOLAB.._ VSD.2003
Monaural..
VRS -1013
SYMPHONY NO. 6
STEREOLAB. _.VSD -2004
Monaural.... ... VRS -1014
SYMPHONY NO. 7
STEREOLAB ... VSD -2005
Monaural
... VRS -1015
cetra

241

3:L,,ipbona/ C/toirj -4 Orgauf
Or.ur n
IPoelriinJ,

PAUL ROBESON sings

PROCESSIONAL AND
CEREMONIAL MUSIC
Choirs and Orchestra of the
Gabrieli Festival. Edmond
Appia, conductor
SEER EOLA B..._- .BGS -5 two
Monaural.___ ._

Lilt a Al atbrrls, Chi/A./44m:

-GABRIELItJ

Eater ßr'r, Shenandoah, Jobe
Bromñ r Body, Semrti,na
Fought the Battle

i Frr!

of Jericho.

a d orbrr fn orite, with Chorus
and Orchestra
ST EREOLAB.___.VSD -201'.

Monaural...

..

List Price

VRS.903i
STEREOLAB

12 $5.95

Monaural 12" $4.93

TWO UNIQUE DEMONSTRATION DISCS
Offered below cost to Introduce you to the new world of Stereolab Sound

LISZT: FOUR HUNGARIAN RHAPSODIES FOR ORCHESTRA -Anatol Fistoulori and the
Vienna Stare Opera Orchestra
STEREOLAB SRV -108SD
Monaural SRV -108
.

-

.

.

RIMSKY- KORSAKOV; SCHEHERAZADE
Mario Roui and the Vienna State Opera
Orcheslra
STEREOLAB SRV-103S0
Monaural SRV 103

Stereolab

$298
$19s
Monaural

Send for Complete Catalog to: VANGUARD RECORDING SOCIETY, Inc., 154 W. 14th St., New York
SO

STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring. Columbia ML 5277, $3.98 -See Stereo
Discs, p. 126.

11, N. Y.

Alberto Caroldi, oboe; Accademici di Milano, Piero Santi, corni.
Vox PL 10720. $4.98.

These concertos, nicely performed and recorded, are quite uneven in quality. With
its substantial and constantly interesting
first movement, expressive Largo. and
danccliko finale, P. 44 seems to me to be
out of Vivaldï s top drawer. P. 306, which
is also available on at least two other
discs, has a charming Crave, consisting
solely of a tender duct for oboe and unison violins, and a finale with a rousing,
huntlike spirit. On the other hand, P. 41
and 42 are as full of noodles as Alfredo's
restaurant in Rome at the height of the
tourist season. Reminiscence bunters
could have a good time with this disc:
the C minor variation in the Minuet() of
P. 41 has a couple of measures right out
of the Funeral March of the Eroica, and
the finale of P. 187 suddenly introduces
a phrase from Paganinï s famous 24th
Caprice.
N.B.

Continued on page 87
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sweet
tradition gasping happily! Hot trumpets
low -down popping
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New Orleans Dixie albums ever recorded!
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High Fidelity plus an
Exciting Emotional Experienc

VOWME

Kw

Lend an ear to some of the most earth
shaking sounds and musical effects eve
recorded
and the Fi is fantasticall
high! These are not ordinary recording
... but true high fidelity recordings of th
total recordable frequency spectrum wit
full emotional depth and meaning! Thi
is true sound as it should be heard

...

MARDI GRAS TIME
AFLP 1862

The fabulous Dukes of Dixieland

AFLP 1861
AFLP 1860

felt

Series:

MINSTREL TIME Vol. 5
ON BOURBON STREET Vol. 4

recorded in brilliant high fidelity

$5.95 each 12 inch LP

AFLP 1851

MARCHING ALONG Vol. 3
AFLP 1840 THE PHENOMENAL DUKES Vol. 2
AFLP 1823 THE DUKES OF DIXIELAND Vol.

... enjoyed!
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VIVALDI: Concertos for Violin and
Strings: in E, P. 246 ( "L'Amoroso");
in D, P. 208 ( "L'Ltquieludine"); in E,
P. 248 ( "Il Reposo"); in E minor, Op.
XI, No. 2 ( "II Favorito'); in C minor,
P. 419 ( "Il Sospetto")

\ lesici.

I

Eric LC 3486.

$3.98.

choice selection from the vast Vivaldi
inventory. Although the solo part in each
is played by a different member of the
Musics, there is no wavering in the quality of performance from work to work.
As it happens, these solo parts are not of
the display type; Vivaldi here seems to
be interested in purely musical values.
Op. \l, No. 2 has an expressive pathos
that could easily have made it "il favorito," P. 208 is indeed agitated, and P.
248 has two tranquilly lyric movements
separated by a few chords. The violin
sound is very fine.
It is to be hoped that in future Vivaldi
releases record companies that do not already do so will identify the works by
their Pincherle numbers, at least until Ricordi completes its gigantic collected edition. The Rinaldi numbering given on
this disc is of little practical use, and its
opus numbers after 12 are meaningless.
N.B.
A

Criinuuer will bear comparison with her.
The Urania Meistersinger can boast of
little else, though.
Angel's real rival is the six- record London set. For all its years, its sonies are
quite fresh and surprisingly responsive,
capable of mirroring small orchestral detail and of dealing with the three massive
finales. Indeed, listeners with modest playback equipment may prefer London's engineering to Angel's, which is geared for
a setup capable of doing justice to some
very big (and very exciting) sound.
But what really matters in Meistersinger
is who is singing Hans Sachs. Even the
orchestra, for the one and only time in
late Wagner, cedes the place of honor to
that great shoemaker -poet. There have

\Vith the arrival of this handsome album
the number of complete recorded Meistersingers rises to three. A fourth had a
brief career on the Columbia label and
was far from negligible, but the recoiling
was taped from actual stage performance
and the sound was barely listenable. Both
the older sets that are still being listed
predate the Columbia recording, the
Urania having been first in the field. Its
Sachs is, interestingly enough, the very
Sachs of the present recording, Ferdinand Frantz, just as its conductor is the
present recording's Rudolf Kempe. In the
seven years that have elapsed since its
release both these artists have grown in
stature and in their understanding of the
score. The Eva of that recording, however, was in fullest command of her lovely
art; we are unlikely to hear from Tiana
Lemuitz in the role again, a:xl it will be
some years before Angel's Elisabeth

-

Sachs.
To say

that Ferdinand Frantz does not
approach Schocffler in the role is at once
true and misleading. For his is a carefully considered, and a thoroughly admirable performance. Unlike Schoeffler,
who is essentially a baritone with a solid

AN INVITATION...
HEAR STEREO
AS IT
SHOULD SOUND!
Grand Award

WAGNER: Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg

Elisabeth Grümmer (s), Eva; Marga
Hüffgen (s), Magdalene; Rudolf Schock
(t), Walther von Stolzing; Gerhard Unger (t ), David; Horst Wilhelm (t ), Vogelgesang; Manfred Schmidt (t), Zorn;
Leopold Clam (t), Eisslinger; Herold
Kraus (t), Moser; Benno Kusche (b),
Beckmesser; Ferdinand Frantz (hs),
Hans Sachs; Gottlob Frick (Us), Pogner;
Gustav Neidlinger (bs), Kothner; Hermann Prey (hs), Night watchman; \Valter
Stoll (bs), Nachtigall; Robert Koffmane
(hs), Ortel; Anton Metternich (bs),
Schwarz; Eiarms Pick (bs), Foltz; Chorus
of the Municipal Opera and German
State Opera, Berlin; Choir of Saint Hedwig's Cathedral; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Rudolf Kempe, cond.
ANGEL 3572 E /L. Five 12 -in. $25.90.

not been many memorable Sachsec in our
time-Friedrich Schorr certainly. possibly
Michael Bohnen, and, with this recording, Ferdinand Frantz. But the finest one
within my experience is the Sachs of the
London album -Paul Schoeffler. All the
usual adjectives associated with Sachs
human, warm, fallible, wise -can be applied to Sehoeffler's re- creation of the
part. The dramatic illusion is absolute:
he is not playing at being but is Hans

STEREO
SÉLECTIONS

only
Grand Award

STEREO ALBUMS
NOW AVAILABLE

$498each

i

The Roaring 20's

2

The Flirty 30's

Vol,

i

3 Waltzes for Dancing

4 Knuckles O'Toole plays
Hanky Tank Piano

5 Roman Spectacular
6 Great Song Hits of the
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey
Orchestras played by
All Star Alumni Orchestra
7 Great Song Hits of the Glenn
Miller Orchestra played by
All Star Alumni Orchestra

8 Paul Whiteman plays
Hawaiian Hits

12

INCH STEREO

SAMPLER

Hear The Most Spectacular

FULL STEREO SOUND
... Ever Achieved!
The president of Grand Award wants you to
hear for yourself why leading manufacturers of
stereo phonographs decided to give a Grand
Award Stereo Record free with each new phonograph - so customers will hear stereo as it
should sound!
He wants you to hear for yourself why the
U.S. Department of Commerce selected Grand
Award Stereo Albums for U.S. exhibits overseas!
There must be a reason - and there is! You'll
know it the instant you hear the spectacular
sound of Grand Award's exclusive Phase X Stereo.
That's why he wants you to have this remarkable demonstration album. You'll hear selections
from some of Grand Award's fabulous Stereo
albums listed on the left. Then you'll know how
Stereo should sound.
Supplies Are Limited -ACT NOW!

It's true! These spectacular Grand Award Stereo
Samplers cannot be mass produced! Get yours
now while you can. Hear stereo as it should sound!
If he can't supply you, send to:

plays Ragtime

Dancing Under the Stars

11 The Roaring 20's

12

At Your Record Dealer

9 Knuckles O'Toole

10

$298

Vol.

Spanish Spectacular

2

Award Records
Grand
Kingsland
8

Dept. SR -5

Ave., Harrison, N. J.

Write for FREE Record Catalog

Or.ro>iEn 1958
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underpinning, Frantz is a genuine basso;
and the tessitura is rather hying for his
handsome though not very flexible voice.
On the other hand, he makes himself felt
(or rather heard) in the ensembles as
Schoefller is not always able to do, and
provides a rich ground -bass for the quin-

doubt that she has never thought of him
as a suitable spouse. Her voice, too,
though she rarely opens it out fully, is
bigger than the traditional Eva's; in quality it is a bit sharp and heady but not
unpleasantly so. in a word, this is a performance that one must adjust to; I think

tet.

I shall finally like it.

As for Eva, London's Hilde Gucden
creates a gentle, sweet- tempered "Pognerin" -not a very interesting perform-

Angel's Walther is unconditionally superior to London's Gunther Treptonv. Rudolf Schock at least gives the illusion that
he is not a heldentenor, and the is capable
of something very much resembling a diminuendo. The Pogners of both sets are
alike excellent, with London's Otto Edelmann slightly the more convincing dramatically and Angel's Gottlob Frick pro clueing a rather more plangent first -act
" Ansprache." But Angel is again out frcnt
with irs Beckmesser. Wagner gives this
charac:er plenty of unpleasant music to
sing, and it sounds all the more malicious

ance but an endearing one. Almost the
opposite might be said of Elisabeth
Crümmer. She sees Eva as forthright,
witty, self- reliant, almost a Shavian new
woman. There is considerably more than
pretty impatience in the way she exclaims,
"Ach Meister! Wiisstet ihr besser als ich,
wo der Schuh mich drückt? ( "Oh master!
Do you know better than I where my
shoe pinches ? ") Her scenes with Sachs
do not lack tenderness, but she leaves no

all the fire and excitement from
SPAI N is yours on

MONTILLA

N
V
N

(and delicious) coming from Benno
Kusche's first -rate set of vocal chords.
Furthermore Kusche is an excellent clown.
As to Gustav Neidlinger, his voice is
ideally suited to Kothner, though it's not
much of a compliment to the singer to say
so. The Davids of both sets are, for me,
disappointing.
In the London set the Vienna Philharmonic is led by Hans Knappertsbnsch.
His tempos are generally slower than
Kempc's (as witness the extra record he
needs) but his architecture is sounder;
he makes a more convincing thing out of
the fantastically intricate snob scene in
the second act. Kempe is better with details, especially the bringing out of inner
voices, and he is also an able colorist. His
orchestra, of course, is one of the greatest
in Europe.
Angel's line -by -line Translation (the
"poetic" one of the Schirmer vocal score)
is nonliteral and not very useful. The
simple elegance of its album cover,
though, is a tribute to this company's art
work. All in all, we have now two recordings of Meistersinger which contain
a fuller measure of excellent things tison
of poor ones. I decline to make a public
choice between them, even though I'm
reasonably sure which one I like better.
Co ye also forth and compare.
D.J.
VAUGH.AN WILLIAMS; Fantasia on a
thence by Talhis -See Schoenberg:
Verklärte Nacht, Op. 4.

More Briefly Noted
Beethoven: Sonatas for Violin and Piano:
No. 2, in A, Op. 12,
E flat, Op. 12, No.
Op. 30, No. 3. Epic
This is the final disc in

the complete edition of the sonatas that Arthur Grusinaux, violin, and Clara Haskil, piano, have
been recording for Epic. Like the others,
this is thoroughly consistent .und satisfying playing. Crumiaux's performance of
the Champagne Sonata (No. 8) is a particularly entrancing point for an introduction to the set.

All the romance and glamour of Spain is yours when you
listen to these MONTILLA STEREO DISCS. Recorded in
Spain in brilliant STEREO HIGH FIDELITY .. with these
outstanding artists and orchestras.
,

-

JOTAS
Regional music from Aragon. FMS -2001
FMS -2029
ALFREDO KRAUS SINGS A NEAPOLITAN SERENADE
Flamenco at its best. FMS -2017
SERENATA ANDALUZA
¡VIVA MEXICO!
Instrumental. FMS -2033
MIGUEL DE LOS REYES and his Gypsy Ballet. FMS -2015
AGUA, AZUCARILLOS Y AGUARDIENTE Y LA REVOLTOSA
Instrumental versions of Iwo famous Zarzuelas. FMS -2003
SABICAS AND ESCUDERO
Guitars. FMS -2005
!VIVA ESPAÑA! Instrumental music. FMS -2006
Keyboard music with rhythm
FELD AND BRUNO

-

-

-

accompaniment.

...

-

FMS -2012

-

ON SALE AT ALL RECORD SHOPS
EVERYWHERE
WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG TO DEPT. H10
ASK FOR MONTILLA STEREO DISCS AND STEREO TAPES

No. 2; No. 3, in
3; No. 8, in G,
LC 3488. $3.98.

ISEEVE

Berlioz: Lélio, or The Return to Life, Op.
14b. Lvrichord LL 71. $4.98.
Reissued from a Vox disc, this "monodrama briqué' -for tenor, baritone, narrator, chorus, and orchestra -is especially
welcome since the performance is good
and the recorded sound perhaps even a
bit better than it was originally; and the
second half of the score, the splendid
Tempest Fantasy, is not otherwise available on LP. René Leibowitz conducts
the New Paris Symphony Association.

AS WELL AS MONAURAL RECORDS

Matinées musicales, Op. 24:
Soirées musicales, Op. O (with Arnold:
English Dances; Four Scottish Dances).
EMI-Capitol G 7015. $4.98.
Robert Irving and the Philhannonia give
bright and brisk performances of four at-

Britten:

MONTILLA
131, East 23rd Street, New York 10, N. Y.

SS

Continued on page 90

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

Now Everyone can play STEREO
by joining the
STEREOPHONIC HEISIG SOCIETY
Organized over two years ago, S.M.S. has only two basic aims:
... to give its members the finest service obtainable anywhere in supplying their stereo needs,
... and to keep them constantly informed of new and exciting developments, in this fascinating,
rapidly changing field of stereo.
In addition, the combined purchasing power of our many thousands of members makes possible
extraordinary savings and other benefits, which you, too, may obtain by joining S. M.S.

join our

loin our

DIVISION
FREE an

STEREO RECORD
and receive

STEREO TAPE
and receive

DIVISION
FREE

these

STEREO

TAPES

STEREO CARTRIDGE
and DIAMOND NEEDLE
which fits all standard record players and

featuring superb stereo highlights,

- -

tone arms and will play 331/2 LP, 45 and 78 RPM records.

an ELECTRO -VOICE WOLVERINE 12" SPEAKER,

specially selected by the manufacturers
to show off their finest recordings and
produced exclusively for S.M.S. A full
hour of great musical enjoyment

model LS 12, perfect as your second stereo speaker.

NOT AVAILABLE ANYWHERE

Retailing at $19.50

ELSE. A $22.50 value

Or

Retailing at $22.50

-

AS A MEMBER OF EITHER DIVISION, YOU ENJOY ALL THESE ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES:
Maximum savings on all Stereophonic Records and Sterophonic Tapes
Immediate Shipment from most complete stock anywhere -we have every stereo disc, every stereo tape
Free monthly catalog of latest releases and Stereo Newsletter
SMS pays all postage, right to your door
7ttilial purchase requirement in Stereo Record Divisions:
3 records front the list below, no f twitter obligation,

'No minimum purcbase recjuirenlettl
in Stereo Jape Division.

FULL YEAR MEMBERSHIP IN EITHER DIVISION:

-

or $4.98 each
Cadet Glee Club Sings

STEREO -VOX

THE ARMY WAY:
ST VX 25.700
George Feyer and his orchestra plays

o

JEROME KERN
ST VX 25.500
George Feyer and his orchestra plays
COLE PORTER
ST VX 25.510
Lehar in Stereo: Victor Hruby and his
Viennese Orel,.
ST VX 25.560

VANGUARD of $5.95 each
German University Songs, Erich Kunz,
baritone, chorus k orch.
VSD 2009
D Prokoflev: Peter and the Wolf /Lt. Kije

fl

Suite; Boris Karloff, narrator. VSD 2010
Beethoven: Symphony No, 6; Adrian
Boulr cond.
VSD 2004
Bach, Magnificat in D major, choir and
orchestra of the Vienna State Opera, Felix
Prohaska, cond.
BGS 5005

WESTMINSTER of $5.98 each

Beethoven Pathetiquc and Moonlight Sonata. Pianist Raymond Lcwcnthal -#14019
I. Pianist
Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto
Lateiner, conducted by Aliberti #14018
Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto in D Op. 35.

o Violinist

.Marini, Cond. Rodzinski #14017
Leiberl Takes Broadway
(Werlitzer Organ)
#15006

$9.00
HF

To: Stereophonic Music Society, Inc., 303 Grand Avenue, Palisades Park, N, J.
Please enroll me for a full one year period as a member of Stereophonic Music Society,
in the STEREO RECORD DIVISION

in the STEREO TAPE DIVISION

understand that I am under no obligation to put'.
chase any specified number of records other than
the 3 which I have checked off on the left, and that
I am to receive as a bonus, either

understand that
am under no obligation to purchase any minimum number of tapes under the
Society's Group Purchase Plan. I am to receive my
bonus of four stereo tapes by return mail, for a

f

a

free Electrovoice Stereo Cartridge and Dia(worth $22.50), or

imam! Needle

LI

a

free

Electrovoice

D

1

stacked (in -line) machine

Wolverine Speaker

12"

(worth $19.50)
(Please check your choice of bonus item above)

My check or money order for

I

staggered (offset) machine

$

is enclosed, to cover $9.00 membership

fee and cost

My check or money order for

$9.00 is enclosed to

cover membership fee.

of the three records checked.

will receive maximum savings on
Regardless of whether I enroll in the Record or Tape Division,
all future purchases of stereo records OR tapes, free monthly catalogs of latest releases and
Stereo Newsletter.
I

Nome

Address

City

Zone

Make of Tape Recorder

Make of Record Player
CI Please tend

State

additional information concerning the Society.

OCTOBER 1958
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tractive items of British light music, the
Britten taking its point of departure from
themes of Rossini.

COMPATIBLE
LOUDSPEAKER

SYSTEMS

FOR

MODEL H

-13In
For full range monophonic
reproduction., start with a corner horn system such as the
1.

KLIPSCHORN or SHORTHORN

Mahler: Das Klagende Lied. Lyrichord

LL

69.

84.98.

Except for a beneficial increase in the recording level of the master and the fact
that Ernst \lajknt is Erich, this is the
same as the earlier Mercury MG 10102. it
is now the only available version. The Vienna Chamber Choir and the Vienna
State Opera Orchestra arc led by Zoltan
Fekete; Ilona Steingrubcr, soprano, and
Sieglinde Wagner, contralto, are the other soloists with tenor Majkut.
Mendelssohn: Concerto for Two Pianos
and Orchestra, in A flat; Concerto for
Two Pianos and Orchestra, in E. Vox
PL 10540. $4.98.
These pieces by the fifteen- year -old Mendelssohn are hardly masterpieces, but
they show the direction in which the composer was heading; and the A fiat in particular has some charming moments.
Though the disc is a reissue, the sound is
fine; and the interpretations -by Orazio
Frugoni, Annarosa Taddei, the Vienna
Symphony under Aforalt in the A flat;
Fntgoni and Eduard Mrazck, the Vienna
Pro Musica under Swarowsky in the E
major
sometimes too assertive, are
sparkling.

-if

Puccini: "Tenor Arias." Eterna ET 724.

2. In progressing to stereo,
insist on corner placement.
The KLIPSCnORN and
SHORTHORN form a
compatible pair.

Or the compatible non -corner
MODEL H may be added as a
preferably
second speaker
placed in a comer.

-

$5.95.
Fifteen tenor arias from seven Puccini operas, sung by twelve tenors. The sound,
even from nonacoustic discs, is pretty
primitive, and the re-recording process
mediocre. The most interesting selections
are a couple by Antonio Cortis and Alessandro Bonci, and, best of all, two superbly sung and well -recorded arias from
Turandot by the short -lived Josef

Schmid:.

Vivaldi: Concerto for Flute, Oboe, awl
C. minor, P. 402 (with
Haydn: Divertimento for Winds, in B
flat, H II: 46; Mozart: Cassation for
Oboe, Clarinet, 1-Iom, and Bassoon, in
E flac). Epic LC 3461. 83.98.
Pleasant performances by the Paris Wind
Ensemble of pleasant but unimportant
works. The Haydn contains the "St. Anthony Chorale" that Brahms later used in
his Variations. The Cassation is only dubiously \lozartean.

pieces by some of its most celebrated
practitioners. The composers represented
are Valderrabano, Milan, \ludarra, Pisa dor, and Narvaez, and most of the pieces
are purely instnunental in origin, not
transcriptions of vocal compositions. Espc.
cially appealing, to me, is the second
Soneto of Valderrabano, a poetic treatment of a beautiful tune; the interestingly worked out Paeatmas of Milan; and
the Fantasia of Nlutlarra, with its imitation of a harp and its curious syncopated
effects. Mr. Byrd plays with sensitivity,
and there are practically none of the extraneous noises that sometimes bedevil
recordings of the guitar.
N.B.

J. MURRAY BARBOUR and FRITZ A.
KUTTNER: The Theory and Practice
of Just Intonation
Robert Conant, harpsichord and organ.
MUSVNCIA A 3.

Having dealt with ancient Greek tunings
in their first volume and meantone temperaments in their second, the authors
now discuss and illustrate "just" or "natural" intonation. Perhaps the easiest way
to indicate the principal difference between just and equal temperament is to
say that in the former a major third is
386 cents against 400 cents for the equally
tempered major third, while the minor
third is 316 and 300 cents respectively
(

where 100 cents constitutes

a

tempered

half tone). In the examples, just and
other tunings are compared, the former
being played on a specially tuned electronic organ and the latter on a harpsichord. Then we hear some familiar tunes
played in various keys in just intonation,
and finally some fifteenth- century compositions. The authors emphasize that the
"net gain produced by one playing of
this record will be negligible; ten or more
hearings will begin to open a new world
of tone sensations ?'
N.B.

Bassoon, in

3. Add

third

speaker to

two corner systems with
MODEL H for third channel.
Utilize due simple KLIPSCHEAR6LE amplifier connections
for 3- channel reproduction
from 2- channel sources. Circuit
diagram is free for the asking.

RECITALS AND
MISCELLANY

bility of Klipsch compatible
loudspeakers permits you to

-

Write

ANTHOLOGY OF MUSIC FOR
GUITAR: The Sixteenth Century

AN

Charles Byrd, guitar.
WASHINGTON WR 411.

Ij\KI
AND ASSOCIATES
I

©SZ

HOPE, ARKANSAS

COLLINS: "Concert

Fa-

vorites'
Sibelius: Finlandia, Op. 26. \Veber: Nei fatíon to the Dance (trans. Berlioz). \Mussorgsky: A Night on the bare mountain
(arr. Rimsky- Korsakov). Mendelssohn: A
Midsummer Night's Dream: Scherzo; Nocturne. Saint- Saëns: Dense macabre. Cha-

brier: Espana.
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Anthony
Collins, cond.
EMI- CArIroL C 7107. $4.98.

Stereo demands the same
high standards of reproduction
as monophonic.
The flexiexpand your sound system and
maintain the highest quality at
every step. For Klipsch systems
have built their reputation on
the RE-production
one basis
of original sound.

ANTHONY

$5.95

Those who are fond of the gentle and
delicate Spanish art of the vihuela will
find here a rather choice collection of

There is no earthly reason for the existence of this potpourri of Outworn Music
Recorded for the Umpteenth Time; and
no one is going to get rich from it -least
of all the listener who, after enjoying a
bright performance of Finlandia, must
endure dull, slow renditions of the rest
of the selections, often set forth with unpolished playing and harsh sonies. Everyone concerned- conductor, orchestra, engineers, and most of all the a & r man
P.A.
is capable of much better timings.

-

Continued on page 92
HIGH FIDELITY MACAZINE
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GEMS FROM THE FABULOUS CENTURY
Available In Regular Hi- Fidelity and Stereo Hi- Fidelity.'

WILLIAMS'
25 Great Songs of our
Fabulous Century From

ROGER

0

"Merry Oldsmobile"
to "Magic Moments"
... as only Roger Williams can play them.
KXL -5005
TRIE:

WRITE FOR

JANE MORGAN

VOLARE

AMALIA RODRIGUES

AMALIA RODRIGUES

of the greatest show
tunes of our times. The
best of Pajama Game,
Kiss Me Kate, Carousel,
My Fair Lady, Damn
Yankees & 20 other
B way Hits.
KXL -5006

(Nel Blu Di Pinto Di
Blu) the song that
swept the world ... excitingly yours in a great
album which includes

Portugal's greatest

For the

vocal star sings FADO
songs of Fate from

Amalia Rodrigues, the

her native country,
overwhelming and exciting in their drama.

star, sings in French

LONG PLAYING CATALOG.

K

11

other fabulous

Italian hits.
AP?

...

RECORDS,

KL -1096

KL -1101

INC.,

I

36

EAST 57TH

OCPORER 1958

STREET.

first time

famous Portuguese
and Spanish. Also
from her new
motion picture.KL -1095
songs
NEW

YORK,

NEW

YORK

91.
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CONCERT- MASTERS OF NEW YORK
Kreisler: Praeludium and Allegro; Sicilfennc and Rigaudon; Menuet in the
Style of Porpora); Liebesfreud; Liebesleid; Tambourin chinois; Caprice vienrwis; La Gitana; Schön Rosmarin. Dvoiák:
Slavonic Dance No. 10, in E minor (arr.
Kreisler). Tartini: Variations on a theme
by Corelli (arr. Kreisler).

Special

Prepublication
Offer

Concert- Masters of New York, Emanuel
Vardi, cond.
DECCA DL 9986. $3.98.

Records in Review

Of all the many arrangements to which
Fritz Kreisler's attractive light music has
been subjected, those on this record are
among the most pleasing, tasteful, and
appropriate. They are the work of three
members of the Concert-Masters-Michel
Gusikoif, Seymour Barab, and Emanuel
Vardi-who manage to sustain admirably
the spirit of the original violin pieces.
Most effective arc those in the classical
vein, such as the Praeludium and Allegro
and the Tartini Variations on a theme by
Corelli, where the Kreisler style of phrasing is wonderfully maintained. Only the
popular Caprice viennois sounds a trifle

1958
The Fourth

High Fidelity Annual
Until November

15 -

After November 15

-

$4.95
$5.95

The standard reference for the intelligent purchase of LPs and tapes

stiff.

Vardi has succeeded in preserving the
high standards which the Concert-Masters attained in their first record under
their founder- conductor, the late David
Broekman, and Decca's engineers have
transferred the performances to discs with
some of the cleanest, brightest sonies yet
to conte from this company.
P.A.

Contains reviews of classical
and semiclassical music, and the
spoken word, that appeared in
Hton FIDELITY Magazine from
July 1957 thrcugh June 1958.
Reviews cover the merits of the
performance and the quality of
the recording They also make
comparative evaluations with
releases of previous years.

ERIKA KOETII: Arias of Mozart and
Richard Strauss

some of this

Written by
country's most knowledgeable
critics.
Nearly 900 reviews of records
and stereophonic tapes, arranged alphabetically and by
musical category for convenient

Mozart: Die Entfiihrung aus dery Serail:
Welcher Kummer; Ach ich liebte; Marten aller Arten; Don Giovanni: Batti,
batti; Vedrai carino; Die Zauberflöte: O
zittre nicht; Der Hölle Rache tobt in
meinem Herzen. Strauss: Ariadne auf
Naxos: Grossmöchtige Prinzessin.

use.

Erika Koeth, soprano; Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra, NVilhelm Schlichter, conci. ( in
the Mozart), Otto Matzerath, cond. in
the Strauss).
EMI- CAI'1r0L C 7114. $4.98.

Almost three rimes as many rape
reviews as in the previous
compilation.
includes index of performers.
Sturdily bound and attractively
jacketed.

Order Today
Use Convenient Coupon. Below
The Wyeth Press

Great Barrington, Moss.
for which please
copies of
RECORDS IN REVIEW -1938 at the
special prepublication price of $4.93 per
copy. (No C.O.Ds or charge orders,
I

enclose $

send

me, postpaid,

please.)

NAME
ADDRESS
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The anonymous annotator of this record's
jacket is somewhat incontinent in his
. "one of the
praise of Erika Kocth
greatest prima donnas of our time .
the foremost coloratura soprano of the
Continent." Without going that far, I
must register something like amazement
at this singer's technical accomplishment
-at least as revealed via the microphone,
which can of course be deceiving. The
first thing one is struck by is the similarity
of her voice to Erna Berger's in its prime:
small, a bit astringent, virtually without
vibrato. At top it has the ringing assurance of a soprano clarinet (see the fantastic security with which the second
"Queen of the Night" aria is dealt with).
The least satisfying things in this collection are the simplest, Zerlina's two songs
from Don Giovanni. But that Erika Koeth
has bcth a personality and a musical intelligence is made amply clear in the

Zcrbinetta recitative and aria, perhaps an
even more remarkable achievement than
the recordings of this saine trying music
by Rita Streich and Ilse Holhveg.
There are no texts included, and the
sound in the Strauss is considerably freshD.J.
er than in the Mozart.

EFREM KURTZ: "A Program of Russian
Music"
Rimsky- Korsakov: Capriccio espagnol,
Op. 34. Prokofiev: Overture on Hebrew
Themes, Op. 34A. Liadov: Kikimora,
Op. 63; The Enchanted Lake, Op. 62;
The Musical Box, Op. 32; Baba Yaga,
Op. 56.
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
Kurtz, cond.
EMI- CAprror. C 7106. 54.98.

Efrem

The chief attraction of this disc is the
perky little Prokofiev Overture on Hebrew Themes, originally written for clarinet, piano, and string quartet and later
orchestrated by the composer. Though the
chamber version is usually the more effective, one seldom gets a chance to hear
the orchestral setting, and it is the sort of
thing that Kurtz does well. Elsewhere on
this record he sounds thoroughly competent but not very inspired or inspiring,
and there is often a harshness or coaneness in some of the wood wind and brass
tones. Argenta ( London) and Paray
(Mercury) have done quite a bit better
by the Capriccio espagnol, and either
Ansermet (London) or Perlea ( Vox)
gives much more sensitive accounts of the
imaginative Liadov tone paintings. P.A.
POL PLANCON: Recital
Arias from Le Pardon de Ploermel; Le
Caïd; Faust; Roil& et Juliette; Philémon et Baucis; Le Chalet; Carmen; Die
Zauberflöte; The Seasons; Marta; Stabat Aiater (Rossini). Songs by Fauré and
Schumann.
Pol Plançon, bass.
Rococo R 9. $5.95.

For me the most exciting thing about this
record has nothing to clo with the music
on it. What catches the imagination is
the sheer reach of historical time represented here. Plançon was born in 1854,
four years before Puccini; he studied under the legendary tenor Duprez (who
created the tenor roles in Benvenuto Cellini and La Favorite); he. was a young
man of twenty -one when Bizet's Carmen,
from which he sings the Toreador Song
in this collection, was first produced. To
contemplate such facts gives one a sense
of continuity, of living tradition not elsewhere to be gained. These blurred, noisy
rcpressings, mirroring faithfully the original and acquired imperfections of the
1902 Zonophones and 1903 -08 American Victors they are taken fronn, are a
genuine tribute to the achievement of recorded sound.
As to musical values, that's another
matter. Plançon 's reputation was great
but there is not much remarkable singing
on this disc. The famous trill is indeed
impressive, and the agility displayed in
the arias by Thomas and Adam are not

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

easily come by in present -day bassos;
but there is a slick theatricality about
much of his singing -especially to be
noted in his one disastrous venture into
Lieder -which is as dated as the engineering.
D.J.

WARNER
BROS.

HERMANN SCHERCHEN: Overturea

RECORDS

Rossini: Guillaume Tell; La Gazza Ladra.
Auber: Fra Diavole. Hérold: Zampa.

Reznicek: Dotata Diana.

WORLD

Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Hermann
Scherchen, cond.
WESTMINSTER X%VN 18732.

$4.98,

We were not in dire need of a new William Tell Overture, and Scherchen 's version of both Rossini works recorded here
has a number of defects which put it
below half a dozen other recordings (Toscanini's still leads the list). Rossini's crystalline orchestration and demanding melodic figurations show up a clumsy orchestra as mercilessly as a Mozart keyboard
sonata shows up a clumsy pianist. And
the Vienna State Opera Orchestra is, at
times, unquestionably clumsy.
They do better by Auber, Reznicek,
and Hérold, however, and a few characteristics of both orchestra and conductor
(e.g., the solo quartet after the opening
drum roll in Fra Diavolo; the long clarinet melody in the middle of Zampa )
come through most endearingly here.
The sound, if I'm not mistaken, is sharper
and more brilliant on Side 2 than on
Side 1.

D.J.

PREMIERE!
12 bright new albums that mark the World Premiere of
Warner Bros. Records. Recorded in dynamic new Vitaphonic High Fidelity
with the utmost care and imagination in acoustical engineering,
these albums are available in both regular long play and stereo.
There's music here for every mood and every taste...
including some unusual new concepts in recorded performances.

Thrill to these

I;

SOUSA IN STEREO
cr 8,0,. I.td.l.,rr Bn,.I
Mancn. ComL¢tcr
8 1209

BS 1209

,nl 17IY\IC1110

111

FOR WHOM

ixie_änd

THE BELL TOLLS
As PcrinrmcJ by
HEII:DORF

8S

61201

I

f

1201

J

HERMANN SCHERCHEN: "Two Orchestral Programs"

THE SMART SET

Oresea!ra CCIIUICIIXU By

Rant,

Liszt: Mephisto Waltz; Les Préludes.
Saint-Saëns: Danse Macabre. Weber:
Der Freischiitz: Overture-on 18730. Dukas: L'Apprenti Sorcier. Chabrier: Espatia. Ravel: Boléro. Falla: El Amor
Brujo: Ritual Fire Dance; Dance of Ter-

W

WS

1211

Ym,l

Ca Enemas, and

Tne Gullars, Inc.
8 1203
8S 1203

HAVE ORGAN,
WILL SWING

ñ,..

THE DIXIELAND STORY
L:aIIy 1.1.1!'.
112
Paauc.: ' ;cI'
281202
285/2202

1211

,111;111

111

11,

,

ror-on 18733.
Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Hermann
Scherchen, tond.
WEsTMursTER XWN 18730/18733. $4.98
each.

Two of the works on these records-the
Liszt Mephisto Waltz and the Ravel
Boléro -were issued previously on what 1
considered to be the finest :sounding disc
in the Westminster LAB series that I had
encountered. The sound was the thing,
however, not the performances, which
were a bit stodgy. The same marvelous
sonic quality -extreme clarity, instrumental transparency and definition, and
silent surfaces -has been preserved on
these two less expensive discs, but again,
there is nothing to get excited about in
Scherchcn's routine or heavy- handed interpretations. If you are looking for superior reproduction, these discs will pro-

vide it; if you're seeking musicality, betP.A.
ter search elsewhere.

TENOR SONGS AND ARMS: "Famous
Tenors Sing the High C
D'Arkor, Cilios, Lois, Roswacnge, Lauri Volpi, Schmidt, Alcaide, Villabella, Vez-

"THE RING ANO I"
FOR ORCHESTRA
Warren Barker
and his Orthostla
W 1205
WS 120$

MUSIC FOR PEOPLE

WITH s3.9B
WS 120:

YOU'RE MY GIRL

a,.

W 1204

cú'

e 1207

INVITATION

Tb. Guitnrl, Inc.
BS 1200
8 1206

Couchette
n"n1

c

TefPr,y
Í..olurruTd0

8

OH JOHNNY!
Samos
n
Ba1nr
BS 1212

l
e

'

1212

.74,:
u.rr.:
ei

CONCHETTA
.,

TERRIBLY
SOPHISTICATED SONGS
(A Collection or Uneam, r
Senn, toe Popular Pan!)
8 1210
BS 1210

W 1208
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nani, Slczak, Escalais, Taccani,
tenors.
ETERNA ET 722. $5.95.

Merli,

THE SPOKEN WORD

If

one's cars and those of one's neighbors
can take it, there is some instntctive slinging on this disc. The tenors, with a few
exceptions (Escalais, Gilion, Slczak), do
not date hack to the primitive age of reproduction; and since most of the recordings were clone electrically, the sound is
good enough to give a fair estimate of
their various approaches. The high C, one
discovers, Is capable of being produced
in a variety of ways: with the utmost
grace and case (Schmidt, Roswaenge);
with painful, razor -sharp effort (Meth,

Villahella); with a falsetto either artf.tlly
disguised (André d'Arkor) or blatantly
evident ( Slezak). Perhaps the most remarkably and beautifully achieved C
of a tenor about whom I have succeeded in gathering no information at all.
He is designated merely as "Alcaide" on
the label and not mentioned in the sleeve
commentary. His high note begins as a
ravishingly pure mezzo forte and diminishes, believe it or not, to something very
close to a pianissimo, And, rarer yet, the
note does not exist of and for itself, but
is part of the total design of the song
"Spit-to gentil" from La Favorite- which
is rendered in Cigli -like be/ canto. D.J.

-

JENNIE TOUREL: "None But the Lonely Heart"
Tchaikovsky: None but the Lonely Heart;
So Soon Forgotten; At the Ball; When
Spring was in the Air. Rachmaninoff:
The Soklier's Bride; In the Silent Night;
O Cease thy Singing, Maiden Fair. Gretchaninov: Over the Steppe; Ail Along
the highway. Dargomijsky: Love Song;
Look, Darling Girls; Romace. Glinka:
Vain Temptation; Doubt. Balakirev: Under the Mask. Rimsky- Korsakov: Gayer
than the Lark.
Jennie Tourd, mezzo -soprano;
Smith, piano.
DEcc.0 DL 9981. $3.98.

RUINED...

-

-

-

fuzzed up distorted trash
your precious record collection
swept away because you took
chances with an ordinary old
fashioned diamond needle. So
easy to completely protect your
collection with the "Needle

That Remembers"

-

The
Duotone Diamond Needle
with the safety extra of a memory. Tells you when to check or
change your needle. Costs no
more. Get details from leading dealers or booklet from

Duotone, Keyport, New Jersey.

DUOTONE...
ir different

Brooks

Mme. Tourd recorded all three of the
Rachmaninoff songs in this collection before, in pre -L1' clays and with the fine accompaniments of Erich !tor Kahn. Her
voice has lost some of the sheer erotic
bloom that characterized those performances. It is thinner and less various on
top; and the chest tones, while still handsome, do not have the contraltolikc ampleness of former days. But her art ( a
highly intellectual art) is at its richest
and most penetrating in these latest
Rachmaninoff readings. She does not,
unlike most interpreters of the song, sec
the protagonist of The Soldier's Bride as
a tragic figure, a kind of Russian Lucy of
Lammermoor, but as an old woman,
sleepy with the heat of the fire, looking
back at her pathetic history with quiet
satisfaction. Tchaikovsky's At the Ball is
sung like the pale, hectic waltz it is, and
most memorably. Only in the two humorous pieces, Gretchatinov's All Along the
Highway and Dargomijsky 's Look, Dar-

ling Girls,

is

Tourel's singing marred by

some self-conscious posturing.
The accompanist, though no Erich

Itor

Kahn, is adequate.

D.J.

CHARLES DICKENS: "Dickens Duets'
Selections from Oliver Twist, David Cop.

perfiekl, The Pickwick Papers, Martin
Chuzzlewit, Great Expectations, read by
Frank Pettingell.
SPOKEN

Aws

741.

$5.95.

A flip of the switch and a twist of time
knob and there you arc, back in the
narrow, grubby, cobble- streeted London
of the 1800s. On this recording, small
sections from five Dickens novels are
exceeding well read and acted by Mr.
Frank Pettingell. As a rule I prefer to
hear stories read without each character's part being interpreted as on the
stage. However, Mr. Pettingcll's impersonations are so vivid that each character stands out individually. The atmosphere of each tale is established quickly
-as it must be to be successful.
To one who knows no Dickens and is
not inclined to find out about him by
picking up a balk, this recording will
certainly serve as an excellent introduction. To one who knows Dickens well
I'm not sure it will be either enlightening or really satisfying. The excerpts are
so short that just as one gets absorbed in
the characters of one episode, the needle
moves to the next band and one is
swept into another story.
By and large I think that abridgments
and excerpts of novels arc hardly worthwhile -here as elsewhere. In this recording, the main value is probably to the
person interested in studying the art of
acting, in which Mr. Pettingell is highly
skilled. The recording is excellent.
MIRIAM D. MANNING
CARSON McCULLERS: Selections
Carson McCullers, reading three poems
and passages from The Ballad of the Sad
Café, The Heart Is a Loner Hunter, and
from both the novel and stage version of

The Member of the Wedding.
M-G-M E 36I9 ARC. $4.98.

"Stitt

..

loci-Mule rerun,
even in the
small world of spoken -word recordings.
My generation read The heart Is n Loner
Hunter -perhaps unduly sentimentally, in
the war years -with immediate response
to its expression of ineffable longing and
Broadway
loneliness. More recently,
audiences were deeply moved not alone
by the brilliant acting in The Member of
the Wedding, but by the poignant search
out of the "I" into the "we" that forms
its theme. On this record, for once, an
author's work is represented by excerpts
that arc sufficiently self-contained to be
meaningful in themselves and sufficiently
characteristic to suggest the temper of the
whole; here too, the spoken passages are
identified by citation of specific chapter
and verse in the printed texts (a practice
which, in nay opinion, ought to be mandatory). Yet anyone who has regarded
Canon ilfcCullcrs as among the too few
genuine talents of the rather dismal lit-

Continued on page 96
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NEW

STEREO RELEASES
in exclusive Spectra -Sonic Sound*
3zoÉO
hi -li

notable achievement

*LIBERTY'S

SPECTRA -SONIC SOUND, in both stereo

e`t!

**AIL. ot

torized recording studio, located in
Hollywood, California. The specially designed equipment therein, and the technical know-how of LIBERTY'S engineers
combine to produce for you the finest

snorer)

-

-Julie Julie London
Ballads as only Julie
con sing them.

7004

The

-

Martin Denny tradition

stereo makes Gray colorful

Music fer the Girl
you love
Pete King
and his orchestra
Brilliant arrangements of
top standards
7003

orchestra

-

SOLID! SOUTH PACIFIC
one

frontiere: mr. accords

i,C.Q,

-

-

-

Vol. 2
Exotica
exciting sounds of
Martin Denny
An absolute "Natural'
far Stereo

7006

7002 -- Hi -Fi Shades of Gray
Jerry Gray and his

more in the great

$4.98

orrrvßl
XfSÌ

Forbidden Island

Martin Denny

7001

sound possible on o disc.

P1

ó

.'0

and monaural -is accomplished through
the use of the world's only fully transis-

Suggested retail price

shades of Gray

7007
Solid! South Pacific
The Bobby Hammack Quintet
The jazz version of this
sparkling score.

rege iscun,

,.,

-

Mr. Accordion- 7008
Dom Frontiere
Unusual treatment of great
classical favorites by a

Ain't We Got Fun
The Four Grads
Proves stereo an ideal

7009

-

medium for vocals

virtuoso,

tun

douhle
°

7012

-Julie
About the Blues London

The Blues at their

"most."

-

-

Palladium Concert
Jerry Gray and his orchestra
23 songs in two medlies
perfect for dance parties
7013

-

ncthili

7014

-Howard
Double or Nothing Rumseÿ
s

Lighthouse All Stars
Through Stereo, the real
"feel" of o jazz session.

All the above available on Monaural except

A

7015 Essence of Romance
The SpencerHogen Orchestra
os enveloping as the
perfumes it describes so well.

Swinger's Holiday

-

7018
A Swinger's Holiday
Vic Schoen and Hs orchestra
o new and swinging beat
by one of America's
best arrangers.

LRP -7018

BRAND -NEW MONAURAL RELEASES! Suggested retail

price...

$3.98

RlMITIVA

-

The Torch is Burning
3086
Franklyn MacCorrnack
includes "Melody of Love"
plus 11 other great standards.

- The exotic
3087 - PRIMITIVA
of Marlin Denny

yal

sounds

The y thescreatornof

"Exotica

t

-

3088 - Marimbita
Leo Arnaud
Brilliant experiment in

percussion sounds
successful I

3100 .- JULIE IS
HER NAME..
Vol. 2 Julie London
Julie's most intimate
to data

-

- most

twee ...e rraxrro

?NM
FESTIVAL .,

IMMW-=1.1.

NCB

WRITE FOR
FREE

CATALOG

"AA

RTY

Enchantment
Garcia and his arch.

3062
Russ

lush strings in original

mood gems composed by
Joe Greene

OCT'OLJEn

1958

Polka Festival
"Junior" Zielinski
genuine polka party
played by o real
polka expert.

3085
Bruno

-

Keyboard Magic
3082
Ami Aloni, pianist
Surprise album of the year!
pop standards a lo classics.

RECORDS, Inc.

Dept. H,
1556 North LaBrea Avenue
Hollywood 28, Calif.

JJ

LISTEN
and you will
MELIS AT

-,

MIDNIGHT

4140

CELP

:T

AT-wo

w'

Kay.

ITALY

CELP

CAEm eox

4130

pßi.KAS

,,oei

ELSA

t,J ire

4120

...

-'
\N:

POLKAS

HEAR

91420

SCLP

the difference
yn

MODERN ART
OF
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TONY SCOTT

ORIZA

CELP

4260

4150

STUBBY
KAYE

CELP

the

4210

1,A 1'1.
,

sMt

far

SEXTETTE
CELP

\T.\

SINVITrE

LA PLATA

4170

only on

The above also available
on monaural LP at $3.98

For the high fidelity connoisseur who demands that his eauipmenr operate at its fullest potential... Seeco Records are a must.

IF NOT AT YOUR DEALERS, WRITE: SEECO RECORDS,
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THE THRILL OF SPORTS
Narrated by Don Dunphy, Harry \Vismer, Russ Hodges, Chris Schenkel.
COLUMBIA ML 5294. $3.98.

All $498

STER

out the cynical touch, but with a fillip of
and so to the turnhumor and color
table. .
Like much children's fare that is put on
records today this, frankly, is supposed to
appeal to adults too; and it will, especially
to those who have been brought up on
Mother Goose. There is no doubt that several of the rhymes will be appreciated
only by adults or perhaps by a few children who are beyond the nursery rhyme
age ) -l'm thinking of Hector Protector,
which is recited in a real Sitwellian manner. However, there are many others
( London Bridge, A Was an Archer, Old
Mother Hubbard, Tarn, Tom the Piper's
Son, The Frog and the Morse, etc.) that
children as well as older listeners will
delight in.
To me, the most imaginative part of
this entire production is the music- light,
charming, and very cleverly orchestrated.
Where there are traditional melodies, Mr.
Kay has used them but with his own cleft
musical touches. There is also a nice balance of sung and recited rhymes. All three
performers show a remarkable variety in
their recitations, avoiding the stilted air
and plotted effect that seem to creep into
so many spoken -word products.
A word of advice ( which may seem
obvious to some) : do not play this record
unless you are prepared to give it your
full listening attention and to have a
very quiet room. Otherwise the subtle
nuance and details will completely escape,
the continuity be lost, and the final impression will be merely that of people
Mtnunxt U. MANNING
gabbling along.
.

ANYONE?

CELP

$5.95.

Picture-artistic and faintly satirical with-

i

MAXWELL

TC 1091.

As you draw this record out of its jacket,
take a long, thoughtful look at the cover

p,!1YOPi°_,:

.4h

CELP

MOTHER GOOSE
Read and sung by Cyril Ritchard, Celeste

Holm, Boris Karloff; music by Hershy

íi*

ENCHANTMENT

erary decades of the Forties and Fifties
avill be bitterly disappointed.
The fault, put brutally, is that what
one hears is a dreadful huskiness, gasping,
wheezing, violent wrenching of phrases
out of context. Undoubtedly, Miss McCullers is no elocutionist; but if no scientific
marvel could redeem the aberrations of
the human voice, better this record should
J.G.
not have been released.

DEPT. HF, 39 WEST 60 STREET, N. Y.

The sanie faults which plagued the first
Columbia sports record are to be found
in this one, only more so: the "thrill" is
too often merely a participants after -theevent account. What most of this record
boils down to is post -mortem interviews
with sports greats in which they tell just
how it felt to win an Olympic game:
knock out an opponent (or be knocked
out); win the world series in an exciting
play -off game; or upset Army's three
years of unbroken victories, etc.
Roy H.

HOOPES, JP.
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a stereo tape deck
to `record' stereo and play stereo
for as low as

895
Records and Plays Back Stereo
4 -track head handles both
2- channel and 4- channel stereo
tapes, as well as dual -track

monaural tapes.

Pushbutton Controls
Unique, easy to operate... the
complete facilities of a
recorder ...at your fingertips.
3 -Speed
17/e ips,

Versatility

ips, and 71/2 ips
to meet any speed requirement
including the new,
low -speed 4 -track stereo tapes.

Mounts Easily Anywhere
Vertically or horizontally the
Telectro Series 900 is as easy to
install as a record changer.
Handsomely styled it blends
perfectly into any home decor.

TELECTRO

SERIES

SPECIFICATIONS:
Flutter and Wow:

Less than 1/4 of 1%
Signal -to -Noise Ratio:
Better than 50 db when used with

Telectro preamplifiers

Speed Accuracy: -_*2%

Frequency Response:
71/2 435-40 to 15,000 cps
33/4

ips -40 to 10,000 cps
6,000 cps

P/e ips -40 to

Dimensions:
13" W x 12"

below motorboard
motorboard

D x 61/2" D

x 11/4" H above

There are five models to choose from including a
three-head unit with provision for simultaneous
monitoring while recording. (Matched Record /Play
preamplifier with VU meter and a play preamplifier are available.)
MODEL
900 -1
900-2
900 -3
900-4
900 -5

FUNCTION

Monaural Record. Stereo Play
Monaural Record, Stereo Play,
Monitor
Stereo Record, Stereo Play
Stereo Play
Stereo Record, Stereo Play, Monitor

H

i

Make
Your
- Fi System

Complete

...with

OO

Add a Telectro Series 90C
Tape Deck and make your Hi -Fi
system complete. Flexible
enough to fit into any system,
the 900 is the design answer for
the audiophile who has
wanted to add tape facilities
without duplicating his
electronic components. It is the
best of what you want, yet

sensibly priced.

Check these extra Features:
Solenoid operated a,itomatIc shutoff

Digital Tape Counter
Rotary design speed selector for
easy speed choice

stereo
tape deck
by TELECTRO

Unique Brake Design permits easy
reel rotation
Fast Wind -Fast Rewind without tape
spill or breaking

Pushbutton Interlocks fullfill
professional requirements

All prices and specifications

subject to change without notice.

See the 900 Series at your Hl -Fi dealer or write for complete information.
A PRODUCT OF TELECTROSONIC CORPORATION, 35 -18 37th STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK
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For your home...

STE REO

BY A LTEC

-

yet so inexpensive

phonic installations than all other makes
combined.

Assuming you know that quality high fidelity
components arc essential for any worthwhile
stereophonic sound system -and assuming that
you don't want to pay a staggering price for your
st's tem-

The Finest

This professional quality is built into every
ALTEC high fidelity component. The saine e(lìcicnt technique used to manufacture ALTEC's
massive professional stereo systems is used in
producing home high fidelity components. This
means lower prices for ALTEC than for other
makes of comparable quality.

-

Before you buy stereo compare -the quality
and the price of ALTEC LANSING high fidelity

components.
ALTEC is used for more professional stereo-

Here's One
Example of
ALTEC Quality

at Low Cost:

S40 MASTER STEREO CONTROL
344A QUARTET AMPLIFIER

3444 QUARTET AMPLIFIER

This i \LTEc system provides 40 watts (80 peak) of
power for stereo or 20 watts (40 peak) for each channel. For monaural you can kw the 307 or 305, the 344,
and the 412, and add to it later for stereo. No matter
Tchen you buy Ar_rsc, cou always get the same uniform quality components precision built, matched
and balanced for true excitement in listening.

-

4123 BIFLEY. SPEAKER

Biflexi) Speaker -this
popular 12" single cone high fidelity
speaker Is one of three famous
Biflexes -an exclusive ALTEC design.
The ALTEC Bitlex is perhaps the only
true high fidelity single voice -coil
speaker made. Guaranteed frequency
range is 40. 15,000 cps Only $54.00
ALTEC 4129

tuner - Is perfect
with the 307 for AM -FM stereo. Fealures extremely sharp skirt attenualion providing the greatest usable
band width for maximum fidelity.
ALTEC 305A AM

Only $99.00

Amplifier -Ver
satility, clean power, functional
ALTEC 344A Quartet

design, and low price describe the
masterful ALTEC Quartet. For stereo
You have all of these features for
each channel with the Quartet: 2022,000 cps. 20 watts (40 peak); 138
db gain; 32 db bass tone control
range; 35 db treble tone control
range; six inputs -V.R. phono. tape
deck, microphone, radio tuner, tape
machine, high level phono; four iode
pendent volume controls; 4 position
contour control; three position independent rumble and scratch filters;
tape recording output Only $111.00

4129 BIFLEE SPEAKER

-

Master Stereo Control
provides master channel control for
two 3444 Quartet amplifiers. If you
already own an ALTEC Quartet, you
can use the S40 for stereo conversion any time Only $12.00
ALTEC S40

ALTEC 4128

Biflexi Speaker -this

popular 12" single cone high fidelity
speaker is one of three famous
Biflexes -an exclusive ALTEC design.
The ALTEC Billez is perhaps the only
true high fidelity single voicecoil
speaker made. Guaranteed frequency
range is 40.15,000 cps Only $54.00

When you hear ALTEC, you know it's the finest.
And it costs no more!
Walnut, blonde or mahogany hardwood cabinet for 307, 305A or 344A- $19.95)

ALTEC
LANSING CORPORATION

9Ó

Write for free catalogue and loudspeaker
enclosure information booklet:
LANSING CORPORATION, Dept. 10HB
1515 S. Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, Calif.
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N.Y.
ALTEC

12336
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orld of ;intertai n men
._,

Here at Home
'After flours at the London House."
Sarah Vaughan; various instrumentalists. Mercury \IG 20383. $3.98.
The liner notes state that "Pandemonium
reigned" at this 2 a.m. session in Chicago's
London House; though most of the uproar has been eliminated, there still remains a good deal of extraneous noise.
Miss Vaughan, a note bender without an
equal these days, is in fine form, in a
program of more or less standard items.
There is a hauntingly beautiful version
of Weill's Speak Low and an almost as
good Detour Ahead. The jump numbers
don't seem to fare as well, and in Thanks
For the Memory the singer suffers from a
lapse in memory. Mercury calls this it
"charming fluff," but whether record buyers will concur is questionable. Strong
backing from her own trio and a quartet
from the Basle Band, with some tasteful
solo work from Jones and Cullcy. J.F.I.
"The Columbia Album of Irving Berlin."
Frank DeVol and His Orchestra. Columbia C2L 12. $7.96.
In this grand cavalcade of Irving Berlin's
music. one thing, in particular, stands out.
For the American Minstrel, the art of
song writing appears to have come full
circle: the first show lune on these records, Play A Simple Melody ( 1914 ), and
the latest, You're Just In Love (1950),
have exactly the same construction -a
»sain lyrical theme, under which Berlin
wrote a catchy countermelodv. in the
intervening years, Berlin has written more
songs, in more styles, than any other popular composer. His batting average must
be truly formidable, and, of course, he
can still raise it. This is an all -round wonderful album -for the songs themselves,
for the fine De\'ol arrangements, for the
excellent sound, and last, but definitely
not least, for the accurate and thorough
liner notes of Stanley Green. Better put
it on your "Must" list right away. J.F.1.

"The Columbia Album of Sign d Romberg." Paul Weston and His Orchestra.
Columbia C2L 14. $7.96.
Arranger Paul Weston has had here the
unenviable task of selecting from Sigmund Romberg's over 2,000 songs just
enough to fill four record sides. He has
done nobly, with a program that nicely
balances the nvell -known Romberg favorites against numbers that have been almost forgotten. How pleasant it is to renew acquaintance with Something New

.

is in :\!y Heart (May Wine, 1935), the
lovely April Snoic (Up in Central Park,
1945), and Just We Two (The Student
Prince, 1924 ). The hardier perennials are
all here, too-songs from The New Moon,
Maytime, The Desert Song, plus Rom berg's special favorite, Faith fully Yours,
which was his personal musical signature
in later years. The arrangements are in
the usual \Veston style, lush strings and
rich muted brass that has a tendency to
sound syrupy.] wish that Mr. \Veston had
included a couple of sprightly Romberg
items ( there are plenty) to give some
rhythmic variety to this otherwise excellent assortment, but most people will be
well content with it as is.
J.F.I.

"Dance Date With Larry Clinton." Larry
Clinton and His Orchestra. RCA Camden CAL 434. 81.98.
The accent here is on the swinging instrumental side of the Clinton band, rather than the pop ballad work that jumped
the band, and its vocalist, Bea Wain, to
the top of the late Thirties heap. Clinton
was a competent composer, as well as
arranger, with ideas that avcre, if anything, slightly ahead of the time: compare
his treatment of Study in Red with the
Miller In the Mood, which it predates by
almost a year. Seven numbers in this
showcase are Clinton originals, five of
them from his well- remembered "Studies
in" series. These sides date from around
1939, yet the sound is still acceptable.
J.F.I.
"Dancing Over the Waves." Ray Anthony
and His Orchestra. Capitol T 1028.
$3.98.

The days when purists held their hands
aloft in horror at the supposed desecration of the classics by big bands have
long since passed. And if the younger set,
weaned on rock and roll, just can't "dig"
this melodic stuff, no matter. Here is the
Anthony band in strong -beat, danceable
versions of Martha's Song ( Flotow ), Lie bestriiume ( Liszt ), Romance (Rubinstein), and a number of more standard
items. I don't see how you could resist
dancing to these, particularly since the
Capitol sound captures the full -throated
warmth of the instrumental choirs NO
J.F.I.
faithfully.

"Having A Ball With the Three Suns."
The Three Suns. RCA Victor LPM
1734.

$3.98.

The Three Sins have been turning out
this sort of danceable fare for so long
that it is remarkable that they can make
it still sound fresh and interesting. The

Ocroastt 1958

secret appears to be in their ability to
make a well -balanced selection of old
standards, arrange them carefully -often
brilliantly -for guitar, accordion, and piano/Hammond organ, and then play with
unlimited zest. There are no fewer than
thirty numbers on this record, some old,
some new, some fast, some slow; but it
will take a lot of will power to resist the
urge to dance that all this music generates.
J.F.I.
A Kick Out of Porter." Joe Bushkin, piano; Orchestra. Capitol T 1030.
$3.98.
The Porter here is, of course, Cole, and
not the dark heady brew beloved of Irish
imbibers. Backed by wood winds, a four trombone choir, and rhythm section, Joe
Bushkin, of the nimble fingers, runs
through a cross section of Porter standards. The pianist, on a mild jazz kick, is
consistently interesting, often imaginative,
and always musical. Bushkin is something
of a »outlier, though, and 1, for one, would
relish a little more accent on the good old
Porter melodies. After all, they arc some
of the very best around.
J.F.f.

"I Cet

"I Remember Russ." Jerry \laic; Orchestra, Glenn Osscr, conci. Columbia CL
1164.

$3.98.

With Russ Colombo's death in a freakish
aeeirlent in 1934, a legend was created
which survives to this day. A less versatile
singer than his rival baritone, Bing Crosby, Colombo confined himself almost exclusively to the dreamy ballads of the
time, which he sang with honesty and a
good deal of romantic fervor; and it is
from this repertoire that Jerry Vale has
chosen his program. Vale's voice is nnnsically solid, inure robust than Colombo's,
but there is the same sort of sincerity and
warmth in his work. He Wisely ;WOWS
aping the Colombo style ( which would
seem extremely bated now ), yet manages
to suggest all that was best in Colombo's
manner. Glenn Osscr's modern arrangements, which maintain the melodic line
cleanly, are reasonably free from any
anachronistic 19.58 touches and most admirably complement Vale's work. J.F.I.
"Just For Laughs." Andy Griffith, narrator. Capitol T 96:2. $3.98.
Having appeared on television, Broadway, and in the movies No Time For
Sergeants, A Face In the Crowd and
Onionhead, Andy Griffith has come a
long way since that day back in 1953
when he recorded What It \t'as, Was
Football. However, there arc those whn
say "Football," a real classic of Ameri-
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can humor, is still the funniest thing he
has ever done -and diere is something
in what they say, although i would rank
Romeo and Juliet (Anclv's Southern drawled version of Shakespeare's play) n
close second.
If it wasn't for the fact that "Football"
and "Romeo and Juliet" are available on
45 -rpm discs, I would say that they are
worth the price of the record alone. But
these selections are available separately;
hence my advice is to pick them up on
455 and forget the rest of the skits on
the LP.
Roy H. IiooPE.v, in.

"Gertrude Lawrence: A Remembrance."
Orchestras, Harry Sosnik and Jay
Blackton, conchs. Decca DL 8(373.
$3.98.
In the course of her long international
career, Gertrude Lawrence made surprisingly few trips to American recording
studios. When she did, the results were,
to say the least, extremely variable. The
few songs on this dlise, originally recorded
around 1946, are hardly likely to delight
even her most ardent admirers. From the
Limehouse Blues of 1923 to the Jenny
of 1941 they are nearly all songs which
were landmarks in her theatrical career
and for which, one may assume, she had
great affection. Little of that affection is
in evidence in the performances here.
tired and listless. with poor orchestral
backing, in extremely rough sound. We
can be happy that we still have her captivating performance in The King and I
( Decca DL 9008) to delight us. Well
worth hunting for is the now deleted 10inch RCA Victor LRT 7(1(11, which includes her wonderful songs from Lady in
the Dark and the excellent Cole Porter
songs from the English musical of 1932,
Nymph Errant.
J.F.I.

"Music For the Weaker Sex." Benny
Carter, saxophone; Henri Rene and His
Orchestra. RCA Victor LPM 1583.
$3.98.
Because these twelve Henri Rene original
nmsical vignettes have been tagged with
the names of male singers, it is natural
to assume that "The Weaker Sex" is female. That subject will be avoided here.
\Vhile the ladies will undoubtedly revel
in these short works, so will their mcu
folk. This is a splendid sampling of excellent background music, wonderfully
played awl very handsomely recorded. It
could actually he turned into a wonderful party game, too. Each section is intended to suggest a certain male singer,
hut I'm willing to bet that not one person
in twenty would come up with the correct coupling. Two will probably give little trouble: Elvis, a tremendously jaunty,
solid rocker, is easily identified; and
,4lari°, with its soft Italian flavor and soft
guitar, might pose little difficulty -but the
rest?
J.F.I.

"Jan Peerce in Las Vegas." Jan Peerce,
tenor; Joe Reisman and His Orchestra.
RCA Victor LPM 1709. 83.98.
All roads used to lead to Rome, but nowadays they seem to converge on Las

Vegas. The famous tenor of the Metropolitan recently followed other greats of
the entertainment world to one of the

larger caravansaries in that town. and a
sampling of his program is now available
for those who haven't vet gotten within
reach of the one -arm bandits. Peerce is
in wonderful voice; and though the program doesn't amount to much musically,
you'll travel a long way before hearing
better versions, to name only three, of
Granada. Bluebird of Happiae.ss. and Because. There is only one bow in the direction of opera, a spine- tingling "Vesti br
giubba," which is fine musical dessert to
an excellent musical meal.

J.F.1.

"Trouble Is A Man." Judy Holliday; Orchestra. Buster Davis, cond. Columbia
CL 1153. $3.98.
The star of Bells Are Ringing definitely rings the bell in this, lier first solo
word recording. it is :m exciting and auspicious debut by a major artist -one of
the best records of its kind issued this
year. The Holliday voice has a wann human quality, ideal for the intimacy of
Arthur Schwartz's Confession or the plaintiveness of Bernstein's Lonely Town; yet
she can indulge in a raucous fling with
the best, as she does in a rousing One of
God's Children and a fine Am I Blue.?
with a honky -took piano hacking. But I
suspect that she feels, au fond, more at
home in songs that have undertones of
.sadness and despair. In these her performances are extremely moving. Miss
Holliday is also something of a rarity. as
singers go these days: she believes that
melody was written to be sung as is and
that lyrics were written to have some
meaning. As for the Glenn Osser arrangements, their consideration and taste contribute a great deal to the joy of this most
welcome record.
J.F.I.

"Confetti." Les Baxter, FIis Chorus and
Orchestra. Capitol T 1029. $3.98.
This is an unusually well -named record,
containing light, gay European instrumentals as varicolored as its title suggests.
Les Baxter has decked them out with
sparkling and witty arrangements that add
a piquant touch to the entire program. in
Ricordate \lnrcelliuo there's a jaunty,
whistling chorus; a carousel, complete
with hells. propels Mon Amour, C) Al On
Amour; lyrical guitars limn April In Portugal -all touches that contribute immeasurably to the over -all pleasure of this
festive record.
J.F.I.
"Dance Time in Paris." Chauncey Gray
and His Orchestra. Judson L 3021
$3.98.

In fashioning danceable pastiches of these
French chansons-La Seine, Les Feuilles
Mortes, cte.macstro Chauncey Crays
ensemble, much given to muted trumpets. tends to Americanize the material.
The result is more redolent of a New York
slipper club than of a Parisian boute.
O.B.B.

"Dreams of the South Seas." Alfred Apaka and the Hawaiians. Urania UR
9(116.

$3.98.

Apaka's saccharine and short -of- breath
vocal refrains arc not helped by the surf
sounds dubbed in- apparently to create
an island ambiance. Moreover, the surge
and ebb resemble tape hiss too closely for
comfort. Nor is the pedestrian performance enhanced by the thick texture of
Uranies stinks.
O.B.B.

"From France With \iusic." Varel and
Bailly; Chanteurs de Paris. RCA Victor
LP \I 1646.

Foreign Flavor
'Buon Giorno Napoli." Aurelio Fierro,
tenor; Orchestra. Columbia \\'L 131.
84.98.
As a visit to any of Rome's record shops
will show, Aurelio Fierro is a tremendously popular vocalist in his native Italy.
Isere the dulcet -voiced tenor offers a
dozen of the songs that have made him
famous, including Guaglionc and Seapricelatiello. The engineering, by the Italian
company Duriuo, is superb. But Columbia provides neither texts nor translations;
instead they offer the most fatuously eute
annotation ever to grace-or disgrace -a
disc. To echo Dorothy Parker, it made this
sveader fwow up.
U.B.B.

"Cole Espagnole." Nat "King" Cole; Orchestra, Armando Roi leu, Jr., cond.
Capitol w 1(131. 84.98.
The sultry quality of the Cole voice,
which, even in English. could invest such
trivia as Nature Boy and .dome Lisa with
overtones of sex, should he doubly seductive in Spanish. It isn't. In English, Cole
knows just what the words mean, and
gives them value plus. In Spanish. at least
from the evidence of this record, he rattles
everything off as if he were reading from
a phonetic speller. He seems to have
moved out of the boudoir into the library
-and it's unfortunate,
J.F.I.

100

$3.98.

\'arel and Bailly are luminaries -of

a sort

-of France's Tin I'an Alley. Their output,
as presented here, ranges from the banal
to the frenzied, from Une Place Pour Tai

to La Grande Coco. Only Toujours Paris
is of superior quality, and it is uncomfortably reminiscent of Yves \Iontand'.s
A Paris.
0.13.13.

"German Marches." Musikkorps L.A. Der
i3undeswehr, Hauptmann Flans Herzberg, cond. Capitol T 10156. $3.98.
Oompah :aplenty characterizes Captain
Hans Herzberg 's direction as he guides
his Musikkorps L.A. through a program
of marches -e.g., Friedericus Rex, Kamer adengruss- which he feels "reflects the
spirit of the 'new' republic and its people." However that may be, nobody plays
marches like a Cenan baud. The Herzberg assemblage is among the best, as is
Capitol's engineering.
"Hielaui Lassie." Patricia Clark, soprano;
Philip Green's Orchestra. Capitol T
10119. 83.98.
Patricia Clark's pellucid soprano is hauntingly lyrical in these traditional Scots
songs of the genre of Charlie Is 11y Darling. Annie Laurie, and The Laird o'
Cockpen. Glasgow -born Miss Clark brings
real tenderness and understanding to
these ballads. Asa result, this is as satis-

Continued on page 103
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THE NEW

GOODMANS

Model S1O

-30

STEREOBEERE

THE PERFECT SECOND SPEAKER
FOR STEREO

Omnidirectional sound!

Largest dimension 10 inches!

-

No matter what kind of speaker or speaker system you own
the new Goodmans STEREOSFERE is your perfect second
speaker (or stereo.
In its decor it is all functional. Not more than 10" in its largest
dimension, the STEREOSFERE performs as well as comparable
speakers taking three times its space. Its versatility for a variety
of applications is truly amazing. The STEREOSFERE is omnidirectional and adjustable for maximum flexibility of positioning
for use in the home, laboratory or theatre, and for broadcast and
recording or monitoring use. It provides maximum stereo listening
area and its spatial lateral sound is impressively better than that
of comparable second stereo speakers three times its size.

WHY THE STEREOSFERE FOR STEREO
well known that the ear cannot detect the accurate position
of the source of sound below approximately 300 cycles. Therefore,
frequencies below 300 cycles from both amplifiers in a stereo
system, can be combined and fed to a single loudspeaker without
!

It

is

New Goodmans RIGIDFLEX' Audiom Woofers
Specific custom features on -the new Goodmans Audiom
series include rigid die cast chassis throughout and highest efficiency magnet systems to provide exceptional bass
response from 20 to 5,000 cycles at crossover points of
200-300, 500 -600, 750, 950, 1250, 2500 and 5,000 c /s.
These are the most efficient types of woofers available for
2, 3 and 4 way monaural and stereophonic systems. The
unique method of obtaining virtually free edge cone suspension is in line with the latest high frequency heating
techniques. Because of this unique process, standing waves
and surround resonances are completely eleminated. Any
one of the new Audiom woofers, combined with two of the
new STEREOSFERES will give you an excellent and
complete stereo speaker system. The new Audiom woofers
are as follows:
AUDIOM 652: 12" woofer, voice coil diameter 3 ", fundamental resonance- 35 cycles, power handling capacity
35 watts, total flux: 240,000 Maxwells.
AUDIOM 852: 12" woofer, voice coil diameter 3 ", fundamental resonance 30-35 cycles, power handling capacity
45 watts, total flux[ 308,000 Maxwells.
*The Goodmans Rigidfler cone has a completely flexible free floating cone rim and completely rigid cone center
to provide pure piston action.

Tilts, swivels, rotates!

Hang from ceiling, wall;
sit at normal height!

any loss of the stereo effect. Because of this an existing full range
speaker unit, properly baffled, needs only one STEREOSFERE to
complete a fully balanced stereo speaker system for an average sized living room or monitoring studio. Result is substantial savings
for you, as well as a much more modest -sized second speaker system.
The STEREOSFERE is designed to reproduce all audio frequencies from 300 to 20,000 cycles. One STEREOSFERE corn bined with an existing full range system makes an excellently
balanced stereo speaker system. The model S10 -30 STEREO SFERE, speaker will handle 30 watts of continuous program
material. The 1DM -30 frequency- dividing, isolation and mixer network, is specifically designed to handle a maximum of two S10 -30
STEREOSFERE speakers. When so used the existing full range
speaker system handles only the combined bass signals. Above 300
c/s the channels are fed one to each S10 -30 STEREOSFERE. The
stereo balance is then excellent, because the high frequency units
are identical.

AUDIOM 755: 15" woofer, voice coil diameter 3 ", fundamental resonance 25 cycles, power handling capacity
40 watts, total flux, 240,000 Maxwells.
AUDIOM 955: 15" woofer, voice coil diameter 3 ", fundamental resonance 25 cycles, power handling capacity
50 watts, total flux, 308,000 Maxwells.

Goodmans ARU- Acoustical Resistance Units:
This exclusive Goodmans feature enables you to
achieve superior response and performance characteristics
in an enclosure hnving only 'ì5 to Vi the size normally used.
It extends bass to 20 cycles and virtually all resonance
above this frequency is eliminated. Bass comes out clean,
natural and undistorted. ARU installation is simple.

For further information and prices on these and other
superb new Goodmans products, write to SPEAKERS,
Dept. RF -10, Rockbar Corp., Mamaroneck, N. Y.

American Sales Representative
for Goodmans Industries

ny

Save yourself time and trouble by ordering your

books directly from us. Just fill in the coupon
below and mail it to us with your remittance.

RECORDS IN REVIEW -1958
The Fourth High Fidelity Annual

Special Prepublication Off e

Until November

15

After November 15

- $4.95
- $5.95

The standard reference for the intelligent purchase of LPs and tapes
Nearly 900 reviews of records and stereophonic tapes,
arranged alphabetically and by musical category for convenient use.
Almost three times as many tape reviews as in the previous
compilation.
Includes index of performers.
Sturdily bound and attractively jacketed.

Contains reviews of classical and semiclassical music, and
the spoken word, that appeared in HIGH FIDELITY Magazine from July 1957 through June 195S.
Reviews cover the merits of the performance and the quality of the recording. They also make comparative evaluations with releases of previous years.
Written by some of this country's most knowledgeable
critics.

Order

Today- Use Convenient Coupon Below

D
HIGH FIDELITY

High Fidelity Record Annuals
1955 ANNUAL

-

$4.95
1956 ANNUAL

edited by Roland Gelait
201

edited by Roland Gelait

237
$4.50
RECORDS IN REVIEW-1957
257
Griffiths
$4.95

-

edited

by Joan

Each of these books, the only ones of Their kind, contains
reviews of classical ar.d semiclassical music, and idle spoken
word, that appeared in HIGH FIDELITY Magazine for the twelve
preceding their date
months -July through June inclusive
of publication. The reviews discuss performances, interpretations, and sound qualities; in addition they compare recordings
with earlier versions. Reviewers include some of the most
distinguished contemporary music critics.

-

Book Department
HIGH FIDELITY Magazine

Two

Ae to

paperbacks by HIGH FIDELITY reviewers

I

on foreign orders except Canadian.

-

BACH
By Nathan Broder
Every available (up to time of publication) recording of Bach's
music on LP records is discussed and rated: vocal, keyboard,
chamber music, and orchestral compositions. A brief biography
highlights Bach's major compositions and achievemenrs.
Paper, $1.25
272

THE COLLECTOR'S

-

ByJobn S. Wilson
JAZZ
This complete discography and guide to LP records analyzes
jazz styles up to World War TI and provides a succinct history of
jazz up to the great swing bands.
Paper, $1.45
273
THE COLLECTOR'S

Great Barrington, Mass.
enclose $
fcr which please send me, postpaid, .ho books
indicated by the circled numbers below. INo C.O.D.s or chore orders,
please.! Foreign orders sent at buyer's risk. Add 55i per book fc r postage

The Wyeth Press

Unmarked binders $2.75 each
HIGH FIDELITY RECORD REVIEW INDEXES
1954
1955
1956

A Bibliography of Sound Reproduction
Foreword by G. A. Briggs
Compiled by K. J. Spencer
This new book, imported in a limited quantity from England
and available in this country only through the publishers of
HIGH FIDELITY Magazine, is a volume whose value to everyone
seriously interested in high fidelity need not be outlined.
Tr contains approximately 2,600 entries that represent the whole
field of published information and research on high -quality
sound reproduction, from the subject's very early days up to
and including June 1957.
$6.00
271

-50c

Great Barrington, Mass.
enclose $
for which please send me, postpaid,
copies of RECORDS IN REVIEW -1958 at the special prepublication price
of $4.95 per copy. (No C.O.D.s or chorge orders, please.)

each

I

1957

NAME

201

271

ADDRESS

237

272

257

273

NAME
ADDRESS
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Continued from page 100
factory a recital of Scottish songs as the
non- folklorist is likely to find for a long
tinse to come.
0.13.13.
" Legrand in

the greatest achievement
in stereo records

Rio." Michel Legrand and

His Orchestra. Columbia CL 11:39.
$3.98.
In his tireless tour of world capitals it

was inevitable that \lichel Legrand
%mild sooner or later trip over his own
arpeggios. i-Ie has clone just this with his
mannered, precious treatment of the likes
of Brazil, Bahia, Perjtdia, and a dozen
other Latin -American stand -bys. This is
Cugat s beat, and Legrand offers him no

threat. Adequate sound.

SS

0.13.13,

"Paris -1925." Zizi Jeanmaire, Roland
Petit, Les Frères Jacques, André Popp
and His Orchestra. Columbia \\'L 128.
$4.98.
An amusing re-creation of the Parisian
musical scene of the mid-Twenties,

though the picture would have been both
more effective and more authentic had
André Popp been content with the rickyticky small bancl orchestrations of the day,
with their grotesque clarinet and saxophone breaks, the inevitable twangy
banjo, etc., and some honest to goodness
French numbers of 1925. As it is, his
band is of a size undreamed of in Paris
in the Twenties; the orchestrations have
had imposed upon them, too, many modern musical idioms; eight of the numbers
arc of American derivation, saine popular long before 1925, and one (Hallelujah) that certainly could not have
reached Paris until 1937. Jeanmaire offers a frantic Charleston in very Gallic
style, and a La Violetera which Raquel
\feller would hardly recognize. Roland
Petit disposes of The Sheik and Whispering in the sort of voice much admired by
the French, small, suave, and loaded with
passion. Columbia's sound is certainly
something of an adventure, though. I
hope nobody got lost in the echo chant bcrs.

J. F.1.

London f/ss is the final triumph in the search for realistic sound reproduction. For over
twelve years ffrr
full frequency range recording
has been the world's leader in
high fidelity. Now, //sr
full frequency stereophonic sound . .. is the world's leader
in stereo.
.

...

...

Music sounds better on London because it is recorded better. London f fss uses special
microphones
the most sensitive ever engineered. They capture all the sounds that
originate from the concert stage. When recreated in your home, these sounds seem to
come to you from a continuous row of speakers. With flu, live performance sound is
yours -at home. You hear separation of sound or the sweeping blend of sowed
exactly as performed on the concert stage.

...

..

Step- by-srep quality control by renowned British craftsmen is another reason for the
superiority of ffss. To these artisans record making is an arr. Their dedication is part
of the heritage of London Records ... your assurance that f/u is the world's finest stereo.
OVER moo ffss RECORDINGS NOW AVAILABLE

Mantovani

- WRITE

FOR CATALOG

IDMUNCO ROS

NATIONAL
ANTHEM

Watt, Emma

Rhythms of the South

"Swinging Swedish Schottisches and
Waltzes." Jelving's Band and Singers.
Capitol T 10172. $3.98.
A refreshingly off -beat item that goes far
OCTOBER

1958

Tchaikovsky
1812 OVERTURE

Capriccio Italian

Marche Slav

THE

/Eli -Iff

WORLD

10179.

Noble favorite, Goodnight, Sweetheart,
more insinuatingly caressed. "Fantastique"
may be an overstatement for Antier's pianistic efforts, but her solos are at least
pleasant. Vocals are in French, Portuguese, German, Spanish, and English -in
all of which the singer sounds at home.
Capitol provides excellent sound for this
J.F.I.
admirable record.

^

OF

"Paris After Hours." Fantastique Piano
and Vocals by Vicky Autier. Capitol T
$3.98.
The promise of Vicky Antler's first Capitol recording ('1- 10041) is more than
fulfilled in this excellent program of
songs. The Autier style is intimate, persuasive, and subtle, and her whole manner is reminiscent of that fine artiste of
the Thirties, Lucienne Dover. She can
handle a jump number like Rocky with
as much ease as clic can smoothly and
suggestively sing 1 Kiss Your Hand, Madame; and l've never heard that old Ray
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reputation for being.
phlegmatic. Maestro Jclvtng hits the beat
for all it's worth in this program of Swedish dance music, mud a choral accompaniment as ingratiating as it is disorganized
lends a sense of spontaneity. Despite himself, the listener is drawn into the gaiety.
A lot of bounce, a lot of noise, and a lot
to belie the Swedes'

O.B.B.

of fun.

NOW...

jl VOX

PUTS YOU IN THE
MIDDLE OF THE

MUSIC WITH

ST[R[OVOX°
RECORDS
Another VOX first, packaged in
static-free aluminum Foil envelopes.
You'll be surrounded by beautiful sounds... and
YOU won't want io esC0001 Storoovox words woke
up yOur oars. .fot your Dols. O'DOVndina in time
with their o.citina rhythms ...overwhelm you with
thoir large- m.lile sound! En ov the Gnost stereophonic sound-Steroovos -et your dealer's now.

BARTOK: CONCERTO FOR ORCHESTRA. Bamberg
Symphony- Heinrich Hollreiser, conductor
ST-PL 10.480
DVORAK: SYMPHONY #5, E MINOR, OP. 95 "FROM
THE NEW WORLD ". Bamberg Symphony -Heinrich
ST -PL 10.810
Hollreiser, conductor

'SAINT -SAENS: HAVANAISE, OP. 83; INTRODUCTION &RONDO CAPRICCIOSO. OP. 28.
CHAUSSON: POEME, OP. 25. Aaron Rosand, violin
-Symphony Orchestra of the Southwest German
Radio, Baden -Baden -Rolf Reinhardt, conductor.
ST -PL 10.470

' LISZT:

PIANO CONCERTO ,1. E FLAT MAJOR &
PIANO CONCERTO ;2. A MAJOR. Alfred Brendel,
piano
Pro Musica Orchestra, Vienna
Michael
Cielen, conductor
ST -PL 10.420

-

-

SCHUBERT: QUINTET, A MAJOR, OP. 114 "TROUT ".

Rolf Reinhardt, plano- Endres Quartet
ST -PL

WEST
EASE.

POINT CADET QUARTET

*DIE ENGELKINDER FROM TYROL.

10.890

'58 SINGS: AT
ST -VX 25.710
ST-VX

25.650

MIDNIGHT IN ROME. Walter Baracchi, plano
accompanied by Glenn' Monase and His Orchestra.
ST -VX

25.770

*GEORGE FEYER ANO HIS ORCHESTRA PLAYS COLE
PORTER.
ST -VX 25.510

' GEORGE

FEVER AND HIS ORCHESTRA PLAYS
ST -VX 25.500

IEROME KERN.

H for
complete catalogs, specifying "Stereo" or

*Also available monaurally. Write to Dept.

"Monaural ".

VOX PRODUCTIONS, INC.
36 West 5511, Street

New Ycrk 17, N. Y.

"Swiss Mountain Music." iIi -Fi Alphorns,
Bells, and Yodelling. Capitol T 10161.
$3.98.
No other music to be heard in Europe, at
least, lias quite the sane quality of uninhibited joie de vivre as Swiss music;
and no better example could be found
than that presented on this record. Here
are yodels, polkas, country dances that
arc of a blitheness found nowhere else.
Here too is the unusual sound of the
alphorn, that monstrous instrument
whose maestro must be both athlete and
musician. One thinks of a yodel as being a
rather fast -moving song, yet here are
yodels sung slowly and deeply, to the
accompaniment of moving coins. On
some of these bands, the sound is spacious
enough to suggest the open country, with
the Alps at one's finger tips. Edelweiss,
J.F.I.
anyone?

"Viennese "'cudgel: Songs." Julius Pat zak, tenor; Grinzinger Schranuncln Orchestra, Hans Totzruter, dir. Vanguard
VRS 9035.

$4.98.

The perennial Viennese, Julius Patzak, is
in top form as his lilting tenor presses new
wino from these merry -sad songs of other
springtimcs in Grinning. A slight pinched
quality in the upper register betrays the
soloist's sixty years, but in no way detracts
O.B.B.
from this enticing release.
"Viennese Mood Music." Heinz Sandarter, piano and cond. Angel 6.5035.
$3.98.
Pianist Heinz Sandaner, lyrically backstopped by his own orchestra, weaves a
gentle tapestry of Viennese favorites. Living up to the album title. he does establish a mood -one of purest nostalgia. Anyone who krves the great city on the Danube will find this well-recorded disc irresistible. IN sole drawback is a measure of
distortion in the inner grooves of Side 1
-which contains a bumper twenty-one selections. Nonetheless, very highly recomO.B.B.
mended.
Vive le Bal Musette." Joss Basselli and
His Ensemble. Columbia \VL 129.
$4.98.
Twenty years ago the Bal Musette was
common enough in Montmartre, Menilmontant, Montparnasse, or La Butte. Today this institution has been displaced by
"Le Rock et Roll." This disc affords a
good sample of the type of music used
in these middle -class dances and as such
can be confidently recommended to those
who are enamored of the almost uninternipted sound of the accordion, particularly when it is as brilliantly played and
recorded as here. Having suffered
through a whole night of Bastille Day
celebrations, during which the accordion
appeared to he the only instrument at
hand, I'm resistant to its charms. J.F.I.
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FI MAN'S FANCY
Carmen Dragon: "The Orchestra Sings.'
Capitol P 8440. $4.98.
Carmen Dragon's Capitol Symphony sings
eleven very short excerpts from ten operas, probably selected on the basis of
familiarity and popular appeal, and especially arranged by the conductor for this
recording. Dragon leads his men with
considerable feeling, and the recording,
in typically spacious Capitol style, is well
defined and pure. Opera listeners will
find little of value in these out -of- context
shorties, but light- classics fanciers will
find them a pleasurable addition to any
listening session.
Gordon Kibbee: "Pops for Pipes." Judson
J 3020. $3.98.
This monophonic disc was made from
stereo tapes produced by the International Pacific (Omegatape) Recording
Corp. and is a happy exception to the
frequent failure of many stereo tapes
when they are blended together for monophonic reproduction. I have not heard
the stereo tapes, but i have heretical
doubts that they could be much more
com'incing than this perfectly executed

(lise. The "High Fidelity Pipe Organ" is
full -bodied, sumptuous, beautifully proportioned, and clear in every detail. Cordon Kibbee, a man after my own heart,
plays the instrument ( it's a Robert Morton, not a \Vurlitzcr) with finesse, avoid-

ing the unnecessary claps and tinkles that
characterize far too many organ recordings. The sound is exceptionally free from
distortion and amazingly lifelike.

Andre Rostelanetz: "The Romantic \Music
of Tchaikovsky." Columbia C2L 11.
$7.96.
Virtually all of Tchaikovsky's music is romantic; choice of the epitome of poignant
sentiment must be fraught with frustration. Here, however, are two tightly
packed discs' worth -maybe too tightly
packed. You're no sooner beginning to
succumb to the emotional spell of one
piece than you're abruptly swept into another with the next change of title. As
background music, however, these selections would adapt well to the most exclusive of restaurants; distinct, diffcrentiatel instrumental timbres have been
preserved in an atmosphere which is
commodious but not spacious.
Roger Wagner Chorale: "Virtuoso!" Capitol P 8431. $4.98.
Side 1 of this record is a potpourri of six
pieces, mostly taken from longer works
(Handel's Hallelujah Chorus and Born din's Dance of the Polovtsian Maidens,
for example). Side 2 is devoted to the
introduction to Cattrlli Carmine, the second section of Carl Orff's trilogy Trionfi,
and it is here that the record most fully
earns its title. Wagner's forces negotiate
the difficult passages of Orif's work with
superb assurance, and the pairing of
chorus and full percussion is an unusual
and awe-inspiring sonic accomplishment.

hump C.
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WORLD OF JAZZ
TOSHIKO AKIYOSHI: The Many Sides
of Toshiko
8273.

VERVE

New H. H. Srotl 299 Stereo Amplifier

$4.98.

The young Japanese pianist, who has developed rapidly during her two years in
this country, seems to have settled on a
plateau with this disc. Her playing has
reached a high level of professional proficiency, but while she rings the surface
changes with éclat there is little emotional communication. Her program here
includes a piano adaptation of her Jazz
Suite for Orchestra, which has more depth
and variety than her interpretations of the
standards and shorter originals which
make up the rest of the disc.

New London

-Srott

Stereo

Cartridge

"Ms"

Arm and
H. H. Scoli 710 Stroboscopic Turntable

COMPLETE H, H. SCOTT STEREO SYSTEM

BUDDY COLLETTE: Swinging Shepherds
EMTAIRCY

3133.

$3.98.

there weren't enough single- handed
fluting going on on jazz releases these
days, this disc throws four at us at one
time. By now it has been rather conclusively demonstrated that the flute does
not take to jazz readily and that even
when the two are joined successfully, a
little jazz fluting goes a long way. The
flutists gathered for this session (Collette,
Bud Shank, Paul Horn and Harry Klee)
produce several attractive. lilting ensembles (the best selection on the disc, Short
Stony, is almost totally ensemble), but the
steady piping of one flute solo after another can have the same eventual effect
as Chinese water torture.

DECCA
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DUKE ELLINGTON AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Black, Brown and Beige
COLUMBIA CL 1162. $3.98.
Of the rapidly growing number of long
works written by Duke Ellington, his
Black, Brown and Beige, composed in
1943, is generally considered to be one
of his most completely realized. He recorded four sections of it on two twelve inch 78 -rpm discs for RCA Victor in
1944, recordings which have long been
unavailable. So for the better part of
fourteen years, Black, Brown and Beige
has been little more than a legend for
most listeners. In re- recording it now on
LP, Ellington, as is his custom, has
changed things a bit. In this case, the
changes are drastic, for the entire piece
has been reoriented around Mahalia
Jackson, the gospel singer. To do this,
Ellington has discarded all but two of
his original themes, Work Song and
Come Sunday. The latter theme is reworked repeatedly in so many variations
that, in effect, this is no longer Black,
Brown and Beige but what might better
be called The Come Sunday Suite.
Come Sunday is certainly one of the
Duke's more haunting melodic creations,
but it can scarcely stand the stretching
that Ellington subjects it to here as it is
(a) played by the band, (b) mixed with
Work Song, (e) sung by Miss Jackson,
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and (d) played as a violin solo by Ray
Nance -all at some length. The Ellington
band plays richly and effectively, as it
usually does when it can perform as an
ensemble, and Miss Jackson shows that
she is capable of greater range and lyricism than her gospel songs normally require of her. As happens all too frequently, Duke apparently was unable to
resolve his extended variations of Come
Sunday and, lacking an adequate ending,
the disc concludes with an improvised
vocalization by Miss Jackson of the
Twenty -Third Psalm with the band filling in unobtrusively. Taken in selected
sips-the band's first explorations of Come
Sunday, for instance, and Miss Jackson's
vocal version -this dise is worthy of both
Ellington and Miss Jackson. But taken
as a whole it is a little disappointing.
HERB ELLIS: Nothing But The Blues
VERVE 8252.

$4.98.

Working in his customary guitar slot with
the Oscar Peterson Trio, Ellis often affects
a rackety, tinny style that suggests a lack
of taste or judgment. Yet the two LPs
which have so far appeared under his
name ( this is the second) have both
been remarkably warm, well -directed
dises. This time he is assisted by Roy
Eldridge, trumpet, and Stan Getz, tenor
saxophone, in selections which range
from 'way back, low down blues riffs to
light, lilting swingers. Gctz's appearances
are modest but wonderfully pulsant, while

Eldridge mingles sharp, controlled solo
work with occasional overreaching fumbling. Ellis is consistently bright and
driving and the group revivifies two
well -worn old jazz standards in its easy,
insinuating treatment of Tin Roof Blues
and Royal Garden Blues.
STAN GETZ AND CHET BAKER: Stan

Meets Chet
VERVE 8263.

$4.98.

Getz continues to develop his new mixture of lyricism and drive in these pieces
and, on one selection, Baker shows he is
acquiring a finner outline For his laying
back style. A great deal of space is wasted
on a tiresome ballad medley and on Baker's fruitless efforts to play extremely fast
variations of Cherokee.
DIZZY GILLESPIE DUETS: With Sonny Rollins and Sonny Stitt
VERVE 8260. $4.98.

Physically, the duets are split -Gillespie
and Rollins on one side, Gillespie and
Stitt on the other -but all the interest lies
on the Gillespie -Stitt side. They play two
overlong slow pieces during much of
which Stitt (on tenor saxophone), Gillespie, and pianist Ray Bryant show imaginative fluency and a happy scorn for
clichés. However, an LP side made up of
only two rather similar pieces eventually
becomes wearing. But not as wearing as
the two empty Rollins -Gillespie efforts on
the other side.

Maybe We Can Call It Neo -Jazz
QUESTION of whether the six coinpositions on this disc, which were
commissioned by the 1957 Brandeis University Festival of Arts, are, in fact, jazz
is craftily avoided in the liner annotation
by Gunther Schuller, who conducts them.
At best, they are a mixture of jazz and
non -jazz elements, a mixture Schuller
deliberately exploits in his own Transformation which is constructed as a transition from Ion -jazz to jazz.. Of the five
other composers represented, two (Shapero and Babbitt ) are from the long-hair
side of the fence, three ( Russell. Chiffre,
and Mingus) are primarily associated
with jazz.
What jazz there is in these works appears most effectively -and not unnaturally-in the solo improvisations, most
notably in a stirring piano solo by Bill
Evans in Russell's bright, occasionally
affecting All About Rosie. Evans is followed in this saine piece by an almost
equally compelling saxophone solo by
John LaIorta who, with trumpeter Art
Farmer, helps stir Shapero's On Creen
Mountain out of the doldrums.
The one piece which is most completely oriented toward jazz is Jimmy Ciuffre's Suspensions despite the fact that it
allows for no improvisation. This is one
more of Giuffres current explorations of
root jazz forms, but there is much more
sinew here than in most of his works,
and certainly the orchestra under Schuller provides a fuller realization of what
T'THE
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Chiffre seems to be after than Giuffre's
own groups do. Charlie Mingus' Revelations ( First Afovcment ) is practically pure
\hinges -and good Mingus, at that. It
manages to be ominous, adventurous,
shouting, and startling in the customary
Mingus manner but without drowning in
its own devices as so many of Mingus'
headlong creations are apt to. There arc
implications of jazz at the outset of Milton Babbitt's All Set, but it never gets
going in jazz terms or, so far as I could
hear, in any terms.
lf, by the usual standards, most of
the music on this disc is not jazz, that
seems to be a minor point in the face of
the fact that mach of it is exploratory
and, in view of this, a surprising amount
of it is provocative. Schuller suggests
that "perhaps it is a new kind of music
not yet named which became possible
only in America." Some such amalgamation may be in the making and the most
positive evidence of it on this disc is
Mingus' intriguing Revelations which is
rarely really jazz but is quite indigenously
American.
Joan,: S. WILSON

MODERN JAZZ CONCERT: All About
Rosie (George Russell ); On Creen
Mountain (Harold Shapero); Suspensions (Jimmy Giuffre);
Revelations
(First Movement) (Charlie Mingus);
All Set (Milton Babbitt); Transformation
(Gunther Schuller).
COLUMBIA WL 127. $4.98.

CHICO HAMILTON TRIO: Introducing
Freddie Ga,,threll
WoRLD PACIFIC PJ 1242.

$4.98.

Although he gets top billing, Hamilton
serves in the relatively subordinate roles
of sponsor and accompanist on this disc
which is actually an introductory showcase for a very impressive pianist, Freddie Cambrell. As any good jazz pianist
must, Cambrell swings with strong and
rugged conviction. He has a very rhythmic, percussive style with an appealingly
dark, blues -bred texture and a good
structural sense. His playing, particularly
effective at moderately fast tempos, has a
sense of power implemented by the excellent drumming of Hamilton and Ben
Tucker on bass. His derivations arc most
evident on ballads for he has a fondness
for stating a melody with a wry, Monkian twist, for occasional splashes of
Garner's ripe orchestral explosions, and
for excursions into Tatum -like displays of
facility. But he is not actually a derivative pianist, for he allows any one influence to show only fleetingly as he
drives along forcefully and directly. He
has a tendency to throw in distracting
quotes on this disc but, aside from that,
Cambrell is the most exhilarating new
pianist to appear on records in years.
HARRY JAMES AND RIS ORCHESTRA: The New James
CAPITOL T 1037. $3.98.

The "newness" of the Harry James
heard on this disc is no title writer's
dream. This is definitely a refreshingly
different James, a James who subordinates his gauche flamboyance to play
with uncommon restraint and feeling.
And the James band is also miles ahead
of the heavy, unimaginative groups he
has been leading lately. This band is
light- footed and airy, swinging arrangements by Ernie Wilkins, J. Hill, Neal
Hefti, and others with that case and
pulse one always hopes the Basic band
may recapture. In these surroundings,
Willie Smith's vibrant alto saxophone
leaps and soars as it has rarely clone
since his Lunceford days.
GERRY MULLIGAN QUARTET: Reunion with Chet Baker
WORLD PACIFIC PJ 1241. $4.98.

This reunion of Mulligan with the trumpeter in his original quartet, Chet Baker,
is less a demonstration of the maturity
and assurance that Mulligan has acquired
since those days than it is a somewhat
painful display of Baker's failure to improve on what was even then a very tentative talent. As long as Baker stays out of
the way, this disc stunts and swaggers with
a bumptious bounce, hut every piece is
shattered by Baker's disturbingly limp
and fumbling solos.

RED NORVO: Red Plays the Blues
RCA VICTOR LPM 1729.

$3.98.

About a year ago Victor issued a disc

Continued on page 108
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"Stokowski's deep understanding of
the music [creates] an unforgettable
impression," says the composer himself. A stirring picture of Russia's
r111t8448*
1905 uprising.

Moussorgsky, Tchaikovsky, Glinka
and Borodin are all represented as
William Steinberg touches this Concert Russe with a special fire. With
Pittsburgh Symphony Orch.
Petro
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The Roger Wagner Chorale displays
its impressive versatility in a performance ranging from the simplicity of
the Negro spiritual to the grandeur of
Paul
the "Hallelujah Chorus."
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THE
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LEINSDORF
CONCERT ARTS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

.

Philhnrmnair Orrhrcba

Sensitive collaboration by Pianist
Leonard Pennario and Conductor
Erich Leinsdorf. A superb interpretation of the Grieg Concerto and Rach rail,
maninoff Rhapsody.
adeoilabie

Opera -opulently dressed in vivid
orchestrations by conductor Carmen
Dragon. Familiar arias from Carmen,

DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Grieg Concerto in A minor
RrrJrulortilrof Rhapsody

Los

"Poets of the orchestra" are the manyfaceted strings. Here they show why
many composers saved their finest
melodies for the string section. raus

on stereo

Vivid pictures in sound: Russian
Easter Overture by Rimsky -Korsakov,
Smetana's The Moldau, Chabrier's
fiery Espana and Dnkas's sparkling
Pa1d6
Sorcerer's Apprentice.

Irresistibly melodic, this is the perfect introduction to chamber music's
intimate charm. A vital performance
of Schubert by the Immaculate Heart
Pet12
Trio in their recording debut.
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2nd String Quartet. Kohon String
Quartet. One of the must expressive works of
the great modernist, feelingly performed.
Warm, Intimate string sound.
$12.50
BARTOK:

THE HARP OF EDWARD VITO. Harp works of

Hindemith, Prokafieff,' Debussy, Pierre; performed by one of the few great harpists;
recorded with unparalleled presence. $12.50

OF CHARLES IVES, sung by gifted
young soprano Devy Barnett in her recording
debut. Her intonation, diction and expression
are rare today. Songs beautiful and moving.
$12.50
BARTOK: Four Dirges. Isabelle Byman, pianist. Infinitely serious piano writing, not for
the casual listener, performed by an artist of

SONGS

called Some of My Favorites, the chooser
being Dave Carroway, whose naive and
face dominated the sleeve. Garroway's
choices included four superbly relaxed
selections by a sextet led by Red Norvo
and including Ben Webster, Harry Edison, and jimmy Rowlcs. They were,
needless to say, the best things on the
disc (and the best jazz recordings Victor
had issued in many an arid moon) and
they have now been rescued from their
catch -all surroundings to be reissued on
this disc along with three previously unreleased pieces by a big band led by
Norvo. The sextet performances are once
again the best things on this new disc,
particularly a brilliant reimprovisation of
a recorded classic of the Thirties in which
Norvo took part, Just a Mood. The big
band works from routine arrangements
but it frames warm, polished solos by
Norvo, Ro 'les, and alto saxophonist Willie Smith, and brings back the long neglected voice of Helen Humes, who sang
with Count Basic's band in the late Thirties. Despite the passage of twenty years,
Miss Humes's voice seems more flexible,
more vibrant than it once was and in her
work on this disc she shows that she can
uphold the distaff side of lyric blues
shouting almost as well as Jimmy Rushing stands up for the men of this breed.
ANITA O'DAl': Sings the Winners
VEUVE 8283.

84.08.

Dropping the arch ways that have made

outstanding and steadily building reputation.

$6.05
KABALEVSKY: Sonata 03 for Piano. One of

-

foremast of contemporary sonatas
with tire, breadth, pathos. dynamic rhythms.
Dazlling pianism by Isabelle Byman.
$7.50
the

BENHAIM: Five Pieces for Piano. Isabelle
Byman. Tender and lyrical writing by Israel's
finest composer
sensitive interpretation
. a milestone in recording.
$6.05

...

.

Jan in the bedrock
manner, as taught by everts Joe Thomas,
Coleman Hawkins, J. C. Higginbotham, Buster
Bailey and a swinging rhythm section. 57.50
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some of her recent recordings choked,
stumbling affairs, Anita O'Day returns on
this disc to the outgoing, swinging ways
that once canoe naturally to her. They
still seem natural as she leans into the
essential jazz feeling of Take the "A"
Train, Night in Tunisia, Four Brothers,
and What's Your Story Morning Glory.
On one side of the disc her arrangements
have been written by Marty Paich, on
the other by Russ Garcia, and this division illuminates what is good for Miss
O'Day and what isn't. For Paich gives
her the strong beat she needs, a beat
that drives her along and allows her little tine for simpering or agonized twists;
whereas Garcia s more heavy- handed orchestrations let her drag down into affectations on such ballads as Aft Funny
Valentine and Body and Soul. But these
are mostly swinging pieces and Miss
O'Day is one singer who can really
swing.

ANDRE PREVIN AND HIS PALS: Gigi
CONTEMIPORAnY 3598.
$4.98.
As one who was not enthusiastic about
André Previn's jazz piano version of the
score of Aly Fair Lady, I must confess

I'm not quite certain whether am more
favorably inclined to his working over of
Gigi because this time he keeps his variations within some semblance of the spirit
of the tunes, or because the Lerner -Loewe
score for Gigi is far less appealing than
their Mu Fair Lady and t am consequently less concerned with any liberties
that may be taken. In any event, Previos
offers attractively fill -bodied and rather
temperate jazz versions of the score.
Even so, I constantly found my attention
wandering Irons hi.: spotlighted role to the
absolutely magnificent drums and bass
support of Shelly Manne and Red Mitchell. Manne, who is one of the most
creative and sensitive Ilniinmers in jazz
today, has rarely been in better form,
1

VITO PRICE: Swinging the Loop
Aneo 631.

$3.98.

Price, a tenor saxophonist, heard on one
side with a light but lusty big hand and
on the other wills a rhythm section, is a
wane, unaffected, and uncomplicated
descendant of Lester Young. His easy,
rhytlunic playing is framed best by the
big band. There is no ostentation here
no extended blowing, no "advanced"
writing. Just some pleasant, unpretentious
jazz of a kind that is not recorded very
often nowadays.

-

GEORGE SHEARING QUINTET: Burnished Brass
CArrrot. T 1038. $3.98.
After the apparent revitalization of the
Shearing Quintet on In. the Night (Capitol T 1003), it is disappointing to find
Capitol once snore burying the group in
gimmickry. As a matter of fact, the brass
ensemble led by Billy May, the device
used tisis time, packs an occasional oval lop, but even May's more stimulating moments fail to rouse the Quintet from its
evenly lethargic ways.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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SONNY STITT

Anco 629.

$3.98.

SONNY STITT: Only the Blues
VERVE 8250.
$4.98.

Of the multitude of alto saxophonists
who have built their playing firmly on
that of Charlie Parker, Stitt and Julian
Adderley are easily the most interesting
because they have added something positive of their own to the, by now, cliché
Parker runs. Stitt's facile, smoothly loping
style is shown off well on both these discs
-possibly too well for on the Argo collection he goes the entire distance by
himself with only a rhythm section as
support while on the Verve LP, although
he is spelled by Boy Eldridge and Oscar
Peterson, there are only four selections
which means that everyone is milked
completely dry. There is variety on the
Argo disc -a gorgeous slow blues, some
furious up- tempos, ballads, and one particularly interesting piece, Cool Blues,
which, being a Parker creation, gives the
listener an opportunity to hear how much
Stitt has added to the Parker foundation.
On the Verve LP, Eldridge has more
than his current average of good moments and there is some unexpectedly
Lusty piano work by Peterson. Stitt spouts
and flares with his customary grace, hut
there is such an over -all sameness in his
playing that it wears thin by the latter
half of the second side of the LP.

-

A

worn needle

ruins records
/and

BEN WEBSTER QUINTET: Seuleille
VERVE 8274.

$4.98.

\Vebster rich- toned, muscular tenor saxophone can be moving and expressive
when he is not involved in breathy staggerings in slow, gentle passages or the
ungainly rasp he affects when he has run
out of ideas at the other end of the time
scale. Both his failings and his polished
skills are paraded here-his only accompaniment is a rhythm section. He is also
capable of very pretty, romantic playing,
as he shows on several ballads, but it
seems a little ridiculous to call his ballad
performances jazz when they more closely parallel what might be clone with them
by a skilled and sensitive supper club
singer.

TEDDY WILSON; The Impeccable Mr.
Wilson
VERVE 8272.

$4.98.

thoroughly delightful set of happy
piano solos by Teddy Wilson, implemented by Jo Jones's cleft drumming. Teddy is
unruffled, unhurried, and full of irresistible beat in his precise cameos of an unusually well chosen group of tunes
lloneysuckle Rose, Ain't Alisbehaein',
Sweet Lorraine, Who Cares, Fine and
Dandy, Undecided, and others.
A

-

Playing your records with a worn-out needle ruins them as surely as a hammer
blow. When a needle is used too long, its original ball-like point is worn flat
where it rides against the record grooves. These flat sides slowly slice away the
delicate sound impressions on the groove walls. And they ruin reproduction
before you can hear the damage.

What can you do? Have your needle checked by your Fidelitone dealer. If it's
worn, replace it with the best, a Fidelitone Diamond. This precision -made,
quality needle gives you more hours of safe playing time for your money than
any other type, any other make of phonograph needle.

FREE- For

complete information on record and needle care just send your
name and address to: Fidelitone, Record Care Booklet, Chicago 26, Illinois.

JOHN S. WILSON

ír..020camm:mr,

Fidelitone
"Best buy on records"
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Eire m Kurtz
conductor
The Philharmonia Orchestra
Prokofiev: Symphony No. (Classical)
ShOstakovitch: Symphony No. 1
1

Anthony Collins
conductor
The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Early Masterpieces of Sibelius
G7122

G7í18

RUDOLF KEMPE
conductor
The Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra
Schumann: Symphony No. (Spring)
Manfred Overture, Op. 1'.5
1

V e4 ede'

nede;2

violin
LOUIS KEJJTNER, Diano

Mozart: Sonata it

B Flat Major, K. 454
Sonata in A Ma ¡or, K. 526

67123

G7117

Sir Eugene Goossens
conductor
The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Moussorgsky -Ravel: Pictures At An
Exhibition, Ravel: Bolero

Sir Thomas Beecham
cor ductor
The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Music of Delius
G7116

67120

ROSTROPOVITCH
cello
SIR MALCOLM SARGENT cond.
Prokofiev: Sinfonia Concertante,
Op. 125 (first recording)

Sir Malcolm Sargent
conductor
The BBC Symphony Orchestra
Sibelius: Symphony No. 2
67124

G7121

TITO GOBBI

Anatole Fistoulari

with
BORIS CHRISTOFF
VICTORIA 0E LOS ANGELES
GIUSEPPE CAMPORA
GABRIELE SANTINI cond.

conductor
The Philharmonia Orchestra
Tchaikovsky: The Tempest

Orchestra and Chorus of the

Borodin: Nocturne
Glazounov: Stenka Razin

Opera House, Rome

Verdi: Simon 8occanegra
(complete opera with bilingual libretto)

G7119

GCR 7126

Europe's most renowned artists may now be
heard on a new label:

CAPI`rOL-EMI CLASSICS
These recordings of distinction

by

Electric and

Musical Industries, Ltd., of Hayes, Middlesex, England

(creator of the most extensive classical
catalogue in Europe) are now being released
in this country. You Will Want to hear them, and all
the important releases to conic.
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THE PIANO CONCERTOS

bit

MOZART is nor usually thought of as an innovator,
but the fact is that the modern piano concerto is
trgcly his creation. I-k did not invent it, but he took
over the rudimentary findings of his older contemporaries and developed them so boldly and so imaginatively
that every succeeding composer of piano concertos has
been in some way indebted to him. Mozart explored
every type of relationship possible between the solo instrument and the orchestra. The piano as protagonist,
as partner, as opponent, as prima donna, as accompanist,
as decoration, as rhythmic support, as one voice among
several equals, as a new color for the orchestral palette
all of these basic relationships are established in his
works; and although later composers have written in
new styles and forms and have orchestrated differently,
they have contributed no new fundamental principles
to the concerto for piano and orchestra.
It is not only in structural matters, however, that
Mozart gave deep thought to the piano concerto. Many
of these works were written to be played by himself, to
show the Viennese public what he could do as composer
as well as pianist. The challenge of these public appearances, which during his first four or five years in Vienna
were quite successful, inspired him not only to incredible
activity (fifteen of the concertos were written, along
with many other things, in a period of four years) but
to give of his best
dozen of these works are among
I

-

-a

Nathan Broder

his finest instrumental compositions. We arc fortunate
indeed in having available to us on records all but one of
these masterpieces, in performances that do justice to
t hem more often than one might have expected.

A word about the numbering of the concertos. In the
vast special literature on Mozart the only numbers used

are those of the Köchel catalogue. Record companies,
program annotators, and some publishers, however, use
the category numbers of the Breitkopf & Härtel collected edition, either instead of or in addition to the
Köchel numbers, probably because they are easier to
remember. There is, I suppose, no harm in this, provided
that the reader bear in mind that the B. & H. numbers
are seldom an accurate indication either of actual quantity (the G minor is not Mozart's fortieth symphony)
or of chronological order (Piano Concerto No. 12 was
written before No. II). I begin, therefore, with Piano
Concerto No. 5 because the first four in the B. & H.
edition arc not compositions by Mozart but his arrangements of works by Raupach, Honaucr, Schobert, Eckhardt, and C. P. E. Bach.
Cadenzas by Mozart have survived for fourteen of the
recorded concertos. I have indicated whether or not
they arc used, but have not attempted to identify the
others. All records are single 12 -inch discs. Items in
brackets were not available for comparison.
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CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA,
No. 5, IN D, K. 175 (2 Editions)

Composed at Salzburg in December
1773. This early work, the first of Mozart's clavier concertos (it was written
for the harpsichord but some years later
Mozart himself played it on the piano),
has a lovely arialike Andante between
two cheerful, lively movements. Both pianists play it well; neither orchestra is
always precisely together with the soloist. Violin tone is streaked on the Vox,
but as a whole the recording on Renaissance is inferior to it. Mozart's cadenzas
arc employed in both performances.
-Ingrid Haebler, piano; Pro Musica Orchestra ( Vienna ), Paul Walter, cond.
Vox PL 9830 (with Concerto No. 23;
Rondo for Piano and Orchestra, in D,
K. 382). $4.98.
-Artur Balsam, piano; Salzburg Mozarteum Orchestra, Bernhard Paumgartner,
cond. RENAISSANCE X 29 (with Concerto
for Oboe, in C, K. 314). $4.98.
CONCERTO

No. 6,

FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA,
IN B FLAT, K. 238 (2 Editions)

Salzburg, January 1776. This attractive
little work makes no attempt to he anything other than it is, but there is more
to it than comes out from tinder Henke mans' glib fingers. Miss Haebler gets a
little further below the surface. Neither
orchestra produces first -rate sound as recorded here, but Pammgartner's is more
sensitive. Both first-horn players turn
into a sputter the small repeated -note
figure they have in the finale. Mozart's
cadenzas, discovered in 1955, are not
used. A recording in which both pianist
and orchestra are on a high level is
needed.
-Ingrid Haebler, piano; Pro Musica Orchestra (Vienna ), Heinrich Hollreiser,
cond. Vox PL 9290 (with Concerto No.
8). $4.98.
-Hans Henkemans, piano; Vienna Symphony Orchestra, Bernhard Paumgartner,
cond. Eric LC 3226 (with Concerto No.
14). $3.98.
CONCERTO FOR THREE PIANOS AND ORCHESTRA, No. 7, IN F, K. 242 (2 Edi-

tions)
Salzburg, February 1776. A lightweight
work, but one that has its moments, such
as the little cadenza of the Adagio, in
which two of the pianos engage in a
charming dialogue while the third weaves
an exquisite staccato embroidery around
the conversation. The Westminster performance, of Mozart's own arrangement
for two claviers and orchestra, is delightful in spirit and lovely in sound. The
other is less commendable.
-Paul Badura -Skoda, Reine Gianoli, pianos; Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Hermann Scherchen, cond. \VETmiNsrER
XWN 18546 (with Concerto No. 10).
$4.98.

-Ilse von Alpenheim, Helen and Karl
Ulrich Schnabel, pianos; Vienna Symphony Orchestra, Bernhard Paumgartner,
conch. EPIC LC 3259 (with Concerto No.
10). $3.98.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA,
No. 8, IN C, K. 246 (1 Edition)

Salzburg, April 1776. Another one of

Miss Haebler 's neat and musicianly per-

formances. This time the orchestra sounds
real, the oboes are generally on pitch, and
the conductor is almost never caught
napping at an entrance. The Andante
here is especially lovely, and the finale,
in minuet tempo, has some touches of
the mature Mozart. Miss Haebler does
not use Mozart's cadenzas.
-Ingrid Haebler. piano; Pro \iusica Orchestra, Heinrich Hollreiser, cond. Vox
PL 9290 (with Concerto No. 6). $4.98.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA,
No. 9, IN E FLAT, K. 271 (5 Editions)
Salzburg, January 1777. This is the first

of the great piano concertos. The slow
movement is as poetic a reverie as can be
found in eighteenth- century instrumental
music. In the main portion of the finale

are enormous verve and brilliance, and
the interpolated Minuet introduces a kind
of piano figuration that was to be seized
upon and developed by Romantic composers from Chopin to Rachmaninoff.
If evaluation depended on the soloists alone, three of these perfonnancesby Haskil, Kempff, and Serkin-could be
recommended as highly satisfactory, with
Serkin, in my opinion, at the top. Unfortunately, excellent piano playing is only
part of the story. In the Serkin version the
orchestra gives vent to some coarse tuttis
in the first movement, and every now
and then there is some off -pitch playing
among the low instruments. The Kempff
recording sounds rather old; the violin
tone is streaked, and the oboes arc too
faint, especially in the first movement (on
the review dise the labels are on the
wrong sicles). In the Haskil the violin
tone is excellent, but here too the oboes
in the first movement are practically inaudible. From the standpoint of sound
and balance the Bachauer is perhaps the
best of all, but one wonders whether the
tragic feeling the soloist achieves by her
slow tempo in the second movement is
what Mozart had in mind ( it is marked
Andantino',., and her phrasing is not always as cleft as it could be, particularly
in the finale, which does not flow as
smoothly as it should. Mme. Novaes, a
magnificent artist, does not seem to be
at home in this concerto. Although she
does a lovely job with the slow movement, she plays the others so fast that
the first one sounds nervous and in the
last one the phrasing is swallowed up
and the orchestral part is sometimes a
scramble. Rather ho omy bass here. Everyone uses Mozart's cadenzas.
-Clara Haskil, piano; Vienna Symphony
Orchestra, Paul Sachet-, cond. Eric LC
3162 (with Rondo in A, K. 386). $3.98.
-Rudolf Serkin, piano; Marlboro Festi-

Orchestra, Alexander Schneider,
cond. COLUMBIA ML 5209 (with Concerto No. 12). $3.98.
-\Vilhehn Kcmpif, piano; Stuttgart
Chamber Orchestra and \Vinds of Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Karl
Miinchingcr, cond. LONDON LL 998 ( with
Concerto No. 15). $3.98.
-Gina Bachaucr, piano: London Orchestra, Alec Sherman, cone. RCA Vieron
LM 2011 ( with Bach: Concerto for Clavier, in F minor). $4.98.
-Cuiomar Novaes, piano; Pro Musica
val

Symphony (Vienna ), Hans Swarowsky,
cond. Vox PL 8430 (with Concerto No.
20). $4.98.
CONCERTO FOR Two PIANOS AND ORCHESTRA, No. 10, ix E FLAT, K. 365

(5 Editions)
Salzburg, beginning of 1779. The choice
here, i think, is between the Columbia
and the Westminster. Both duos play
with perfect rapport (as in fact do the
other two) and convey all the charm of
this attractive work. The sound of the
orchestra in the Westminster seems to me
a little more agreeable than that in the
Columbia. Gilds and Zak also provide an
excellent performance, but the recording
lucre is pre -hi -fi in quality. In the Schnabel version the Andante drags somewhat,
the orchestra does not always attack a
chord precisely with the pianos, and the
violin tone is slightly off. For some reason the Casadesus and Gilels -Zak do not
use the cadenzas provided by Mozart.
-Paul Badura- Skoda, Reine Gianoli, pianos; Orchestra of the Vienna State Opera, Hermann Scherchen, conci. WesrMINSTER XWN 18546 ( with Concerto
No. 7). 84.98.
-Robert and Caby Casadesus, pianos;
Columbia Symphony Orchestra, George
Szell, cond. COLUMBIA vlL 5151 (with
Concerto No. 12). $3.98.
-Emil Gilds, Yakov Zak, pianos; Radio
Orchestra, Kiril Kondrashin, cond. Pr:
moo SPL 601 (with Beethoven: Concerto for Piano. No. 3). $4.98.
-Emil Gilds, Yakov Zak, pianos; State
Orchestra of the U.S.S.R., Kiril Kondrashin, cond. MONITOR MC 2006 (with
Saint -Saëns: Carnival of
Animeds).
$4.98.

-Helen and Karl Ulrich Schnabel, pianos; Vienna Symphony Orchestra. Benn hard Paumgartner, cond. Eric LC 3259
( with Concerto No. 7).
$3.98.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA,

No. 11, IN F, K. 413 (3 Editions)
Vienna, winter of 1782-83. None of these
performances is completely first-rate and
none is completely bad. There are niceties of phrasing that escape all three pianists, and none of the conductors plays
the Larghetto softly enough. Miss Rivkin's tempo for the first movement seems
a hit slow, but her phrasing is less blunt
than Miss Cilbcrg's, her tempo for the
second movement seems better chosen
than the somewhat faster one of the other
two pianists, and the violins in her recording have a truer sound. Miss Bianca's first and last movement' are nicely
done. on the whole, but the orchestra is
not always precisely with her; this disc
also has the shallowest sound of the
three. Miss Rivkin plays the two surviving Mozart cadenzas, Miss Cilbcrg plays
only the one for the first movement, Miss
Bianca does -not use either one.
-Vivian Rivkin, piano; Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Dean Dixon, conci. WE9rMINSTER XWN 18547 ( with Concerto
Nn. 22 ).

$4.98.

-Ellen Gilberg, piano; Pro Musica Orchestra (Vienna), Paul Walter, cond.
Vox PL 9720 (with Concerto No. 14).
$4.98.
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-Sondra Bianca, piano; PhiUlarmonia Or-

chestra of Hamburg, Hans -Jurgen Walther, cond. \i -C -\l E 3564 (with Concerto No. 20). $4.98.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA,
No 12, IN A, K. 414 (7 Editions)

Vienna, autumn, 1782. Serkin s playing,
it seems to mc, is pretty close to ideal
here; but Casadesus's elegant performance is also cloquent, and he has the
benefit of orchestral support that has
more finesse and polish than Scrkin's. The
version by Scholz is of unusual interest
because he plays on Mozart's own piano,
made in 1780 and brought hack into
fair playing condition a few years ago. It
has one advantage over modern pianos
crisper rhythmic articulation. Matthews'
performance is quite commendable on
all counts. De Groot is rather vehement
in the first movement, more poetic in the
second; the orchestra here is very good.
It is the orchestra, or rather the conductor, that mars Miss f- Iaebler's version.
Hollreiser sometimes stretches or contracts the basic pulse in the first movement, is occasionally a hair's breadth behind the soloist in the second, and drags
in the third. All the pianists use Mozart's cadenzas.
-Robert Casadesus, piano; Columbia
Symphony Orchestra, George Szcll, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5151 (with Concerto No.
10). $3.98.
-Rudolf Serkin, piano; Marlboro Festival
Orchestra, Alexander Schneider, cond.
COLOmIRIA ML 5209 (with Concerto No.
9). $3.98.
-Denis Matthews, piano; Festival Orchestra, Rudolf Schwarz, cond. CAPITOL
P 18015 (with Concerto No. 14). $4.98.
-Heinz Scholz, piano; Camerata Academica of the Salzburg Mozarteum,
Bernhard P:amugartner, cond. ARCHIVE
ARC 3012 (with Sonata for Piano, in
A, K. 331 ). $5.98.
-Cor de Groot, piano; Vienna Symphony
Orchestra, \Villein van Otterloo, cond.
Eric LC 3214 (with Concerto No. 13).
$3.98.
-Ingrid Haebler, piano; Pro Musk-a Symphony (Vienna), Heinrich Hohlreiser,
conch. Vox PL 8710 (with Concerto No.
27). $4.98.
[- Folmer Jensen, piano; Chamber Orchestra, Mogens Wuldike, cond. HAYDN
SOCIETY 1054 (with Concerto No. 21).
$4.98.)
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Why Does
The Newest & Finest
in Stereo Cost Less
& Take Less Space?
Because the manufacturer, Stromberg -Carlson, has the sure knowhow that comes with
a half- century of producing outstanding
audio equipment. And because with the
research and production facilities available
only to an industrial giant. Stromberg can
consistently engineer the finest quality and
produce efficiently to sell at reasonable prices.
Terminal bas been a proud Stromberg distributor (and not anyone gets to be a
Stromberg- Carlson distributor) ever since
the pioneer days of "radio." Now, at Terminal you'll find Stereo components newly
created by Stromberg's vast research, design
and production facilities specifically to meet
the quality, cost and space requirements of
.
Stereo reproduction. For instance

..

Everything's brand new in Srromberg's ASR.
433 Stereo Amplifier, including the advanced
1959 styling. Power output 12 watts, each
channel (24 watts monaural). Response
20- 20,000 cps +ldb. Distortion under 1.5%.
Noise -63db. Inputs for magnetic or ceramic
cartridges, tape, tuner, and a spare. Loudness
control switch. RIAA phono and NARTB
rape equalization. 4, 8 and 16 ohm and dual
cape outputs. Built -in 3000 cycle electronic
crossover. 13ÿZ' wide, 13W deep, 4W
high. $129.75
Or, take the new SLiM -LINE RF.480, 8"
speaker. A pair is ideal for Stereo. A mere
3 -1/16" deep, mounts in any wall between
studs! Slim design is based on a new ceramic
magnet material having twice the normal
m
etic strength! Handles up to 18 -watt
peaks. Frequency range 45.14,000 cps. Intermodularion distortion 1.5%. Flux density
13,000 gauss. 8 ohms. Each $24.95.

Otber SLIM -LINE speakers: 12' unit at
$34.95, 12" coax at $59.95, I5" coax at
5149.95. There's also a 40 -watt power amplifier, a 20 -watt amplifier with controls
(only $59.95). a preamp -equalizer-control
unit, a great new AM -FM tuner, a professional turntable. See and hear them here at
Terminal.

And be stare to cone in and pick ap your free
copy of our new 1959 catalog showing all
our important lines of audio equipment.
Ready soon.

Terminal Radio Corp.
85 Cortlandt St., New York 7, N. Y.
Worth 4 -3311
Cable TERMRADIO

CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND OiscttFSTRA,
No. 13, IN C. K. 415 (3 Editions)

Vienna, winter, 1782 -83. The most imaginative of these performances is Katchen's. Sometimes, indeed, particularly in
the first movement, one wonders whether
he is not trying to get more out of the
music than is in it. For this is one of
Mozart's cheerful, extrovert works, in
which the play of sound patterns, as
skillfully constructed and artistically juxtaposed as ever, connotes few emotional
overtones. One prefers Katchen's avoidance of routine, even though it leads to
tempos in the first and last movements
that seem slightly too fast, and even
though the violins in his recording do not
have as true a sound as in the Epic. De
Groot is not very interesting, nor is Miss
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Hachler, who pulls the rondo theme
out of shape by playing a long appoggiatura instead of a short one. Katc-hen is
the only one who does not use Mozart's
cadenzas.
-Julius Katchen, piano; New Symphony
Orchestra of London, Peter Mang, conti.
LONDON LL 1357 (with Concerto No.
20). $3.98.
-Cor dc Groot, piano; Vienna Symphony
Orchestra, \Villen van Otterloo, cond.
Eric LC 3219 (with Concerto No. 12).
$3.98.
-Ingrid Haebler, piano; Pro Musica Orchestra (Vienna), Paul \Vniter, conci.
Vox PL 10080(with Concerto No. 24),
$4.98.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND OnCIIFSTR.1,
No. 14, IN E FLAT, K. 449 (7 Editions)

Vienna, completed February 9, 1784.
One of the most endearing of the piano
concertos, replete with delicate and delightful touches, and suffused with the
wann, lyric poetry that seem; to be characteristic of Mozart's best works in E flat.
Again there is no thoroughly satisfactory
recording. The pleasure that can be derived from the performances by Badura Skoda on Westminster and by Guida
on London is somewhat mitigated by the
tinselly tone of the violins on these discs.
Matthews does a neat job, but one that
seems to lack any special character. Gilberg's second and third movements are
more sensitively clone than her first, and
her orchestra does not play as well as
those in the performances already mentioned. Hcnkemans' finale is as perky as
any, thanks to Paumgartncr's striking the
right spirit at once there; but the orchestra is not always precisely together, and
the pianist's first movement is routine.
The fi is not at all hi on the Oceanic.
Everybody except Badura -Skoda on
Oceanic lises Mozart's cadenza for the
first movement.
-Paul Badura- Skoda, piano and cond.;
Vienna Konzerthans Orchestra. \VesTMINSTr.R XWN 18661 (with Concerto
22). 84.98.
-Friedrich Cuida, piano; London Symphony Orchestra, Anthony Collins, cond.
LONDON LL 1158 (with R. Strauss: Burleske, in D minor).

$3.98.

-Denis Matthews, piano; Festival Orchestra, Rudolf Schwarz, cond. CAPITOL
P 18015 (with Concerto No. 12). 84.98.
-Ellen Gilherg, piano; Pro Musica Orchestra ( Vienna ), Paul Walter, conci.
Vox PL 9720 (with Concerto No. 11).
$4.98.
-Hans Hcnkemans, piano; Vienna Symphony Orchestra, Bernhard Pnu mgartner,
cond. Eric LC 3226 (with Concerto No.
6) . $3.98.
-Pahl Badura- Skoda, piano; Vienna
Symphony Orchestra, Jonathan Sternberg, cond. OCEANIC OCS 22 (with Concerto No. 22). 84.98.
[- Eugene Istomin, piano; Perpignan Festival Orchestra, Pablo Casals, cond. Co1.uìnuA ML 4567 ( with Concerto for
Flute, in C, K. 313). $3.98.]
CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA,
No. 15, IN B FLAT, K. 450 (3 Editions)
Vienna, completed March 15, 178-1. The
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smoothest pianism is supplied by the veteran Kempff, but in almost every other
respect the Bernstein version seems the
best of the three. His piano playing here
cannot be faulted, he is as careful about
detail as about the grand Tine, and he
alone of the three conductors chooses a
tempo that gives the Andante its proper
thoughtfulness and gravity. Everything in
this charming and poetic work comes off
in Bernstein 's performance except for a
spot in the first movement, where, after a
convincing retard, the main tempo is not
picked up as smoothly as it could be.
Moreover, aside from a few whiffs of
echo, sound and balance are best in the
Columbia record. Kempff's playing is a
little on the Romantic side in the first
movement, and in the second his slightly
faster tempo brings his interpretation
nearer to the surface of the musk. The
violin tone is too silvery, and in the first
movement the wood winds are sometimes hidden by the piano when they
have important material. The Haebler
unfortunately has few positive qualities
to offset the negative ones in both interpretation and sound. Everybody uses Mozart's cadenzas, Kempff modifying them
somewhat in the Rondo.
-Leonard Berstein, piano and cond.;
Columbia Symphony Orchestra. COLUMBIA ML 5145 (with Concerto No. I7).
$3.98.
-Wilhelm Kempff, piano; Stuttgart
Chamber Orchestra and Winds of Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Karl
Nliinchinger, connu. LoNnoN LL 998 (with
Concerto No. 9). $3.98.
-Ingrid Haebler, piano; Pro Musica Symphony (Vienna), Heinrich Hollreiser,
cond. Vox PL 8300 ( with Concerto No.
18). $4.98.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO ANI)
No. 16, IN D, K. 451

ORCHESTRA,

No recording listed, which is a pity, for
this is a fine work with a magnificent first

movement.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO

AND ORCHESTRA,

No. 17, IN G, K. 453 ( 8 Editions)
Vienna, completed April 12, 1784. A
marvelous work, pure gold from beginning to end. There is not a poor performance in the lot, and the weaknesses have
mostly to do with mechanical matters.
From the standpoint of performance,
Serkirt s- poetic, subtle, but not overdone
-is the kind that promises to give endless satisfaction. Matthews' style is a little
softer, but basically firm. Foldes is somewhat more businesslike and detached
than these two. Bernstein is at the opposite pole from Foldes. Aiming to infuse
his performance with warmth and color,
he sometimes overshoots the mark, however; his rubato is not always convincing,
some of the solo passages in the Andante
are rather heavy -handed, and in the first
movement some of the "Mannheim sighs"
seem to come from way clown in his
shoes. ( Is it enthusiasm or a tape editor's
oversight that causes a wind passage on
the final page to receive a repetition not
called for in the score ?) An interesting
aspect of Haebler's performance is her
piano, which sounds like a good modern

version of a late- eighteenth -century init has the slightly
brittle, rhythmically sharply articulated
tone characteristic of the old pianos.
Hambro, Henkemans, and the unnamed
soloist on Royale are rather matter -offact. 1 am pleased to report, however,
that Hambro's orchestra, the Oklahoma
City Symphony, sounds like a thoroughly
professional ensemble. 'Why don't more
of our small record companies use such an
orchestra instead of the Philharmonic
Symphony Society of I-iuhn- inn -l'opf,
Upper Bavaria?
The sound is especially good in the
two Columbias, Decca, and Vox. It is
poorest in the Royale. Decca and Epic
conte off best as regards balance. In all
the others, the wood winds, especially
bassoons and flute, are in varying degrees not audible enough when they have
important material against arpeggios or
runs in the piano. All the soloists except
Folles use Mozart's cadenzas, sometimes
with modifications; Bernstein makes an
especially effective combination of the
two cadenzas Mozart left for the first
movement.
-Rudolf Serkin, piano; Columbia Symphony Orchestra, George Szell, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5169 (with Concerto No.
25). $3.98.
-Denis Matthews, piano; London Mozart
Players, Harry Blech, cond. CAPITOL P
18048 (with Concerto No. 25). 84.98.
-Andor Foldes, piano; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Fritz Lehmann, cond.
DECCA DL 9973 (with Concerto No. 21).
$3.98.
-Leonard Bernstein, piano and conch.;
Columbia Symphony Orchestra. COLD:UmA ML 5145 (with Concerto No. 15).
$3.98.
-Ingrid Haebler, piano; Bamberg Symphony Orchestra, Heinrich Hollreiser,
cond. Vox PL 9390 (with Concerto No.
26). $4.98.
-Leonid Hambro, piano; Oklahoma City
Symphony Orchestra. Victor Alessandro,
cond. ALLEGRO 3011 (with Concerto No.
19)
82.98.
-Hans Henkemans, piano; Vienna Symphony Orchestra, John Pritchard. cond.
Eric LC 3117 (with Concerto No. 27 ).
$3.98.
-Soloist; Berlin Symphony Orchestra,
Herbert Cuthan, cond. ROYALE 1406
(with Symphonies: in E flat, K. 187; in
D, K. 202). $1.98.

strument-at any rate,

.

CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA,
No. 18, IN B FLAT, K. 456 (3 Editions)

Vienna, completed September 30, 178.1.
This is one of those works in which Mozart's ideas are serviceable rather than
inspired -except in the Andante, which
is one of his finest sets of variations. Casa(tesus wins hands down here. for the
style and polish of his playing. for the
expert support by SzeU, and for the lovely
sound of the recording. In both of the
other yersiols the playing is fleet but not
very interesting and the violins sound
coarse. Mozart's cadenzas are played by
all three. Casadesus combining both of
those that survive for the first movement.
-Robert Casadesus, piano; Columbia
Symphony Orchestra, George Szell, cond.

ML 5276 (with Concerto No.
$3.98.
-Ingrid Haebler, piano; Pro Musica
Symphony ( Vienna ), Heinrich Hollreiser,
cond. Vox PL 8300 (with Concerto No.
15). $4.98.
-Hans Henkemans, piano; Vienna Symphony Orchestra, John Pritchard, conci.
EPIC LC 3047 (with Concerto No. 19).
$3.98.
G )LOal17IA

20).

CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA,
No. 19, IN F, K. 459 (5 Editions)

Vienna, completed December 11, 1784.
In this lovely work Mozart seems once
again to be seeking to delight the senses
while permitting the deeper emotions to
rest. As be said of the Concertos Nos. 11
to 13, this one is "very brilliant, pleasing to the ear, and natural, without being
vapid. There arc passages here and there
from which connoisseurs alone can derive
satisfaction; but these passages are written
in such a way that the less learned cannot fail to be pleased, though without
knowing why." In every musical respect
Badura -$kola leads the rest here. His
performance as both pianist and conductor is imaginative and understanding; and
the violin sound on his disc is only
slightly unreal. Miss Haskil's performances are also deft, if not as penetrating.
The sound on her Decca disc is better
than on her \Vestminster record. Hambro
turns in an acceptable reading. but the
Allegro surface, at least on the review disc, is not as smooth as it should
he. The Henkemans is insensitive as to
playing and rough as to sound. One unusual finding: the balance between winds
and piano is pretty good in all of these
recordings, and best in the Badura -Skoda
and Haskil-Westminster. Everybody uses
Mozart's cadenzas.
-Paul Bachira -Skod t, piano and cond.;
Vienna Konzerthaus Orchestra. WEsrxuNSTER XWN 18662 (with Concerto
No. 24 ). $4.98.
-Clara Haskil, piano; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Ferene Fricsay, cond.
DEC(:A DL 9830 (with Symphony in A,
K. 201). $3.98.
-Clara Haskil, piano; Winterthur Symphony Orchestra, Henry Swoboda, cond.
WESTMINSTER XWN 18380 (with Concerto No. 20). $4.98.
-Leonid Hambro, piano; Oklahoma City
Symphony Orchestra, Victor Alessandro,
cond. ALLEGRO 3011 (with Concerto No.
17). $2.98.
-Hans Henkemans, piano; Vienna Symphony Orchestra, John Pritchard, cond.
Eric: LC 3047 (with Concerto No. 18).
$3.98.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA,
No. 20, iN D MINOR, K. 466 (11 Edi-

tions)
Vienna, completed February 10, 1785.
This is the piano concerto that made the
greatest impression on the generation of
composers immediately following Mozart's. It has maintained its popularity
undiminished :AMC that time. Beethoven
wrote cadenzas for it ( they are played
on most of these records), and Brahms
fashioned one out of another written by
Clara Schumann.
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There is not a poor performance in the
lot. Given the right tempo and sensitive
phrasing, the smoldering passion of the
fast movements speaks for itself. As far
as the solo performance is concerned,
there are no important differences among
the first six listed belote, and the order
of their listing is not intended to be
taken too seriously. The Casadesus and
Badura -Skoda are, to my ears, practically
faultless in every way, and I list the
former first only because of the superior
sound given his orchestra. Novaes, too, is
thoroughly satisfying, but the bass on her
disc is rather boomy. The Haskil -Westminster is the older of her two recordings,
but it has better violin tone, dearer
( though not the clearest possible) piano
tone, and better balance than the other.
Katehen, too, is perfectly acceptable, although the balance could he improved in
one or two spots and the violin tone is
just a little off. Serkin's performance
seems overwrought in the fast movements; the sound of the piano is not up
to the highest modern standards; and the
wood winds, especially the bassoons,
cannot be heard in some passages where
they have important things to say. Poor
balance is the chief fault of the Bianca
recording. Cicseking's fast movements are
first -rate in every respect, but his Rontanze drags, and its G minor section is
deprived of its dramatic quality and
consequently of its function as contrast.
Miss De la Brucholleric's orchestra gets
off to a bad start, and there are some
ragged tutti chords later on, as well as
overtimid wood winds. 'l'he last-named
fault obtains in the finale of the \\'cidlieh also, along with harsh string sound

throughot:t.

-Robert

Casadesus, piano; Columbia
Symphony Orchestra, George Szell, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5276 (with Concerto No.
18). $3.98.
-Paid Badura -Skoda, piano; Vienna State
Opera Orchestra, Milan Horvath, cond.
WF_ST\nx.srEn XWN 1822.5 (with Concerto No. 23). $4.98.
-Cuiomar Novaes, piano; Pro Nfusica
Symphony Orchestra ( Vienna ), Hats
Swarowsky, cond. Vox PL 8430 (with
Concerto No. 9). $4.98.
-Clara Haskil, piano; Winterthur Symphony Orchestra, Henry Swoboda, cond.
WESTSIINSTEtt XWN 18380 (with Concerto No. 19)
84.98.
-Clara Haskil, piano; Vienna Symphony
Orchestra, Bernhard Paumgartner, conci.
EPIC LC 3163 (with Concerto No. 23).
.

$3.98.

-Julius Katchen, piano; New Symphony
Orchestra of London, Peter Maag, cond.
LONDON LL 1357 (with Concerto No.
13). $3.98.
Rudolf Serkin, piano; Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, wild. CoLUrrutA ML 4424. $3.98.
-Sondra Bianca, piano; Philharmonia
Orchestra of Hamburg, Hans -Jurgen \Valther, cond. M -G -M E 3564 (with Concerto No. 11). $4.98.
-Walter Gieseking, piano; Philharmonia
Orchestra, Hans Kosbaud, cond. ANGEL
35215 (with Concerto No. 25). $4.98
(or $3.98).
-Monique de la Bruchollerie, piano; Pro
Musica Orchestra (Vienna), Heinrich

-
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Hollrciser, card. PANTHEON PL 16020
(with Concerto No. 23). $4.98.
-Fritz Weidlich, piano and cond.; Salzburg \fozarteum Orchestra. IRE.rINGTON
R 19933.

$3.98.

CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA,

No. 21, IN C, K. 467 (6 Editions)
Vienna, convicted March 9, 1785. The
light -footed pomp of the first movement,
the exquisite song of the second, and the
delicate grace and humor of the finale
make of this masterwork a perfect foil to
its dark and passionate predecessor. I find
Scrkin's performance the most vital and
the most satisfying in general, even
though one wind instrument or another
is occasionally too far back and the horns
sound a bit tubby in tutti. Foldes is
rather cool, but otherwise plays unexceptionably; the violin tone on his disc
is slightly impure. Casadesus takes the
finale rather fast, but his phrasing is especially delightful there. in the first movement he plays some passages loudly that
are not so marked -at least in the printed
score-and that seem much more effective when played piano. The general
sound of this disc is not quite up to the
best obtainable today, and the bass is
rather boomy. Quite acceptable is the
performance of Roesgen- Champion, but
her orchestra is not always exactly with
her, the left hand is sometimes prominent when it i, only playing accompaniment figures, and the sound of her disc
is tory. Balance and general sound ( though
not violin tone ) are very good in the
Dennis and Tipo recordings, but both
performances arc rather matter -of -fact,
and Miss Tipo'S piano has a metallic
sound that seems to be the fault of the
instrument, not the recording.
-Rudolf Serkin, piano; Columbia Symphony Orchestra, Alexander Schneider,
cond. COLUMBIA ML 5013 (with Concerto No. 27 ). $3.98.
-Ardor Foldes, piano; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Paul Schmitz, cond.
DECCA DL 9973 ( with Concerto No. 17).
$3.98.
Robert Casadesus, piano; New York
Philharmonic Orchestra, Charles \Iuneh,
COntl. COLUMBIA ML 4791 (with Concerto No. 27 ). $3.98.
-Marguerite Roesgen -Champion, piano;
Lamoureav Orchestra, Arthur Goltlschmidt, cond. Penton SPL 571 (with
Concerto No. 25). $9.98.
-Joerg Dennis, piano; Vienna State Opera
Orchestra, Milan Horvath, cond. WESTMINSTER XWN 18548 (with Concerto
No. 26). $4.98.
-Maria 'fila, piano; Pro Musica Orchestra ( Vienna ), Jonel Petice, cond. Vox
PL 10060 (with Concerto No. 25).

-

$4.98.
CONCERTO FOR PIANO

AND ORCHESTRA,

No. 22, IN E FLAT, K. 982 (5 Editions)
Vienna, completed December 16, 178.5.
None of these recordings is quite first class, but the three listed first have
enough fine qualities to permit recommendation. This concerto is one of the
great masterpieces, brimming with fascinating ideas and reaching a high point of
feeling in the Andante. Here the intensity
of the main section, in C minor, is re-
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sieved by two episodes in major; when

the winds enter after the muted strings,
it is as though a window were thrown
open to admit all the fragrance and color
of a lovely garden. Serkin anti Badura Skoda on Westminster, it seems to mc,
approach closest to Mozart's truth here.
in ternis of solo and orchestral playing
and instrumental balance, the Serkin disc
seems superior to the others; in sound,
unfortunately, it is only medium fi. Iturbi,
too, is eloquent; his finale, indeed, except
for one lapse from grace, is in tempo and
quality of orchestral playing the best of
the five. Badura- Skoda's own orchestra
is somewhat tentative and not always on
pitch; at the end of the first movement,
after the cadenza, the sound is distorted.
Iturbi, Badura-Skoda on Oceanic, and
Rivkin all suffer from poor balance. In
all of these, the winds are excellently
defined at the beginning, but as soon as
the piano enters, they are driven too far
hack. The Rivkin orchestra sound is had.
-Rudolf Serkin, piano; Perpignan Festival Orchestra, Pablo Casals, cond. COLUMBIA ML 4569. $3.98.
-Paul Badura- Skoxla, piano and cond.;
Vienna Konzerthaus Orchestra. \VEST 'MHNSTER XWN 18661
(with Concerto
No. 14). $4.98.
-José Iturbi, piano and cond.; Orchestre
dc la Société des Concerts du Conservatoire de Paris. ANGEL 3.5539. $4.98 (or

$3.98).

-Paul

Badura -Skoda, piano; Vienna
Symphony Orchestra, Jonathan Sternberg, Good. OCEANIC OCS 22 (with Concerto No. 14). $4.98.
-Vivian Rivkin, piano; Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Dean Dixon, cond. \VEs-rMINSTER XWN 18547 (with Concerto
No. 11). $4.98.

insight, nor is the recording distinguished
for balance or beauty of sound. Miss
Haskil and Badura -Skoda are absolutely
first -rate here. Both play with penetrating understanding, with finesse, with
lovely tone; both are given fine, wellbalanced recording. The Haskil is in fact
one of the hest examples of how a Mozart
concerto should be recorded that 1 know.
There are enough strings to make a
round, warm tone and yet the winds are
so beautifully balanced that everything
transparent, everything that should be
heard can be heard. All the soloists use
Mozart's cadenza.
-Clara Haskil, piano; Vienna Symphony
Orchestra, Pall Sacller, cond. Eric LC
3163 (with Concerto No. 20). $3.98.
-Paul Badura -Skoda. piano; Vienna State
Opera Orchestra, Milan Horvath, cond.
WissrS,INSTEn XWN 18225 (with Concerto No. 20). $4.98.
-\-Ionique Haas, piano; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Ferdinand Leitner,
cond. DECCA DL 9808 (with Schumann:
Concerto for Piano ). $3.98.
-Walter Gieseking, piano; Philharmonia
Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan, cond.
COLUMBIA AiL 4536 ( with Franck: Symphonic Variations for Piano and Orchestra). $3.98.
-\ionique de 'la Bruchollerie, piano; Pro
Musica Orchestra (Vienna), Heinrich
Hollreiscr, cond. PANTHEON PL 16020
( with Concerto No. 20).
$4.98.
-Ingrid Hnebler, piano; Pro Musica Orchestra (Vienna ), Paul Walter, cond.
Vox PL 9830 (with Concerto No. 5;
Rondo for Piano and Orchestra, in D, K.
382). $4.98.
Edward Kilenyi, piano; Mozartcun Orchestra, Paul Walter, easel. RE\MINGTON
161 (with Liszt: Hungarian Fantasia for
Piano and Orchestra). $3.98.]
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AT A SENSIBLE PRICE!
The Sou/
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CONCERTO FOR

No. 24, IN C wNOR, K. 491 (6 Editions)
Vienna, completed March 24, 1786. Just
as Nos. 21 and 22 form a pair of contrasted masterpieces, so do Nos. 23 and
24. And if the A major Concerto, K. 488,
reminds one of the Clarinet Quintet, this
C minor Concerto makes one think of the
great Serenade for Winds in the same
key, K. 388, not only because of the
similarity of mood and even of theme but
because of the prominence given the
winds in the present work.
There is little to choose between the
first two recordings listed below. The dramatic sweep of the first movement seems
to have stirred Gieseking more than usual,
and he is given splendid support by
Karajan. Similarly with the CasadesusSzell. Those artists even manage to
achieve a real pianissimo in the Larghetto,
at rarity in recorded performances of Mozart. in both recordings, however, along
with fine sound, there is less than ideal
balance on occasion between the piano
and one or another of the wood winds.
This fault obtains in the later of the Badura -Skoda recordings also (in the earlier
one the sound of the orchestra is not very
real). Miss Haebler s imagination seems to
have been stimulated by this work more
than by others, and she turns in a quite
acceptable, if not entirely first- class, per-
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SF-3000
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Vienna, completed March 2, 1788. This,
the D minor, and the emanation are the
most popular of Mozart's piano concertos.
As in the later Clarinet Quintet, in the
same key, the first movement sings constantly, its mellow, intimate quality enhanced by the clarinets, which replace
the oboes in this work. The Andante is
one of the most moving slow movements
in Mozart; and in the finale he tosses out
enough fine ideas to make two rondos for
a less prodigally endowed composer.
The smoothest pianism is supplied by
Gieseking, Miss Haas, and Miss De la
Bruchollerie. And the most gorgeous
sound is that of Gieseking's orchestra.
But that artist scarcely allows himself to
become involved, so to speak, especially
in the Rondo, which under his hands is
glib, uninflected, devoid of eloquence,
and so fast that mulch of the detail in the
orchestra is lost. Miss Haas's is an excellent performance and a good recording.
Miss De la Bruchollerie plays the Andante with feeling and nuance (as do
all the others), hut the first movement
seems a little too easygoing with a choice
of dynamics not always effective or even
justifiable; her orchestra cannot handle
the finale at the pace at which she begins
it, and almost imperceptibly the tempo
is adjusted. The performance by Miss
Haehlcr is not notable for any special
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formane. The Biro, too, has merit, and
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record contenu o moving
description and explanation of the Moss, produced professionally. A step by step commentary of an actual
Sunday Mon. It makes everything clear. Ritual
Vest ms
Movements
designed especially for family

-thit

...

playing.

...

...
A magnificent achievement

12"

33h

L.P.

Unbreakable
Hi
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delily
ALBUM

At Record Deal,, Hui. holly

MATHEL, INC.
Sole Diatributors
ENGLEWOOD
NEW JERSEY

Records you'll be proud to own ..

SUPERB STEREO DISCS

SKIFFLE IN STEREO. The
Jug Five

Ore
m Rln a'-775
(.IST
rn

H.ANDEI. ORGAN CONCERTOS /MOZART ORGAN SONATAS. Ucnuis Ilc:lyDurant, organ; Portsnnnuh Ch. Oreh:-ntra
I.I.ST -774
ITALIAN MUSIC IN THE AGE OF EXPLORATION, The Fleetwood St serra

1.1,S-r -775

LYRICHORD MONAURAL
MAHLER: THE SONG OF I.AMENT (Uns
Klagende

Liu') Vienna St. Opera Orchestra

1.169

FRANCK: THE PANTS ANGF.LICUS"

MASS Op. 12.
welch Chorale. etc.
1,1,70
BERLIOZ: I.E1.IO (Syrnplsonie Fenta,uigne
Pt. 2). New Pan. Syrs ph. Orch.
L1,71

ETERNA
- Immortal

Singers o! the Past
GREAT TENORS IN VIENNESE.. OPER E

rrns

PUCCINI TENOR ARIAS
CARLINO- Refore His American

auet

723
724

Con 725

GIOVANNI ZENATELI.O RECITAI. NO.

-

2

726

VERA SCHWARZ
RICHARD TAUBER
(Lebt.. St rans., I'uedni)
727
NEAPOLITAN SONGS UY THE. IMMORTALS
728
Lyriehord $4.95
Stereo $5.95

Etern

$5.95

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGS!

LYRICHORD îr ETERNA

RECORDS
141 Pony Sheet

Newt York 14, N. Y.

its sound is not at all bad.
-Robert Casadesus, piano; Columbia
Symphony Orchestra, George Szell, cone.
COLUMBIA ML 4901 (with Concerto No.
26 ). $3.98.
-Walter Gieseking, piano; Philhannonia
Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan, cond.
ANGEL 35501 (with Chopin: 13arcarofc,
Op. 60). 54.98 (or $3.98).
-Paul Badura- Skoda, piano and cond.;
Vienna Konzerthaus Orchestra. WESTMINSTER X\VN 18662 (with Concerto
No. 19). $4.98.
-Ingrid Hacbler, piano; Pro Musica Orchestra (Vienna), Paul Walter, cond.
Vox PL 10080 (with Concerto No. 13).
$4.98.
-Sari Biro, piano; Austrian Symphony
Orchestra, Wilhelm Loibner, cond. REaMINGTON R 19970 (with Le Nozze di Figaro: Overture). $3.98.
-Paul Badura-Skoda, piano; Vienna
Symphony Orchestra, Felix Prohaska,
conci. WESTMINSTER X\VN 18267 (with
Concerto No. 27). $4.98.

An unusual new recording of

"MY FAIR LADY"
Done h, the style of the 7920et

--...

Vienna, December 4, 1786. To me the
most eloquent performance of this broad,
majestic work with its brilliant finale is
Scrkin's. As in all the other recordings of
this concerto, the engineers have not
solved with complete success the problem
of keeping the piano to the fore and yet
preventing it from drowning ont solo
wood winds (or even a whole string section) when the latter are carrying the
thematic ball. But this, as T have had to
indicate far too often, is a common faith.
In every other respect the Serkin-Szell
disc seems to me first-class. Matthews,
Seemann, and Cuida all turn in good
performances, the Matthews being perhaps the most sensitive and the Guido
the (cast up -to -date in quality of sound.
The Gieseking is another one of his remarkable exhibitions of finger control
impeccable but, to me, not otherwise very
interesting. Miss Tipo does the slow movement nicely. but her instrument again
sounds metallic in anything above a piano, and there are other mechanical
weaknesses. The Roesgen- Champion performance is not as flowing as the same
lady's playing of No. 21, and the recording shows signs of age.
-Rudolf Serkin, piano; Columbia Symphony Orchestra, George Szell, conci.
CoLCMBIA ML M69 (with Concerto No
17). $3.98.
-Denis Matthews, piano; London Mozart
Players, Harry Blech, cond. CAPITOL P
18048 (with Concerto No. 17). 54.98.
-Carl Seemann, piano; Munich Philharmonic Orchestra, Fritz Lehmann, coed.
DECCA DL 9568 (with Variations on Lin ser dunmter Pöbel Geint, K. 4:55). $3.9S.
-Friedrich Guida, piano; New Symphony
Orchestra of London, Anthony Collins,
cond. LONDON LL 1370 (with Concerto
No. 26). $3.98.
-Walter Gieseking, piano; Philharnonia
Orchestra, Hans Rosbaud, cond. ANGEL
35215 (with Concerto No. 20). $4.98

-

(or 83.98).

-Maria Tipo, piano; Pro Musica Orches-

...._-
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World Wide Stereo Record MGS -20006
YOU HAVEN'T GOT STEREO EQUIPMENT,
BUY IT NOW AND PLAY IT MONAURALLY!
PLAY IT LATER IN STEREO ! NO HARM CAN
COME TO THE DISC!
Fobulous memories of "Flapper" days and the
great dance orchestros of that era recreated in
a brand new recording mode specifically for
stereo! Hear oil your favorites from this great
IF

show done in this unusual style

CONCERTO FOR PIANO ANT) ORCHESTRA,
No. 25, IN C, K. 503 (7 Editions)

tra (Vienna), Jonel Perlca, cond. Vox

11s

IT'S NEW! IT'S STEREO!

Write Dept.

MP

I

for complete Stereo cotalog list

'`..::

WORLD WIDE RECORDS, Inc.
58 Market Street

I

Newark,

N. J.

`1c masters
clean my records
the modern easy way
NO SPRAYING!
NO WASHING!
NO RUBBING!

Clean records -a necessity for dean sound
STATICMASTERS keep stereo and

monaural records in like new condition
Aft easylo-use record brush

that effectively removes
static attracted dust
and lint -the major
cause 01 record
and stylus wear.

$1495
Buy STATICMASTERS from your local Hi -FI dealer or
order direr... sont postpaid... cash with order

NUCLEAR PRODUCTS CO.
10173
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THE BEST STEREO

so 1253

CONCERTO

"A rare combination of good prfonuance and lop.
grade engineering, The dirt it sensational." ¿Hl FI
b Musk Review)

MAN

so 1276

Jimmy Giuffre & His Music Men
"The wry happiest marriage of sound and science.An
absolute must." (Billboard "Spotlight" review)

NO SUN IN VENICE SD
The Modern Jazz Quartet
"A beautiful score
gineered with lair

geroled ipalial

The
c

se po

record

ng

and
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rar1on,'

(Mi
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itself it well enIre. from esogMusic Pcniew)

Gib

NEW STEREO TAPES:
FONTESSA /Tho Modern Jass quartet
JOE TURNER SINGS KANSAS CITY JAZZ

30 -1
30 -2

MOOD JAZZ /Joe Costeo
SHORTY ROGERS AND HIS GIANTS
THE PIANO ARTISTRY OF PHINEAS NEWBORN
WILBUR DE PARIS AT SYMPHONY HALL

30.3

CHRIS CONNOR

30.
30.5
30.6
30.7

Write /or complete catalog

ATLANTIC RECORDS
157 W. 57 St.
New York 19, New York

your records will
sound clear as tapes

LEKTROSTAT KIT
the first record cleaner designed
for long -play and stereo records
Something wonderful happens to records
cleaned the Lektrostat way! Music sparkles
with new clarity ... annoying crackles, and
hisses disappear. Get these results every
lime you clean with Leltrostnt...first record
cleaner designed for monaural and stereo
long -play records! Only Lektrostat has a
non -gumming, anti -Static

special

detergent PLUS
groove- cleaning Applicator. Buy it at your local
record shop or high fidelity

dealer... $200

845 Edgewater Road, New York 59. N.Y.

FOR PIANO

No. 26, 111D, K. :537

No. 21).

AND ORCHESTRA,
(

"ConoNATtoN" )

(6 Editions)
Vienna, completed February 24, 1788.
This songful work -not written for a coronation though probably played at one -is
one of the most popular of the \loznrt
concertos with the musical public, if not
with some seasoned \fozartcans. It was
apparently written at extreme speed. In
the manuscript there are long stretches
where only the right -hand part is written
in for the pianist. Mozart, of course, knew
perfectly well what he world play with
his left hand; he just did not take the
time to write it clown. Another sign of
haste is the neglect of the wind instruments: for the first time in five years and
fifteen concertos, they arc given practically nothing to do except in tutti. One
result is that recording engineers do not
have to worry about balances.
Landowska's is by far the freest, most
glaring and imaginative performance. All
of her additions to the printed score are
in the spirit of the performance practices
of Mozart's tinte, though some of them
seem less effective than others. What may
be a deterrent here is the recording,
which dates from pre -hi -fi times, and the
rather dull orchestra. Neil her of these
drawbacks exists for the Casadesus. Not
only is Szell's orchestra bright and alive,
but it plays with much flexibility and
nuance, and the sound is first -rade. Casadesus turns in a brilliant job. The only
detail I question is his playing of the
Rondo theme forte instead of piano
( Landowska does this too). Guldai s and
Haebler's are attractive performances
marred only by slightly too sharp -edged
violin tone. Set-mann is well recorded but
his performance lacks sparkle, as does
Demis'.
-Robert Casadesus, piano; Columbia
Symphony Orchestra, George Szell, cond.
Cot.uxtaiA ML 4901 ( with Concerto No.
24). $3.98.
-Wanda Landowska, piano; Chamber
Orchestra, Walter Goehr, cond. RCA
Vlcron LET 1029 (with Haydn: Concerto for Clavier, in D, Op. 21 ). $4.98.
-Friedrich Cuida, piano; Ncsv Symphony Orchestra, Anthony Collins, cond.
LosmoN LL 1370 (with Concerto No.
25). $3.98.
-Ingrid nimbler, piano; Pro \insica Orchestra (Vienna), Heinrich Hollreiscr,
cond. Vox PL 9390 ( with Concerto No.
17 ).

i

you are interested in

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

... or would

-

it-

like to learn about

this is your opportunity. Nowhere are the
exciting sounds and brilliant techniques of
modern coulposcrs reproduced and interpreted
in exclusive FIRST EDITION
These are first recordings of
newly commissioned symphonic works by the
world's muster composers played superbly
and flawlessly recorded in high-fidelity by
the renowned
as

they

are

RECORDS.

-

LOUISVILLE ORCHESTRA
Robert Whitney, Conductor

These "collector's item' recording; arc engineered by Columbia Masterworks technicians.
All arc contemporary music, with the composer working closely with the orchestra to
achieve a true and sensitive interpretation.
Available from the Society only, they represent a priceless collection of new, exciting
music . ,
the finest expressions of living
composers the world over.
,

OFFER LIMITED -SEND TODAY FOR
INFORMATION ON FREE TRIAL RECORDS
7,0UISI -J LLL' PlIll.JIAR.lfOV!C 50C11.TY
'take 3010. 830 S. 4th St.. LoulsvIlle 3. t.y.
Please .end me free. complete information on ezelu

ive First Edition Record.

and (ree record

offer.

Name

Addrew
City

sate

Now Available

1957

High Fidelity
RECORD REVIEW

INDEX
index to all classical,
semiclassical, jatt, and spoken
word record resins which appear'edin HIGH FIDELITY MagaA complete

zine in

1957.

Arranged alphabetically by composer or by collection- title, with
the isms and page on which you
will find the review you wish.

ONLY 50¢ EACH
1954, 1955 and 1956 Indexes also
available at 50¢ per copy.

$4.98.

-Carl Seemann, piano; Berlin Philharmonie Orchestra, Fritz Lehmann, cond.
DECCA DL 9631 ( with Concert - Ronclo in
D K.382). $3.98.
-Jocrg Don'ts, piano; Vienna State Opera
Orchestra, Milan Horvath, cond. \VIsrMINSTER XWN 18548 ( with Concerto
No. 21).

$4.98.

CONCENTO

ron

r,n

dexter chemical corporation
OcrotlETt 1958

Concerto

Lamoureux Orchestra, Arthur Cold schmidt, cond. PEmon SPL 571 (with
Concerto No. 21). $4.98.

NEW STEREO DISCS:

THE MUSIC

10060
$4.98.

-Marguerite Rossgen- Champion, piano;

IS ON ATLANTIC
WILBUR DE PARIS
AT SYMPHONY HALL

(with

PL

HIGH FIDELITY Magazine

Great Barrington, Mass.
Enclosed find

copies
copies
copies
copies

Plcose send me
of the 1954 Index
of the 1955 Index
of the 1956 Index
of the 1957 Index

Name

PIANO AND ORCHESTRA,

No. 27, IN B FLAT, K. 595 (6 Editions )
Vienna, completed January 5, 1791. Mo-

Address

No C.O.D.s or charge eiders please

1.19

FOLK WAYS
HI -FI RECORDS

zart's last piano concerto, written in the
year of his death, is, it seems to nie, one
of his finest. Like the others, it requires
agile fingers and great control; but the
chief impression one gets is not of brilliant display but of rather sad, autumnal,
and extraordinarily beautiful poetry.
All the pianists here respond more or less
sensitively to this quality in the work
Serkin, I think, most of all. He is favored
with the loveliest orchestral sound. The
recording in the Badura-Skoda is some what inferior and in the Casadesus considerably inferior. Baclura-Skoda's orchestral players are not quite as skillful as
Serkin's. Henkemans' performance Iras
more titality than any of his others of
Mozart. and he imparts added interest to
his playing of the slow movement by embellishing soue passages upon their repetition. Miss Haebler's Larghetto is played
with unusual delicacy; unfortunately, in
her recording the violin tone is impure
throughout. Every-body uses t lozart s cadenzas. but Serkin is the only one to fol low the original manuscript in the first
movement, which contains seven measures more than are printed in the editions used by the others.
-Rudolf Serkin, piano; Columbia Symphony Orchestra, Alexander Schneider,
cYnnd. CoumtuIA ML 5013 (with Concerto No. 21). $3.98.
-Robert Casadesus, piano; New York
Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir John Barbirolli, cond. COLOSm1A ML 9791 (with
Concerto No. 21). $3.98.

-

PLAY

2X(TwIC"
AS GOOD ON

STEREO
EQUIPMENT
for the world's largest authentic folk
music catalogue of over 500 long -ploy
records with notes.

write to

FOLKWAYS RECORDS
117 WEST 46 STREET, NEW YORK CITY 36, N.Y.

-Pall

Baclura- Skoda, piano; Vienna Symphony Orchestra, Felix Prohaska, cond.

\Vtsr5rtxsrEn XWN 18267 (with Concerto No. 24 ). $4.98.
-Hans Henkemans, piano; Vienna Symphony Orchestra, John Pritchard, cond.
Eric LC 3117 (with Concerto No. 17).
$3.98.
-Ingrid Haebler, piano; Pro Musica Symphony ( Vienna ), Heinrich Hollreiser,
cond. Vox PL 8710 ( with Concerto No.
12). 34.98.
(- Wilhelm Backh;ls, piano; Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Karl Bölmn, cond.
LoNnoN LL 1282 ( with Sonata for Piano, in A, K. 331). $3.98.]
PIANO AND ORCHESTRA, IN

RONDO FOR

D, K. 382 ( 3 Editions )
Vienna, March 1782. Mozart wrote this
set of variations as a new finale for the
Concerto No. 5. It is an enjoyable movement, if not as symphonic as the original
one. Miss Hacbler's performance seems to
me to have more verve than the others,
whereas Seemann is given slightly superior orchestral sound. The recording of the
Kempff is not up to modern standards.
-Ingrid Haebler, piano; Pro Musica Orchestra ( Vienna ), Paul Walter, cond.
Vos PL 9830 (with Concertos Nos. 5
and 23). $4.98.
-Carl Seemann, piano; Bamberg Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Lehmann, cond.
DEccA DL 96:31 (with Concerto No. 26).
$3.98.
-Wilhelm Kempff, piano; Dresden Philharmonic Orchestra, Paul van Kempen,
cond. DECCA DL 9535 (with Prague
Symphony, K. 504 ). $3.98.
RONDO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA, IN

A, K. 386 (1 Edition)
Vienna, October 19, 1782. Einstein, who
reconstructed this work from a few surviving pages of the manuscript, surmised
that it was either the original finale of
Concerto No. 12 or a replacement for it.
It is good middle -grade Mozart, and is
nicely performed and recorded.
-Clara Haskil, piano; Vienna Symphony
Orchestra, Bernhard Paumgartner, cond.
Eric LC 3162 (with Concerto No. 9).
$3.98.
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For matchless performance...choose the
1959 Webcor Regent Stereo Tape Deck!
This versatile, all -new Webcor
Stereo Tape Deck provides
stereo playback of breathtaking realism ... also records
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oper120
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position Dual pre- amplifiers
for channel 1 and 2
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Edit Key Tape Counter.
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Colla
...precision- crafte

les

for stare
New Collaro turntables perform with typical British understatement...
unobtrusive, efficient, and dependable. They are perfectly silent, introducing
no sound of their own into your music system. This silence is more important
than ever with the advent of stereophonic reproduction. The new stereo records
require a higher standard of performance from your turntable than do standard
LP's because stereo cartridges are extra -sensitive to noise.
Collard engineers have conceived these new turntables with this problem
in mind. They are simple and straightforward in design -parts are few and
trouble -free. The big difference in Collard lies in the remarkable care and
precision taken in the manufacturing process: patient attention to the most
infinite details; hand -craftsmanship; premium quality materials and rigid quality
control all through the processes of production.
COLLARO 4 -SPEED TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
Specially balanced non -magnetic turntable, one of the heaviest on the market,
weighing 81/2 lbs. This extra -heavy weight is distributed carefully for flywheel effect
and smooth constant rotation.
Carefully tested heavy -duty 4 -pole motor. Rotor of Opole motor is specially manufactured and after grinding is dynamically balanced to zero.
Motor is isolated, mounted resiliently by means of three tension springs parallel to
unit plate. This mounting method eliminates all traces of rumble.
Turntable shaft
runs in self -lubricating bearing with a steel ball pressed into its lower end. This ball
takes the total thrust of the turntable and results in completely friction -free motion,
New type of 4 -speed mechanism gives
with no detectable wow or vertical rumble.
absolutely uniform turntable speed. Turntable shuts off each time before changing
speed. New improved technique in construction and assembly of the rotor further
eliminates rumble and frequency modulation. Handsomely styled and finished with
static -free, black rubber turntable mat to prevent record slipping. High silver -polished
turntable rim. 'rakes any standard stereo arm and cartridge. (Base available, optional,
at slightly extra cost.)
COLLARD TURNTABLE, MODEL 41R200 -549.50
www.americanradiohistory.com

COLLARO MANUAL PLAYER
This economically priced unit has many of
the precision features of the Collaro transcription turntable- making it one of the greatest
values in stereo high fidelity components. It
uses a dynamically balanced 4 -pole motor and
the new Collaro 4 -speed drive mechanism. It
comes complete with the newly designed Col laro counter -balanced transcription tone arm
that accepts all standard stereo and monaural
cartridges. Turntable has fully automatic stop
and start controlled by the tone arm.
COLLARD MANUAL PLAYER,
MODEL TP50

-$29.50

All prices slightly higher in the West.

For further information on the new Collard
stereo turntable and manual player, and the
new Collard stereo record changers. write to
Rockbar, Dept. HF -10A, Mamaroneck, N. Y.

American Sales Representative
for Collard. Ltd.

RCA

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
POPULAR PRICE!
Why do network news services rely on "SCOTCH" Magnetic Tape for
recording on- the -spot news reports from all over the world? Dependability. Matchless dependability inch after inch, reel after reel. This same
professional quality is yours at no extra cost in famous "SCOTCH"
Brand Tape for home recording.
"SCOTCH" Brand alone offers you silicone lubrication
built -in
protection for your recorder head
and precision oxide dispersion
for controlled uniformity that gives you flawless response.
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Reviewed by
PHILIP C. CERACI

PAUL AFFELDER

DAVID JOHNSON

R. D. DARRELL

ROBERT CHARLES MARSH

preferable to the Curzon. in stereo it's
the other way around. The Angel stereo
master has dropped in pitch, so the work
seems practically in D major, and the

DISCS

a little less majestic than those
of the London disc.
Curzon's performance of the solo part
is comparable to Glick', with details of
both interpretations open to debate. The
Knappertsbusch accompaniment is not as
lively as Ludwig's, but it has breadth
and the stylistic authority of a salty septuagenarian.
R.C.M.

sonics are

BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, conci.
RCA VICron LSC 1934. $5.98.

Solidly established as one of the best
recordings to come from the Chicago
orchestra, Reiner's superlative performance of this work turns out to be just
about as effective as a stereo disc as it
is as a stereo tape. For those starting to
buy two -channel records, this would seem
an unusually good investment.
R.C.M.

BARTOK: Concerto for Violin and

Orchestra
Isaac Stern, violin; New

York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein. cond.
COLUMBIA MS 6002. $5.08.

Chief merit of this disc is Stern's excellent playing in the solo part, chief defect
the balance which puts him in an overly
dominant role and allows important details of the orchestral lines to go unnoticed. Since I prefer this Stern performance to Menuhins in the only competing stereo edition, Columbia momentarily holds the blue ribbon; but listen to
Dorati's beautifully recorded accompaniment in the Mercury version if you want
to hear that part of the music given its
full measure of the whole.
R.C.M.

BEETHOVEN: Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra, No. 5, in E flat ("Emperor")
Emil Gilds, piano; l'hilharmonia Orchestra, Leopold Ludwig, conci.
ANGEL S 35476.

$5.98.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 5,
in C minor, Op. 67

Orchestre dc la Suisse Romande, Ernest
Ansermet, cond.
LONnoN CS 6037. $5.98.

The Ansermet disc is better recorded than
the Bonit and a more exciting performance. Sir Adrian's merits notwithstanding.
Neither of these performances is a great
reading of the score, although the Ansermet can probably hold up against its competition for some time.
R.C.M.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7,
in A, Op. 92

Philhannonia Orchestra, Cuido Cantelli,
cond.
ANGEL

S

35620.

$5.98.

Philharmonic Promenade. Orchestra, Sir
Adrian Boult, cond.
VANGUARD VSD 2005. $5.95.
Recorded in
open spaces
telli Seventh
tiful in the

what I take to be the wide
of Kingsway Hall, the Can-

is very clean and very beauquiet passages and blurred
reverberation (especially in the bass

cond.

outstanding either,

Monophonically,

the

Gilds

edition is

lyric sensitivity has not been sacrificed to
drive. (Of particular interest is his vay
with the trio of the third movement.) If
it is not a great performance. it is close
to it, with the balance- follow the winds
in the last movement -and the coloring
those of a superlative musician.
Boult, by comparison, provides a far
less striking view of the score. and his
pacing of the work has a stodgy-. Colonel
Rlimpish quality -musicianly but providing little basis for excitement.
Take the C.mtelli, then, as a memorial
to a conductor of immeasurable promise.
It is a historic document of the music in
R.C.M.
our times.
ELGAR: Introduction and Allegro,
for String Orchestra, Op. 47 -See
Tchaikovsky: Serenade for Strings, in

GILBERT AND SULLIVAN: The
Mikado (or The Town of Tifipu)
Elsie Morison (s), Yum -Yum: Jeannette
Sinclair (s), Peep -bo; Marjorie 'l'hcnas
Monica Sinclair (e). Ka( c), Petti -Sing;
tisha; Richard Lewis (t), Nanki -Poo:
Graint Evans (b), Ko -Ko: Ian \Vallace
(b), Pish -Push; John Cameron (b),
Pooh- Bah; Owen Brannigan (its). The
'likado of Japan; Clyncleb nume Festival
Chorus, Peter Cellhorn, chorus master;
Pro Arte Orchestra, Sir \taicoun Sargent,

cond.

with
line) in those for the full ensemble. But
the sonics of the Bonk edition arc not

$5.98.

HAROLD C. SCHONBERG

C, Op. 48.
Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra, Sir
Adrian Boult, cond.
VANGUARD VSD 2003. $5.95.

Clifford Curzon, piano; Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Hans Knappertsbusch,
LONDON CS 6019.

ROLAND GELATT

so the case becomes
an easier one to decide.
Cantelli offers an intense, highly propulsive statement of the score, in which

ANGE!. S 3573 B /L.

Two

12 -in.

812.98.

Comparing this Angel Mikado with the
recent London stereo version, one has to
admit that the soloists in the new edition
have obviously better trained voices and
more polished acting ability, the orchestral playing is more refined, and the first rate recording sounds even better in discreetly spread and beautifully balanced
stereoism than it clicl in its justifiably
praised monophonic guise. But to my ears
this non-D'Oyly-Carte performance remains a routinely conventional version,
quite lacking in the gusto of London
younger but far less mannered singers
with Sargent's geniality
and chorus
.
appearing almost lax in contrast with

Continued on page 125
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"Re -live Your Symphony Under the Stars"

t-Model CSS-555-f

C>114?

Join the trend and discover this new world of living sound that goes

beyond high fidelity. The new Sterecorder is equipped with

THE FINEST

everything necessary to record and reproduce your own stereo
tapes at home. An economical and fun filled way to build

COMPLETE

a

fabulous stereophonic library of the worlds greatest music.

STEREOPHONIC
SPECIAL FEATURES

RECORDING

1.

AND

2. Two

PLAYBACK SYSTEM"

built

in

IPS.

pre -amplifiers and power amplifiers.

Hysteresis synchronous drive motor.

4. Two professional V. U. meters.

6. In -line (stacked) record and playback head.

ONE LOW COST UNIT
r.

3.

71/2 IPS.
3a/.1

5. In-line (stacked) high Irequency erase head__ _erases both channels in "Stereo
Record" position or si,gle channel (hall track) in "Monaural Record" position.

AVAILABLE IN

:

Frequency Response -30.16000 CPS at
30 -10000 CPS at

7. Individual channel volume controls and main volume control.
8. Individual tone control for each channel.

All STERECORDER models are also available with an
extra stereo play -back head with a frequency response
of 30- 12,000 CPS to reproduce the new pre- recorded
4 -track stereophonic tapes. (Model 555.A4)

9. Two professional dynamic microphones.
10. Portable stereo speaker

system...containing two lames

B. Lans ng (D -123)

12" speakers...optional.

SONY
SUPERSCOPE, INC., Audio Electronics Division

Write for Name of Nearest Franchised Dealer

recorder-

Sun Valley, California
D
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Codfrey's galvanic vitality and precision
and, most decisively, with little of
the electrifying sense of a "live" theater
performance which gives the London album its great appeal.
R.D.D.

Frankenstein are the best commentaries
available with any of the twenty or so
editions of the score currently in print.
The Reiner version offers some beautiful
colors, impressive sounds, and first-class
engineering, but some of the monophonic
discs have greater animation and a firmer

GROFE: Grand Canyon Suite
Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy,

sense of Mussorgsky's idiom.

cond.
COLUMBIA MS 6003.

ORFF: Die Kluge

$5.98.

Columbia's "guaranteed high fidelity" is a
dependable warranty in the monophonic
version of this familiar American work,
but not at all so in the stereo edition.
The single channel version was a brilliant
example both of Ormandy's skillful tone shaping and Columbia's lavish, though
not overly dynamic, exploitation of sonic
excitement. The combination is plainly
hard to beat, and monophonic Canyonites
would be hard pressed to find a recording with a more breathtaking "Cloudburst," a more poignant "Surise," a more
brilliantly hued "Painted Desert." Unfortunately, the stereo dise does not equal
the monophonic version, much less surpass it. Its shrill, grating highs, poor balance, confused directionality, and weak
bass all add up to very unimpressive
stereo.
P.G.
HAYDN: Symphonies: No. 94, in G
( "Surprise "); No. 99, in E flat
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra,
Krips, cond.
LONDON CS 6027.
$5.98.

Josef

One of the most agreeable of recent
Haydn recordings, this pair of symphonies
sounds even better in stereo than it chid
monophonically. The Vienna orchestra
knows its Haydn and plays with respect
for a tradition that recognizes the proper
R.C.M.
roles of solemnity and wit.

LISZT: Concertos for Piano and Orchestra: No. 1, in E fiat; No. 2, in A
Alfred Brendel, piano; Vienna Pro Musica Orchestra, Michael Gielcn, cond.
Vox ST 10420. $5.95.

was not impressed by the monophonic
version of these performances. Brendel is
a fine pianist; but he takes the music
ranch too seriously, and the Byronic element is missing. The accompaniment
sounds thin, and some of the orchestral
playing is spotty. This stereo release
sounds to me no different than the monophonic disc played through two speakers. There is no separation that I could
hear: the piano and orchestra sound
pretty much the same in both channels.
I

H.C.S.

Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (s), the Wise
Woman; Rudolf Christ ( t ), the Man with
the Donkey; Paul Kuen (t), First Vagabond; Marcel Cordes (b), the King;
Hermann Prey (b), Second Vagabond;
Gottlob Frick (lis), the Pensant; Benno
Koselle (bs), the Man with the Mule;
George Witter (bs), the Jailer; Gustav
Neidfinger (bs), Third Vagabond; Phìlhannonia Orchestra, Wolfgang Sawallisch, conti.
ANCEL S 35389/90. Two 12 -in. $12.98.
James Hinton's review of the monophonic
Die Kluge, released almost two years
ago, called attention to its rather static,
untheatrical atmosphere. I am not convinced that Orff's vocal- orchestral ,Miirchen ought to get a more realistic treatment. The sense of disembodied voices
coining to one from circunambient silence- isolated even from simultaneously
sounding orchestral timbres-was, it seems
to me, peculiarly right for this score. At
any rate, in its new stereo dress Die Kluge
is not a whit more flesh-and-blood-like
than formerly. The long stretches of
spoken heroic couplets might easily have
been so managed that the First Vagabond, on the left, was answered by the
Second Vagabond, on the right. But the
engineers choose to avoid such illusions
of stage presence and give us a fairly
equalized sound emanating front both
channels. The sane is true of the sung
sections of the work.
As a matter of fact, comparing the
stereo version with its monophonic counterpart played on the same equipment, I
found surprisingly little difference in
over-all effect. Those who have been enjoying since 1956 this bizarre but endearing music (endearing, at least, when
Schwarzkopf sings the wonderful lullaby on Side 4 ) need not fret that they
didn't wait for stereo. SD or simple LP,
Die Kluge offers sensitively managed
D.J.
sound.
RACH IANINOFF: Concerto for
and Orchestra, No. 4, in G minor,

Piceno

Op. 40

¡Ravel: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, in G
Arturo Benedetti \fichelangcli, piano;
Philharmonin Orchestra, Ettore Graeis,
conia.
ANGEL S

MUSSORGSKY: Pictures from an
exhibition (orch. Ravel)

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, cond.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2201. $5.98.

Whatever judgment one makes about
this performance, the liner notes by Alfred

OcroBER 1958

R.C.M.

35567.

$5.98.

glow that this music, very reminiscent of
the composer's earlier concertos, needs.
The pianist seems overly intellectual here,
and in the Ravel C major also, though the
latter is better suited to his severe approach. Certainly Michelangeli brings a
good deal of character to his playing. His
competence, and a quite original mind,
shine through every note that is played.
In matters of balance the monophonic
version, though brilliantly recorded,
leaves something to be desired. The piano is too much to the fore, and important details of the orchestration are sometimes obscured. In the stereophonic release, the orchestra sounds thrilling, but
how the piano sounds depends upon
one's location. In certain sections of my
room the solo instrument came nicely
from between both speakers. in other locations the sound of the piano was highly
artificial, in that one could hear it coring from two speakers (whereas the orchestra, in any location, sounded fine).
At the beginning of the slow movement
of the Ravel, experimentation with the
speakers revealed that one channel was
considerably stronger; but at the same
time, one could hear the bass of the solo
piano in both speakers: a disconcerting
experience.
H.C.S.

RAVEL: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, in G -See Rachmaninoff:
Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No.
4, in C minor, Op. 40.

FRITZ REINER: `Vienna"
Johann Strauss, Il: Waltzes: Morning
Papers; Emperor; On the Beautiful Blue
Danube. Weber: Invitation to the Dance

(trans. Berlioz). Josef Strauss: Village
Swallows: Waltz. Richard Strauss: Der
Rosenkaualier: Waltzes (arr. Reiner).
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, cond.
RCA Vtcron LSC 21.

$5.98.

To judge by tic one reel of Johann and
Josef selections I've heard (ACS 63),
there is a decidedly more opulent glow
and lucidity to the tape versions of the
seductive Chicagoan playing and acoustics
than 45/45 grooves as yet can encompass;
and although the surfaces here are exceptionally good, the extraneous noise level
still doesn't approach its imperceptibility
on tape. But are such refinements worth
their excessively high price tags? In any
case the collector of modest means has
no reason to complain of the genuine
bargain values of the present disc in poetic music making (which lacks only the
ultimate in Wiener effervescence) and
R.D.D.
rainbow -gleaming sotties.

RESPIGHI: Fontane di Roma; Pini
di Roma

Eugene

Or-

'

Philadelphia Orchestra,
mandy, coud.

ous figurations that Raclmnaninoif put into
the solo part. His playing, though, sounds
just a little hard, without the romantic

Here the comparatively slight increase in
cost of the stereo over the monophonic
version is amply justified by the remarkable differences stereo makes in approximating the concert -hall grandiloquence

Michelangeli plays here the 1938 revision
of the concerto Rachmaninoff wrote in
1928. He brings to the music a good deal
of strength, a precise style, and a formidable ability to negotiate the murder-

COLUMBIA MS 6001.

$5.98.
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From
any Point of View,
more Experts choose

ACROSOUND
/ULTRA -LINEAR
60 watt amplifier

The combination of patented
ULTRLINEAR circuitry-plus new HYBRID
FEEDBACK principle- VARIABLE DAMPING
DESIGN

control, and ULTRA STABILITY, represents a
new high in the art of amplifier design ... an
example of ACROSOUNO'S latest achieve.
ment in AMERICAN Know.HOw. This superiority of design now enables an!one with or
without any previous ñwledge of electronics
to assemble for himself or herself ...(yes'
it's that easy!) ... the finest of amplifiers and
at a most reasonable cost. in only two hours!
íf

of these showpieces and in almost palpably expanding one's living room to
Academy of Music acoustical spaciousness. Superb as the engineering is, however, it is artistically insensitive to dynamic subtleties, and Many individual
solo passages are unduly spotlighted out
of textural context. And Onmandy himself appears quite oblivious to the atmospheric magic Respighi labored so hard to
achieve. The thunderous jack- booted
march of the Pines' finale may send hi -fi

fans into deafened beatitudes, but the
only consolation for Respighians is that
the recorded- within-a- recording nightingale (in "The Pines of the Janiculum"
movement) never has been in better
voice. Perhaps he relishes the tiny echo
chamber he is given here to delude him
into at least a feeling of uteaged freedom.
R.D.D.
SAINT -SAENS: Symphony No. 3,
in C minor, Op. 78

Franz Eibncr, organ; Vienna Philharmusica Symphony Orchestra, Mans SWarowsky, cond.
URANIA USD 1001. $5.95.
Alexander Schreiner, organ; Utah Symphony Orchestra, Maurice Abravanel,
cond.
\VesrmiNsren WST 14004. $5.98.

MANCE By listening test. or by in.
struments ... second to none in clarity, and
frequency response.FTormal level distortion is
virtually unmeasurable -IM 1% or less at 60
watts. 120 watts peak. Completely stable ...
unaffected by loads, perfect square waves.

QUALITY Every part going into the assembly
of critical and even non {dtical circuitry is
tested and checked to allow no more than
tot variation from ACROSOUND'S Tate
ards. Specialized test equipment unavailable
commercially was designed in AC ROSOU NO'S
laboratories to achieve this result. Every
printed circuit board is_placed in trial opera
a laboratory ampli er.
utpú1' ubas
tion
are matched by trial and double checked.

on

COMPONENTS ACRO'S newest TO.600 output transformer with special hybrid winding
separates functions of output circuit and
feedback circuit. Heavy duty. completely

Since it's well over a year ago since
Urania 's Organ Symphony made its sensational appearance in a stereo taping,
it's not surprising that the new Westminster recording should be somewhat
cleaner and store brilliant. \Vhat is startling is that, despite this, neither the new
tape (SWB 8030) nor the disc makes
an effectual challenge to its predecessor. In particular, the \\'estminster releases are far less felicitous in blending
of organ and orchestral sonorities, as well
as in sheer attractiveness of isolated organ
tone. Moreover, Abravanel's somewhat
pedestrian reading lacks expansiveness,
and Schreiner's playing of the organ part
is markedly stiffer and less eloquent than
Eibner's.
In each case the disc editions captnrc
most of tapings' dramatic intpact, although again Urania retains more of its
stereo breadth and warmth. For the sonic
connoisseur, however, the Eibncr -Swarowsky tale edition probably will retain
topmost ranking among present stereo
versions.
R.D.D.

-

assembled, and thoroughly tested. printed
circuit board assures uniformity of performance. Low distortion EL34 output tubes are
operated well within their ratings ensuring
long tube life and optimum performance.
PRICE In preassembled kit form so that you
may save money, learn while doing, and have
the proud satisfaction you built the best for
only STS.S0 net ... or if you feel you would
prefer it laboratory assembled it still repro.
sends a bargain at Slet.Se net.
HEAR IT AT YOUR DEALER MOW'

BE READY FOR ACROSOUND DISTORTIONLESS
PRE AMP DESIGNED FOR TIE .`.TEREO.PHILE

Experts know why ACRO is best!
Others ... Learn why! Write to

ACRO PRODUCTS
369 SHURS LANE
PHILA. 28. PA.

SCHOENBERG: Verklärte Nacht,
Op. 4
'Vaughan \Villiams: Fantasia on a theme
by 7'allis
New York Philharmonic, Dimitri Mitropoulos, cond.
CQLDaruIA MS 6007. $5.98.
Mitropottlos, as you might expect, is far
more effective in the Schoenberg than
in the Vaughan Williams. His taut. deeply
incised performance provides just the
mixture of dramatic, romantic. and neurotic elements needed to show oil this
period piece advantageously. The stereo
recording adds interesting sectional <lis-

1.2.6

unctions in the string orchestra as well as
a solid roomful of sound in the climaxes.
The Vaughan Williams is somewhat
too tight and heavy for a completely sympathetic statement, and the recording is
R.C.M.

similarly robust.

SCHUBERT: Quintet in A, Op. 114
( "The Trout ")

Rolf Reinhardt, piano; Endres Quartet.
Vox S'I' 10890. $5.95.

The attempt bere is to avoid playing
stunts with the sound. The piano is not
heard coming from the right channel nor
the strings from the left; string and piano
tone arc blended in a rich, satisfying way
-or rather, would be, if the piano were
it little less boxy sounding. One rather regrets that some of the solo playing in the
variations (particularly the delectable
cello solo in the fifth) did not inspire the
engineers to attempt a few special effects, but their judgment is largely excellent,
The performance is idiomatic, bucolic,
relaxed; good humored rather than polished. Occasionally, as in the strutting
little time that suddenly springs up in
the Andante, it is inspired. If such moments as these were a bit more frequent,
would call this the Trout we've been
1
waiting for.
D.J.
STRAVINSKY: The Fire Bird:
Suite; Le Chant du rossignol
Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra, Lorin
NI:aze', cond.
DECCA DL 79978. $5.98.

These first examples I've heard of
Deutsche Grammophon stereo engineering are striking proofs that European
technicians arc already as skilled as our
own in coping with all problems of the
new medium save that of perfectly even
and complete "center- fill." Thcy are also
aided by first -rate processing, which reveals a depth and spectrum balance in
these recordings apparently missing its
their snore top-heavy monophonic release.
Unfortunately, however, though this orchestra plays admirably, it obviously has
only the clumsiest notion of Stravinskian
style, and its conductor's lugubrious reading of the Fire Bird Suite (in its 1919
scoring) is sadly lacking in essential atmospheric sorcery. Maazel manifests a
keener sense of personal involvement in
The Song of the Nightingale. but he is
still far from Mailing distance of Reiner's
mastery of its mandarin elegance, continuity, and virtuoso expressiveness. It is
on sonic grounds alone that this release is
genuinely noteworthy, but in that respect
-and particularly in its impressively wide
dynamic range -it ranks very high indeed.
R.D.D.
STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring
New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, cond.
COLUMBIA MS 6010.

$5.98.

Here Le Sacre inspires both its young

Continued on page 128
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fastest- threading reel
ever developed ...

\\
4,i

the cutzliotape C -Slot Reel,

NOW BETTER THAN EVER!
-

The popular C -Slot reel -the fastest, easiest-threading reel ever developed has
been structurally redesigned. It's now stronger than ever and even more con
venient than before.
HERE'S C -SLOT THREADING
1. Insert tape
through flange

reel
rotation

opening at top
Of C -slot.
2. Drap tape In-

Since the revolutionary reel design was introduced about a year ago, engineers
have carefully checked service experience on all types of machines under all
operating conditions. This study pointed the way to still further improvements.
a slimmer, smoother tape slot gives a virtually unbroken hub surface for
smoother winding under even the highest tape tension. A reinforced beveled edge
guides the tape more easily into the Cslot. Inside the hub, extra "ribs" have been
added and the bonding area has been increased by 50 %, making the entire structure practically indestructible.

Now,

to slot, leaving

about
inch
projecting be
1

hub
with tape slack
un both sides of
recording head.

yond the

THEN PRESS THE

"START" BUTTONI
Tape

will grip

need to turn
free end.

and hold firmly
reel by hand to

...
anchor

no

No other reel can approach the C -slot for fast, easy threading. And the new, improved design is now standard for all 5" and 7" reels of Audiotape -an extra -value
feature at no extra cost! Another important reason why it pays to specify Audio.

tape for every recording need,

AUDIO DEVICES, INC.
444 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22, N. Y.
MAN +.0

In Hollywood: 840 N. Fairfax Ave.
In Chicago: 5428 Milwaukee Ave.
Export Dept: 13 East 40th St., N.Y. 16, N.Y.

Cables "ARLAB"
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GRADO
"Truly
the

world's

finest..."

conductor and the New York Philharmonic to one of their most lucid, incisive,
and high -tensioned performances to date.
And if it scarcely matches Monteuxs version in lyricism or Ansermet's in elegance,
it is no less distinctive in its own exuberant way and perhaps even more electrifying in its driving intensity said savage
impact. :Moreover, an auditoriums- authentic acoustical spaciousness, as well as every unblurred inner detail of the score,
is captured in richly blended yet broad spread stereoisn.
The one serious complaint I have is
against the otherwise praiseworthy engineers, who (perhaps fearful that the processed -disc surfaces would not be as quiet
as they have turned out to he) have
maintained too high a modulation level
for the quieter, most atmospheric moments -like the eerily haunting introduction to Part 1I -to achieve their ideally
mysterious nocturnal hush. The monophonic edition has the same fault, but
in any case this version is scarcely cornpetitive, for although it does well enough
with the clarity and bite of Bernsteins
reading, it is tonally much harder and
less attractive. Stereo is indispensable for
a work like this, not only in providing
the "big" sonics worthy of the music's
stature, but also in easing -yet without
diluting -the aural acceptance of Stravinsky's harmonic acerbities.
R.D.D.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, in D, Op. .35

STEREO CARTRIDGE

$49.50

COMPATIBLE WITH

Monoural
Stereo

Lateral
Westrex

Vertical
Minter

STEREO TONE ARM $29.95

Fnest Walnut Wood
4 Wires and Shield

GRADO
UBORAIORILS, INC

Jascha Heifetz, violin; Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, cond.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2129. $5.98.
Several problems were posed in playing
this stereo disc ( the monophonic version
of which, LM 2129, received such praise
just a year ago). With the volume control
of both channels set at the same numeral, one channel was much stronger
than the other. The solo violin sounded
fine; it was localized pretty much to one
speaker. But the orchestra sounded weak.
For best results, the weaker channel
had to be brought up to equivalent
strength, and then the solo violin was
split between the two speakers, suggesting that Mr. Heifetz was playing a 10foot -long Strad. I am afraid that the
problem of concerto recordings has not
yet been fully solved by the engineers.
Admittedly the stereo version, once both
channels are balanced, sounds more impressive than the monophonic version.
But the monophonic sounds more natural.
H.C.S.

TCHAIKOVSKY:
Serenade for
Strings, in C, Op. 48
{Elgar: Introduction and Allegro, for
String Orchestra, Op. 47

Strings of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles Munch, cond.
RCA Vicron LSC 2105. $5.98.

4614 7th Avenue Brooklyn 20, New York

Exporl- Simontrice, 25 Warren SI., N.Y.C.

]?8

As in many stereo discs, there is a strong

imbalance between channels. Was this
intended by the recording engineers? (It
would he a help if each stereo disc had a
few prefatory grooves that contained signal strengths for each channel.) Channel

my system ) was quite the stronger,
and when channel A was cut out of the
circuit, Channel B went along as a perfectly good monophonic disc. There was
some bass reinforcement in Channel A
when reintroduced to the circuit, but not
very much. In any case, the stereo disc
is fuller than the monophonic version
( LM 2105, of about a year ago, which
David Johnson found "somewhat too
veiled" in sound ); but, one wonders, is
that not due to the presence of two
speakers, in this case, rather than to the
disc itself? The first movement, it might
be noted, was preceded by a large
"ghost," or pre&ho.
H.C.S.
B ( in

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No 2,
in C minor, Op. 17 ("Little Russian')

Vienna Philharmusica Symphony Orchestra, Hans Swarowsky, cond.
UnANIA USD 1006. $5.95.
Paul Affelder's review of the stereo tape
version ( UST 1205) could well serve for
the disc version, which boasts very quiet
surfaces, captures all its predecessor's
sonic vitality -and occasional interpretative heavy-handedness. The Vienna Phil harmusica Orchestra's strings still sound
somewhat strident and arc too often overbalanced by the weight of the winds; but
the high end is notably cleaner, and if
some of the lilt of the memorable tunes
escapes Swarowsky, he provides a superabundance of torrentially dramatic drive.
R.D.D.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4,
in F minor, Op. 38

Philharmonia Orchestra, Constantin Silvestri, conci.
ANGEL S 35565. $5.98.
As stereo sound, this disc is disappointing.
Puzzlingly so. Virtually everything that
happens, happens in the left channel. The
right one is subdued throughout. Whether

the engineers had something experimental
in mind or whether somebody fluffed I
don't know. But to eight ears (only two
of them belonging to me) the sonics are
an unqualified failure. And the performance is only half a success. ( Paul Midder, reviewing the monophonic version,
thought it no success at all.) The first two
movements creep along at a frozen pace
and somehow manage to be fussy and
untidy at the same time. The pizzicato
scherzo is better and the last movement
bettor still. But Angel ought to be giving
us a stereo edition of the Markevitch
Fourth soon, and that is the one I'd wait
for.

D.J.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6,
in B minor, Op. 74 ( "Pathétique")

New York Philharmonic, Dimitri \Iitropoulos, cond.
COLUMBIA MS 6006. $5.98.

This recording, as it happens, afforded
me my first experience of a symphonic
stereo disc. came away from it, admittedly, ga -ga eared. But my head, though
dazzled, is unbent. I still consider the
1
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performance a meretricious one in which
the great god Effect is sacrificed to- first,
last, and always. sIitropoulus pulls out
all the stops and the gigantic organ
sighs, slithers, swoops, and swoons. 13ut
if beneath the brilliant façade there is a
vestige of sincerity, have utterly missed
1

it.

The untidy playing of the first movement, which I noted in the monophonic
version, is, not surprisingly, more noticeable than ever in stereo. Furthermore, a
number of extraneous sonnds- coughing
and dropping objects -can be heard. The
two middle movements -the quasi- waltz
and quasi-march-emerge cold, hold, and
stunning, however. if you are looking for
a stereo demonstration round, this may
well be it. If you want a Pathétique, try
\larkevitch, Toscanini, and Van Kempen
(in that order).
D.J.

VAUCIIAN WILLIAMS: Fantasia
on a theme by Tallis -See Schoenberg:
Verklärte Nacht, Op. 4.

More Briefly Noted
"Band of the Coldstream Guards."
RCA Victor LSP 1480.

$5.98.

The present disc version r.f Major Doug las A. Pope's international program retains all the warm tonal coloring and most
of the stereo spaciousness of the recent
tape edition ( BPS 112), while its doubled length makes room for seven more
British and French marches, topped by
Lloyd Thomas' richly Elgarian The Con-

Weatlieri
Origina L
set new highs
in performance
Weathers products are not copies, adaptations. or mere
improvements over other Hi Fi components or systems.
Unfettered by precedent, Weathers equipment is designed on bold new principles which add astonishing quality
and brilliance to Hi Fi reproduction.

Weathers Pickups

FM Monaural FM Stereo Ceramic Stereo All Weathers pickups play both monaural and stereophonic records
without damage. All are available with diamond or sapphire styli. FM Monaural and FM Stereo cartridges are
designed only for the Weathers Tonearm in which an
oscillator develops the signal. They track at 1 gram ..
cannot damage records. They have exceptionally wide

frequency range, low intermodulation, low cross modulation, and low harmonic distortion. The Weathers
Ceramic Stereo Cartridge fits all other tonearms
and is superior to any magnetic pickup. Tracks at
2 grams. Complete absence of hum. 25 db separation between channels.

The Weathers Micro Touch
Tonearm is designed exclusively for the
Pickups. It is
accurate levelling
mounting isolates
damping prevents
FM

Transforms the impulse from the pickup and
produces the FM signal. Signal -to -noise ratio is
considerably higher thon that of the best
magnetic pre -amps.

`Breaking the Sound Barrier," Vol.

'

Frank Comstock Orchestra: Patterns." Columbia CS S0( >3. $5.98.
Twelve effective standards and originals
which demonstrate- why Comstock now
ranks as one of the most imaginative
Glane -hand arranger /leaders. His ostinato
rhythmic and melodic "patterns" themselves are exploited with unfailing ingenuity in big brassy and _cedy scorings,
particularly interesting for their growly
double- bassoon solo bits and the reverberant stercoism of the recorded sonies.
Deutschmeister Band: "On Parade."
Westminster WSi 15007. $5.98.
The jacket contents listing is neither accurate nor complete: as the disc labels
indicate, there are actually fourteen selections here, all previously released in

of turntable is unnecessary. Shock
it from outside vibrations. Viscous
tonearm resonance down to 15 cps.

The Weathers Oscillator -Modulator

sort.

I, Percussion. Urania US 1006. $5.95.
One of the best stereo adventures in, and
showy displays of, the infinite resources of
percussive timbres available to contemporary composers-and of rare musical noteworthiness for its inclusion of Lou Harrison's evocative Canticle No. 3. Sonic of
the weight and depth of the acclaimed
tape version (UST 1204) are missing
here, but none of the pronounced stereo ism; and thanks to uncommonly smooth
surfaces and more crystalline transient
response, Paul Price's virtuoso American
Percussion Society performances sound
even more brilliant here.

Weathers

light and so perfectly balanced that

The Weathers Turntable is unquestionably
one of the World's finest. Exceptionally light construction
eliminates the mechanical noises inherent in heavy turntables. Noise level is 25 db lower than that recorded on
today's best records. Shock mounting eliminates floor
vibrations. A cool running 12 -pole synchronous motor
brings the platter up to correct speed in''/. of a revolution
and maintains correct speed regardless of variations in
load or line voltage. Cueing features make theWeathers
Turntable ideal or broadcasting station use. $59.95. Also
available in kit form, without base or mounting plate,
$34.50.

The Weathers Discushion

suspends any size
record on its outer rim and protects playing surfaces from dust and contamination. Only $2.95.

Weathers Stylus Gauge
A simple and accurate way to measure and control
exact tracking force. Makes records last ongersound better. Priced at only $2.00.

Four Superb Speaker Systems
The Fiesta, Decorator, Monte Carlo, and Barrington fill
every need from den to concert hall. From $59.95 to $510.00.

See your dealer or write for booklet number 658H.
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Export: Joseph Plasencia, Inc., 401 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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the stereo tapings SWB 7004. 7017, and
7040. Among these, the "patrol" version
of the Castaldo March, beginning solely
in one channel and parading across to
end solely in the other, is one of the most
dramatic disc exploitations of moving sound- source stercoism to date; the others
are a well -varied batch of old -time favorites, played with zest if no great refinement in wide- dynamic -range, Well-balanced and blended recordings.

Percy Faith Orchestra: "Columbia
Album of Victor Herbert." Columbia
C2S 801.. Two 12 -in. 811.94.
A visually handsome album -tribute to the
late Irish- American operetta master which
conclusively buries -rather than praises
him. Practically all of the two -dozen favorite pieces "honored" here are scrupulously, lavishly, and garishly rescored.
The memorable toes themselves remain
just barely recognizable, but that will he
small consolation for Herbcrtians, who are
not likely to relish any better the echo chambered sonic:: in either the stridently
metallic monophonic (COL 10, 87.98) or
lushly overblown stereo versions.

-

Teicher: "SoundWestminster WST 15011.

Ferrante and

proof."
85.98.
This is an admittedly "gimmicked" recording of the two pianos of Arthur Ferrante and Lou Teicher, their keyboard
manipulations being even more blatant
in stereo than ever before. Don't ask what
the gimmicks are: the jacket doesn't exactly say, and one can only surmise that
the imagination of these duo -pianists and
their ingenious engineer would be bounded by nothing this side of downright chicanery. Hardly music in a traditional
sense, this seventeen-channeled example
of the most advanced state of current
stereo technique has a fascination peculiar unto itself.
George Feyer: Okhrhona & South
Pacific: Selections; "Music of Jerome
Kern." RCA Victor LSP 1731. 85.98.
StcreoVox ST 25500. 84.98.
Hard c ri the heels of their stereo tapings,
the ingratiating divertissements on Rcxigers & Hammerstein hit tunes are combined on one disc at greatly reduced cost
and with banding indices, but also with
sonic reduction in tonal warmth. in any
case, the stereo enhancements of these
solo piano with rhythm- group- accompaniment performances arc minimal, whereas
the new medium is exploited more felicitously in the long Kern anthology with
orchestral accompaniment, previously, released in tape form and here sounding
almost as good.

"Ralph Flanagan in I-li -Fi." RCA
Victor LSP 1555. 85.98.
Alternately jerkily energetic and blandly
pedestrian, these degradations of the
Glenn Miller dogma have few aural attractions in the exaggerated stercoism of
the eight -item tape ( BPS 83) and none
at all in the augmented disc program,
which seems to have been processed with
closer channel blending.
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Frinil: bulian Love Call. Westminster WST 1.508. 85.98.
Indian Love Call is but one of the twelve
Friml compositions played here by the
Frinil Orchestra, the composer conducting. If Friml's own interpretation is to be
taken as a guide, his songs were meant
to be played in smlxlued tempo. The
rhythmic, dreamlike pace is matched by
Westminster's unobtrusive stereo technique, which graces the Friul orchestra
with excellent balance, good clarity, and
the sweetening effects of rather distant
microphoning.
Urbie Green: "Let's Face the Music
and Dance." RCA Victor LSP 1667.
85.98.
Smoothly danceable versions, dominated
throughout by Urbie 's urbane tromboning, of the title piece, Dinner for One,
Please, James, and ten other standards
(six others in the tape edition -CPS 135),
strongly and brilliantly recorded with
marked channel differentiation, but occasionally marred by overobvious monitoring.

Guckcnheimer Sour Kraut Band:
"Music for Non -Thinkers." RCA Victor LSP 1721. 85.98.
4Vc can't expect everyone will find this
ripe example of musical humor-sauerkraut, cabbage, and Limburger cheese division-as funny as we do ( and Phil Gcraci
dici, in reviewing the monophonic release
for his fi- fanciers last month); but for us
these are the definitively finalized readings of the Second Hungarian Rhapsody, Raymond Overture. and The Stars
and Stripes Forever. Even the occasional
!verily emotional vocals arc sophomorically amusing, and the rest of the lusty
polka and ScJudeplattlertiinze program
is a strenuous appeal to the risibilities. A
shorter program is presented on a tape
version (CPS 133, 27 min., $10.95),
which offers more expansive stercoism
and warner Cuckenheìmer color.
"Lena Home at the Waldorf -Astoria." RCA Victor LSO l038. 85.98.
Our era's answer to the Mac West of a
decade or so ago in an on- the-spot recording, with well- warranted audience
applause and laughter, which surely must
he unexcelled as an example of slicer personality projection and almost palpable
aural "presence." The present disc edition
also is outstanding technically in actually
matching both the full stercoism of the
slightly shorter tape version (CPS 71)
and in its freedom from extraneous noise.
In fact, this is one of the first stereo discs
which boasts impeccably silent surfaces.
"Paul Lavalle in Hi-Fi." RCA Victor LSP 1516. $5.98.
The superbly spacious stercoism with
which Lavalle's skilled wood -wind and
brass players were taped (in CPS 72) is
perhaps even more impressive in the present disc version, and the virtuoso tuba
duos in When Yuba Plays His Tuba arc
every, bit as relishable on rehearing. For
goal measure the disc augments this and
the six other divertissements with four
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new ones, among which the piquantly dissonant Buzzards' Bacchanale and glittering Jockey on a Carousel are no less notable for their ingeniously intricate interplay of fascinating timbres.

Johnny Mathis: "Good Night, Dear
Lord." Columbia CS 8012. $5.98.
Even on the basis of this ill -advised program one could readily join Johnny
Mathis' myriad disciples in admiration of
his uncommon vocal gifts and engaging
personality. Hence it seems a real pity
that such freshness and sincerity should
he so cynically exploited in popularized
perversions of a couple of fine spirituals
and ten not -so -fine examples of salon bogus religiosity. Some friend should
warn this young star that his natural expressiveness needs no emotional tremolo
that his voice is not
and "breaks"
enhanced by excessively close miking and
-Ind that
cavernous echo chambers
there is a world of devotional music available in other than huckstering score smith's disarrangements.

Reweta bP)
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Ray McKinley: "The New Glenn
Miller Orchestra in Hi -Fi." RCA Victor LSP 1522. $5.98.
The disc edition has the somewhat dubious
advantage of four additional pieces; the
tape (CPS 82) those of more marked
stereoism and less artificial -sounding
brilliance and power. But in either case
there is little in any of these performances which evokes the best Millerian
traditions.

IT'S

Billy Muse's Supersonic Guitars:
"Fireworks." RCA Victor LSP 1694.
$5.98.

The apparently electronic guitars are neither supersonic in the virtuosa speed of
their players nor ultrasonic in their
frequency ranges, yet they do produce a
sufficient variety of echo -chambered
twangs and rattles (further "enhanced"
by a wordless male choir) to qualify this
strictly novelty program as a jukebox
special. The channel differentiation in
both editions is extreme, but the tape
(CPS 135) has considerably more weight
and depth.
Rodgers
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Hammerstein: South Paversion). RCA

Test instruments will confirm the range and power
of Grommes Premiere fidelity equipment
but only in livening can the full measure
of its fidelity -the unique quality of its

-

film sound -track

Victor LSO 1032. $5.98.
Big stereo sound and large- screen aural
closeups of Giorgio Tozzi, Mitzi Gaynor,
and other unidentified but competent soloists -yet all the "presence" in the world
can't compensate for Pinza's virility, Mary
Martin's verve, and the genuine enthusiasm of the original Broadway -cast LP
version. However, if you must have this
sound track, you can save a lot of money
and get just as satisfactory stereoism by
settling for the disc rather than tape edition, CPS 109.

Edmund() Ros Orchestra: "Rhythms
of the South." London PS 114. $4.98.
Technically outstanding for its smooth

surfaces, exceptionally high modulation
level, and boldly sharp- focused recording. this disc is no less striking musically
for the vigor and precision of its performances of definitely nonlanguorous LatinOCTOBER

A

"presence"-be appreciated.

"No instrument can measure its faithfulness
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Write for literature and names
of dealers in your area.

PRECISION ELECTRONICS INCORPORATED
in Franklin Park, Illinois
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Low -Cost Hi -Fi with the

SOUND ECONOMY
of

STENTORIAN
LOUDSPEAKERS

...

THE SOUND THAT STANDS ALONE
Now, with W/13 Stentorians, you can enjoy
high -quality hich fidelity at unbelievably low,
low cost!
Manufactured in England by world -renowned Whiteley Electrical Radio Company
originators of the first commercial per-

'

-

manent magnet loudspeakers in 1927
Stentorians provide a beauty and realism that

has won the unqualified praise of nearly
every leading audio critic and user, both here
and abroad.
But hearing is believing! Hear the W/B

Stentorians at your very that opportunity
and discover for yourself why these
distinguished unite are the leading low-cost
speakers in the world today.
STENTORIAN EXTENDED RANGE SPEAKERS
15" STENTORIAN WOOFER Model HF 1514

-

Response, 25
4,000 cps.; bass
sonance, 35 cps.; power rating,

watts;

10 lb. Alcomax

SPECIAL

re. AUDIOPHILE
NET
25

Magnet System
-ist $149.50

12" STENTORIAN EXTENDED RANGE
LOUDSPEAKER Model HF 1214
Response, 25
14,000 cps.; bass re.
sonance, 39 cps.: power rating, 15
watts; 51 /2 lb. Alcomax Magnet System
List $87.50
Model 14F 810 (8')
Response, 50
12,000 cps.; bass resonance, 65 cps.
List $18.25
Model HF 610 (81
Response, 60
12,000 cps.; bass resonance, 70 cps.
List $14.95
STENTORIAN TWEETER Model T -10
Response, 2,000
16,000 cps.: power
rating, 5 watts; 21h lb. Alcomax Magnet
System
List $35.00

$89.50

-

-

$52.50
$10.95
$

8.95

-

$20.95

UNIVERSAL IMPEDANCE LOUDSPEAKERS
WITH 4, 8 & 16 OHM VOICE COILS
Model HF 1012 -U (101

-

Response, 30
14,000 ups.; bass re.
sonance, 35 cps.; power rating, 10
watts; 12,000 gauss; 2 Ib. Alcomax
Magnet System
List $31.60
Model 812 -U (81
Response, 50
12,000 cps., bass
resonance, 65 cps.; power rating, 10

$16.95

-

watts; 12,000 gauss;

2

lb. Alcomax

Magnet System
List $25.00
Model HF 816-U
as above but with 16,000 gauss; ash
lb. Alcomax Magnet System List $49.95
STENTORIAN CROSSOVER UNITS
Input and output impedance, 15 ohms.
Individual units for crossover at 500,
1,500 cps. .......... ................. List $23.25

or 3,000 cps.
List $16.60
STENTORIAN CONSTANT IMPEDANCE
BALANCE OR VOLUME CONTROLS
For mid -range, high frequency system
balance, or control of remote loudspeakers. Individual units for 4, 8,
or 16 ohm Impedance.
List $11.75 ea.

$14.95

Down
Sauter- Finegan: "Straight
the Middle." RCA Victor LSP 1497.
$5.98.
The onetime enfants terribles arc uncharacteristically lange here, indeed quite
mellow in a richly expressive Have You
Met Miss Jones? and with only suggestions of their earlier daring fancifulness
in a zippy Alright Already, a jaunty if
rather strident Scotch and Sauter, and
the odd paper- and-comb passages in
Sunshine Girl. The tape, CPS 113 -three
fewer pieces and six more dollars -lacks
the surface noise of the disc.
Bob Scobey's Frisco Jazz Band:
"Between 18th and 19th on Any
Street." RCA Victor LSP 1567. $5.98.
Good- natured hokum by only mildly
rowdy expatriate Dixielanders, costarring
the routine banjoing and straightforward
vocals of Clancy Hayes with the strident,
florid trumpeting of the leader. The bright
clean recording and moderate stereoism
seem to be given roughly equal justice
in both editions (on tape as BPS 128 ),
but the disc also includes two long medleys and the one new piece in the entire
program: Pete Doviditis showpiece for
Scobey, Bob's Blues.

"The Swing's to TV." World Pacific
1002.

$5.98.

Lyrical, sometimes mawkish, but at their
best piquant new arrangements (by Bob
Cooper) of familiar TV -show theme
pieces, starring the arranger's fine oboe
( and tenor sax ) playing with that of Bud
Shank's less distinctive flute and alto sax
against a small string -ensemble background. The grouping of all the slow
pieces on the "A" side makes for acute
boredom; but the "B" side is consistently
animated and shows off far better the
bright recording and marked channel differentiations.

TAPES
BEETHOVEN: Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra, No. 5, in E flat, Op. 73
("Emperor")
Jacob Lateiner, piano; Vienna State Opera
Orchestra. Armando Aliborti, conci.
\-VtismtINSTER SWB 9010. 37 min. $17.9.5.

Lateiner gives strong, sure, clean treatment to the end movements of this concerto, just the sort of treatment they need.
In many ways, his performance of the
first movement is tighter and more con vincing that that by Artur Rubinstein
with Josef Krips and the Symphony of
the Air on a recent RCA Victor tape. in
the Adagio, however, Lateiner adopts a
tempo much closer to an andante con
moto; this imparts more (low to the movement but far less depth and nobility. It
is here that Rubinstein reveals his greater
maturity and artistry.
The sound on both tapes is evenly
spread horizontally, with few narked
directional effects, though, of course,
the piano is in the center and the various
orchestral choirs are where they belong.
Tonally, the present recording is more
heavily weighted in the bass than in the
treble. The fairly close -to pickup gives
the piano good presence, whereas mist
of Aliberti's precise accompaniment is lost
because the entire orchestra is placed too
far in the background with resultant loss
of focus, especially in the upper strings.
The Victor tape has more over -all brightness and orchestral presence, though
everything is a bit too close for living
room listening. On the whole the Rubinstein tape twins the nod on the basis of
more equitable balance between soloist
and orchestra, better sound quality, more
profound treatment of the music, and
lower price ( $16.95).
P.A.

BEETHOVEN: Mass in D, Op. 123
( "Missa Solentnis")
Uta Graf, soprano; Grace Hoffman, mezzo; Helmut Kretchmar, tenor; Albert
\Venk, baritone; North German Philharmonic Orchestra and Chorus, \Valtcr
Cochr, cond.
CoNcei r HALL RX 63. 72 min. $23.90.

$29.50
a West Point Cadet Glee Club: "The
Army Way." StereoVox ST 25700.

$13.95
$ 9.95

$

6.95
ea.

moleie literature on these and many
other a famous Stentorian loudspeakers and
audio accessories, see your dealer or Write,
For

Barker Sales Company
339 Brood Avenue Ridgefield. N. J. U.S.A.
Exclusive Sales Agents for the U.S.A. and South America
Ch arter Member: Inst. of High Fidelity Mfrs., Inc.
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dances. Some of these are
standards (the Cantinito tango, Siboney
mambo, Spanish Gypsy Dance pasodoble,
etc.), but the most amusing are the novel
translations (for they are more than mere
arrangements) of the Blue Danube into
valse- creole idioms, the Offenbach Barcarolle as a baiao, the Isle of Capri as a
cha- cha -cha, etc. The incisive percussive
rhythms arc irresistibly toe -tickling, but
only the most indefatigable youngsters
arc likely to stay the whole course of this
long and energetic set.

American

Whiteley Electrical Rodio Company

$4.98.

Alternately robust and reverential, the
West Point glcesters move versatilely
from such traditional pieces as Alma
Mater, On Brace Old Arniij Team, and
Dixie, to muscular evangelism (Onward
Christian Soldiers), and even modernity
(Seventy -Six Trombones and -by the
Quartet -a calypso- styled Yellow Bird).
The whole program, recorded with authentically big -booming hall acoustics and
widespread stcreoism, happily minus the
audience applause that marred an earlier
tape and (monophonic) disc, is guaranteed to warm the cockles of every proud
cadet-parent's heart.
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Although this ,trissa Solentnis offers pas
sages that sonically excel the monophonic
versions, on the whole it is a disappoint-

ment.
The two channels are used here not to
reproduce concert hall effects, but to
create queer juxtapositions-such as the
soloists always standing still in extreme
right field while a big chorus moves all
over the lot. Furthermore, enunciation is
poor, and the balance is frequently off.
Every so often things jell and the results
are fine -but not often enough.
The performance, taken by itself, is
not in the Toscanini or Klemperer class,
but !would have been able to hold its
own if the engineering had given it the
necessary assist.
R.C.M.
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BEETHOVEN: Overtures: Egmont,

Op. 84; Coriolan, Op. 62; Fidelio, Op.
72c; Leonore, No. 3, Op. 72b

Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra, Sir
Adrian Bonde, cond.
VANGUARD VET 3021.
3.5 min.
$11.95.
The villain here is the hall, since it allows the sound, particularly the low bass,
to become covered at times with a sort
of reverberant fuzz that takes away the
clean outline the music ought to have.
Hoag this tape holds up depends on the
weight one attaches to that uneven clarity,
since the rival editions are both better

NOT TO BE OPENED

30th

BEFORE SEPT.

engineered.
If one's main interest is the Leonore
No. 3, the Bamberger tape is preferable,
although Bottle's performance is a good
one. If Condon is your main interest,
this set scores over the \lunch. If the
other two works are the source of the
attraction, there are no alternate stereo
editions, but this one should satisfy.
Time direct, emphatic
character of
Bottles readings, their long singing lines,
and the sensitive dynamics that extend
at moments to a real ppp are all merits
to be given full weight.
R.C.M.

BORODIN: Prince Igor: Polootsian
Dances
1Tchaikovsky: Capriccio italien, Op. 45
London Symphony Orchestra and Chorus
(in the Borodin); Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra (in the Tchaikovsky);
Antal Dorati, cond.
MEncuaY MBS 5 -7. 26 min. $10.95.
I

The placement of the chonts in the
Poktctstan Dancer lends full perspective
to the sound of this exciting music; but
the singers often arc difficult to understand and are usually overwhelmed by
the orchestra. And chorus and orchestra
both are all but drowned out by the percussion section, especially the tambourine, which is much too close to the left
microphone. Dorati's reading and Mercury's reproduction arc brighter and livelier than the Vittorio Cui version for Livingston, but the latter-without chorusincludes one more dance and offers a
wanner, fuller orchestral texture that also
is better balanced stereophonically.
Dorati's presentation of the Capriccio
italien is a model of clarity; so is the
well -distributed reproduction. This tinte
the battery is kept in proper check. But
there is an over-all dryness of tone,
which seems to emanate from the orchestra itself. in addition, a good deal of
tape hiss was noticeable on the review
copy, which was also lacking in sufficiently full bass except towards the end of
the Capriccio. On the whole, both Dorati
and Mercury have done much better
P.A.
elsewhere in promoting stereo.

GRIEG: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, in A minor, Op. 16
Richard Farrell, piano; Halla Orchestra,
George Welton, cond.
31 min. $11.95.
MEttCURY MCS 5 -27.
This is

a

l7I

dig

6-62,

THE WORLD PREMIERE

of the UNIQUE

DUAL 1006
STEREO RECORD CHANGER
8 entirely new, exclusive
features not incorporated in any
other changer

with

NEW YORK and PHILADELPHIA
HIGH FIDELITY SHOWS
write for descriptive literature

UNITED AUDIO PRODUCTS
202 East

19th Street,

New York

3,

New York

dollar cheaper and three min-
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utes longer than the Rubinstein version
on RCA Victor. The difference in time is
primarily a matter of tempo in the slow
movement. The pace set by the late
Richard Farrell (he was killed in an
automobile accident recently) is very
slow. llubinstein's brisker approach cuts
down the music you get for your money,
hut it nonetheless provides a firmer sense
of lyric continuity in this portion of the
work. The RCA recording is a couple of
notches below Mercury's in brightness
and orchestral presence. However, Far rell's piano is sometimes cat in two, with
the bass on the kit channel and the high
notes on the right, while Rubinstein s remains in one spot and sharp focus. R.C.M.

HARTLEY
CRASHES THE
"NA TURAI SOUND"

BARRIER...
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Superb, New

Speaker Concept
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MENDELSSOIIN: A Midsummer
Night's Dream -See Tchaikovsky: The
Nutcracker: Orchestral Suite, Op. 71a.

,t

LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI: "Music
for Strings"

.
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Bach: :hein Jesu, was für Seolenweh
befül t Dich in Gethsemane; Partita for
Unaccompanied Violin, No. 3, in E:
Prelude (both trans. Stokowski). Borodin: Quartet for Strings, No. 2, in D:
Nocturne. Paganini: Moto Perpetuo.
Rachmaninoff: Vocalise, Op. 34, No. 19.
Cluck: Armide: Musette and Sicilienne;
Iphigenia in Aulis: Lento.
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Symphony Orchestra, Leopold Stokowski,
cond.
CAPITOL. ZF 65. 37 min.
$14.95.

r CONVERTS

UNDISTORTED

OUTPUT INTO
UNDISTORTED SOUND
CONE MATERIAL

Newt

- "Tri

Polymer" . , . wafer
thin ... strongest, most
rigid cone material known
.. cannot fold or buckle.
Molded
CONE DESIGN
to scientifically preto
determined shape
provide
optimum response al all frequencies.

-

New.

,

New

I

-

CONE BASKET
Mode
of special nonresonont
amorphous material

nmagnetic

... Chemically

...

r

What makes listening to the stereo version
of this collection more rewarding than
hearing the monophonic disc (Capitol)
PAO 8415) is the opportunity the former
affords to follow the interplay of voices
us they emanate from different parts of
the room. This is especially apparent in
the Bonxlin Nocturne. And in music
where the voices remain relatively stationary, stereo acids depth and opulence
to the velvety Stokowski string tone. The
numbers appear in a different but in many
ways more felicitously arranged order
titan that on the disc; here they provide
a fairly regular alternation of slow and
fast tempos.

inert.
VOICE COIL
Recipro
cal Equalizing snubbers
gunrontee constant force of excurion, both front and rear.

New

AA

I

A

-

r1
Great NEW Enclosure
Concept that matches
and sur.
passes the unwieldy and expensive
"big" systems. It's the Hartley -Lath
" HOLTON" system that offers "big"
system performance without unnec-

TCIIAIKOVSKY: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No. 1, in B fiat
minor, Op. 23

...

essary tweeters, woofers and cum
barsome "cross.overs ". The HOLTON
is sensiblsized and beautifully
itl.styled in simplicity and good taste.
Compare the HOLTON with the
"big" systems
you'll ogree with
the experts
you'll hear "big"
system performance
of o sensible price.

...
...

...

IfTT

HARTLEY
PRODUCTS COMPANY
521 East 162 Street, New York, N. Y.

P.A.

an Cliburn, piano; Symphony of the Air,
Kiril Kondrashin, cond.
RCA Vsuron ECS 187. 35 min. $14.95.

The much acclaimed young Texan here
presents solid evidence of admirably controlled dexterity and infections verve, yet
myself do not fully share the wholehearted admiration for this performance
that John M. Cooly expressed in reviewing the numophonic dise. It seems to me
that this is likely to he in the long run
a less completely satisfactory taping of
the familiar concerto than Cilels' ( RCA
Victor ECS S) has proved to be. The
fault, 1 think, is less that of the soloist

DYNAKIT
STEREO or MONOPHONIC
Provides Complete Flexibility
and Control at Lowest Cost

PREAMPLIFIER KIT

*

*
*

Finest Quality Available
Lowest Distortion and Noise
Easiest Assembly Using Pre Assembled Printed Circuit

* Handsome

Styling

-

Selected For Display at
Brussels World's Fair

* Only $34.955 net

Tie Dryaaaie
STEREO CONTROL KIT

* Adds

Complete Stereo Control
Without
Noise or Distortion
Unique Blend Control Fills In
To Two Preamps

*
"Hole in Middle"
* Level, Balance, Loudness,
*

Channel Reverse, and Dual
Tape Monitor Controls
Only $12.95" Net

Power Supply available for 2
Preamplifiers PS -1 Kit $8.95' net

COMING

SOON:

DYNACO

PHONO PICKUP
and
For Monophonic
Stereo Discs

1

Literature
Slightly higher

available on request
In the West.

DYNACO INC.
Dupl.

11F,

617 N. 41st SI., Phila. 4, Po.

Export Diririen, 25 Women St., New York, N. Y.

Continued on page 136
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SIZE...

BIG,.
SOUND!

RCA -6973... miniature

beam -power tube makes practical
the design of compact, low cost, high -fidelity audio amplifiers.

The "combo" takes off! Just a "small" group of musicians, but
they've got the "big" sound. Jazz provides performers with a
gratifying means of self -expression, allows creative talent freedom to range the gamut of emotions. Designers of amplifiers
for music reproduction, too, express their talents in meeting
the challenge of compactness and power demanded by today's
devotees of high fidelity. RCA's development of the 6973 gives
the design engineer the "vehicle" for modern design.
A 9 -pin miniature, RCA -6973 offers a combination of features
well suited to compact quantity -produced power amplifiers. It
is capable of delivering up to 20 watts of power output in
push -pull class AB1 service with total harmonic distortion of

.

only 1.5%. Double -base -pin connections for the grids more
effectively conduct heat and keep the grids "cool" in operation.
This minimizes grid emission, permits the use of high values
of grid circuit resistance, and enables practicable economies
by reducing grid- driving power requirements. High power
sensitivity, stability, dependability, and low heater power, too,
make RCA -6973 the designer's "choice" for high -fidelity amplifier designs in the modern trend to "small" size -"big" sound!
Your RCA Field Representative has complete information.
Call him today. For Technical data, write RCA Commercial
Engineering, Section J- 97-DE, Harrison, N. J.
RCA FIELD OFFICES
EAST: 744 Brood Stsoal

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
®

Electron Tube Division

Harrison, N. J.

Newark 2, N.

Chicago 54, III.

WEST: 6355
Los
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Washington Blvd.
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new...

than of the accompanying orchestra,
no match for the Chicago Sym.
of the excessive tempo contrasts and occasional lapses of continuity
that f(av' Kondrashin's otherwise magisterial reading
and of the engineering, which is not as kind to the piano's
percussive glitter as it might be.
As far as Van Cliburn himself is concerned, if he is hardly yet eligible for
the ranks of the keyboard immortals, he
surely is the most likely candidate who
has appeared in recent years. Neither his
fans nor more skeptical listeners are likely
to begrudge the extra expense involved
in owning this historic document in the
present tap':tg. for it imperiously demands
stercoism for its full heroic impact. R.D.D.

which
phony

is
.

...

EUGENE LIST
makes his tape

recordings on

TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker:
Orchestral Suite, Op. 71e
j stcndelssohn: A Midsummer Night's
Dream
Hollywood Bowl Symphony Orchestra,

That's not
the reason why
you should use

Irish
S$ANY

Ferro

,

sheen

Here's why
you should use

Felix Slatkin, cond.
CAPrroI. ZF 67. 4-1 min.

$14.95.

Slatkin elicits some rich sounds from the
orchestra, particularly from the strings in
the Walt_ of the Flowers. I-iis performance of the Nutcracker Suite is in the
very best taste and tradition, and the
spaciousness and realistic distribution of
the stereo sound are ideal. 'l'he orchestral execution throughout both works is
exemplary. but the Midsummer Night's
Dream Overture and Scherzo lack the
light, fairylike qualities that could have
been exploited so effectively by both the
conductor and the stereo engineers (Capitol P 8403).
P.A.

More Briefly Noted
"Barber's Holiday." Livingston 2010

It's the best -engineered tape in the world
...gives you better highs...better lows...

better sound all around! Saves your tape
recorder, too because the Irish FERRO SHEEN process results in smoother tape
...tape that can't sand down your magnetic heads or shed oxide powder into your
machine. Price? Same as ordinary tape!

-

C,

15 min., $0.95.
Even a confined anti- barbershopper will
find it hard to resist the disarming amateur (in the best sense) singing of the
"Tor -Tune Hunters" in attractively colored and unfancified harmony arrange ments of .Mood Indigo, Mister Moon, and
six other pieces -all closely miked, of
course, but here given effective stereo
spread.

Lendvay KSlmím Gypsy Band:
"Tears of a Gypsy"; "Gypsy Violin."
Westminster SW11 7021 and 7054, 17
min. and 15 min., $6.95 each.
Two more reels which rank with the
earlier "Gypsy Passion' (SW13 7005)
among the very hest recorded programs
of i-[ungarian traditional songs in well varied but always emotionally highly
charged cintbalom- and -fiddle ensemble
performances, some of which are further
distinguished by exceptionally eloquent
male vocals.

Music of the Middle Ages: Vols.
Available wherever gualit,, tape

is sold.

ORRadio Industries, Inc., Opelika, Alabama
Export: Mocha,, Ex porting Corp., Ne,' York,N. Y.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Ontario

1,

3 :and 4. Cxptriences Anonymes EA
0012, 0023/4; 50 min., 37 min., 39 min.

respectively; $14.95 each.
As in Vol. 2 (Pcrotinus and Leoninus
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larbeck
Electrostatic

...with exclusive
"FULL CYCLE

-

FULL CIRCLE"

sound!

No mid -r

speaker

ed!

needange

Full Cycle: Reproduces mid- and
high -range frequencies 375 cps to
beyond audibility with practically
unmeasureable distortion, shinhmering transparency, silky smoothness throughout entire range.
Full Circle : 360° dispersion found
in no other electrostatic adds new
depth, unbelievable separation of
instruments - eliminates "small"
point- source effect.
New thrills of sound reproduction
await you in the new Harbeck Electrostatic Loudspeaker. Superior
transient response completely eliminates "hangover ". . delivers
remarkable low -level realism. Peak free frequency response vastly
reduces record scratch ... ends)istening fatigue. You enjoy beautifully
clean highs and mids with no coloration, no ringing, no break-up.
Exclusive feature- 9 -8 -16 ohm
impedence taps for perfect woofer
matching. And two make beautiftd
stereo together!

...

available in
Gracefully styled
Walnut, Mahogany and Korina finishes. Size -23 "\V x 12"H x 7 "D.
Audiophile net... $125.00 (Slightly
higher in West)
Individually tested. Radiators guaranteed one year!

HARBECK
A "sound" investment in listening
enjoyment ... at dealers everywhere!
Write tar more info:
Eleclrocouslic Corporation,

1785 First Avenue,
N. Y. 28, N. Y.
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...there is
no

s ho aeut
erb

ertormance
Marantz amplifying components are
pre- eminent as the s-andard for
quality. Made and tested carefully
in limited quantities, their superiority of performance is recognized by
those who know and understand
high fidelity equipment. Where only
the best possible results are acceptable you will find Marantz well
worth its slightly higher price.

meurmn12E
MODEL 1, AUDIO CONSOLETTE $153

Cabinet $18

*

NO audible hum

* lowest hiss" distortion
* Audibly superior sound
quality

MODEL 2, POWER AMPLIFIER $198
Conservatively rated al 40
watts, it is the finest

*

*
*
*

performing amplifier
available today.
Unconditionally stable
Metered tube adjustments
for continuing optimum
performance
Exceptionally fine
overload characteristics

MODEL S, POWER AMPLIFIER $147
Cover Grille $7.50
Compact 30 watt version
of the Model 2
Full powered transients
without breakup. It will
drive ANY speaker
system fully

*

*

MODEL 3, ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER $90
Cabinet $15

Audible improvement
* for
almost oll speaker

systems. Adds the final
touch of perfection to

deluxe installations
(Requires 2 amplifiers)

MODEL 6, STEREO ADAPTER 845
Connects two Audio
Consolettes for stereo.
Step type master volume;

*

Speaker reversal; Master
power switch; Master
Function selector; Monitor
switching; etc. Choice of

horisonial or vertical
mounting.

Prices

slightly higher

in West.

7'

STEREO

PR EA MP

coming! See

its

preview at the N.Y. or Chicago Hi -Fi Shows!

maranlz company
25 -14 Broadway, Long Island City 6, N. Y.

organs) of this invaluable series, stereo
demands are at a minim na here, yet the
two -channel medium still enhances Russell Oberlin's airily soaring countertenor,
accompanied only by a single viol (in
Vol. 1, Troubadour and Trouvère Songs)
or a single lute (in Vol. 3, Galtigas de
Santa Maria). And when he is joined by
Charles Bressler, Donald Perry (both
tenors), and one or two violists in the
even less familiar thirteenth- and fourteenth- century English pieces of Vol. 4,
we can delight in an incomparably fmitful harmonization of nitramodrn technology with timeless principles of musical
expressiveness.
"Quarterlodeons"; 'Honky -Tonk Piano.' 1-IiF Tapes R 801/2, 30 min. and
32 min., $12.95 each.
Either as sonic documentations of a flamboyant recent past or as sonic appetizers,
these reels are fascinating novelties. The
first is a kind of symposiilm of old-time
mechanical music makers front the Jim
Hamilton,

Perez,

Calif.,

STICKUM

collection of

,.

i\

nickelodeons. The second is ballyhooed
as "Sounds from a Bordello in Hi Fi," but
the strictly aural appeal of its NelsonWiggins player -piano with mandolin, xylophone, and bell accessories is the irrepressibly 'raggy" jauntiness of its surely
hand- played -roll performances of It Had
to be You and fourteen other favorites
including the least sentimentalized and
most twangy version of Sonny Bof! I've
ever heard.

t

-

ts

$12.00

ACCESSORY

KIT

Everything you need for better

TAPE RECORDING
and EDITING

Strauss, Johann, IT: Waltzes. Cap-

itol ZF 63, 39 min., $14.95.
Six favorites in nicely blended if not very
widespread stereo, but curiously miniaturized and bereft of their essential magic

by Slatkin's overcautious readings, the
Hollywood Bowl Symphony's deficiencies in sonic breadth and coloration, the
excision of the zither part in Tales from
the Vienna Woods, and the frequent full score abbreviations.

*
*

FOR MORE PLEASURE!

*

FOR BETTER RECORDINGS!

GET PROFESSIONAL RESULTS!

contains the
ROBINS' ACCESSORY KIT
SPLICER,
TAPE
GIRL
famous GIBSON
TAPE,

CLEANER,

TAPE

CLIPS, REEL
EDITING BOOK!

TAPE EDITING AND SPLICING

FOR THE

J. Strauss, 11:

light.

TAPE THREADER, CER,
CLEANER CLOTH, TAPE
LABELS and NEW TAPE

SPLICING

Waldteufel:

Erb/dianthus Waltz
Wine, Woman and
Song Waltz). lVestminster SWB 7039,
16 min., $6.95.
Annando Aliberti is too methodical in the
Strauss waltz to match the best recorded
versions, but his unusually gentle, even
dreamy, version of the familiar Waldteufel work is one of the most seductive I
know. In both these gleaming Vienna
State Opera Orchestra performances the
translucent recording is unalloyed de-

PROFESSIONAL

AND AMATEUR TAPE RECORDIST
by N. M. HAYNES
25
24 Pages -I1155.. , .

L

AT DEALERS EVERYWHERE!
Write

for

FREE

Catalog

of ROBINS'

Phono and Tape Accessories!

_ROBINS
INDUSTRIES CORP.

-4,-4,4,44.4,4,4,4,4,--44,

tJCTORER 1958

FLUSHING 54

NEW YORK
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list

GIBSON GIRLS

Sahicas: "Plays Flamenco." Livingston 2015 C, 14 min., $6.95.
Short enough to avoid monotony and exceptionally well varied in the performances themselves (which are topped in
strictly musical appeal by a gravely lyrical Garrotin 1lameneo ), tli c is easily the
most effective of Sableas' Elektra recitals
to elate, even though the cleanly vibrant
recording tends to involve in stereo an
odd, if scarcely disagreeable, "doubling"
of the solo guitar.

(with

.

;r"

of the Bozak Urban enclosures for

the B302A and

B305 speaker systems.

See and hear them at the Audio Fairs

and franchised Bozak dealers -or write
The R. T. Bozak Sales Co. Darien, Conn.

Zested in the Hone
Equipment reports appearing in this section are prepared by members of Huai Fu>EC.rrr's stall, on the basis of actual use in
conjunction with a home music system, and the resulting evaluations of equipment are expressed as the opinions of the reviewer
only. Reports are usually restricted to items of general interest, and no attempt is made to report on items that are obviously
not designed for high- fidelity applications. Each report is sent to the manufacturer before publication; he is free to correct
the specifications paragraph, fo add a comment at the end of the report, or to request that it be deferred (pending changes
in his product), or not be published. He may not, however, change the report. Failure of a new product to appear in TITH may mean
either that it has not been submitted for review, or that it was submitted and was found to be unsatisfactory. These reports may
not be quoted or reproduced, in part or in whole, for any purpose whatsoever, without written permission from the publisher.

Grado Stereo Tone Arm
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): a four-terminal four-lead
pickup arm for stereo or monophonic discs up to 12 -in. diameter. Tracking error: ±0.8%. Stylus force: adjustable from -10 to +15 grams
with 12.gram cartridge, by sliding rear counterweight. Micro -Control
cartridge slides accept any standard phono cartridge. Dimensions:
14 in. long, over -oll; base to turntable spindle, 7th in. Price: $29.
MANUFACTURER: Grado Labs, Inc., 4614 Seventh Ave., Brooklyn 20,
N. Y.

The Grado Micro- Control arm is quite unconventional in
appearance and in mechanical operation. The first thing
you notice is that the main section of the anti is carved
from a solid piece of gunstock walnut, beautifully grained
and nicely finished. With the aluminum accessory hardware, the esthetic effect is striking. giving a distinct impression of imaginative good taste. It is more than that, however; the sturdy piece of wood provides a combination of
rigidity and resonance -damping properties that are reflected in excellent audible performance.
Both the horizontal and vertical bearings of the an
are concentrated in a simple T-shaped steel assembly.
The ends of the top crossbar of the T are ground needle sharp, and snap into small holes in the sides of a U- shaped
phosphor- bronze spring member that is screwed to the arm,
inside a routed -out area toward the rear. This is the vertical bearing. The vertical leg of the T is a polished cylinder that fits snugly into a well drilled into the top of the
base assembly, and rests on a ball bearing. This horizontal
bearing is lubricated at the factory. Its diameter is fairly
small, and it was made long enough so that friction is
just right to damp out the lateral low- frequency arm/cartridge resonance.
Stylus force is adjustable over a wide range by means
of a sliding counterweight at the rear of the arm. Once
set, it is locked in position by a thumbscrew at the top.
The base assembly requires only a Ii-inch hole through
the turntable mounting board. The base proper is threaded
on a long bolt which is a continuation of the horizontal
bearing well; this bolt goes through the mounting hole

and is secured underneath by a washer and a wing nut.
To adjust the arm height you have only to loosen the
wing nut, screw the base up or down on the bolt. and
tighten the wing nut again. Very simple, convenient, and
sparing of the installer's temper.
There is room to mount just about any cartridge, too,
and the method of cartridge installation is another example of unconventionality. You attach the cartridge to a
long, thick plate of aluminum by means of the usual
mounting screws; there are holes drilled and tapped on
the plate for that purpose. At the rear of the plate is a
slot, which is engaged by the bottom of another thumbscrew. You slide the plate into position in the arm so
that the stylus is aligned with calibration marks on the
bottom of the arm, and tighten the screw. The cartridge
is then installed. Four individual color -coded wires are

The Grado lour -lead stereo aran.

supplied, one pair for each stereo channel, and all within
a flexible shield that is connected electrically to the cartridge mounting plate.
The Micro-Control arm is not especially long, as pickup
arms go, but the offset angle and overhang dimension
are optimum, within our measuring tolerances, for its
length. As a result the tracking error is lower than average for professional arms. Also, the calibration marks on the

Ocronl:ll 1958

Continued on next page
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TESTED IN THE HOME
Continued from preceding page
arm, with the slot-mounting method, make it possible to obtain correct overhang dimension for nonstandard cartridges
without repositioning the base. The arm has extremely free
vertical motion, and equal mass vertically and horizontally,
which are desirable for stereo record playing. We couldn't
measure any resonances; consequently, the arm will obtain
the maximum results from any cartridge used in it.
The Micro- Control arm is highly adaptable, easy to install and use, and handsome as well as functional. Needless
to say, it will work just as well with monophonic cartridges
as with stereo cartridges. Verdict: entirely favorable.
We had a chance to hear this arm with a developmental model of the Grado stereo cartridge, incidentally,
and were very much impressed. If production models

KLH Speaker Systems
SPECIFICATIONS: (furnished by monufocturer)-Impedance: 16 ohms.
Power rating: 75 watts program. Efficiency: approx. 0.75%. Crossover frequency: 1,200 cps. Model One -dual.woofer system with
comportment for KLH Model Five tweeter or JansZen electrostatic tweeter.
Dimensions: 38 in. high by 25 wide by 16 deep. Price: mahogany or
birch, $378; walnut, $390; utility (without tweeter compartment, finished
dull block), $366. Model Two -single- woofer system with comportment
for KLH Model Five or JansZen tweeter. Dimensions: 271/2 in. high by
25 wide by 12 deep, including 6-inch legs. Price: mahogany or birch,
$197; walnut, $206. Model Three -single- woofer system without tweeter
compartment. Dimensions: 131/2 in. high by 25 wide by 12 deep. Price:
mahogany or birch, $174; walnut, $181; utility, $159. Model Four
full -range two-way speaker system with cone tweeter. Dimensions: 131/2
in. high by 25 wide by 12 deep. Price: mahogany or birch, $224; walnut,
$231; utility, $209. Model Five -two -way multiple -speaker tweeter
system in cabinet. Crossover frequency: 1,200 cps. Dimensions: 7 in.
high by 23 wide by 61/2 deep. Price: 5100. MANUFACTURER: KLH Research and Development Corp., 30 Cross St., Cambridge, Mass.

-

The KLH woofer systems were designed originally to meet
the need for units that would be ideal complements for the
JansZen electrostatic tweeter (TITHed in November
1955). KLH's woofers, however, were only the starting
point; they prompted the development of, first, a KLH
tweeter tailored to match their woofers, and then a second
separate tweeter system in its own cabinet, which was designed to complement the KLH woofers and to fit the
tweeter compartment in KLH's woofer cabinets. The first
tweeter is an integral part of the Model Four system; the
second was intended as an alternative to the electrostatic
unit for those who like the sound but not the price of an
electrostatic.
All KLH woofers are acoustic suspension systems, manufactured under license from Acoustic Research, Inc., (see
the Acoustic Research AR -1 TITH report, Oct. 1955) in
which low- distortion low-bass response is obtained by using the air enclosed in a small cabinet to supply most of
the restoring force that is needed to return a vibrating
speaker cone to its at-rest position. Models One, Two, and
Three are woofer -only units. Model One is a dual- woofer
system whose cabinet contains an open -backed shelf for
the KLH Model Five tweeter or the JansZen utility model
electrostatic tweeter. Models Two and Three are single wciofer systems, one with an internal shelf for a tweeter, the
other without the shelf. The Model Four is a complete two way system containing a single KLH woofer and a special
cone tweeter. The Model Five is a separately housed twoway tweeter assembly so dimensioned as to fit the tweeter
compartment of the Model One or Two woofer system.
Tests on the KLH woofers alone showed them to be
practically identical in sound, which suggests very good
production quality control. Oscillator tests on the single140

prove to be just as good, and are as durable and dependable as the monophonic Grado cartridge, they will make
a combination with the Micro- Control arm that will be
difficult to equal. -R.A.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: Just as o high -frequency resonance will
couse o phonograph cartridge to sound strident and distorted, so will a
resonance in a tone arm muddy and distort the over -all sound, especially
the boss. The resonance due to arm mass and cartridge compliance
generally occurs between 10 and 20 cycles per second. Although this
resonance cannot be heard as a single tone, due to its low frequency,
it can be heard as an overload characteristic in both the amplifier and
speaker system, distorting the entire audio range. Add to this a tracing
distortion due to tracking error in the tone arm and your sound really
begins to suffer. The almost total lack of resonance and tracking errors
in the Grado tone arm allow the amplifier, speaker, and pickup to
perform to the full limit of their design. This results in unprecedented
sound quality. The above problems multiply rapidly with the use of
stereo cartridges; therefore, the use of a good tone arm becomes
extremely important. Thank you for a fine report.

woofer models indicated subjective frequency response that
was extremely smooth and peak -free from over 1,000 to below 50 cycles, with a very, very gradual response rise from
about 150 to 1,000 cycles. Below 50, there was a slow droop
in output, and the woofer's low- frequency limit in my fairly
small listening room was judged to be about 35 cycles.
Sonic slight pressure was detected as low as 28 cycles, and
there was no audible trace of doubling, clicking, or fluttering anywhere throughout or below the system's entire
range. The dual- woofer Model One system had equally
smooth response from 1,000 cycles downward, and it did

KLH's Model Two woofer system.

not exhibit the response rise above 150 cycles that was
noted in the other woofers. The Model One maintained full
contribution to around 35 cycles, and some output was
detected at 20.
There are slight differences in sound between the JansZen utility tweeter and their "open" array tweeter, and it
was my feeling that the array best complemented the KLH
woofers. Even with that tweeter, I observed what seemed to
be a slight predominance of the range centered around
1,000 cycles, although this quality was less noticeable with
the Model One unit than with any of the other systems.

Continued on page 142
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Now! The Most Important

Product Announcement

Here are the exciting

details on

The Stereo
Amplifier that
sets the
Standards for
the Next
Decade!

The H. H. Scott engineering laboratories proudly introduce the
new Model 299 90 watt stereophonic amplifier and control center. It
contains many advance features that not only meet the needs of
today's stereophonic program sources, but anticipate the requirements of the future. Check the details of this new amplifier, and see
for yourself why the new 299 is superior to any other amplifier
available.

9 10

I11 POWDCRMILL

RD

11

1

7 13 4

8 2 5 12

consisting of dual 20 wall power amplifiers. You need this much power to meet
2 Completely separate Bass and Treble controls on each
channel so that different speakers may be matched_ 3 Provision for connecting both a stereo phono
cartridge and stereo tape heads. 1 Phase reverse switch to Compensate for improperly phased lape
recordings or loudspeakers. 5 Special balancing circuit for quick and accurate volume balancing of
7 Unique visual signal
light control
both channels. 6 Separate record scratch and rumble fillers.
panel. Instantly indicates mode of operation. 6 Can be used as an electronic crossover (bi.amplifiet1
10 See
9 Special compensation for direct Connection of lope playback heads without external preamp.
cial switching lets you use your stereo pickup on monaural records. 11 You can play a monaural source
such as an FM tuner through both channels simultaneously effectively doubling power. 12 Loudness
Compensation.
17 Stereo tape recorder output.
14 D.C. hlanlent supply for preamp to Virtually Climi
nate hum 180 db below full power output).
15 Distortion (first order difference lone) less than 0.3'..
1

40 watt power stage

Hie requirements of today's speaker systems.

11159

H. N. SCOTT, INC.

3 14 6

111-

11,ln

Size in accessory walnut case: 15 yaws Sh x 12

lad. Price $199.95. (West of

Hockiaa $204.95)
MAYNARD, MASS.

EXPORT: TCLCSCO IMTaRNATIONAI CORP. 36 W. <OTn ST., N. Y. C.

Write for complete technical specifications and new catalog HF -10
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TESTED IN THE HOME
Continued from page I40
KLH's woofer systems, with the KLH Model Five tweeter or either of the JansZens, presented an almost perfectly
unified sound source, with excellent woofer-tweeter blending and a certain quality of openness and transparency that
give the illusion of listening through the speaker rather
than to it. Transient response was excellent, particularly
with the JansZen on the high end; sonic detail was reproduced with really remarkable lucidity, and musical timbres were accurately portrayed. in the single -woofer systems. bass was deep, tightly controlled. and very well defined. The bass quality was not what could be called "sumptuous," but was more on the astringently pure side. There
are many musically astute listeners who have a valid preference for this kind of bass quality, and those persons will
like the bass on the single- woofer systems very much. My
personal preference for monophonically reproduced bass
tends toward slightly stronger contribution at the extreme
low end, so my preference was for the Model One, whose
bass was deeper, rounder, and considerably more massively
robust. At the same time, however, the Model One still
managed to share the other systems' qualities of smoothness, tightness, and detail.
The Model Four full -range system, with its built -in cone
tweeter, sounded quite different in many respects from the

The Model Four two -way modem.

other combinations. Its high end is smooth, sweet, and
well dispersed throughout the listening area. It has some
of the openness and transparency of a good electrostatic,
although it is, by comparison, not as transparent or as
low in distortion. The Model Four's LC crossover network
has a pair of tweeter level control switches to provide balance control throughout the entire range above 1,500 cy-

Glaser -Steers Record Changer
DESCRIPTION (furnished by manufacturer): o four -speed automatic
record changer with manual ploy provision. Speeds: 78, 45, 331/2, 161/2
rpm. Motor: shielded four -pole induction. Speedminder provides auto.
matic intermixing of 331/2 and 45 rpm discs, and sets speed according
to stylus in playing position. Automatic shutoff and idler disengagement. Molded rubber turntable mat. Adjustable stylus force. Dimensions: 131/2 in. long by 12 wide; 3 in. required below motor board,
51/2 in, required above motor board. Price: 559.50. MANUFACTURER:
Glaser -Steers Corp., 20 Main St., Belleville 9, N. J.

The CS -77 appears to be no more complicated in design
than the average record changer, yet it provides four
speeds. manual operation, and fully automatic conventional
changing operation, as well as a unique "Speedminder" feature which makes it almost impossible to ruin a record by
unknowingly playing it with the wrong stylus.

eles or the range above 6,000 cycles. With these switches
set for what sounded to me like most linear response, the
Model Four's over-all sound was very nicely balanced and
outstandingly musical. It produced a somewhat less rounded quality than did the other combinations but was, to my
ears. a trifle more agreeable throughout the middle range

than were the other single -woofer systems.
The Model Five tweeter's over -all character is as much
like that of the JansZen utility model tweeter as any non electrostatic unit I've heard thus far. It has unusually good
high- frequency distribution, and is very smooth and clean,
with a great deal of the JansZen's high end silkiness and
transient response. And while it doesn't have either the

The Model Fire cote tweeter unit.

transparency or the velvet smoothness of the JansZen, it
does not sport as high a price tag, either. It is certainly an
excellent lower -cost alternative, and its efficiency matches
the KLH woofers equally well.
I have been particularly critical of these speakers simply
because some minor flaws, which might ordinarily be lost
in a haze of distortion and peakiness, are more evident
in these units because of their generally superb quality.
These are not inexpensive speakers, but they can stand
comparison with the costliest systems on the market. and
should certainly be auditioned by any musically appreciative listener who is shopping for a speaker system he can
live with and continue to enjoy.-J.C.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: The "very good production quality con
trol" mentioned by the reviewer is maintained by taking an individual
frequency response measurement on every speaker manufactured in our
plant, and accepting for shipment only those which satisfy the stringent
quality requirements we have established. We have been consistently able
to hold very close tolerances on the peefurmance of our speaker systems
by manufacturing, completely within our plant, the special rim suspensions and felted paper cones, starting right from the raw ingredients
of wood pulp, fibers, asphalt, and wool.
Incidentally, because the two low- frequency acoustic suspension loud
speaker mechanisms used in the Model One are specifically designed
to operate as a pair, they do not have the same design parameters as
those used in the single -woofer systems. By using this design approach,
a dual speaker system can be produced that is considerably superior
to that obtained by merely using two woofers which were originally designed to be used singly.

The changer is designed to accommodate most turnover
or turnaround cartridges, and clips are supplied with each
changer for attachment to the cartridge. The clip is the
controlling element of the Speedminder. When the speed
selector switch is set for SPEEDMINDEI1 operation, the
changer will intermix 95-rpm discs with 12- and 10 -inch
LPs. The size of the disc dropping onto the turntable determines the set -down point for the pickup (which is true
of most changers), but in the CS -77 the disc size also sets
the turntable speed. Thus a 10- or 12 -inch record will select 33!5 -rpm operation, whereas a dropping 7 -inch disc will
automatically flip the changer to 45 rpm. To play 7 -inch
33;5 -rpm discs, the speed selector must be turned to 33;5
rpm to prevent the changer from switching itself to 45 rpm.
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This Man is Using an Electronic Crystal Ball
The II. H. Scott advance development learn must foresee the future. They must
design new products so that they stay current for many years. Hermon Hosmer

Scott insists on This as a protection to your investment.
The new 133 Stereo preamp is an example of the way Scott engineers work ahead.
Engineering of this brand nu/ product was started when stereo was nothing more
than a hobbyist's delight. This allowed time for thorough testing of its many
advanced features.
Careful, longrange planning has always made It. H. Scott a top buy. The 330
Stereo AM FM tuner is an example. When the 330 was fast marketed in 1955. it
was designed for stereo
it used wide band circuitry
it was equipped for
multiplex .. it included many new engineering advances to keep it current for

...

...

years to come.

Every H. H. Scott component is designed to defy obsolescence. Careful planning,
line engineering, exceptional quality mean your investment in the new H. il. Scott
stereapreamp.... or any H. H. Scott product
is an investment in a com

...

ponent that will still be

uptodate

many years from now.
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17 reasons why you

12

11

16

4 8 5

1

8 7

15

should buy the

New
H. H. Scott
Stereo Preamp

9 6 10 14 2 6
1 Visual
signal light display panel shows mode of operation at a glance. 2 Completely separate bass and treble
controls on each channel so that different speakers may be matched. 1 Play stereo from any source
Records, FM -AM Tuner. Tape. 4 Reverse channels instantly, or play monaural from any source through
a center channel output lets you use your present
both channels doubling your power. 5 Play Trereo
speaker as a middle channel. 6 Special circuitry lets you balance channels quickly and accurately. 7 Reverse the phase of one of your channels 180 degrees instantly. Lets yuu Correct for improperly recorded
lapes. ! Separate 12 db /octave rumble and scratch tillers. 9 Complete record equalizer facilities. 10 Use
11
Two stereo low-level inputs You can connect both a stereo phono
as an electronic Crossover at any time.
pickup and stereo lape tread. 11 Stereo tape recorder inputs and outputs. 13 Provision for operating
stereo tape heads without external preanlps. 14 Quick-set dot controls allow any member of your ramify
11 The exceptional
16 Stereo tape monitor switch.
15 Loudness -volume switch.
to use equipment.
all H. H. Scott components... PLUS all the features and specifications long associated with

-

-

quality.ol

H. H. Scott

monaural preamplifiers.

Sensitivity
rr. H.

Wort. u:c..

111 POWDERM¡EE RD.. MAT+iARD, M.aSS.

'minas- MESCO rxrERr:AriOnAI

CORP.. 16 at.

tom

ST., II. Y. C.

Il

millivolts on lape head input, 3 millivolts on phono for lull output.
full output on high level outputs. Size in accessory case
s! of Rockies).
12! j d. Model 130 price 5169.95 (S172.9.. West

Huns level 80 db below

153y w

a 5 h a

Write for complete technical specifications and new catalog HF -10
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These 7-inch LPs may then be intermixed with the conventional 10- and 12 -inch sizes.
When the Speechninder is activated, the turntable will

The Glisser-Steers jour -speed changer.

not rotate at 78 rpm unless the .003 stylus is in the playing
position. 1f 78s are inadvertently played with the wrong
Robins Tape Clips
DESCRIPTION (furnished by manufacturer): small plastic clips for securing magnetic tape on its reel. Dimensions: V2 in. long by ''A wide.
Price: 35.g per box of 12 dips. MANUFACTURER: Robins Industries
Corp., 36-27 Prince St., Flushing 54, N. Y.

but constant annoyance to many tape recordists is
the spillage of tape from its reel while the tape is stored
in its box. This can be particularly troublesome when the
reel is almost full to capacity or when it is being shipped
through the mail.
These tape clips from Robins Industries are about the
cleverest solution to this problem that we've seen to date.
Since they are entirely nonadhesive, they are re- usable an
indefinite number of times, and they will work on any sized
reel (including the professional metal ones) regardless of
how much or how little tape is wound on the reel.

stylus the turntable will rotate at 33;5 rpm-an obvious
reminder that something is amiss. The 78 -rpm speed is selected by rotating the stylus assembly to its correct position, and if the user should later forget to change back to
the microgroove stylus, the Speedminder will call this to
his attention immediately by playing 45s and LPs at 78
rpm. This may seem pretty drastic, but it is actually much
less harmful than playing an entire disc at normal speed
with the wrong stylus.
Mechanical vibration from our sample CS -77 was very
low -on a par with that from some good transcription turn tables -and rumble was even lower than might have been
anticipated, largely because the CS -77's unusually substantial metal pickup arm reduces the inevitable bass resonance peak to a lower frequency than would be obtained
with a lighter arm. No flutter was audible from our sample
unit, although a very slight amount of wow was detectable
during sustained piano chords. Speed accuracy was close
to perfect at all settings of the selector, and the unit performed all of its functions smoothly and quietly, with no
distracting grinding or clanking noises. All in all, an excellent job of design and execution.-J.G.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: Audible wow in some early production models of the GS-77 was traced to incomplete saturation of the
oilite bearings and nonuniform rotation of the boll bearings in their
race. Since we located and corrected these potential sources of
trouble, our process average has been close to zero, and complaints
from the field about wow have ceased.

If the reel is almost full, the clip may be simply attached
to the edge of one of the flanges with its long tab pointing
toward the tape. The tab will secure the outermost layer of

A minor

Norelco AG -3121 Cartridge
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): a single -stylus monophonic moving.mognet pickup cartridge. Frequency response: ±2 db,
10 to 23,000 cps. Output: 35 mv. at 10 cm /second. Moving mass:
2.8 mg. Lateral compliance: over 5 x 10"' cm /dyne. Recommended
tracking force: 4 to 5 grams. Recommended termination: 68,000

Norelco's AG-3121 moving-iron pickup.
Stylus radius: i mil. Price: S29. MANUFACTURER: North
American Philips Co., Inc., High Fidelity Products Div., 230 Duffy Ave.,
Hicksville, N. Y.
ohms.

The latest monophonic pickup cartridge from North
American Philips is, like the preceding model, a moving

O
The lape clip holds full or pariially full reels.

tape and prevent spillage. If there is insufficient tape on the
reel for the tab to reach, you fold the end of the tape over
the edge of one flange and slide the clip over it.
These are simple, inexpensive, and effective.- J.C.H.
magnet type wherein the stylus is attached to a horizontal
cantilever strip. When this is flexed, it twists a tiny vertical
bar magnet back and forth in proximity to a coil- and -core
assembly.
The new unit has higher vertical and lateral compliance
and lower stylus mass than its predecessor, and has a rated
frequency response of ±2 db from 10 to 23.000 cycles.
(The low -frequency limit is, like that of nearly all magnetic pickups, dependent upon the quality of the pickup
arm and the completeness of the bass compensation provided by the phono equalizer.) A single -stylus cartridge,
the AC -3121 is designed to fit practically any pickup
arm having standard cartridge -mounting facilities. It is a
high -impedance unit, and requires for a load resistor the
unusual value of 68,000 ohms. It should also be used
with no more than 3 feet of interconnecting cable to the
preamplifier, if its high -frequency range and smoothness
capabilities are to be realized.
When used in a good arm and tracked at its recommended 5 grams, the AC- 3121's over-all sound was
smooth and clean. It traced all but the most loudly
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BOGEN

MEANS
STEREO

REALISM

Tins is the new Bogen Stereo phonic Dual Amplifier- Preamplifier. With this single unit you can
precisely control all stereo sources
(tapes, FM -AM radio broadcasts and
the exciting new stereo discs!) and
feed them through the self -contained
dual 12 -watt amplifiers to your stereo
speakers. When you play monaural
program sources, you have a total of

David Bogen Co., Paramus, N.

1.

24 watts of power available for your
speakers. Ask your Bogen dealer to
tell you about the exclusive "Speaker

Phasing Switch" which eliminates the
"hole -in- the -middle" effect that sometimes occurs in stereo. See and hear
the DB212 today... stereo hi fi by
Bogen, the world's most experienced
high fidelity manufacturer. Chassis:
$115.00. Pearl grey enclosure: $7.50.

A

Division of The Siegler Corporation

D6212:

Output Power: 24 watts (two l2 -watt
channels). Peak Power: 48 watts. Harmonic Dis
tortion: 0.5% at rated output; less than 1% at 28
watts. Frequency Response: 20 to 20,000 cycles,
Sensitivity: tuner, aux, high tape -0.25 v;
mag, low tape -8 mv. Noise and Hum (referred to
rated output): tuner, aux, high tape -80db; mag,
low tape -55db. Output Impedances: 4, 8 and 16
ohms. Tone Controls: Bass (60 c)- ±10db. Treble
(10 kc)- ±8db. Equalization: Tape (Std NARTB),
Phono (RIAA). Controls: Selector (lour positions:
tape, phono, radio, aux). Function (Monaural: Channel 1, Channel 2, Channels 1 & 2; Stereophonic:
normal, inverted), Volume. Balance. Bass. Treble.
Hi Filter (flat, 4 kc). Lo Filter (flat, 100 c). Speaker
Phasing (2 positions). Power (on-off).

bogen
.-

.'because it sounds better

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS. PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT AND INTERCOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
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recorded inner grooves with a minimum of audible stress,
and its subjective smoothness was verified by its lack of
accentuation of surface noise. Surface noise is further
minimized by the cartridge's unusual lack of sensitivity to
vertical motion. While its vertical compliance is high
enough to permit acceptably clean tracking of stereo discs,
this is not recommended in view of the size of the stylus
tip (1 mil instead of the 0.7 mil used on stereo discs).
Bass was superb: deep, full, and very well defined.

Electro -Voice Wolverine Speakers
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): inexpensive high quality
wide -ronge loudspeakers. Model LS -8- 8 -inch single -woy speaker.
Frequency range: 50 to 13,000 cps. Free -air cono resonance:
55 cps. Power rating: 20 watts program, 40 wons peok. Critical

damping factor: 15. Impedance: 8 ohms. Voice coil diameter:
2 in. Total magnetic flux: 70,700 maxwells. Price: S18.00. Model
LS -12- 12 -inch single -way speaker. Frequency range: 30 to 13,000
cps. Free -air cone resonance: 40 cps. Power rating: 20 watts program, 40 watts peak. Critical damping factor: 15. Impedance:
8 ohms. Voice coil diameter: 2 in. Total magnetic flux: 70,700
maxwells. Price: $19.50. MANUFACTURER:
anan, Mich.

Electro-Voice,

Inc.,

Buch-

These Wolverine speakers feature die -cast frames, large
(2 -inch diameter) voice coils. high efficiency, and a dual-

The LS -l2 (lefl) and LS -8 Woirerines.

cone arrangement which derives many of the benefits of
a true two -way speaker system from a single voice coil.
Eleeto- Voice's "Badax" construction places a small, light
paper cone at the apex of the large, main cone. The small
cone minimizes high- frequency beaming and, since it is
lighter than the main cone, also helps to extend high-fre-

quency response.
Both speakers perform best in a resonant or horn loaded enclosure. When mounted in a carefully tuned
bass reflex enclosure. the LS -S produced surprisingly big,
full sound, with a sharp brilliance that favors brass and

H. H. Scott Stereo -Daptor
DESCRIPTION (furnished by manufacturer): a passive control center
for stereophonic operation of two monophonic reproducing systems.
Inputs: two from high -level input source, two from tope recorder. Controls: function selector (MONAURAL RECORDS, STEREO, REVERSE
STEREO, CHANNEL A, CHANNEL B); tope monitor switch (RECORD,
PLAYBACK); volume/loudness switch (VOLUME, LOUDNESS); volume/
loudness control and AC power. Outputs: two at high impedance high
level to main amplifiers, two at high impedance high level to tope

Needle talk from Norelco's AC -3121 was very low, as
was its sensitivity to the external hunt fields radiated by
power transformers and poorly shielded phono motors.
Since this cartridge has little in the way of characteristic coloration, it is a good sonic match for practically any
high- quality loudspeaker system. Best results would probably be obtained from a speaker whose sound tended to
be a little on the warm or unobtrusive side, since the cartridge tends -if anything- toward a certain coldness of
sound.
All in all, a very nice job, and one that should please
many a musically oriented listener.- J.G.H.

high percussion instruments rather than strings and wood
winds. Bass definition was good, and bass range \vas quite
remarkable in view of the speaker's size. although it could
not be expected to pump 32 -cycle fundamentals into the
room at full strength. Some doubling was observed when
a wide range of pure tones was fed into it, but this slight
distortion was not found to increase until the power level
feeding the speaker had reached the stage where it was
almost painfully loud. A very nice, budget- priced ($18)
hi -fi speaker.
The LS -12's over -all sound is much the same as that
of the LS -8, except for a markedly more robust low end.
This produces much of the big, heavy -bass sound that is
usually associated with 15 -inch woofers, and matches it
with a highly projected high end. Its extreme high frequency range is not as good as that from the LS -S.
but its sparkling brilliance helps to make up for the lack
of high musical overtones and tends to bring sounds forward to a point about a foot or so in front of the speaker.
Its over -all distortion seems about the saine as that from
the LS -S, and its power -handling capability is, if anything.
even higher. It costs only $1.50 more.
Both of these are a bit too brilliant for my taste, but
they are unusually free of peaks and harshness, and will
no doubt appeal strongly to listeners who like the extra
bite and foundation of a speaker system which favors the
bass and presence ranges. I suspect that a good many
of these Wolverine speakers will be bought in pairs for
stereo use.- J.C.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: Electro -Voice feels that TITH has perceived accurately the design and marketing philosophy of the new
Wolverine series: the most high -fidelity features at the lowest cost.
Our only possible exceptions to this review might be those dealing
with semantics, although we understand the difficulty of describing such
objective qualities as tonal balance. The point is made by the reviewer
especially that these units have more output in the high ronge than
soils his taste. The biology of stereo perception demands full -level
propagation of the range above 8,000 cps to preclude violent distortion
of the spatial relationships of the musical instruments. (At 12,000 cps,
the ear opposite the sound source must show a disparity in level, below
the ear closer to the sound source, of the large amount of 24 db.) Thus,
if the loudspeaker locks brilliance or the ability to respond completely
to these frequencies, poor directional or spatial effects in stereo re.
production will result.
We at Electro -Vaice feel that we must defer in our designs, so the
biological integrity of the Iwo ears operating to produce the best three dimensional illusion. High fidelity from now on includes only that sound
reproduced stereophonically.

recarder channels. Two switched AC outlets. Dimensions: 61/2 in. wide
by 41/2 high by 6 deep, over -all. Price: $24.95. MANUFACTURER: H.
H. Scott, Inc., 111 Powdermill Rd., Maynard, Mass.

There are two ways of "going stereo" at the present time:
buying a completely integrated stereo system, or converting one's present monophonic system to stereo. The former
course poses few problems, because a good stereophonic
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New G -E 40 -watt
"Stereo Classic"

Amplifier
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Versatile, convenient switches and
controls. In this completely new and
striking General Electric design you'll find
every useful variation in stereo and monaural amplification, controlled swiftly and
accurately. Balance control allows you to
adjust for maximum stereo effect without
overloading one channel when the other
is cut down. New contour control boosts
the bass smoothly, gradually, without increasing sound intensity. Each control
handles both 20 -watt channels.

Full 20-watt power output from each channel at the same lime.
No audible distortion at full power. Flat response within .5 db
from 20 to 20,000 cycles.
Outstanding sensitivity, extremely
low hum and noise level.
Inputs: FM -AM tuner (ond FM multiplex adaptor), stereo and monaural phono cartr dge and tope,
auxiliary.
Speaker modes: stereo, stereo reverse, single or two channel monaural.
Speaker phasing switch saves manual phas-

ing.

$169.95 *.

New 28 -watt Stereo Amplifier has similar features, except for speaker phasing switch.

$129.95'.

...and new FM -AM Tuner
Top performance in a trim, modern
cabinet. Receives even weak signals with
unusually low distortion, hum and noise
level. No audible drift. Visual meter provides center channel tuning of FM and
maximum AM signal. RF omplifier stage
in both FM and AM for increased sensitivity. FM multiplex jack for stereo adaptor.
Built -in AM antenna; folded FM dipole included. $129.95 *.
Model FA-11 (left) hos russet leather
vinyl finish. Model FA -12 finished in willow
gray vinyl. Both models are style -matched
to the amplifiers. Cabinet removable for
custom mounting.

' Monufccturer's

See

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

suggested resole prices.

and hear the G -E "Stereo Classic"

amplifier and tuner at your Hi -Fi dealer's
now. For more information and the name
of your nearest dealer, write General
Electric Company, Specialty Electronic
Components Dept., HF10, W. Genesee St.,

Auburn, N. Y.
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control unit will have all of the special switching and
control facilities that are necessary for and unique to
stereophonic reproduction. Converting to stereo can be a
problem, however, because certain of the necessary stereo
control facilities are not provided by simply adding a
second control amplifier and loudspeaker system to an
existing set of components. For instance, there should be
some way of controlling the volume of both channels simul-

into the AC outlets on the rear of the control center) on
or off from the Stereo-Daptor.
The unit was designed specifically for easy interconnection with a pair of Scott amplifiers, hilt it will provide
full stereo control facilities for any pair of systems which
meet certain functional requirements. Conditions for ideal
operation of the Stereo -Daptor are as follows: (1) Connected in series with the Tape Monitor connections on a
pair of identical control amplifiers or amplifier -preamplifier
combinations, (2) Connected between any pair of control
units and a pair of identical amplifier -speaker combinations, (3) Connected between any pair of control units
and any pair of amplifier- loudspeaker combinations, as
long as the most efficient amplifier- speaker channel is
equipped with an input level -set control.
The Stereo -Daptor may actually be used with any combination of systems in which the signal circuits can be
interrupted at some point, as between a control unit and
amplifier. However, if the systems do not meet the require-

above, switching the Stereo -Daptor's
FUNCTION SELECTOR may necessitate drastic rebalancing of
channel levels, and it may be impossible to balance the
channels when playing monophonic material through both
channels.
There is very little that can be said about the performance of the Stereo -Daptor, except that it does what it is
supposed to do.
The Stereo-Daptor is carefully designed to avoid hum
due to ground loops (a common problem with this type
of device), and no problems were encountered either with
hum or with any form of instability. Manipulation of the
FUNCTION SELECTOR caused neither volume changes (when
the unit was used in a properly adjusted pair of appropriate systems) or clicks. and the Stereo -Daptor's characteristic high impedance did not cause audible high frequency losses as long as its interconnecting cables were
kept within the recommended 3 -foot length limit.
Users who own tape recorders having monitoring facilities should note that the Stereo-Daptor is equipped with
its own Tape Monitor switch and appropriate connections.
so the Monitor connections on the preamplifiers (which
will be occupied by the Stereo-Daptor) will still be available for recording.
All in all, an excellent stereo conversion unit. -J.C.H.
ments outlined

The Stereo- Daptor control unit.

taneously, and there should also be provisions for reversing
the stereo channels, for playing monophonic sources through
both channels, and for playing monophonic discs with a
stereo pickup cartridge (for this the two channels should
be paralleled, to eliminate the cartridge's vertical output).
All of these control facilities are provided by the Scott
Stereo -Daptor.
The Stereo -Daptor is a so -called passive control center,
in that it contains no tubes or transistors. Thus, .it is
about as close to being absolutely distortionless as anything can be. Its AC cord and power switch are simply
to provide a means for turning the entire system (plugged
C.B.C. Music Minder
DESCRIPTION (furnished by manufacturer): an automatic switching
device enabling o record changer to turn off on entire phono system.
Model 500 -for all Garrard and Thorens changers. Model 600 -for
all Collaro, Glaser- Steers, Mirocord, V -M, and Webeor changers. Dimensions: 61/2 in. long by 2% wide by 1% high, over-all. Price: S11.95.
MANUFACTURER: C.B.C. Electronics Co., 2601 N. Howard St., Philadelphia 33, Po.

The C.A.C. Music Minder is a small box -like device
equipped with an AC cord and plug, a pair of AC outlets,
a relay, and a selector switch. The relay is connected to
the AC outlets in such a way that, when current is being
drawn from one outlet, AC power is supplied to the other
outlet. When the device plugged into the first outlet
ceases to draw current, the power to the second outlet
is automatically cut off.
In use, the first outlet supplies a record changer of
the type which shuts itself off after the last record, while
the rest of the high -fidelity system (amplifier, tuner, electrostatic tweeter, etc.) plugs into the second outlet. A
slide switch on the Music Minder allows the automatic
switching to be bypassed, so that the system may be
warmed up before the changer is started. When everything is set to go, the changer is turned on and the Music
Minder's switch set to its AUTOMATIC position. The

changer will play through its record or stack of records,
and when it is finished the entire system will shut itself
off. if nonautomatic operation is desired, the slide switch
may simply be set to its MANUAL position and left there.

C.B.C.'s Music Minder enables a record changer in
control the AC power for all
other system componen!,.

This is a very clever idea, and is so simple in principle
and in operation that about the only thing that can be
said about it is that it works exactly as it is supposed
to.- J.C.H.
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New G -E "Golden Classic"

stereo - magnetic cartridge
TEST RECORDS 0
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Smooth response on both stereo and monaural records.
Consistently high separation between stereo channels.

Compatible with both stereo and monaural
Full frequency response, 20 through
records
20,000 cycles
"Floating armature" design
for increased compliance and reduced record
wear
Effective moss of stylus approximately
High compliance in all direc2 milligrams
tions- lateral compliance 4 x 10" cm /dyne;
Recvertical compliance 2.5 x 10'R cm /dyne
ommended tracking force with professional type tone arm 2 to 4 grams Consistently high
separation between channel signals. (Specifications for Model GC -5.)

Stereo is here! General Electric makes it official -with
the new "Golden Classic" stereo- magnetic cartridge, o
fitting climax lo the famous line of G -E cartridges. It
a very realmakes stereo a superb, practical reality
istic price. Model GC -7 (shown) with .7 mil diamond
stylus, $23.95. Model GC -5 (for professional -type tone
arms) with .5 mil diamond stylus, $26.95. Model CL -7
with .7 mil synthetic sapphire stylus, $16.95. (Mfr's suggested retail prices.)

-at

...and new "Stereo Classic" tone arm
A professional -type arm designed for use with G -E
Feastereo cartridges as an integrated pickup system
tures unusual two -step adjustment for precise setting of
Lightweight brushed
tracking force from 0 to 6 grams
aluminum construction minimizes inertia; statically balanced for minimum friction, reduced stylus and record
wear $29.95. (Mfr's suggested resale price.)

and hear the G -E "Stereo Classic" cartridge and tone arm at your Hi -Fi dealer's
now. For more information and the name of
your nearest dealer, write General Electric
See

Company, Specialty Electronic Components
Dept. Hí10, W. Genesee St., Auburn, New York.
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Announcing the Magnificent New

WOLLENSAK ",s,s"
STEREOPHONIC HI- FIDELITY TAPE RECORDER
WITH BUILT-IN PRE -AMPLIFIER

The thrilling presence
live orchestra

of

a

in

your home...full

third dimensional sound!

ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT
Measures only 6W x l0;á"

x

11i'-

weighs scant 20 lbs. Distinguished
design harmonizes with every decor.

EASY OPERATION!
Simplified key-board
controls. Bandy,
strikingly beautiful
operating panel
provides the utmost
in operating ease.
ULTRA-POWERFUL!
10 watts push -pull
audio output -four
times greater Than
larger, less portable
recorders. Ideal for
auditorium use.

Now you may enjoy the realism of three -dimensional sound in a
truly portable stereophonic tape recorder! Two separate in -line sound channels
bring the living presence of a full orchestra into your home. The upper channel
permits you to record and play back monaurally. The lower channel, in line with
the upper, plugs in directly to the Phono input of your radio, high fidelity system
or your television. No auxiliary pre-amp is necessary as the pre -amp is built
right into this WOLLENSAK Tape Recorder. Dual speeds, two -level recording indicator. keyboard controls, index counter, high speed rewind lever, etc.
MODEL T1515, complete with microphone, 2 reels (one with tape), cords, $229.50
GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS Frequency Response -Upper Channel.
3db. at 734 ips.; 40.8,000 cps. ± 3db, at 3If ips.; Lower Chanlash 40- 15,000 cps. ± 3db, at 7H Ipa. (NARTII Standard Equalization). Wow and
flutter less than 0.3%; Signal to noise ratio greater than 50 db.; Signal from
lower channel preamp output 0.5
1.5 volts; Crosstalk
50 db.
40-15,000 cps.

CONSOLE
PERFORMANCE!
Tape live music or
use in conjunction
with a hi -fi speaker
and tuner for a fine
hi- fidelity system.

t

-

"1500" HI- FIDELITY DUAL -SPEED TAPE RECORDER
Only 6W x 10W x 11'/a'; weighs 20 His.
10 watts push -pull output is four times
greater than ordinary recorders.
Balanced -Tone" high -fidelity; key -board
control. Accepts 7" reels; tape speeds of
3.75 and 7.5 ips.; index counter, etc.
Complete with microphone. 2 reels,
tape and cords, $199.50

FREE DEMONSTRATION-Your authorized Wollensak Dealer will be glad to show you the "1515"
and other fine WOLLENSAK Cameras and Pro-

jectors.

See

-

him note!

WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO.
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Stereo Conversions
SIR:

recently heard a rumor that the
recorder would soon be
available with a stereophonic conversion kit. but I have not been able to
find out any definite information on
this from dealers or the manufacturer
himself, so I am writing von in the
hope that you have been able to gather
more information than I have.
Norman Holsing
Rapid City, So. Dakota
I

---tape

SIR:

-tape

own a
recorder which is
equipped with staggered heads for
stereo playback. Inasmuch as the majority of tapes being issued lately are
made for stacked heads, I would like
to convert my recorder for this type
of playback. but I do not know how
to make this conversion (if it is possible). Can you help me out?
John Tierney
New York, N. Y.
I

So many inquiries of the same general

type as these have been received
lately that an omnibus "open" reply
would seem to be in order for the
benefit of other readers attracted by
the notion but vexed by the problems of converting their present single- channel tape recorders for stereo
playback, or their present staggered head equipment for stacked-head
operation. The three practicable conversion procedures, in order of recommended preference, are as follows:
1) Install in place of the present
single -channel head or staggered
heads a stacked -head substitute which
is supplied for your specific tape -recorder model by its own manufacturer. Many Manufacturers now have
such conversion kits available (.soma
with, some without, the required second preamp), and most of the others
probably will provide them shortly in
response to the widespread public demand. Inquire of your local dealer or
directly of the manufacturer himself,
stating the model number of your
present equipment.
2) If no manufacturer's kit is available for your particular model, it may
be possible to use the Dacton "Steradapter" (slacked stereo -playback
OCTOBER 1958

head in an "outrider" mounting),
which is adaptable for most, if not
quite all, popular models of tape recorders, and which is manufactured
by the International Magnetic Electronics Co., Box 987, Minneapolis 1.
Minn. This is the only general adapter kit we know of at present, but
quite possibly there are-or soon will
be- others.
3) It is also possible to purchase a
stacked head separately and to have
it installed by a competent serviceman
(or yourself; if able) in place of your
present single -channel playback head
or staggered pair. Such replacement
heads are available from Brush Electronics Co., 3405 Perkins Ave.,
Cleveland 14, Ohio; Crest Electronics
Corp., Chelsea, Mich.; International
Magnetic Electronics Co., as above;
Michigan Magnetics, Inc., VermontMich.; Shure Brothers, 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill., and undoubtedly others. Warning: no replacement head should he purchased,
however, until you have made sure
that its particular mounting facilities
and electrical characteristics are suitable for your particular tape -recorder
model.
In any case, no conversion can be
recommended unless you have access
to the proper facilities (a good test
tape and a VTVM) for proper alignment of the head after installation. In
general, most such conversions are
likely to be makeshifts, and their success or failure to give even reasonable
satisfaction will be largely determined
both by the specific kit's or replacement head's suitability for your particular equipment, and by the care
with which it is installed and checked
for optimum performance.

Compliance
SIR:

The advent of stereo discs has drawn
a lot of attention lately to pickup compliance, both vertical and lateral, but
no one seems to have taken the trouble
to explain this term to us poor, igno-

rant consumers.
I'd appreciate it if you could fill in
the missing information.
Lewis Pelham
New York, N. Y.

The compliance of a pickup is the
measure of the ease with which its
stylus will move from side to side (lateral compliance) or up and down
(vertical compliance). The method of
rating compliance in specifications is
to state the distance (in millionths of
a centimeter) that the stylus will
move in a given direction when a force
of l dyne is applied to its tip.
Lateral compliance determines a
pickup's ability to track loudly recorded bass and middle -range passages.
At high frequencies, the limiting factors are the moving mass and the vertical compliance of the stylus assembly.
In order to track high fregrencies, the
stylus must be capable of changing direction extremely rapidly. This requires that it have as little inertia, or
moving mass, as possible. Also, as a
result of the difference between the
.shape of a cutting stylus and a playback stylus (one is triangular in cross section, the other is circular), highfrequency recorded grooves will tend
to force the stylus upward with each
half -cycle of undulation. Thies, vertical compliance and vertical mass are
also important at high frequencies.
Any inability of a pickup to follow
the groove perfectly is reflected in increased record wear and, usually, fin creased distortion. Thus, the higher
the vertical and lateral compliance (up
to a point), and the lower the stylus
mass, the better the pickup will be
likely to perform.
Vertical compliance is particularly
important in a pickup which will be
used to play stereophonic discs, because these discs have a significant
amount of vertical modulation inscribed in their grooves. A stereo disc
played on a pickup which is lacking
in vertical compliance will be irreparably damaged and may be worn out
with a few plays. A stereo cartridge,
however, will have more than enough
vertical compliance to cope with the
slight vertical components on a monophonic disc.

Carbon Tetrachloride
Sin:

I am writing to inform you that you

Continued on next page
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(Advertisement)

AUDIO FORUM
Continued from preceding page
were wrong in stating that turntable
drive pulleys and rubber idlers should
be cleaned with carbon tetrachloride
("Audio Forum," March 195S). Carbon tetrachloride is definitely harmful
to rubber and to many of the plastic
substances that are used for idlers.

Sound
Talk L ,.
by John K. Hilliard

H. A. Rubenstein
New Britain, Conn.

Director of Advanced Engineering
LOUDSPEAKER EFFICIENCY

Loudspeaker efficiency is an important
design factor that is often overlooked or
misunderstood by those who enjoy high
fidelity. It is only logical to assume that
any device should be engineered to be as
efficient as possible whether it is an auto
engine, an amplifier or a loudspeaker.
Speakers which have very low efficiency
were not designed with that feature in

mind. Rather this low efficiency
by- product of one of the simpler and

is a
less

expensive engineering methods used to
achieve bass response and low distortion.
Such designs, in an effort to achieve greater
bass and low distortion, utilize a heavy
cone which has inherently low resonance.
This heavier mass provides greater bass
but carries with it the high price of poor
transient response, loss of mid and hiehrange efficiency and smoothness, and
heavier amplifier requirements.
Many speakers following this design
approach require as much as 16 times the
amplifier power to obtain the same listening levels as more efficient units. Ten watts
versus 160 watts seems like an extreme
design compromise. Few, if any, of the
stereo amplifiers will provide sufficient
power for full dynamic range at normal
listening levels with such low efficiency
speakers.
With a more carefully integrated design
approach, and the acoustical laboratories
necessary to truly evaluate results, it is not
necessary to make this compromise to
achieve bass. A properly designed magnetic structure will provide a strong flux
throughout a long air gap. Cones, with
their compliance and voice -coil designed
for long linear excursion throughout the
audio range, will operate in this high flux
with great efficiency. Such a design has low
distortion and good bass without any compromise in efficiency or transient response.
All ALTEC speakers are the result of such
integrated design principles. Their bass
reproduction is in proper balance with the
rest of the audio spectrum. Their distortion and transient response have received
careful attention. Their efficiency is as high
as present engineering art permits.
It should be remembered that a good loudspeaker design need not sacrifice a part of
the whole performance in order to provide
a single outstanding feature.
Listen critically at all levels of loudness.
You will readily distinguish the superiority

of ALTEC loudspeakers.
Write for free catalogue: ALTEC LANSING

CORPORATION, Dept. 10H -c, 1515 S.
Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, Calif., 161
Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y. ,2.3,
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You are right: carbon tetrachloride is
one of the best cleaning fluids for
metal drive surfaces, but it is sure
death on rubber and some plastics.
Neither should it be used on tape
recorder heads (because it will dis-

solve the head lamination binding
material used in many heads). Alcohol is the recommended cleaner far
rubber and neoprene drives. Recorder
heads should be cleaned with one of
the special preparations sold for that
purpose.
Hum
Sin:

In your April "Audio Forum" you answered a query from a reader who
was troubled by hum.
My problem is almost identical to
his, except that the hum in my system
persists even when the pickup is dis-

connected from the amplifier. The
noise is quite evident and is disagreeable even at normal listening levels.
Is the hum inherent in my particular amplifier (an Altec A333A and
A433A)? If not, what part of the amplifier or preamplifier should I suspect? As far as I can recall, the hum
has always been present, and to a far
greater, degree on the magnetic pickup
channel. I didn't become annoyed
about it until I heard a system whose
hum level was almost inaudible at
maximum gain.

D. W. Triplett
San Diego, Calif.
A condition of excessive hum which
persists when the phono pickup is dis-

connected from the preamplifier may
be caused by a defective preamplifier
tube, improper adjustment of the amplifier's hum balance control (if there
is one on the amplifier), a defective
or poorly -designed amplifier (lite latter is not the case in this instance), or
a low- frequency peak in the loudspeaker system or in the listening room.
Try changing the location of the loudspeaker in the room, a few inches at
a time, and if the speaker enclosure is
of the bass- reflex variety, check the
tuning of the port, as suggested in the
April 1958 "High Fidelity Primer," in
HIGH FIDELITY.

The components whose failure is
most commonly responsible for excessive hum of this type are electrolytic
capacitors, rectifiers, and early -stage
tubes.
Original What?
Sm:

Will you kindly explain to me how
Westminster Recording Company can
make stereo tapes from Westminster
originals, when all the Westminster
originals that I know of are monophonic instead of stereo?
I saw advertisements in recent issues of Htct -t FIDELITY where Sono tape claimed that they got super high fidelity stereo quality by copying their
tapes from "Westminster originals."
How do they do this? Do they use
some sort of a converter to add a
pseudo- stereo effect to the monophonic
originals, or what?

Donald Perry
Hartford, Conn.
Sonotape's advertisement was not misleading-just ambiguous. They are
not manufacturing stereo tapes from
monophonic originals -this is impossible, as you pointed out. What they
mean in their advertisements is that
their recorded tapes are copied directly from Westminster's original
stereo masters, instead of from a
copy, or et copy of a copy, of the master. They are, in other words, once removed copies of the originals, and
are thus likely to have cleaner sound
that tapes that are twice or thrice
removed from the originals.
Tube Life
SIR:

The "Tested in the Home" report on
the Jerrold FM Range Extender preamplifiers (June 19.58) contained the
statement
the amplifier tubes
last longer in continuous than in intermittent operation."
Does this mean I should turn my
amplifier on and leave it on all the
time, until something needs replacing?
Or are there exceptions to this statement?

"...

Wade Beebe
Novato, Calif.

The statement about tube life in the
Jerrold TITH report was true, but
does not apply in all cases.
A tube becomes worn out when its
heater burns out or when its plate current falls below a certain value, but
which of these things occurs first depends upon the way in which the tube
is being used. Tubes which are operating at or near their maximum plate

Continued on page I54
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MONOPHONIC

STEREOPHONIC

QFII

amplifiers ore "lineor" in the lob, but not in the living
room! That's becouse room acoustics play the most importont
part in amplifier performance.
Now, for the first time you con actuoily tailor the performance
of a superb amplifier to suit the acoustics of your room! AAS*
-the Acoustical Anolyzer System- Precise Development's exclusive new feature accomplishes this amazing feat. And AAS is
found only in the great, new ORPHEON amplifier. Using on
Acoustical Analyzer Probe, you con actually adjust the low and
high frequencies separately to match the mid range tones, and
provide perfect linearity to match the acoustics of your own
living room! And once the adjustment is set, the ORPHEON
remains in balance unless there are major changes of furniture
or drupes in the room.
The finest

To match the musical tastes

PAS'

FEA^tIHG

-

Before you buy stereo, be sure to hear this great new amplifier
concept. It's o revelation of the ultimate in high fidelity engi
nee ring!

Ulm

watts)
watts monophonic output (peak 80
160 watts)
(peak
output
stereo
watts
80
and
Inputs for radio, TV, tape, microphone
system segment
magnetic or crystal phono on each
each system segment
Tape and monitor outputs on
for
Acoustical
or for tape recording
honeProbe
be uesedeas publichaddress
each system segment
24 positions of equalization for
filaments
DC on input
boost attenuation plus
At least 18 dh of bass and treble
additional 20 db with AAS'

40

-

Inc. provides two versions of the great new ORPHEON
one
Monophonic, and the other Stereophonic. The MONOPHONIC
ORPHEON offers 40 wafts of undistorted listening pleasure plus
every important feature you'd expect to And in a luxury -class
amplifier. The STEREOPHONIC ORPHEON provides the greatest
flexibility ever offered an audiophile. It comprises two systems
in a single chassis
each one identical with the monophonic
version described above. They may be used together to repro.
duce brilliant, clean, lineor stereophonic sound, or may be used
separately to serve two separate oreas monophonically with
different music ... or they may be used together as an elaborate mixer for recording.

of everyone, Precise Developments

ust 400[e f}tt

E

,1111a3iNg
Volume and Loutl
system seg

geatunes

5s

I

each

controls on
filter
Muting
filter
Rumble
in watts or
Output meter reads power output
segment.
tape
Sound level Meter with OASg
is also
potentiometer on
Separate tape output level

each system segment
on each system segment
Cathode -follower tape output
Internal grid bias hum control
phono)
db for radio, -60 db for
(

-BD

Model STAM40A -20 -watt stereo system (80 watt peak, monophonic), with AAS'- factorywired complete
$289.50

Model AM40A- Monophonic, 40 watts (80 watt peak), with AAS'
-factory -wired complete
$189.50

Model ST40 -20 -watt stereo system (80 watt peak, monaural),
without AAS` and Acoustical Probe, factory- wired, complete

Model STAM80A -40 watt stereo system (160 watt peak, monophonic), with AAS`- factorywired complete
$169.50

PATENT APPLIED FOR

$249.50

THE
A

superb 40 -woti amplifier

which supports a symphony

A

orchestra with live, crisp,
brilliant distortion -free repro-

superb AM and FM tuner providing

matched performance and great
beauty. Coupled with variable auto

mettle frequency control and metered

output, it brings in the weakest stations and provides razor sharp selec.
cvity. Rich gold -andsilver trim. Hear
the Continental
discover how in.
expensively you can wn ono of the
finest tuners mode today.
.

.

FM -B8 to 108 MC
Model TUMK, Kit

AM -500 to 1600

$49,95

duction.
Cathod Output tuning meter
follower output
Convenience out! 1
Phono, FM, AM, TV switch and Inpu s
Foster -Seeley discriminator
Fl
wheel tuning
2 limiters
Ferri -lo p
3-gang variable condenser
La 13" z 41/4" x 93/4". Cage
ging scale
at additional cost.
KC

Model TUMW, Factory -wired

pieche

$59.95

DEVELOPMENT

follower tape output

24 positions of equalization
DC on
Volume or loudInput tube filaments

ness control
5 my full output
Rum.
ble filter
Muting switch
Conven-

ience outlet Output meter reads power
output in watts, tape output In volts
Separate and independent tape output level potentiometer
Cathode Model AMK, Kit
$69.95

CORPORATION

Ocrour:fT 1958

Internal grid

bias, grid balance and hum balancing
controls ( -80 dh for radio, -60 dh
for phono)
Output selector for differA -AB -B
ent impediance speakers
speaker selector
Special patent.
transformer
Silverpending output
plated, etched front panel
10 tubes
fused supply
1a" z 41/4" z 12"

Model AMW, factory -wired

$89.95

OCEANSIDE, N. Y.
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THANKS, STEREOPHILES
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FOR MAKING POSSIBLE THIS

Continued from. page 152

NEW LOW PRICE!

STEREOTWIN 200
the stereo cartridge
by the makers or

MIRACORD XS -200
NOW

*443° formerly

$59.50

audiophile stet

Because you discovered that STEREOTWIN 200 helped you achieve stereo

sound like none you ever heard before
. you bought this perfect cartridge

in great numbers! So many, in fact,
that production savings now permit us
to reduce the price to a low, low $44.50.
If you've been holding MT on converting to stereo, ,totw is the time! And,
STEREOTWIN is perfect for monaural.

Variable reluctance cartridge
.7 mil diamond stylus
transient response within 2 db from 20 to
20,000 cps.
no magnetic pull
instant
stylus replacement
fits all standard tone
arms
eliminates hum problem
SPEIFICATIoNS:

current ratings will generally lose their
plate current flow long before their
heaters have burned out, so these
tubes will give longest life in intermittent operation. Heater failure will generally occur first in tubes which are being run at normal heater current but
subnormal plate current, so these tubes
give longest life when operated to favor their heaters. The greatest strain
is on a tube heater during its Icamtq)
period, so tubes operated at less-thannormal plate current will generally last
longer in continuous operation.
Most of the tubes in high-fidelity
components are operated at or near
their maximum plate and heater current ratings, so maximum life is obtained. from these when they are run
intermittently. Tubes in special highgain low - voltage amplifying circuits
(such as those in the Jerrold boosters)
should be operated continuously, for
maximum life.
Of course, it is possible to shorten
drastically the life of the tubes, or to
cause other component failures, by
switching a high -fidelity system off
each time a record is changed, for instance. However, if there is to be an
interim period of, say, an hour or
less during which the system will not
be used, it is best to leave it turned on
during that time. If more than an hour
of disuse is involved, it will prolong
tube life (and reduce electricity bills)
if the system is shut off during that
time.
Stylus Leveling
Sin:

'What is the best way of checking to
see whether a pickup stylus is propcrly perpendicular to the surface of

the record?
13. Looney
Memphis, Tenn.

T.
The Turntable That Changes Records

MIRACORD XS-200
No other record -player has all these
features: Plays stereo and monaural
heavyweight, professional -type
turntable push-button controlled
Magic Wand spindle automatic manual player automatic record changer
intermixes 10" and 12" plays all 4
speeds free tone arm 4 pole motor

$67
FAR

A

audiophile tact

AllEAD)TIIE FINEST BY FAR

Available at selected dealers.

For Free catalogue, please write Dept. tl

AUDIOGERSH CORP.
514 Broadway, New Votk

WORTH
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Place a mirror on the stationary turntable and carefully set the pickup
down on it. Then view the cartridge
from directly in front, ami note whether there is any angle visible between
the stylus and its reflection in the
mirror. If there is, and if the cartridge
itself appears to be canted to one side,
level the arm or shins up the cartridge
on its mounting screws until it is level.
If the cartridge is level but the stylus
is badly canted, return the cartridge
to the factory for service.

Duplication Techniques
Stn:
I notice that some manufacturers of
stereo tapes advertise that their copies

are made at a one -to -one speed ratio.
or at "normal" 7.5 -ips speed, which I
presume means the same thing. I had
been under the impression that all
commercial tape copies were made at
7.5 ips, but the statement above implies that some other manufacturers must make their copies at other
speeds. 'What's the truth of the matter and just how are tapes duplicated
anyway?
William H. Mark
Bronx, N. Y.

Original tapes may be recorded at
7.5, 15, or 30 ips tape speed, and
for these to sound right they must be
played back at the same speed as
they were recorded. If their speed is
changed, all musical pitches and tempos will change by the same amount,
so a 15 ips tape played nt 30 ips eviU
have double -time tempos and all tones
raised by one octave.
Nearly all tapes made for hone use
are recorded for 7.5 ips playback. If it
is desired to make one of these 7.5 ips
tapes from an original, the original
may be played at its proper .speed
(which may be 7.5, 15 or 30 ips) and
recorded onto another tape running at
7..5 ips. This process, in which both the
copy and the original are run at their
normal speeds when duplicating, is
known as one -to -one duplication.
A duplicate may be made in much
less finne (and thus at louver cost) by
doubling or tripling the speed of the
original and raising the speed of tw
recorder making the copy by the
salute proportion beyond 7.5 ips. This
is known as double- or triple -speed
duplicating.
Theoretically, processing costs could
be reduced almost to the vanishing
point by simply increasing the duplicating speed by the required amount,
but in practice there is a definite upper limit to duplicating speed which
is imposed by the extremely high frequencies that must be coped with and
the difficulty of maintaining good
head contact at high speeds. The one
indisputable advantage of very -highspeed duplicating is the reduced cost
of the final tapes; other advantages
are open to question, since there are
those who claim that high -speed duplication produces better copies and
those who feel that normal-speed copies .sound better.
In general, just as in disc pressing,
the exact techniques invoked are less
important than the care with which
they are used, the quality of the
equipment, the thoroughness with
tuhich it is kept in optimum condition,
and the integrity of the manufacturer
in rejecting any copies for release
which do not meet his normal quality
standards.
HIGH FIDELITY 'MAGAZINE

Pickup Bounce
Sin:

I have a

Garrard 301 turntable and
an ESL Professional arm and cartridge. Every time someone walks near
the player, the needle bounces out of
its groove.
The Ivan who installed the equipment says that the trouble is clue to
the nonrigid floor in my old house.
The pickup arm is set for 5 grams of
tracking force, and the turntable is
mounted on a roll-out drawer base attached to a long board. The motor

board assembly is, I believe, mounted
on springs.
Can you suggest any remedies for
this aggravating condition?
Aldo Marchisio

Hyde Park, Mass.
There is no positive cure for groove
skipping under these conditions, but
there are .several things you might

REALISM

try:

First, make sure that there is no possibility for the arm base and the motor board to move independently of
one another. If necessary, brace the
underside of the motor board with 2by 4 -inch planks extending from beneath the arm base to the edges of
the turntable assembly. These braces
should be screwed and glued to the
motor board. Do not isolate the turntable itself from the motor board by
means of springs or robber gaskets;
any spring mounting should serve to
isolate the whole motor board and
arm from its base, or from the shelf
on which it sits.
Second, try moving the entire phono assembly against an outside wall of
the room, or into a corner.
Third, remove the turntable assembly from its roll-out slides and install
it in a more rigid mounting.
Finally, if all else fails, attach the
phono motor board assembly to on outside wall of the room by means of rigidly reinforced G brackets.

FM Versus AM Broadcasting
SIB:
I am enough aware of the difference
between AM and FM broadcasting to
know that FM is static -free and wide range and low- distortion, while AM is
noisy and restricted in range and not
very clean. But what I do not know
is the actual difference between these
methods of broadcasting, and how
each one works.
Can you explain, in moderately unconfusing terms?

Norman F. Stinson

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Continued on next page
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professional performance at popular prides
NOW YOU CAN RECORD STEREO, TOO!
Pentron's totally new TM -4 Stereo Tape Deck is the
ideal addition to your custom high fidelity system:
records and plays stereo .. , 4 -track as well as 2 -track
tope, records and plays monaural and has al' the
exclusive Pentron stereo features which assure you
matchless performance of o professional quality never
before possible at popular prices.
Pentron lope mechanisms are precision engineered
with full -range frequency response, Azmur -X head
azimuth odjustment, single FingerFlite rotary control,
easy dual speed control lever, four outputs plus two
AC convenience outlets, selfenergized braking, stereo
or monaural erase, designed to operate at any mounting angle.
The Pentron TM4 is priced at $109,95 net and is
available al professional high fidelity showrooms. For
detailed information on Penlron high fidelity tape
recorders, amplifiers, pre -amps, mike mixers, lape
decks, and stereo conversion kits, write Dept. F10 or
see your yellow pages.

CORPORATION
CANADA: Allo, Rodio Ltd., Toronto

SEE THE

THE

NEW PENTRON EMPEROR

II...

ONLY COMPLETE POPULAR -PRICED
STEREO RECORDING SYSTEM

777 South Tripp Avenue, Chicago 24. Illinois

EXPORT: Rovthoon

Monufocluring Comgony, Wolthom, Mossachutett,
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Master- Engineered
Master -Crafted!
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TRANSISTOR
STEREO

PREAMPLIFIER
EQUALIZER
hum -free control and amplification. Straight
operation -no microphonics or tube noises. Separate bass and treble controls for each channel
plus common and balancing controls. Six hi- impedance inputs; four equalized l6- impedance inputs; haro
levels on "magnetic" for both low and high output
cartridges without using external transformer. Four
output jacks for amplifier and tape. Channel reverse
switch. AC control switch. Power drain so low that
pottery lasts almost full "shelf -I fe ". Size, 3"x9 "x51/2";
weight, 4 lbs. Model 41, less battery, with cabinet,
$59.50. Model 24, similar, but single channel,
$34.50.
Clean,
DC

DELUXE

WILLIAMSONTYPE 20 -WATT

AMPLIFIER

a
circuit with
reproduction
hifidelity
unique modifications for true
Uses famous Williamson

increased power output. Ultra -linear operation;
screentapped primary output transformer. Frequency
response flat and smooth thru entire audible range,
with distortion less than .0025 at normal listening levels, and excellent transient characteristics.
20 -watt undistorted output; 4-8-16 ohm output impedances. The perfect basic amplifier for stereo
lbs.
weight, 27
Size,
9 "X12 "X6'/2 ";
systems.
Model 15W, $59.95.
at

STEREO -MATIC

10 -WATT
2- CHANNEL
AMPLIFIER

AccE-

l

channels have independent volume and tone
controls. Power transformer supply, good regulation,
line insolation. Binaura and monaural operation,
with stereo piezo -type cartridge, will amplify all
single and dual -track records. Tuners, microphones,
etc., can be fed into Stereo -Manic by adding external
switch or connectors. Size, 33/4"x93/4"x5"; weight, 8
lbs. Model 39. $29.95. Model 39A, similar, but with
built -in selector switch, $34.50.
Both

cordance with the audio signals being
transmitted; i.e., a 1000 -cycle note
will produce 1.000 variations in the
intensity/ (or amplitude) of this carrier each second. The louder the
1,000 -cycle tone, the more pronounced
are the variations in carrier amplitude.
The radio receiver then filters out the
carrier signal and reproduces the variations in the amplitude of the carrier
as audio signals.
In F:1! broadcasting, the intensity of
the ultrasonic carrier torte remains conslant at all times. When there is no
audio .signal being transmitted, the
frequency of the carrier remains constant. too, but when the broadcasting
station is transmitting program material, the audio signal is used to vary
the frequency of the carrier, which
shifts back and faith arnurul its nominal frequency in accordance with the
audio .signal. Here a 1.000 -cycle tone
will produce 1,000 variations per .second in the carrier frequency, and the
louder the tone, flic farther the carrier will shift back and forth around
its nominal frequency.
Since static and nrettnl/ S'inlilar' forms
of electrical interference are signals of

varying amplitude, FM Can discriminate against them while passing the
full audio range.

amplifier and preamp with two output transformers. Dual hi -lo output circuits using EL 84's
in push -pull for bass thru midrange and 6DE7 single
end for high frequency response. Brilliance control
governs cross -over action. Independent bass and
treble controls. Magnetic, plezo and auxiliary inputs. Equalization for RIRA. Stereo Adaptor Socket
for using two Model 22 amplifiers in binaural operation.

AM transmission are located at the
sides of the carrier .signed, .sa in order
for a receiver to respond to these high
frequencies, it mast be able to span
slightly more thym the range of the
carrier signal. In so doing, however, it
will lose its ability to pick out a single
carrier from those adjacent fo it on the
radio band, and intcrstation interfer-
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SYSTEM
integrated high -power amplifier

in
de-

sign. 60 -watts undistorted power at any frequency
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10 to 50,000 cps. Ultra-linear type output stage;
direct interslage coupling. 4 -8-16 ohm speaker outputs. Variable calibrated pickup load control for all
RIAA, AES, NAB,
magnetic cartridges.
LP
and
78 equalizer positions.
Input selector switch for
pieta cartridge tuner, TV sound and tape. Cathode
follower tape lake -off. 2 AC outlets. Low -distortion,
feedback -type tone controls with concentric control knobs. Size, 14r /e "x101/i "x5Vi "; weight, 28 lbs.
Model 19, $129.95.
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In conventional radio broadcasting
(called Amplitude Modulation), a continuous ultrasonic tone (of over 50,000 cycles in frequency) is transmitted
by the radio station. This frequency
does not cary, but the intensity of this
steady "carrier" tone is varied in ac-

15-WATT
CONTROLLED ÿ!I!!1 0
AMPLIFIER
BUILT -IN ELECTRONIC CROSS -OVER
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There's nothing like these Audiolab Test
Reports anywhere! They are prepared exclusively for Audiocraft Aagazitse by the
staff of Hirsclo-f-Iouck Laboratories. These are
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copy (any two for 25c).
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with payment today!
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ence may result. Thus the .set is generally ele.signed fo tune to a slightly
narrower range than that needed to
pass the full audio range, so high frequencies are lost in the receiving process. l'he high audio frequencies in an
F11 signal are, like the lower frequencies, embodied in the total shift of the
carrier, so it is not necessary to compromise with frequency range in order
to obtain sharp (a' selective) tuning.
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SEQUESTERED GENIUS

E3igh-

in his seventies, Neuhaus -the Rus-

sians pronounce it Nay -gowz-still
teaches a full schedule at the Moscow

Conservatory.
Four years later it was through
Neuhaus' intervention that Richter
was chosen to play the public premiere
of Prokofiev's Sixth Sonata. "I'd never
really liked his music until then, but
I fell in love with this work. I didn't
actually meet Prokofiev until he came
to me after that performance." It was
the beginning of a fast friendship that
ended only with the composer's death.
Richter played Prokofiev's Fifth Concerto with the composer conducting.
He played the premieres also of the
Seventh and Ninth Sonatas; the latter
is dedicated to him. Richter's only return to the podium during his mature
years occurred in February 1952,
when he conducted and Mstislav Rostropovitch performed the world premiere of Prokofiev's Second Cello Concerto in Moscow. (One fine record I
acquired in Moscow offers Richter and
Rostropovitch in Prokofiev's Cello Sonata, Opus 119.)
That same year, Richter broke a
finger, and musical Russia almost went
into collective mourning. Richter himself regarded the incident fatalistically, and even greeted the occasion as
grounds for a rest from what had
grown into a schedule of up to 120
appearances a year. A few months later, his finger good as new, he returned to concertizing and has been
at it hard and heavy ever since, in the
U.S.S.R., China, Poland, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and Rumania. In view of the immensity of the
U.S.S.R. (nine time -belts as compared
with four in the United States), of the
distances in Eastern Europe and Asia
(Moscow to Vladivostok is farther
than Moscow to New York), and of
his harrowingly heavy schedule, it
probably would have brought a smile
to Richter's face to see Time describe
him earlier this year as ".
. internationally, [the world's] least widely
heard pianist." There is more than a
grain of truth in Richter's comment,
"There are many cities -big, important
cities -right here in the Soviet Union
where I've never yet played. Why
should 1 be so eager to go play in the
West?" Still..
There certainly is a
marked contrast between Richter and,
say, the well -traveled David Oistrakh.
"I have no working habits," Richter
said. "Sometimes I practice all day
long, for days on end. Other times,
I may go for months without practice.
.
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HIGH FIDELITY MUSIC SHOWS
See and bear the latest in HIGH FIDELITY from leading highfidelity mannfactrirers

..

.

...

Don't miss these public showings of Hi -Fi Equipment
from
the most economical units for the budget- minded to spectacular

...

home music theatres
compare and enjoy them all. Components and complete systems will be displayed.
1958 -1959 HIGH FIDELITY MUSIC SHOW SCHEDULE
ROCHESTER, N.

Y.-Sheraton Hotel

MINNEAPOLIS,

September 26, 27, 28, 1958

January 9, 10,

CINCINNATI, OHIO -Sheraton- Gibson

March

6, 7, 8, 1959

10, 11, 12, 1958

BALTIMORE, MD.-Lord Boltimore hotel

DETROIT, MICH. -Hotel Stotler

October

Hotel

1959

DENVER, COLO. -Cosmopolitan Hotel

Hotel

October

MINN.- Dyckman
11,

March

17, 18, 19, 1958

OMAHA, NEBR.
November

-

PITTSBURGH, PA.-Penn-Sheraton Hotel
April 3, a, 5, 1959

Paxton Hotel

7. 8, 9, 1958

SEATTLE, WASH. -New Washington Hotel
November 21, 22, 23, 1958

Rigo Enterprises, Inc.

20, 21, 22, 1959

BUFFALO, N.
April 10, II,

Y.- Statier Hotel
12, 1959

500 North Dearborn Street, Chicago 10, Illinois
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SPEAKER SYSTEMS
A new high in bass efficiency and
a new low in distortion ...among
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monaural.
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Model
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quite up to professional standards ..."
-High Fidelity Magazine

...but
the

NORELCO
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,..He uses the
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3

SPEEDS FOR VERSATILITY
SLOW:
1T/e Inches per second
designed for speech -with
the ultimate In tape econ.

omy

MEDIUM:
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the perfect "compromise"
speed -tor critical speech
recording as well as excel.
lent musical reproduction
33/4

FAST:
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for high fidelity at Its best

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., INC.
High Fidelity Products Division, Dept. IR10
230 Dully Avenue, Hicksville, L. L, N. Y.

But please," he said. with sudden urgency, "if you write that, snake it clear
for young pianists that I certainly
don't advocate that sort of thing. It's
just that for me it's natural."
I asked him why he. almost alone
among top Soviet performers. never
taught. He smiled helplessly and finally shrugged and said. "It's just not my
sort of thing. Maybe I'm too egoistic
-that's probably it. 'What I would like,
though, would be to have a small
group of young pianists of the highest
caliber, who would come not as pupils
but just as other musicians, so we could
play four-hands, or two pianos, or
chamber music, and learn from one
another. But teaching in the usual
sense -no."
Richter
was.
characteristically,
afraid of seeming immodest when I
asked about the size of his repertoire.
At first he said he had thirty complete
recital programs, but then he said,
"No, say twenty -five. Thirty might
sound like bragging." As to how many
concertos, he couldn't even estimate.
He continued to speak of his accomplishments unpretentiously. "The only
really big work in piano literature
which I've ever learned in its entirety
is the Bach Well-Tempered Claoier. I
don't play the For th Beethoven Concerto, or the Fifth, or the i\loonligd>t
Sonata, or the Third Rachnlaninoff
Concerto, or even all the Chopin
études or ballades or scherzos." He
has, however. performed and even recorded such off -beat works as the concertos of Glazunov and Rimsky- Korsakov, Beethoven's Choral Fantasy, and
Franck's Les Djinns. He loves to play
chamber music, and at least once a
year in Moscow he and his wife. the
lyric soprano Nina Dorliak, give a joint
recital. I was surprised at Richter's
knowledge of Western contemporary
music, for this is far from general in
the Soviet Union. "I played the Bartók
Two -piano Sonata, for instance, several years ago here with my friend Ana toli Vidyernyikov. This autumn at the
Warsaw International Festival of Con
temporary Music I'll do the Second
Bartók Concerto, Hindemith's Second
Kamn>eruitt.sik, sixteen Shostakovich
preludes and fugues, the First Hindemith Sonata, and the Third Szvmanowski. Schubert and Liszt are the two
composers to whom 1 feel the closest
ties. but I also especially love Debussy
and Ravel. I don't like to play them
too often, though- they're just too

beautiful."
He suddenly gazed out the window,
his face radiant, his voice impassioned
as he exclaimed with unaffected exal-
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tation, "Oh, I find life really so full of
beauty! I love it all so! If one can only
find the necessary harmony, life can
be so wonderful. My painting -even
though I know nothing about it and
fool around with it only on weekends
at our datcha in the country, it gives
me such pleasure. Or my little movie
camera -I shot film after film these last
weeks in Rumania, but I must have
done something wrong because all of
it came out completely blank, but just
seeing while I was shooting gave me
so much joy!"
The doorbell rang and Richter returned with Rolf Drescher, of Hamburg and Berlin, who travels throughout eastern Europe for Steinway &
Sons. He had with him an advance
pressing Of the Tchaikovsky First Concerto and the Prokofiev First, which
Richter had recorded in Prague for
the Czech firm ARTIA in collaboration with the Deutsche Grammophon
Gesellschaft in West Germany. "Please
come to Berlin and record," Herr
Drescher said. "D. C. has asked me
to tell you you can have the Berlin
Philharmonic or any other German orchestra you want." Richter smiled
bashfully and hung his head. "If you
want a Soviet conductor, so you'll feel
more at home, all you have to do is
name him." Richter twisted in embarrassment. "Please, please come."
Richter said only, "It all depends on
the i< Iinistry."
Drescher dropped the subject, and
we drank a quick cup of scalding, excellent coffee before Richter rushed off
to the Belgian Embassy. In the foyer of
his apartment, I remarked a handsome
Fernand Léger I had failed to notice
before. "0-ri-gi-nal." said Richter admonitorily, his eyes wide, his voice
proudly emphasizing each Lerman
syllable.
A few evenings later, during intermission at the Competition, I saw
Richter again. "I've been hunting you,"
he said. "I've decided to give a recital
on Wednesday and the next night I'll
do the Schumann and the Brahms
Second with Georgescu. Would you
like to come ?" His diffident tone made
his query sound almost like a favor he
was asking. He pressed four tickets
into my hand and disappeared towards the jury room. I was all the
more touched by his thoughtfulness
when it subsequently transpired that
these there his first public Moscow appearances in almost a year, and tickets
were all but fought over.
His recital opened with Schubert's
great posthumous B flat Sonata. There
followed the Schumann Toccata, and
the second half was all Prokofiev: the
Cinderella Suite, four Visions fugitives,
and the Seventh Sonata (which, Richter mentioned later, he had learned
OCTOBER

in one week tyhen he played the premiere in 1943). I shall not here attempt any detailed account or assay.

Everything was right-everything. His
pianissimo was lovely, his fortissimo
majestic. The difficult and taxing finale of the sonata was as exciting as
anything I had ever heard, \yith an
unbelievable subtlety of build -up to
the climax, and the crowd set up such
a shout he finally came back and
played it a second time, even more
excitingly. Two of his encores-a Liszt
Valse oubliée and Debussy's Les
Cloches tl traders les feu illes-were
miniature marvels of style and poetry.
Sitting next to me was Van Cliburn,
who wept unashamedly through the
entire Schubert first movement. Later
(hiring the evening, Cliburn turned to
me and said with deliberation, "I really don't think I'm in a Glaze or anything, but I honestly believe this is the
greatest piano playing I've ever heard
in my life." I fully concurred.
"And he's such an endearing guy,"
was what concert master Jake Krachmalnick later said, in Stockholm after
the Leningrad concert in which Richter had played the Prokofiev Fifth
Concerto with the visiting Philadelphia Orchestra. Eugene Ormandy
added, "Either onstage or off, he
shook the hand of every single member of the orchestra after the performance. He came to the train to Moscow
with its and when it began to pull out
he said, 'i don't want to get off. It's
so hard to leave you after all this!' I
spoke with the Minister of Culture,
Mi-. Mikhailov, and with one of his
deputies, and told then I would like
to bring Sviatoslav Richter to America tinder the Philadelphia Orchestra's
sponsorship. I also wrote them letters
to that effect. This was the last thing
I discussed with them this horning at
the Moscow airport before coming to
Stockholm, and they at least seemed
to agree with me that he should
come."
The last time I myself saw Sviatoslav Richter was at a buffet supper
given at the American Ambassador's
residence in Moscow in honor of Van
Cliburn. Richter excused himself early,
and for characteristic reasons: "Ceorgescu returns to Bucharest tomorrow
morning. and I must get up at five to
go say good -by to him at the airport."
He took my hand in both of his. "Auf
Wiedersehen-auf ein baldiges \Viedersehen!" He emphasized the word
"soon." I returned his handclasp and
said I hoped it would be soon, too.
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There's a Full Line of
High Fidelity Equipment at

OUR TWO -EARED HEADS

Tuners, Amplifiers, Speakers...Tape
or Phono ... a single component or n
custom assembly ... our experienced
personnel will be happy to advise

stereophonic variation of the single
point take is the most desirable approach, with a pair of microphones
either crossed or stacked at the approximate center of focus of the sound
source. The stereophony comes. not
from duplicating the wiclth of the
original, but by supplying two channels, one of which gives an over -all
coverage of the sound, and the other
of which supplies information about
sound location and amplitude variations that the ear translates into
stereophonic perception.
Excellent stereo recordings have
been made by both American and
European techniques, as listeners will
be able to tell for themselves when
more of the European product comes
on to the American market. Whether
one system or the other will become
dominant in the industry it is impossible to foretell, but one thing
seems clear. Stereo recording techniques are not standardized, and the
listener most likely to secure the maximum pleasure from stereo is the one
equipped with channel reversing
switches, flexible balance controls,
and possibly even movable speakers.
A good monophonic recording, on the
other hand, will sutuid good on any
high -quality single-channel playing
equipment 11281 has been installed
properly.
Stereo, by transmitting a high
amount of acoustical information,
becomes itself far more acoustically
sensitive in the playback process, and
thus requires a willingness to experiment on the part of the prospective
consumer.
The best that stereo has given its is
amazingly good and the worst is
really foul. Let its work with it, and
let us enjoy it. But until it comes of
age, let us keep our Archive Productions. our Toscanini, Lehmann, and
Casals, and live with our inherited
riches.
Junkman, begone!
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Continued from page 53

paneled in taut silk brave with huge
maps. A panel opened and he spoke
some indistinguishable words into a
microphone. A voice could be heard
faintly in reply.
"That's Wight, his factotum," Chevalier whispered. "Shops, cooks, and
presses; and sends records up from
the basement on a dumbwaiter."
Thegn opened another panel, exposing the thick, polished rim of a
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substantial turntable. He took a recK
ord from its envelope and centered it
FEATURES
around the spindle. He had rejoined
the others near the middle of the room,
UNIVERSITY
before the extraordinary pre -puberty
bassoon had begun its slimy wriggle.
Then he relaxed to enjoy the exciteULTRA LINEAR
ment of his guests while the dank reptiles oozed from the walls and writhed
RESPONSE
underfoot.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
No one hears Le Sacre du Printenlps undisturbed in his nerves, and a
Wide range, super -compact speaker sys
tens. Modern high compliance woofers
neurologist would have exclaimed in
are matched to a new type of enclosure
for clean bass response at nigher
design
delight at the spectacle of three men
acoustic levels than ever before achieved
in any small enclosure. Ideal for mom
shattered in that large room, with their
aural or stereo.
hair on end, lineaments convulsive
with dilated eyes and twisted mouths,
babbling unheard under the invasion
from every direction of a surging,
thudding, twisting steam of tangible
and corrosive music. They were enveloped in the enormous seine of the
... on "Load -Easy" reels
bass strings and choked by the smoke
for fast
from the horns, and the clarinets and
tape
Model S -10. $139 User Net in Mahogany
threading!
oboes crawled into their clothing and
Model S -11. $245 User Net In Mahogany
Now
available
wherever
Walnut and Blond slightly higher
along gooseflesh the length of their
superior -qualmagnetic
ity
tape
is
sold.
is
On
5"
equipped to serve you with everything
and
7"
K-LA
bodies. They were pricked by the
In high fidelity. For further information on
flutes and dazzled by trumpets; and Load -Easy Reels for fast, simplified
Excellent for low- noise, exUniversity RRL systems and other high fidelity
while the bassoons were felt all over threading.
tended -range recording and playback!
equipment ... visit or write:
burrowing like chiggers, a phalanx of
strings anti brass loomed up rapidly
RADIO CORPORATION
in a contracting square, the walls of
LABORATORIES, INC.
OF AMERICA
The Pit and the Pendulum, threatenMichigan's Large# Sound Oir11;1.0 rs
Electron Tube Division Harrison, N. J.
ing to tvhoosh the breath from their
7375 WOODWARD AVE. DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN
bodies and squeeze the blood from
TRinity 4.1100
their veins.
At the abrupt end of the first part
Thegn brought restoring drinks to
them from the dumbwaiter.
"I acknowledge the truth of everything you've said," said Herzog weakly to Earl; and to Thegn, "Where does
it come from ?"
From fifty speakers in the walls and
the floor and the ceiling, he was told;
and while this rather incredible thing
was discussed. Earl, who had collapsed into glass -eyed stupor during
the tumult, slowly revived tender the
IiOW
stimulus of his walkover victory.
"You see what I mean
." he began, and was interrupted by ChevalThe famous Recoton- Goldring Magier's fervent, "God, yes!"
netic Cartridge is now available for
But Earl felt he had a right to bask.
Stereo. One side has a diamond stylus for Stereo and is compatible fqr
"Stravinsky," he said kindly, "of course
LP. The other side features a sapunderstands all the implications of his
phire point for either LP or standard
score better than anyone, but it is
records. It can be used for all turnamazing that he is the only conductor
tables or record changers with %z"
able to convey any of its subtleties.
standard mounting.
Take the foot -stamping of the basses.
Take . " and he continued pleasGiving faithful reproduction and full
range symphonic channel separation,
antly.
this new Stereo cartridge truly lives
RG745.3SD With diamond
stylus for
At length Herzog interposed, quietstereo and monaural LP's and
up to the high standard of quality
lv, since one is polite to the victor, "I
sapphire stylus for 78RPM.
set by Recoton- Goldring cartridges!
really don't need any more convincRG745 -1SD With diamond stylus
for
stereo and monaural LP's and
ing."
sapphire stylus for LP's.
Earl laughed lightly, and purred at
Audiophile Net $29.95
Thegn. "Wonderful machine. 1 wouldn't have believed it. It doesn't cornArk your nearmt dealer or %rile to
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tape
recorder

pare too unfavorably with the orig-

inal."
"Why, thanks," Thegn replied. but
Chevalier had a point to make:
"It's not for comparison -it's a different experience. At Carnegie Hall tonight we were spectators and aloof,
while here. . . . You can't be aloof

PERFORMANCE

WqlStO

from something that grabs you by the

throat."
The second part of Le Sacre excited
the same responses. a little diminished,
as the first; and leaving Earl to expatiate to Herzog, Chevalier strolled
over to the turntable, where Thegn
was carefully lifting off the record.
The disc \vas slipping into its envelope when Chevalier asked. "May I
look at it ?" Thegn handed it to him.
"I thought Stravinsky conducted for
a Columbia record," Chevalier explained.
"So he does."

"Bat this has
Parthenon."

a

green label -it's

a

Chevalier pointed out to him on the
envelope Parthenon in word and photograph. Thegn's composure did not
alter, but his eyelids flickered. He slid
the record far enough out of its envelope to expose the label, and Chevalier read "Gregor Paladin, conduct-

Kleen-Tape
cleans your tape recorder
head in 2 minutes without
removing head cover
Super tough tope impregnated with
special formula cleaner keeps your
tape recorder head clean, a must for
no
fine performance. No tools
swabbing
no need to take your
tape recorder apart. Just put the reel
on the machine as you would a tape
rewind
- play it through
and the head has been cleaned and
dried! Can be used over and over. See
it at your hi -fi dealer.

...

.

...

.

.

.

Model No. 335, with 100 foot plastic
reel, $2.95 List Price.

WALSCO ELECTRONICS MFG. CO.
A Division 01 Textron Irr.
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

ing."
"Wight sent up the wrong record."

RRL

ULTRA LINEAR RESPONSE
SPEAKER

FOR BEST

Collfinucd from preceding page

SYSTEMS...

.. for top acoustic efficiency in a compact high compliance speaker system.
Powerful distortion -free bass down to 30
cps: treble response flat to 20.000 cps.
carefully matched to woofer's output.
Fabulous quality at an amazing value!

Thegn remarked evenly. "I must chide
him." Their eves met. Chevalier felt a
rush of devotion for the man.
"Not for my sake," he said softly.
"On the contrary."
He rejected an impulse to dance a
few steps, ncl burst into cleanest, purest laughter. Thegn put the record on
the dumbwaiter. The others came
sauntering over, both grinning with
the infection of Chevalier's pleasant
mirth. "Let us in on the joke," Earl
a

suggested.

MODEL S.10

Model S -10 $139 User Net in Mahogany
Model S-11 $245 User Net in Mahogany
Walnut and blond slightly higher.
We maintain a complete Inventory of
high fidelity systems and components...
speakers, tuners, amplttleró, tape recorders, record changers and turntables, etc.
Our trained personnel will be happy to
serve you In person or by mall.

SERVICE CO OF PENNA

.

INC.

7th & Arch Streets, Philadelphia 6, Pa.
WAlnut 5.5840
BRANCH STORES

HIRhVI Studlo
709 Arch Street
WAlnut S -5840
Noah Phila.
3412 Gernunlewn Ave.
BAldwin 9.5900
West Phila.
5930 Market Street
Sherwood 8.3010

Willow

grim

Pa.
29 York Road
Willow Grove 4440

Allentown. Pa.
1313 Linden Streit
HEmiack 56743
Easton, Pa.

916 Northampton St.
EAstan 33560

"Not yet," Thegn responded. "Once
a

day

is

enough. No doubt Chevalier

will tell you- sometime."

"It \vas a great demonstration." said
Earl. "Your machine is certainly the
highest possible fidelity."
He regardedd Chevaa
Fi
Chevalier,
lier, rocked
again by laughter, with humorous
commiseration, and patted his arm,
grinning. "There, there. You'll get over
this spasm. It certainly must have been
a Nvonderful joke."
Uncontrollably Chevalier threw an
arm about Earl's shoulder and hugged
him. At last he was beginning to feel
affection for this man, like a huntsman
for the buffalo framed in his sights.
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Distortion free, lifetime lubrication to eliminate
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The Ferrograph Stereo 88 is designed
for both recording and playback of stereo
tapes. Professional quality twin -recording
amplifiers and playback pre- amplifiers
are inbuilt. Monaural recording /playback
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The Ferrograph Stereo 35 is designed for
the playback of stereo tapes and also
offers all the features monaurally of the
popular Ferrograph 3A Series. While it is
possible to employ auxiliary amplifiers,
the Ferrograph "Stere -ad" unit offers the
ultimate in matched amplifiers resulting
in superb stereo reproduction.
Limited production and heavy demands
will delay delivery. See your local dealer
and place your order now!
signed to meet

ERCONA CORPORATION
(Electronic Division)

Street, Dept. S7, Nosy York 3G, N. Y.
In Canada: Astral Electrie Co. Ltd.
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KIERULFF

undoubtedly. He was a man of excellent manners. very pleasing and sometimes delightfully amusing, and he
was without envy, or spite, or malice.
Debussy rarely spoke. Ravel was very
lively, with curious musical predilections, but still very pleasant. Delius
eventually could listen to no music
at all except his own.

IN A

For

One of the nation's
foremost high fidelity centers .. .

'i

pany...

But

was good

is

equipped to serve you in every-

thing audio... from

a stylus to the
design and custom assembly of a
complete sound system. Our mail
order division is geared for FAST
shipments.Satis(action guaranteed!

com-

Sir Thomas: He was, until he became
tiresome on the subject of religion and
Christianity. He considered it a part
of his duty on earth to convert everyone to a deeply anti -Christian point
of view, especially young people, acting on the Jesuitical principle that if
you catch them young you can do
what you like with them.

NOW IN STOCK!
NEW University RRL Ultra Linear

Response Speaker Systems
2 -way and 3 -tea}' nnn(l- .space

sys.

terns ideal for stereo. High compliance woofers, plus new enclosure
design for higher efficiency. lower
distortion. Response: 30. 20,000 cps.

Sir Robert: Talking of which, do you
prefer, when you are conducting an
opera or accompanying a soloist, to
work with somebody who has a pretty
strong character of his own, or with
somebody on whom you can impose
your will?

Model S -10 $139 Nct in Mahogany
Model S -11 5245 Net in Mahogany

Sir Thomas: Ah. that depends, entirely. Generally I'cl rather have somebody with a very strong character. I

820 W, Olympic Blvd., los Angeles 15, Colit
12024 Wilshire Blvd., tos Angeles 25, cast.
10e41 Ventura Blvd., Tarzana, Calif.
Richmond 7-0271

I t'aln nl

and Blo,rd slightly higher

KIERULFF

SOUND CORPORATION STORES

remember something that Maurel
once said to the about knaves and
fools. He said. "I'd prefer a clever
knave to a silly fool, because a clever
knave you can do something with, but
you can't do anything with a damn
fool."
Sir Robert: Do you find any significant
differences in musical taste between
audiences in England and the United
States?
Sir Thomas: No, no differences at all.
I won't say anything as to the nature of the taste. Of course, there is
more music given in England than
in the United States. For instance,
there are six or seven orchestras
in London alone and really only
one in New York. Therefore, the orchestral repertoire there is more limited; and I have found that when
you go very far outside the standard
repertoire, the American public is inclined to resent it, which was the case
in England thirty and forty years ago.
But fundamentally there's not much
difference. In America at the moment
there's a very healthy renascence of
interest in choral singing. When I first
went there, I couldn't get a choir anywhere, for love or money. Now every
university has a very fine choir. There

WEBSTER
STEREO -CERAMIC
,./
c

"turn- under"

$25.00
Plays new stereo discs,
standard LP's and your treasured
78's -.7 mil diamond and 3 mil sapphire stylii. Fits any standard arm.
Plug -in type, $22.50 with diamond stylus. 78 rpm insert, $7.50.
See your deale .
ELECTRONICS D V S O N
WEBSTER
ELECTRIC
I

I

-1 RACINE

I

WIS

Continued on next page
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PURCHASING

Continued from preceding page

are choirs all over the place. That's
something, because it means that the
amateur is taking part.

A

SYSTEM?

Sir Robert: 4Vould you say that as far
as symphony orchestras are concerned,

io
_
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how we save you many dollars
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SYSTEM A
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Fluxvalve Cartridge
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SYSTEM B
Harman Kardon Model A224 Stereo
Amplifier and Pre-Amp ifier 12 Watts
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$ 99.95
Garrard Model T Player
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Our price for complete System only $216.99
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for an expert demonstration
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best in the world?

Send Us

Sir Thomas: Well, I may have my own
views about the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra, but i don't propose to inflict them on the American public, before whom I tun going to conduct next
year. At the same time, I want to emphasize this, that everybody shout,'.
stop talking nonsense about the best
orchestra, or the best orchestras, in the
world. You see, there are asses in England who say, "We have the best
orchestras." The Germans claim the
same. There is no such thing as the
best orchestra in the world today.
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Sir Robert: They are just good, bad,
or indifferent?

Sir Thomas: There are a very considerable number, more than formerly
of first -rate orchestras, and each one of
those has its especial quality. For instance, the French Orchestre National
has special qualities; there is certain
music that it plays better than any
other in the world, and you can':
take that away from it. The strings of
the Philadelphia Orchestra have a certain quality, a vigor, which is very
remarkable. Every good orchestra has
its points, its unique qualities, its
style, its character. You cannot say,
"This is the best orchestra in the
world." Any man who does so is ill
informed.

OF BRANDS
IN STOCK

RADIO

Rek -G-Kut

Components
Norelce
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THE INCOMPARABLE

3- SPEAKER SYSTEM

Sir Robert: But carrying the argument
just one point further, would you say
that certain orchestras play certain
composers, national composers, better? For example, would you say that
an English orchestra can play Elgar
and Delius better than a French or
German orchestra?
Sir Thomas: Oh, certainly, there's no
question about it.

Sir Robert: \yell, how do you explain
the affinity of national orchestras to
their composers? Is it a matter of their
make-up, or is it a matter of training?

Sir Thomas: It's a matter of tradition.
Now we've just had the Leipzig Orchestra here, and an orchestra like
this, which has played under Mendelssohn, Schumann, Nikisch, Bruno
Walter, and so on, performs almost
exclusively the music of Germany and

For Stereo or Monaural, this superb meeker
system achieves a new dimension of natural

reproduction without coloration Mode
under the some laboratory procedures as the
famous PREMIERE 500, the X -100 con,
bines Iwo I 2" United Woofers and 5" cone
Tweeter for fullrange, distortion -free
sound. Walnut, Birch or Mahogany -5109.50 net.
1

Send for camplele file,oture

192 WILLIAM ST.

EAST ORANGE. N. J.
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Austria. It should play it well and

have an insight into it. Whether it
plays it any better than the orchestras
of England or the United States, I
won't say. French orchestras have distinctly a style of their own, far more
individual than any others in the
world; when they play certain musicin a few pieces by Debussy and Ravel,
some things of Bizet -they cannot be
surpassed. The merit of English orchestras is that they have not so much
a definite character as a wide capacity;
they arc more interested in more kinds
of music, they've greater curiosity. A
German orchestra has vets' little interest in any music but that of Germany
or Austria. A French orchestra, very
little interest in music other than that
of France. We English are more eclectic, for good or ill, than any other
nation.
Sir Robert: How do you account for
the fact that the symphonies of Sibelius are appreciated here and in
America so much more than they are
on the continent of Europe?

Sir Thomas: The feeling in France
and the Latin countries is anti- Northern. They want excitement, they want

merriment, they want warmth, they
want sunshine, they want quick response, you know, to quick emotion.
You don't get that in Sibelius. What
you get in Sibelius for the greater
part of the time is an extreme reticence and a slow delivery, and that of
course is very popular in England, it
is our tradition. We get it, Sir Robert,
possibly from the Government.
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